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Preface

While the research in the field of cytoskeleton continues with its original intent,

namely the identification of new cytoskeletal proteins, significant advances have been

made in our understanding of the structure and function of the cytoskeleton. As is

evident from the chapters included in this volume, in the last two decades a more

integrated view has emerged which provides compelling evidence of the intimate

association between cytoskeletal elements and signal transduction pathways which

also demonstrates the significance of the cytoskeleton in organizing, integrating, and

regulating multiple biological processes such as cell structure, cell motility, vesicular/

organelle traYc, cell death, and cell proliferation among others. To perform these

diverse biological functions, the actin cytoskeleton must be tightly regulated both

spatially and temporally and must be responsive to extracellular stimuli. Research in

the last two decades has clearly demonstrated how many proteins associated with the

cytoskeleton are targets of signaling pathways or alternatively regulate the signaling

pathways themselves.

While the major emphasis in this volume remains on the microfilament structure,

some discussion has been included to illustrate the similarities and diVerences between
the three cytoskeletal elements, namely the actin microfilament, the intermediate

filaments, and the microtubules. For instance, Pallari and Eriksson (Chapter 14)

describe how intermediate filaments are targets of protein kinases and how phosphory-

lation of intermediate filaments regulates cell structure and function. Kobsar and

Eigenthaler (Chapter 1) describe the cytoskeleton (the microfilament and the microtu-

bule) in platlet cells and this chapter serves to provide an overview of the central focus

of this book namely to oVer a comprehensive account of the relevance of the cyto-

skeleton to cell structure and function as well as to highlight the dynamic nature of

the cytoskeleton by describing the regulation of the cytoskeleton and its associated

proteins by signaling pathways. Polarized epithelial cells display a cell surface organi-

zation uniquely adapted to their specialized functions of vectorial transport. Likewise

the apical surface of epithelial cells demonstrate three unique structures consisting of

actin and actin‐binding proteins. The specialized cytoskeleton of epithelial cells is

discussed in Chapter 2 by Brain Doctor. In the next chapter (Chapter 3), the regulation

of actin kinetics by nucleotides is examined. This chapter illustrates how actin ATPase

activity determines the free energy changes that drive actin polymerization and depoly-

merization. This study can also be read with interest by scientists exploring tubulin

GTPase and its role in assembly of the microtubular structure, thus highlighting the

conserved regulatory mechanisms between the various cytoskeletal elements of the cell.

Ronald Dubreuil (Chapter 4) describes the spectrin structure in erythrocytes, in

nonerythroid cells as well as in Drosophila. This chapter illustrates how the structure

and function of actin‐binding proteins is conserved from invertebrates to humans.

It also highlights the significant progress that has been made in recent years in

xi



understanding the role of the cytoskeleton using genetic approaches. Three addi-

tional actin‐binding proteins are discussed in greater detail and each exemplifies

unique actin‐modifying functions and biological roles these proteins play. Villin is

unique among the actin regulatory proteins in that demonstrate actin‐polymerizing

and ‐depolymerizing activities. Villin belongs to a large family of proteins that share

structural and/or functional homology and include gelsolin, adseverin, fragmin, flight-

less I, advillin, protovillin, supervillin, coronins. This chapter describes the ligand‐
binding properties of villin and how these are mechanistically important to villin’s

function in regulating actin reorganization, cell shape, and cell migration. Villin inter-

acts with several second messengers including phosphatidylinositol 4,5‐bisphosphate,
phospholipase C‐�1, calcium, and is the substrate for tyrosine kinases and phospha-

tases, thus it also illustrates the synergy between actin‐binding proteins and signal

transduction pathways in the regulation of biological processes. Karl Fath (Chapter 6)

describes the microfilament‐based motor proteins and their role on intracellular

traYcking. Studies have clearly demonstrated that actin assembly also regulates the

movement of intracellular vesicles, suggesting that this may be the mechanism under-

lying endomembrane traYcking. A little over a decade ago, most intracellular vesicular

transport was attributed to the microtubule‐dependent motors. The identification of

myosin isoforms has illustrated the equally significant role the actin cytoskeleton plays

in cytoplasmic traYcking. Karl Fath illustrates this by describing the role of the

microfilament in the spatial organization of the Golgi complex and describes the role

of specific myosin isoforms in actin‐dependent transport of cargo. In the same vein,

Östlund Farrants and coauthors (Chapter 7) describe the role of the SWI/SNF com-

plexes in chromatin remodeling. Interestingly, while actin was often seen in isolated

nuclei preparation, it was most often attributed to cytoplasmic contamination. How-

ever, very convincing studies in recent years have identified not only actin in the nuclei

but also actin‐binding proteins. The microfilament structure has been implicated

in mRNA export, transcription, DNA repair, and chromatin remodeling. Östlund

Farrants and coauthors describe the exciting new findings in this emerging field. Priel,

Tuszynski, and Cantiello (Chapter 8) describe the synergy between ion transport and

the microfilament/microtubule structure. They propose an appealing newmodel for the

propagation of signals in cells, such as neurons, and the role of the cytoskeleton in

regulating membrane properties in such cells using its capability of ion conductivity.

Christos Stournaras (Chapter 9) provides a very comprehensive analysis of the role

of the microfilament structure in communicating cell surface signals to the structural

machinery of the cell resulting in rapid modification of the microfilament structure in

response to extracellular signals. The author also describes the significance of these

studies in our understanding of malignant cells. It is worth noting that despite the

significance of the microfilament structure in diverse pathophysiological conditions,

no cytoskeleton‐based strategies are available to treat or prevent any human disease.

The author describes potential applications of regulating the actin dynamics in the

diagnosis and treatment of cancer. In the two following chapters, Niggli (Chapter 11)

and Skwarek‐Maruszewska (Chapter 10) describe the interaction of actin‐binding
proteins with phospholipids, specifically phosphoinositides and the significance of

xii Preface



these interactions in regulating membrane events. These chapters not only elucidate

the role of the microfilament structure in converging signals at the cell surface in

the regulation of cell migration, phagocytosis, and endocytosis but also intracellularly

in the regulation of cytokinesis. Other examples of cell function regulated by the

microfilament structure are provided by Woolner and Martin in Chapter 12, where

they describe the role of the actin cytoskeleton in embryo morphogenesis and by Hu

and coauthors in Chapter 13, where they describe the regulation of ion transport

proteins by actin and actin‐regulatory proteins.

In this volume, we have made an attempt to provide an overview of the cytoskele-

ton rather than provide a comprehensive description. The fundamental role of the

cytoskeleton in the regulation of cell structure and function has been very ably

articulated by various contributors to this book. This is an exciting period for

biological research in general and the cytoskeletal field more specifically and we hope

to follow these new discoveries which will only establish what is manifested from the

discussions included in this book, namely the significance of the cytoskeleton in

integrating cellular functions.

Seema Khurana

Preface xiii



Chapter 1

The Cytoskeleton of the Platelet

Anna Kobsar and Martin Eigenthaler

Institute of Clinical Biochemistry and Pathobiochemistry, University of Wuerzburg, Germany

I. Introduction

II. Cytoskeleton of the Resting Platelet

A. Actin Cytoskeleton

B. Platelet Microtubule Coil

III. Rearrangement of the Cytoskeleton During

Platelet Activation

A. Formation of Filopodia

B. Signaling Pathways Regulating the Cytoskeleton of the Platelet

IV. Rearrangement of the Cytoskeleton During

Platelet Adhesion

A. Formation of Lamellipodia

V. Contractile Elements of the Platelet Cytoskeleton

VI. Inhibition of the Platelet Cytoskeleton by

Cyclic Nucleotides

VII. Summary

References

Platelets contain a membrane cytoskeleton, a cytoplasmic core cytoskeleton, and a

microtubule system that are closely connected and act in concert to maintain the

resting platelet discoid shape. A system of intracellular activatory and inhibitory

signaling molecules interacts directly or indirectly with these cytoskeletal structures

and tightly controls the cytoskeletal function. During platelet adhesion, activation,

and aggregation, these cytoskeletal structures are rearranged resulting in the forma-

tion of a variety of F‐actin‐based structures, including filopodia and lamellipodia.

Cytoskeletal remodeling is initiated by membrane receptors and signaling proteins that

are in close contact with the platelet cytoskeleton. In turn, the cytoskeleton serves as a

scaffold that binds and localizes signaling molecules at the right place and the right

time to warrant platelet hemostatic function.

Advances in Molecular and Cell Biology, Vol. 37 1 ISBN: 0-444-52868-7

� 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. DOI: 10.1016/S1569-2558(06)37001-4



I. INTRODUCTION

Platelets play a key role in physiologic hemostasis as well as in thrombotic diseases

and bleeding disorders. Platelets are activated by a number of stimuli resulting in platelet

shape change, expression and/or activation of surface receptors, secretion of vasoactive

substances, adhesion, aggregation, and finally thrombus formation. Vasoconstrictors

(TxA2, vasopressin) and endothelium‐dependent vasoactive substances (ADP, thrombin,

serotonin) are potent physiologic platelet activators. The initial event in platelet activation

is binding of such agonists to specific membrane‐spanningG‐protein–linked receptors on
the platelet surface, which transmit the signal via heterotrimeric and small GTP‐binding
proteins and multiple protein kinases into an ordered cascade of intracellular signaling

pathways. All these pathways induce remodeling of the platelet cytoskeleton resulting in

the appearance of actin filament‐based structures, including filopodia and lamellipodia.

Platelet adhesion and activation are strictly controlled through complex signaling inter-

actions between extracellular ligands, adhesion receptors in the plasma membrane, and

cytoskeletal structures.

This chapter discusses the structure of the platelet cytoskeleton and its interaction

with platelet adhesion receptors. Furthermore, key players in these complex interac-

tions (e.g., tyrosine kinases, protein kinases) as well as inhibitory signaling pathways

regulated by cyclic nucleotides will be discussed in detail. A summary of the functions of

proteins associated with the platelet cytoskeleton is provided in Table I. The reader is

further referred to excellent reviews on these topics for additional information which

cannot be presented in such detail in the context of this chapter (Canobbio et al., 2004;

Gibbins, 2004; Abrams, 2005; Ozaki et al., 2005; Watson et al., 2005; Hartwig, 2006;

Larsson, 2006).

II. CYTOSKELETON OF THE RESTING PLATELET

The platelet cytoskeleton is composed of three major components: the actin

filament system consisting of a spectrin‐based membrane skeleton, the cytoplasmic

“core” cytoskeleton, and a microtubule‐formed ring structure around the platelet

plasma membrane edge (Hartwig, 2006).

A. Actin Cytoskeleton

The actin filament system of a resting platelet consists of about 2000–5000 F‐actin
filaments that are distributed mainly in two locations: a cytoplasmic “core” cytoskele-

ton and a membrane cytoskeleton that attaches to the plasma membrane (Barkalow

et al., 2003). The platelet actin cytoskeleton fulfills manifold functions: it is responsible

for the disk shape of the resting platelet and regulates shape change, assembly of

filopodia and lamellipodia as well as the movement of subcellular components during

platelet adhesion and activation (Hartwig, 2006). The role of the microfilament system

in these processes is still not fully elucidated and will be dicussed later.

2 A. Kobsar and M. Eigenthaler



Table I

Functions of Proteins Associated with the Cytoskeleton

Protein Function Knockout mouse phenotype References

�‐Actinin Bundles F‐actin filaments Increased lymphocyte cell motility Gluck and Ben‐Ze’ev,
1994; Kos et al., 2003

�‐Adducin Targets barbed actin filament

ends to spectrin; caps barbed ends

Actin levels were diminished; elliptocytes,

ovalocytes, and occasionally spherocytes

were found in the blood; mice suffer

from mild anemia with compensated

hemolysis

Muro et al., 2000

�‐Spectrin Assembly of membrane skeleton;

binds F‐actin and adducin

Hereditary spherocytosis; thrombosis

and infarction in neonatal animals

Wandersee et al., 2001;

Hartwig, 2006

Cofilin Binds G‐actin and severs filaments Thirion et al., 2001

Filamin Attaches F‐actin and signaling

molecules to GPIb�;

crosslinks F‐actin

Enlarged and fragile platelets,

reduced platelet counts

Nakamura et al., 2006

Gelsolin Severs actin filaments; increases

actin‐barbed ends

Altered platelet shape change Kiuru et al., 2000

Profilin Binds G‐actin Mahoney et al., 1997

Tubulin Essential part of microtubules Discontinous microtubule ring

in platelets; spheroid platelets

Schwer et al., 2001

PKC� Intracellular signal transduction Platelets spread poorly on

fibrinogen, however, normal

agonist‐induced fibrinogen binding

Buensuceso et al., 2005

p85� Subunit

of PI3‐kinase
Intracellular signal transduction;

regulatory subunit of

heterodimeric PI3‐kinase

Aggregation induced by ADP, thrombin,

U46619, or PMA was normal;

aggregation induced by collagen and

collagen‐related peptide (CRP) was

partially impaired; both P‐selectin
expression and fibrinogen binding

in response to CRP were decreased; poor

spreading over a CRP‐coated surface with

intact filopodial protrusions

Watanabe et al., 2003

(Continued )



PLC�2 Cleaves phosphatidyl‐inositol
(4,5)‐bisphosphate to generate

inositol (1,4,5)‐trisphosphate and
diacylglycerol

Defective thrombus formation on a collagen

surface; in vivo defective thrombus

formation at superficial lesions, however,

productive thrombosis after a more severe

injury; only a minimal effect on platelet

adhesion to immobilized vWF; impaired

spreading and thrombus growth on vWF

Rathore et al., 2004;

Nonne et al., 2005

SLP‐76 Multidomain SH2 domain‐containing
adapter protein lacking

intrinsic catalytic activity

Fetal hemorrhage and increased perinatal

mortality; although megakaryocyte and

platelet development proceeds normally,

collagen‐induced platelet aggregation

and granule release is markedly impaired;

treatment of SLP‐76‐deficient platelets
owith collagen fails to elicit tyrosine

phosphorylation of PLC�2

Clements et al., 1999

Syk Tyrosine kinase Tyrosine phosphorylation of

PLC�2 after collagen stimulation

is absent

Poole et al., 1997

VASP Cytoskeleton‐ and focal

adhesion‐associated protein;

major substrate of both cAMP‐
and cGMP‐dependent protein kinases

Reduced cAMP‐ and cGMP‐mediated

inhibition of platelet aggregation;

hyperplasia of megakaryocytes in

bone marrow and spleen; activation

of platelets with thrombin induced an

increased surface expression of

P‐selectin and fibrinogen binding

Aszodi et al., 1999;

Hauser et al., 1999

Vav3 Cytoplasmic guanine nucleotide

exchange factor

Pearce et al., 2004

Vav1/2 and Vav1/2/3

knockout

Cytoplasmic guanine nucleotide

exchange factors

Marked inhibition of aggregation and

spreading on activation of GPVI,

which is associated with a reduction

in tyrosine phosphorylation of PLC�2

Pearce et al., 2004

Table I (Continued)

Protein Function Knockout mouse phenotype References



The cytoplasmic core cytoskeleton of the resting platelet is an actin filament

network containing actin‐binding proteins like �‐actinin and, probably the major

functional component, filamin. Filamin functions as a scaffolding molecule that

collects and targets the corresponding binding partners toward the plasma membrane,

thereby creating a tight link of the core cytoskeleton to the membrane cytoskeleton

(Hartwig, 2006). Binding to filamin occurs mostly in its C‐terminal part and includes

binding partners like the small GTPases (Rac, Rho, Cdc42, RalA), the exchange

factors Trio and Toll, adhesion molecules (�‐integrins, glycoprotein Ib�: GPIb�),
and various other signaling molecules. The Rho family of small GTPases (Rac, Rho,

Cdc42) plays a distinct role in the regulation of actin assembly and cell motility. These

proteins cycle between an active (GTP bound) and an inactive (GDP bound) state and

interact with a variety of effector proteins.

The membrane cytoskeleton resembles a tightly woven planar sheet which lies at

the cytoplasmic side of the platelet plasma membrane and the cytoplasmic side of the

open canalicular system (Hartwig, 2006). This membrane skeleton consists of elongated

spectrin strands that are connected to the central cytoplasmic core network through

radial actin filaments. These filaments extend from the platelet center toward the

plasma membrane, turn at this point, follow the membrane, and locate the actin‐
barbed ends close to the membrane. Besides actin and spectrin, major components of

this network are adducin, filamin, and the von Willebrand factor receptor, glycopro-

tein GPIb‐IX‐V complex. The membrane cytoskeleton is further associated and inter-

acts with a variety of cytoskeletal proteins and signaling molecules which will be

discussed in detail later.

1. Spectrin and Adducin

Spectrin molecules are head‐to‐head assemblies of two ��‐heterodimers associat-

ing lengthwise in an antiparallel conformation (Hartwig, 2006). The dimerization site

of spectrin is located at the C‐terminus of the �‐chain and the N‐terminus of the

�‐chain. The N‐terminal �‐chain of spectrin exposes both an actin‐ and adducin‐
binding site which allows spectrin to bind to and support this actin structure.

Adducin is a membrane‐skeletal protein with a tetrameric structure of either �/�‐
or �/�‐heterodimers. Adducin preferentially recruits spectrin to the fast‐growing ends

of actin filaments, bundles actin filaments, and caps the majority of the actin‐barbed
ends (Barkalow et al., 2003). The C‐terminal domains of all adducin subunits contain a

highly conserved, 22 amino acid residue of myristoylated alanin‐rich C kinase sub-

strate that has high homology to MARCKS protein, an important substrate for

protein kinase C (PKC) in human platelets (Matsuoka et al., 2000). This MARCKS‐
related domain is essential for adducin function and represents a substrate for

PKC and Rho‐associated kinase. Furthermore, adducin binds calmodulin. Both ad-

ducin functions, spectrin recruitment and actin capping, are inhibited by PKC

phosphorylation and calmodulin binding.

The Cytoskeleton of the Platelet 5



2. Filamin A and Filamin B

Another central element in membrane skeleton is filamin, present in platelets as

Filamin A and B (Gorlin et al., 1990; Takafuta et al., 1998). Similar to spectrin, filamin

assembles into bipolar homodimers with the subunits assembled in a V‐shaped form

and actin filament‐binding sites on each strand at their free N‐terminal ends.

Each Filamin A/B molecule has two binding sites for the GPIb� chain of the

von Willebrand receptor (GPIb‐IX‐V complex). Interaction of filamin with this plate-

let adhesion receptor complex is of great importance for platelet function. This

interaction not only links a variety of signaling molecules to the von Willebrand factor

(vWF) receptor, it also arranges the alignment of vWF receptor on the platelet

membrane and strengthens the linkage of the membrane cytoskeleton to the plasma

membrane (Hartwig, 2006). Platelets from mice deficient in Filamin A are enlarged

and fragile, platelet counts are reduced (Ware et al., 2000). A similar phenotype is

observed in mice lacking GPIb� as well as in the corresponding human disease, the

Bernard‐Soulier syndrome.

B. Platelet Microtubule Coil

Besides the main structural component of platelet shape, the internal actin filament

cytoskeleton, the microtubule structure of platelets is an essential component for the

structure of the resting platelet. Platelet shape is maintained by an internal microtubule

coil that is concentrated closely at the plasma membrane edge of the platelet disk

(Hartwig, 2006). A microtubule is a hollow cylinder with a basic structure formed by

�-�‐tubulin heterodimers which do not come apart after formation. Along the micro-

tubule axis, tubulins are arranged in head‐to‐tail order to form protofilaments with

alternating �‐ and �‐subunits. Platelets express four different �‐tubulins (�1, �2, �4,
and �5), however, �1 is the dominant isoform in human and mouse platelets (Schwer

et al., 2001). Mouse models with deficiency in �1‐tubulin still polymerize some amount

of tubulin, however, the overall tubulin content was strongly reduced and a discontinu-

ous microtubule ring is formed in such platelets. Studies in megakaryocytes of these

mice showed that �‐tubulin is essential for the normal proplatelet formation and that

circulating platelets failed to form the characteristic disk shape (Schwer et al., 2001).

Recently, a P for Q substitution in �1‐tubulin was found in humans. Heterozygous

carriers of theQ43P variant showed a reduced platelet �1‐tubulin expression and in their
blood a mixture of two different platelet populations appeared: normal discoid‐shaped
platelets and enlarged spheroid platelets (Freson et al., 2005). In contrast to the

�1‐tubulin‐deficientmice that had onlyminor platelet abnormalities, the humanheterozy-

gous Q43P �1‐tubulin substitution resulted in a defective platelet function with reduced

platelet adhesion, secretion, and aggregation, suggesting that these carriers might even

be protected against cardiovascular diseases.

Microtubule‐based dynamics might play a role in many aspects of cytoplasmic motili-

ty, especially since platelets express cytoplasmic dynein and kinesin (Hartwig, 2006).
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Both proteins are certainly involved in proplatelet formation in megakaryocytes

and in vesicular trafficking. However, the role of microtubule‐based movement of

organelles and granules in physiologic platelet function still needs to be elucidated

in detail.

III. REARRANGEMENT OF THE CYTOSKELETON DURING

PLATELET ACTIVATION

The morphologic changes in platelet activation are well characterized in platelets

stimulated by agonists in suspension (e.g., thrombin, ADP, collagen, thromboxane).

Cytoskeletal reorganization occurs in two phases: the early phase is independent of

platelet aggregation, starts immediately, and is completed within minutes. Platelets

round up, change their shape from discoid to spherical, and form actin filament

networks in developing filopodia and at the cell periphery. The second phase requires

the binding of ligands (fibrinogen or vWF) to cell surface receptors, close cell–cell

contact, and formation of platelet aggregates. Shape change occurs rapidly within

seconds and platelet aggregation is completed within minutes, depending on the type

and concentration of the agonists used.

On activation by soluble ligands via their specific platelet membrane receptors,

platelet cytoskeleton undergoes a complex remodeling, and F‐actin content increases

rapidly to about 70% of total actin. This increase in F‐actin is primarily due to the

generation of actin filament‐free barbed ends which then serve as centers to promote

actin polymerization. This occurs through a combination of filament fragmentation

and the release of barbed‐end‐capping molecules. Key events in these processes are the

dissociation of adducin and the activation of gelsolin and cofilin.

1. Dissociation of Adducin from Spectrin

Following platelet activation, adducin dissociates from the barbed ends of actin

filaments and also from spectrin (Gilligan et al., 2002). This reorganizes and dislocates

the membrane skeleton from the plasma membrane localization. This inactivation of

adducin might occur by various signaling pathways inclucing PKC‐induced phsophor-

ylation, activation of phosphoinositide 3‐kinase (PI3‐kinases) and calcium–calmodulin

binding as discussed later (Gilligan et al., 2002).

2. Gelsolin

Gelsolin severs actin filaments and is the main generator of pointed filament ends.

During platelet activation, gelsolin undergoes a calcium‐dependent conformational

change that allows it to bind to actin filaments, fragment them, and then stay bound to

the barbed ends of these fragments (Sun et al., 1999; Hartwig, 2006). It is of interest
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that gelsolin‐deficient platelets turn over actin filaments much slower and can still form

filopodia, but not lamellae (Witke et al., 1995).

3. Cofilin

Cofilin is found in high concentration in platelets. In unstimulated platelets, the

major fraction of cofilin is phosphorylated and therefore inactive. Cofilin becomes

rapidly dephosphorylated during platelet activation and stays dephosphorylated

for some time as long as platelet integrin receptors are ligated (Falet et al., 2005).

In its dephosphorylated state, cofilin binds to and induces the disassembly of actin

filaments. This reaction follows a slower time kinetic than the activation of gelsolin

(Hartwig, 2006). The combined action of cofilin and gelsolin is enhanced by the

dissociation of adducin from spectrin and from the barbed ends of actin that further

disassembles the membrane cytoskeleton. Very recently, cofilin dephosphorylation

by an okadaic acid‐insensitive phosphatase at the beginning of aggregation and, later

in aggregation, slow rephosphorylation in a Rho‐kinase dependent manner was des-

cribed (Pandey et al., 2006). However, this cofilin phosphorylation/rephosphorylation

was independent of integrin �IIb�3‐ligation and did not regulate cofilin association

with F‐actin.

A. Formation of Filopodia

On activation with soluble platelet agonists, platelets rapidly form filopodia that

represent thin elongations of the plasma membrane with actin filament bundles in their

center. Although filopodia formation has been extensively studied in other cell systems,

the molecular mechanisms of platelet filopodia formation are still far from being

elucidated. Members of the protein family of Wiskott–Aldrich syndrome protein

(WASP) including WASP, neuronal WASP (N-WASP), and WAVE (WASP family

verprolin homologous proteins) are certainly involved in this process. In fibroblast,

Cdc42 activation leads to extensive filopodia formation (Nobes and Hall, 1995). In a

cell‐free system it was shown that active Cdc42 stimulated the actin‐depolymerizing

activity of N‐WASP.WASP andN‐WASP thenmediate the signaling toward the Arp2/3

complex and create free barbed ends fromwhich actin polymerization can then take place

(Miki et al., 1998). In contrast to these findings, platelets fromWASP/N‐WASP‐deficient
mice have normal actin assembly and produce normal or even an enhanced number of

filopodia after stimulation. Due to the functional homology of the WASP family

members, homologous proteins might be involved in filopodia formation and take over

the function after the loss of other family members. Other proteins have been discussed

to regulate filopodia formation: CapZ, a barbed end capping protein that is able to

terminate actin filament assembly, and the cytoskeletal proteins Ena and VASP,

members of the Ena/VASP protein family (Reinhard et al., 2001). Depletion of the

capping protein caused the loss of lamellipodia and strongly enhanced formation of

filopodia. In this system, gelsolin overexpression did not restore the original pheno-
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type, indicating that this phenotype was specific for CapZ. In Ena/VASP‐deficient
cells, CapZ depletion resulted in ruffling instead of filopodia formation. Therefore

it was proposed that CapZ is a negative regulator of filopodia formation and that,

in addition to their previously suggested anticapping and antibranching activity,

Ena/VASP have activating functions downstream of actin filament elongation (Krause

et al., 2003).

B. Signaling Pathways Regulating the Cytoskeleton of the Platelet

A variety of activatory platelet‐signaling pathways including increase in phospha-

tidylinositides, activation of calcium‐calmodulin–regulated pathways, activation of

PKC, and tyrosine kinases are involved in remodeling of the cytoskeleton. Figure 1

shows an overview of signaling events during platelet activation.

1. Phospholipase C and Calcium Signaling

Platelet activation by many stimulatory agonists involves activation of tyrosine

kinases and/or binding to G‐protein–linked receptors followed by the dissociation of

G‐protein subunits. Both events lead to activation of phospholipase C (PLC) isoforms:

PLC� is activated by heterotrimeric G‐proteins and activation of PLC�2 is regulated

by tyrosine phosphorylation through Src kinase. Real time phase‐contrast microscopy

showed a strong reduction of filopodia and lamellapodia formation in murine platelets

on a fibrinogen surface in the absence of PLC�2 (Wonerow et al., 2003). Once

activated, PLC generates 1,2‐diacylglycerol (DAG) and IP3 through hydrolysis of

phosphatidylinositol 4,5‐bisphosphate (PIP2). DAG then activates PKC, whereas IP3

binds to its receptors at the plasmamembrane and the dense tubular system and elevates

cytosolic calcium by release from intracellular stores as well as by stimulation of the

extracellular calcium entry. This subsequent increase of intracellular free calcium

plays the key role in platelet activation, since it regulates multiple calcium‐dependent
enzymes, like the calcium‐dependent PKC isoforms and the calcium/calmodulin‐
dependent myosin light chain (MLC) kinase. Major target proteins in platelets are

further myosin, gelsolin, and filamin. These pathways are key players in controlling

actin filament assembly and disassembly.

2. Nonreceptor Tyrosine Kinases

Src tyrosine kinases form the largest class of nonreceptor tyrosine kinases.

Activity of Src kinase is regulated by tyrosin phosphorylation at two different sites:

phosphorylation at tyrosine residue 416 leads to enzyme activation, whereas

phosphorylation at Tyr‐527 inhibits it. Src kinase and members of its family are

membrane‐associated proteins, however, unlike Src, the Src‐related tyrosine kinases
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are associated with electron‐dense cytoplasmic and plasma membrane structures that

correspond to endocytotic vesicles and coated pits (Stenberg et al., 1997). In contrast

to Lyn and Fyn kinase, Src binds constitutively and selectively to �3‐integrins
through an interaction involving the c‐Src SH3 (SH3: Src homolgy 3) domain and

the C‐terminal region of the �3 cytoplasmic tail (Kralisz and Cierniewski, 1998a,

Arias‐Salgado et al., 2003; Shattil, 2005). Clustering of �3‐integrins in vivo activates

c‐Src by inducing intermolecular autophosphorylation (Arias‐Salgado et al., 2003;

Shattil, 2005). Src kinases play an important role downstream of integrin adhesion

receptors and are necessary for the generation of “outside‐in signals” that regulate the

cytoskeletal reorganization (Kralisz and Cierniewski, 1998a; Shattil, 2005). In acti-

vated, nonaggregated platelets the tyrosine kinases Src, Fyn, and Lyn are specifically

associated with the actin cytoskeleton of platelets (Bertagnolli et al., 1999). Analysis of

Src phopsphorylation in collagen‐stimulated platelets revealed a rapid increase in Src

kinase phosphorylation, which was important for platelet shape change (Kralisz and

Cierniewski, 1998b). Investigations show that activation of Src family kinases is also

involved in GPIb‐mediated platelet activation. Src and Lyn are dynamically associated

with GPIb on platelet vWF receptor ligation, and ligand binding to GPIb‐IX‐V is

sufficient to activate Src even without receptor clustering. Immunoprecipitation stud-

ies demonstrated that Src, PI3‐kinase, and GPIb form a complex in agonist‐stimulated

platelets. The p85 subunit of PI3‐kinase mediates GPIb‐related activation signals and

activates Src independently of the enzymatic activity of PI3‐kinase (Wu et al., 2003).

Src kinase is further involved in the process of store‐mediated calcium entry. In

addition, depletion of intracellular calcium stores stimulates association of Src with

cytoskeleton (Rosado et al., 2000).

Syk, a protein tyrosine kinase with two Src homolgy 2 (SH2) domains also plays

an important role in the early phase of platelet activation (Ozaki, 1999). Platelet

stimulation with thrombin resulted in strong Syk phosphorylation, translocation to

the cytoskeleton, and association with the actin filament network. Dissociation of the

�IIb�3‐complex in vitro activated Syk kinase and these changes were insensitive to

cyclic nucleotide inhibitory pathways and only in part dependent on cytosolic calcium

(Negrescu and Siess, 1996). Platelet adhesion to fibrinogen resulted in both Src and

Figure 1. Model of platelet receptor signaling and cytoskeletal organization. Filamin attaches the GPIb‐
IX‐V complex to actin filaments via the cytoplasmic domain of GPIb�. Binding of vWF to platelet

GPIb‐IX‐V recruits a signaling complex including tyrosine kinases and the Fc�RIIA receptor that

leads to PI3‐kinase‐mediated activation of phospholipase C�2 (PLC�2). PLC�2 generates inositol (1,4,5)‐
trisphosphate and diacylglycerol, which lead to the mobilization of calcium from intracellular stores and

activation of PKC, respectively. In platelets, the Fc�RIIA receptor may associate with GPVI. Collagen

binding leads to GPVI clustering, phosphorylation of Fc�RIIA by tyrosine kinases as well as phosphoryla-

tion of the transmembrane adaptor protein LAT, which assembles a complex of signaling proteins including

PI3‐kinase, PLC�2 and the adapter proteins SLP‐76 and Vav. Increased cytoplasmic concentration of

calcium induces a conformational change of gelsolin to expose its actin‐binding sites. Active gelsolin severs

actin filaments via a unique tail latch mechanism. Adductin caps the fast‐growing ends of actin filaments and

recruits spectrin to the filaments. Both spectrin and adductin provide the connection of the membrane

skeleton to the plasma membrane.
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Syk kinases activation. In contrast to Src, Syk kinase was associated with integrin

�IIb�3 only after fibrinogen binding. Inhibition of Src kinases blocked Syk activation

and inhibited phosphorylation of Syk substrates (Vav1, Vav3, SLP‐76) which are

implicated in cytoskeletal regulation. Syk‐deficient platelets exhibited Src activation

on adhesion to fibrinogen, but no spreading or phosphorylation of Vav1, Vav3, and

SLP‐76 (Obergfell et al., 2002). Syk is further associated with FAK kinase and this

association correlates with the state of actin polymerization (Sada et al., 1997). Besides

being part of the integrin �IIb�3 signaling pathway, Syk also becomes tyrosine

phosphorylated and activated downstream of GPIb. Via its SH2 domains, Syk is

further associated with the Fc�RIIA receptor (Falati et al., 1999; Ozaki et al., 2000;

Satoh et al., 2000).

Focal adhesion kinase (FAK) is a nonreceptor tyrosine kinase involved in

integrin‐regulated signaling pathways (Cobb et al., 1994; Schaller et al., 1994). Cell

adhesion and integrin ligand binding activate FAK via phosphorylation on tyrosine

residues (Lyman et al., 1997). PKC plays an essential role in the transduction of

intracellular signals downstream of �IIb�3 and regulates FAK phosphorylation in

platelets immobilized to fibrinogen (Haimovich et al., 1996). In collagen‐stimulated

human platelets both intracellular calcium and PKC activity are essential for

FAK activation (Achison et al., 2001). Stimulation of human platelets with vWF

results in a rapid tyrosine phosphorylation of FAK. This was dependent on throm-

boxane A2 production and was inhibited by RGDS peptide that blocks the

integrin �IIb�3 signaling (Canobbio et al., 2002). Moreover, chelation of intracellular

calcium or inhibition of PKC totally blocked vWF‐induced tyrosine phosphorylation

of FAK, indicating that this event is downstream of PLC activation (Canobbio

et al., 2002). Immunoprecipitation techniques showed a close complex formation

between �IIb�3‐integrin subunits, Src and FAK. An FAK mutant with substitutions

destroying its SH3‐binding site showed reduced binding to Src in vivo (Chung et al.,

1997). This mutation also reduced Src‐dependent tyrosine phosphorylation of the

FAK mutant itself and of downstream substrates, such as paxillin (Thomas

et al., 1998).

3. Phosphatidylinositol 3‐Kinases

PI3‐kinases are a group of enzymes that phosphorylate phosphatidylinositol to

generate phosphatidylinositol 3‐phosphate (PIP3). Four different isoforms, classified

according to their catalytic subunits (p110�, p110�, p110�, and p110�), have been

described in human platelets until now, and specific inhibitors as well as transgenic

mouse models help to elucidate their function in platelets: mice lacking the p110�
subunit have a defective ADP response and an inhibition of p110� inhibited platelet

adhesion in mice. Furthermore, mice lacking the regulatory p85�‐subunit of

PI3‐kinase have defective glycoprotein VI (GPVI) signaling (Watanabe et al., 2003).

The p85 subunit of PI3‐kinase also mediates GPIb‐related activation signals and
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activates Src independently of the enzymatic activity of PI3‐kinase. Changes in GPIb‐
XI‐V signaling in p85‐deficient animals should be interesting to investigate (Wu et al.,

2003).

4. Protein Kinase C

Platelets express members of all three classes of PKC isoforms. Until now, PKC�,
PKC�, PKC�, PKC�, PKC�, PKC�, and PKC� have been detected and differ in their

subcellular distribution (Crabos et al., 1991). PKC is involved in the regulation of

calcium‐induced platelet aggregation (Tabuchi et al., 2003), platelet shape change

(Ozaki et al., 1993; Dandona et al., 1996), granula secretion (Murphy and Westwick,

1992; Murugappan et al., 2004), and vesicle trafficking (Fitzgerald and Reed, 1999).

Analysis of signaling events in activated platelets demonstrated that Syk and PKC�
associated in a stimulation‐dependent manner, requiring Syk activation but not PKC

activity. Subsequently, PKC� and Syk cotranslocated from the cytosol to the plasma

membrane. PKC� also associated with Src and PKC� activity was required for the

association of these kinases but not for the stimulation‐induced translocation of Src to

the cell membrane. Src activity was negatively regulated by PKC (Pula et al., 2005).

Furthermore, it was found that in platelets thrombin caused tyrosine phosphorylation

of PKC�, which was dependent on calcium and Src family tyrosine kinases

(Murugappan et al., 2005). PKC� and the classical PKC isoforms play a differential

role in platelet dense granule release mediated by protease‐activated receptors and

GPVI. PKC� played an enhancing role in protease‐activated receptor‐mediated dense

granule secretion, whereas it acted as a negative regulator downstream of GPVI

signaling (Murugappan et al., 2004).

5. Vav Proteins

Vav proteins belong to the family of guanine nucleotide exchange factors activat-

ing Rho GTPases (Bustelo, 2000). All members of Vav family proteins contain various

functional domains: an abl homology (DH) region which exhibits a nucleotide

exchange factor activity, a pleckstrin homology (PH) domain which interacts with

polyphosphoinositides, an SH2 and two SH3 domains which mediate protein–protein

interactions, a proline‐rich motif, and a calponin‐homology region which acts as an

actin‐binding domain (Billadeau et al., 1998; Schuebel et al., 1998; Abe et al., 2000).

Potent platelet agonists like thrombin and collagen stimulate tyrosine phosphorylation

of Vav, whereas weaker platelet agonists (ADP, epinephrine, and thromboxane A2)

failed to do so. Vav phosphorylation was also observed when platelets adhere to

immobilized collagen, fibronectin, or fibrinogen (Cichowski et al., 1996). Vav phos-

phorylation was stimulated by an increase of intracellular calcium or by PKC stimu-

lation, a mechanism of Vav phosphorylation that is unique to platelets (Miyakawa
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et al., 1997). In human platelets, the GPVI‐specific agonist collagen‐related peptide

(CRP) and thrombin stimulate tyrosine phosphorylation of Vav1 but not Vav2.

Activation of PLC by GPVI and thrombin was unaltered in Vav1‐, Vav2‐, and

Vav1/Vav2‐deficient platelets. A weak inhibition of late‐stage aggregation to CRP

and thrombin was observed in platelets deficient in Vav1 but not Vav2, whereas

spreading on fibrinogen was not changed. Inhibitors or Src in wild‐type platelets

inhibited adhesion‐dependent tyrosine phosphorylation of both Syk and Vav1, there-

fore it appears likely that Syk is downstream of Src and upstream of Vav1 in an �IIb�3

signaling pathway that regulates the platelet actin cytoskeleton. These data allow

the conclusion that Vav1 but not Vav2 is essential in the later stages of platelet

aggregation (Pearce et al., 2002). Furthermore, platelets deficient in both Vav1 and

Vav3 show a marked inhibition of aggregation and spreading on activation of GPVI,

which is associated with a reduction in tyrosine phosphorylation of PLC�2. Thus,
Vav3 and Vav1 play crucial but redundant roles in the activation of PLC�2 by GPVI

(Jay et al., 2004).

IV. REARRANGEMENT OF THE CYTOSKELETON DURING

PLATELET ADHESION

Platelets that are activated in suspension by soluble agonists round up, create

elongated filopodia, and finally form large stable aggregates. The adhesion of platelets

to immobilized ligands leads to a different type of cytoskeletal rearrangement.

A. Formation of Lamellipodia

On attachment to surfaces, platelets form broad, actin filament‐containing lamel-

lae that can cover an area of several mm2 in size (Hartwig, 2006). Consequently, the

platelet F‐actin content nearly doubles due to filament growth, however, unlike

leukocytes, platelets do not use these structures for directed movement. Later, in

adhesion also some filopodia may appear on the apical surface of the platelet and

elongate around the cell margin (Hartwig, 2006). Two major molecular mechanisms

are used for lamellipodia formation: actin filament severing/uncapping and activation

of the actin‐related Arp2/3 complex that is highly expressed close to the lamellar actin

filaments and generates the branched actin network. In platelets, new barbed ends are

provided by the activity of gelsolin and cofilin. Transgenic mice lacking gelsolin have a

strongly reduced ability to assemble actin and, compared to wild‐type platelets, a

reduced actin filament content after stimulation with platelet agonists. Cofilin con-

tributes to a lower degree to the generation of barbed ends, however, both gelsolin and

Arp2/3 functions seem to depend on cofilin activity. After the initial increase in actin‐
barbed ends, actin assembly is continued by the Arp2/3 complex which binds to

actin filaments close to their barbed ends. Arp2/3 activity is regulated by cortactin

and the protein family of WASP, including WASP, neuronal WASP, and WAVE.
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WASP‐deficient mice reveal normal actin assembly, most certainly due to functional

homology among the WASP proteins and takeover of WASP function by other family

members. Activity and localization of the Arp2/3 complex strongly depends on the

presence of functional gelsolin. The essential role of Rac1, a member of the Rho family

of small GTPases, for lamellipodia formation has been demonstrated in Rac1‐deficient
mice. Loss of Rac1 did not influence filopodia formation and thrombin‐induced
platelet aggregation. In contrast, Rac1‐deficient platelets showed strongly reduced

spreading on fibrinogen, collagen, and laminin with loss of lamellipodia formation

(McCarty et al., 2005). Furthermore, Rac1 was essential for the formation of stable

platelet aggregates under flow conditions.

V. CONTRACTILE ELEMENTS OF THE PLATELET CYTOSKELETON

Platelet contraction is a key element of clot retraction in hemostasis. During

platelet activation, the cytoplasmic domains of the fibrinogen receptor integrin �IIb�3

not only tightly associate with the underlying actin filaments, they also bind a variety

of intracellular signaling molecules including talin, vinculin, zyxin, paxillin, filamin,

and �‐actinin, just to name a few of them. Formation of this large complex is regulated

by a number of protein kinases, including tyrosine kinases and PI3‐kinase, as discussed
earlier. Clot retraction then occurs through the action of myosin that is attached to

actin and contracts the actin filaments. Platelets express two isoforms of myosin

(nonmuscle myosin IIA and IIB) which have a hexameric structure with two heavy

chains, two 20‐kDa light chains, and two 15‐kDa light chains (Hartwig, 2006). Myosin

activity depends on phosphorylation of the 20‐kDa light chains which then undergo a

conformational change and promote actin filament assembly. Two main pathways

lead to MLC phosphorylation: calcium/calmodulin‐dependent activation of MLC

kinase and a second pathway depending on the small GTPase RhoA that activates

Rho‐kinase which in turn phosphorylates and inhibits MLC phosphatase. Since

calcium increase is one of the first steps in platelet activation, calcium/calmodulin‐
dependent MLC kinase activation certainly occurs already in the early phase of

platelet activation. This indicates that MLC activation not only leads to late‐phase
clot retraction but also is involved in early phase reactions like granule secretion or

membrane receptor organization.

VI. INHIBITION OF THE PLATELET CYTOSKELETON BY

CYCLIC NUCLEOTIDES

In blood vessels, platelets are continuously exposed to high shear rates that might

induce platelet activation as shown by many investigators. Therefore, a tightly con-

trolled system that prevents platelet activation at the wrong place is essential for

hemostasis. The vascular endothelium provides such a system. Endothelial cells pro-

duce large quantities of mainly two endogenous vasodilators that strongly inhibit
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platelet activation: endothelium‐derived relaxing factor (EDRF) and Prostaglandin I2
(prostacyclin, PG‐I2) that elevate platelet cGMP and cAMP, respectively. The major

target proteins for cyclic nucleotides in platelets are cGMP‐dependent protein kinase

(cGMP‐PK) and cAMP‐dependent protein kinase (cAMP‐PK).

1. Inhibition of Intracellular Calcium Increase

As described earlier, platelet activation by most stimulatory agonists involves

PLC activation and elevation of cytosolic calcium levels. Increase of intracellular

cAMP or cGMP leads to inhibition of PLC activation, however, direct inhibition

of PLC by cAMP‐PK or cGMP‐PK has not been shown. PLC catalyzes the conver-

sion of PIP2 into IP3 and DAG. It is likely that cAMP and cGMP inhibit the PLC

reaction by reduction of PIP2 resynthesis (Ryningen et al., 1998). Additional inhibition

of intracellular calcium release occurs downstream of PLC. IP3 receptors, which

mediate the release of calcium from the dense tubular system and probably also the

secondary store‐related influx, are directly phosphorylated by cAMP‐PK and cGMP‐
PK in human platelets, however, the role of this phosphorylation for regulation

of intracellular calcium elevation is still not clear (Cavallini et al., 1996; El‐Daher

et al., 2000).

2. Inhibition of Cytoskeletal Reorganization

One of the major substrates of cAMP‐PK and cGMP‐PK is the cytoskeleton‐
associated protein vasodilator‐stimulated phosphoprotein (VASP). VASP was found

in most cell types to be located in focal adhesions, stress fibers, cell–cell contacts, and

highly dynamic membrane regions (Reinhard et al., 2001). In platelets it is present in

very high concentrations of about 80,000 molecules/platelet (Eigenthaler et al., 1992).

Depending upon its phosphorylation status and the system investigated (in vitro,

listeria, or mammalian cells), VASP is able to regulate actin polymerization and actin

filament bundling (Reinhard et al., 2001). In vitro experiments with VASP phosphory-

lated at Ser‐157 diminished VASP binding to F‐actin, and suppressed actin

polymerization and actin filament bundling (Harbeck et al., 2000). Platelets from

VASP‐deficient mice also showed reduced aggregation time in response to collagen,

increased thrombin‐induced activation of platelet fibrinogen receptor, and enhanced

surface expression of P‐selectin (Aszodi et al., 1999; Hauser et al., 1999). These

observations suggest that phosphorylation downregulates the enhancing functions of

VASP on actin polymerization. Still, the role of VASP in cytoskeletal reorganization

and integrin activation is not completely understood and VASP phosphorylation

may be only one of the effects of cAMP‐PK and cGMP‐PK action on the platelet

cytoskeletal system.
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Other known substrate proteins that might be involved in regulation of the

cytoskeleton are filamin, �GPIb�, heat shock protein 27 (Hsp27) (Butt et al., 2001),

LIM and SH3 domain protein (LASP), and MLC kinase (Hathaway et al., 1981;

Nishikawa et al., 1984; Butt et al., 2003).

Filamin stabilizes the actin filaments and links them to the vWF receptor. Filamin

possesses two phosphorylation sites for cAMP‐PK (Jay et al., 2004), suggesting that its

phosphorylation by cAMP‐PK in human platelets might stabilize the protein against

proteolysis, thereby stabilizing the actin filament network and making it resistant to

cytoskeletal reorganization (Chen and Stracher, 1989).

GPIb�, a subunit of the GPIb‐IX‐V complex, mediates adhesion to the suben-

dothelium of damaged vessel walls. As described earlier, this complex is linked to

underlying actin filaments by filamin (Fox, 1985). PG‐E1‐induced phosphorylation of

GPIb� led to inhibition of collagen‐induced actin polymerization, an effect that was

absent in platelets from patients with Bernard‐Soulier syndrome, who lack the GPIb‐
IX‐V complex (Fox and Berndt, 1989). Therefore, cAMP‐PK‐mediated GPIb� phos-

phorylation may also participate in inhibition of the agonist‐induced cytoskeletal

reorganization.

Another protein involved in the regulation of actin polymerization is Hsp27.

Phosphorylation of this protein by the p38 MAPK‐activated MAPKAPK‐2 leads to

stimulation of actin polymerization. In human platelets, Hsp27 is additionally phos-

phorylated by cGMP‐PK and probably also by cAMP‐PK (Butt et al., 2001). In vitro

experiments showed that cGMP‐PK‐phosphorylated Hsp27 reduced the stimulation

of actin polymerization (Butt et al., 2001).

The LASP that was cloned from human breast cancer cells was identified as a

novel substrate of cGMP‐PK and cAMP‐PK in human platelets. LASP is an actin‐
binding protein, and Ser‐146 phospho‐LASP showed reduced binding affinity for

F‐actin. Although LASP function in human platelets is still not resolved, these data

suggest that phosphorylation of LASP by cyclic nucleotide‐depending protein

kinases may be involved in organization of the cytoskeleton and platelet motility (Butt

et al., 2001).

Another effect of cyclic nucleotides in platelets is reduction of MLC phospho-

rylation. MLC phosphorylation promotes myosin filament formation and contractility,

resulting in actin stress fiber formation and clustering of integrins into focal adhe-

sions (Schoenwaelder and Burridge, 1999). The calcium/calmodulin‐dependent MLC

kinase is directly phosphorylated by cAMP‐PK and cGMP‐PK in vitro (Hathaway

et al., 1981; Nishikawa et al., 1984), leading to a decreased affinity of this enzyme

for calmodulin and subsequently decreased MLC phosphorylation. The involvement

of cyclic nucleotide‐regulated protein kinases in the regulation of myosin phos-

phatase in platelets has to be considered. In smooth muscle cells, direct interaction

of cGMP‐PK with myosin phosphatase was essential for MLC dephosphorylation

(Surks et al., 1999). Another possible mechanism for the regulation of MLC phos-

phorylation is through phosphorylation of the GTPase RhoA. RhoA stimulates

Rho‐kinase, which in turn phosphorylates myosin phosphatase, decreases its activity,

and thereby leads to increase in MLC phosphorylation (Schoenwaelder and Burridge,
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1999). In smooth muscle cells, cGMP‐PK phosphorylates RhoA which inhibits

RhoA‐induced calcium sensitization of contraction and actin cytoskeleton organiza-

tion (Sauzeau et al., 2000). In platelets, these mechanisms of regulating MLC phos-

phorylation may also play a role in cyclic nucleotide‐mediated inhibition of

cytoskeletal rearrangement.

VII. SUMMARY

Platelets contain a complex cytoskeletal system consisting of a membrane cyto-

skeleton, a cytoplasmic core cytoskeleton, a microtubule system, and multiple regu-

latory signaling molecules that all together control the resting platelet discoid shape.

During platelet adhesion, activation, and aggregation, these cytoskeletal structures are

rearranged resulting in the formation of a variety of F‐actin‐based structures including

filopodia and lamellipodia. Cytoskeletal remodeling is mediated through proteins that

are part of the platelet cytoskeleton or in close contact to it. In turn, the cytoskeleton

serves as a scaffold that binds and localizes signaling molecules at the right place and

the right time to warrant platelet hemostatic function. Activatory signaling pathways

initiate and control cytoskeletal stability and rearrangements, and include lipid

kinases, G‐protein–linked surface receptors, heterotrimeric and small GTP‐binding
proteins, and protein kinases. Still, many aspects and details of the platelet cytoskele-

ton are far from being understood. The availability of a variety of transgenic animal

models as well as new approaches toward identifying the platelet proteom will open up

chances to understand these complex interactions in the near future.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Epithelial cells line the cavities and surfaces of the body. In organs such as the

skin, epithelial cells serve primarily as a barrier with comparatively little movement of

water, ions, or solutes across the epithelial layer. In contrast, in organs such as the

intestine, kidney, and liver, epithelial cells orchestrate the vectorial flux of specific ions,

solutes, or water across the epithelial layer. For the bulk movement of water and ions,

epithelia such as renal proximal tubules draw water across a “leaky” tight junction and

between cells while dragging other ions and solutes through this paracellular pathway.

The more selective movement of specific ions or solutes generally occurs in a transcel-

lular fashion. Specific transport or channel proteins are localized in the apical and

basolateral membranes to permit this vectorial movement through epithelial cells.

Epithelial cells have evolved a number of distinct molecular mechanisms to regulate

the distribution and activities of the transport and channel proteins and the actin

cytoskeleton is at the core of many of these molecular mechanisms.

The goal of this chapter is to detail how the actin cytoskeleton impacts transport

functions at the apical membrane of epithelial cells and contributes to specific disease

states. Within epithelial cells, actin filaments are distributed predominantly at the

plasma membrane and are highest in concentration at the apical membrane domain

(Fig. 1). The last decade has seen the discovery of how the fundamental properties of

the actin cytoskeleton are harnessed by cells to regulate cellular functions. This chapter

is presented in four sections. The first section briefly highlights poignant molecular

and biochemical features of actin and its associated proteins. The second section

reviews the structural organization of the actin cytoskeleton in the apical domain of

epithelial cells. The third section describes five distinct roles the actin cytoskeleton

plays in moderating transport activities at the apical membrane. Finally, the fourth

section highlights the pivotal role that the actin cytoskeleton plays in the molecular

pathophysiology of specific epithelial disease states.

II. PROPERTIES OF ACTIN AND ACTIN‐ASSOCIATED PROTEINS

A. Cellular Cytoskeleton

The eukaryotic cytoskeleton is composed of three distinct types of filaments:

intermediate filaments, microtubules, and microfilaments. While these three filamen-

tous systems are interactive, each has discernible roles in eukaryotic cells. In epithelial

cells, intermediate filaments form stable, elastic cables that course through the body

of cells while binding at sites of cell–cell (i.e., desmosome) and cell–matrix (i.e., hemi-

desmosome) contact. The intermediate filament system confers mechanical stability

both to the individual cells and to epithelial layers. Microtubules are dynamic polymers

capable of undergoing rapid polymerization and depolymerization. Emanating from

the supranuclear microtubule‐organizing center, microtubules, microtubule‐associated
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proteins, and microtubular motor proteins allow for the targeted delivery of vesicles,

organelles, and proteins throughout the cell.

In contrast to intermediate filaments and microtubules, actin filaments in epithelial

cells are concentrated at the plasma membrane where they provide structural support

and shape to the membrane, drive vesicle movement to and from the membrane,

restrict and retain proteins within the membrane, and regulate the function of integral

membrane proteins. These actin‐dependent activities are pivotal to regulating transport
activities at the apical membrane of epithelial cells and will be exemplified later

(Section III).

B. Individual Epithelial Cells Can Coexpress b‐ and g‐Actin Genes

In mammals, distinct genes encode for �‐, �‐, and �‐actin. �‐Actin genes are

expressed primarily within smooth, cardiac and striated muscle cells while �‐ and

�‐actin are more broadly expressed, including expression in epithelial cells. �‐Actin

Figure 1. Filamentous actin concentrates at the plasma membrane domains. Rhodamine‐phalloidin stain-

ing (binds filamentous actin) of hepatocytes and cholangiocytes in liver sections shows filamentous actin at

the cell periphery and is concentrated at the apical domain (upper panel). In cords of hepatocytes, the

sinusoidal (basal), lateral, and apical membranes are stained; staining of the canalicular (apical) membranes

is particularly intense (arrowheads) (lower panel). Similarly, in cholangiocytes lining intrahepatic bile duct,

modest staining is observed along the basolateral membranes and intense staining is seen along the apical

domain (arrowheads).
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and �‐actin share 98% amino acid sequence identity and have in vitro biochemical

characteristics that are markedly similar. Despite these similarities, specific epithelial

cell types will express both �‐ and �‐actin and likely utilize the two forms of actin for

distinct functions. In support of this hypothesis, �‐ and �‐actin are concurrently

expressed in gastric parietal cells but �‐actin is distributed predominantly along the

basolateral membranes while �‐actin is concentrated around the canalicular mem-

branes (Yao et al., 1995). Gastric parietal cells sequester Hþ‐ATPase proton pump

proteins in subapical vesicles and, in response to feeding, translocate and fuse the

Hþ‐ATPase–laden vesicles with the apical membrane. While it remains to be defini-

tively demonstrated, �‐actin is distributed in a pattern to facilitate Hþ‐ATPase

distribution and activity.

C. Actin‐Associated Proteins Harness the Potential of Actin Filaments

The utility of actin stems first from its innate capacity to form polymers and

second from diverse actin‐associated proteins that harness the potential of actin

polymerization to perform useful work within cells. Actin polymerizes in a head‐to‐
tail fashion, binds and hydrolyzes ATP, and has a greater ATPase activity when it is

within an actin filament. Further, the binding affinity of ATP‐actin monomers is

greater for actin polymers with ATP bound rather than ADP and the on–off rates

are greater at the head (i.e., plus end) versus the tail (i.e., minus end) of the filament.

As a consequence of these characteristics, under physiologic conditions, actin poly-

merizes in a polarized fashion with monomer addition occurring predominantly at the

“barbed” or (þ)‐end of actin filaments.

An individual actin filament, however, has little functional significance. To use the

potential of actin polymerization and actin filaments, cells have evolved specific actin‐
associated proteins that nucleate de novo filaments, moderate the rates of polymeriza-

tion and depolymerization, transduce filament polymerization into mechanical work,

stabilize the filaments, utilize stabilized filaments as structural elements, and move

along the length of filaments (Table I). Described later, many of these actin‐associated
proteins are present within the apical domain of epithelial cells.

D. Arp2/3 Complex Nucleates Actin Filaments

The rate‐limiting step in actin polymerization in vitro is the nucleation of three

actin monomers to seed filament growth. The molecular mechanisms permitting and

directing actin nucleation within cells was an enduring mystery until a complex of

seven proteins, termed the Arp2/3 complex, was discovered (Machesky et al., 1994;

Millard et al., 2004). The Arp2/3 complex utilizes actin‐related proteins (Arps) to

mimic a nucleated actin site and initiate the formation of new actin filaments (Mullins

and Pollard, 1999). Not surprisingly, filament nucleation is a tightly regulated process

and cells have evolved a number of mechanisms to limit, direct, and coordinate the
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de novo nucleation of new actin filaments. Among the best understood is the Wiskott–

Aldrich syndrome protein (WASP). When activated to unfold at specific membrane

sites, WASP then recruits and activates the Arp2/3 complex to initiate actin polymeri-

zation. Directed initiation of actin filament formation is important in a number of

cellular processes, including Arp2/3‐dependent nucleation that drives the motility of

migrating cells. Nonmotile epithelial cells use the same Arp2/3‐dependent nucleation
and polymerization to drive the budding and internalization of endosomes from the

apical membrane of epithelial cells (Section III). Further, specific bacteria can

hijack this actin nucleation/polymerization machinery to assist in driving their

internalization, cytoplasmic motility, and invasion of neighboring cells (Section IV).

E. Disassembly of Filaments Is an Essential Part of Actin Dynamics

Equally important as the regulated polymerization of actin filaments is the coor-

dinated disassembly of actin filaments. Filament disassembly can occur via severing

filaments along the length of a filament or by accelerating the removal of monomers

from the “minus” end of filaments. Disassembly is important in remodeling of filament

networks that are no longer required or are an impediment to cellular events. Their

disassembly also supplies monomers needed for actin polymerization at other

cellular sites.

The gelsolin and actin‐depolymerizing factor (ADF)/cofilin families of proteins

are two well‐described actin filament‐severing proteins with distinct modes of severing

and regulation. Gelsolin‐related proteins are Ca2þ‐regulated actin‐severing proteins

Table I

Actin‐Associated Proteins and Their Activities

Activity Protein Comments

Nucleation Arp2/3 complex Critical for de novo filament formation

Monomer binding b‐Thymosin Actin monomer buffer

Profilin Induces accelerated polymerization

Capping CapZ Regulates availability of (þ) ends

Adducin Recruits spectrin to capped ends

Severing ADF/cofilin ADP‐actin severing

Gelsolin Actin severing and capping

Lateral binding Tropomyosin Filament stabilization

Cross‐linking Villin Actin‐bundling and actin‐severing activity

a‐Actinin Parallel actin filament bundling

Spectrin Orthogonal actin filament cross‐linking
Filamin Actin gelation and membrane attachment

Tethering ERM proteins Links actin, membrane, and regulatory proteins

Ankyrin Site‐specific localization of membrane proteins

Motor Myosins Family of actin mechanoenzymes
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that bind along the lateral aspect of filaments, cleaves the filament, and caps the “plus”

end of the resultant product. Proteins in the gelsolin family play a pivotal role in

providing access to or from the apical membrane of epithelial cells and remodeling of

microvillar actin filaments in disease states (Sections III and IV).

Distinct from the gelsolin family, ADF/cofilin is a family of actin filament disas-

sembly proteins with an essential role in cellular physiology (Bamburg, 1999). ADF/

cofilin binds either laterally onto actin filaments or to the “minus” end of filaments.

When activated, ADF/cofilin “twists” the actin filament to increase the molecular

strain and facilitate filament severing (McGough et al., 1997). The severing activity

of ADF/cofilin is regulated by multiple means including inhibition by phosphorylation

on Ser-3, low intracellular pH, and elevated levels of PI(4,5)P2. ADF/cofilin plays a

key role in degrading outdated or inefficient actin filaments and contributes to the

remodeling of microvillar actin filaments in ischemic epithelial cells (Sections III

and IV).

F. Filaments Can be Stabilized from Dynamic Turnover

Actin‐associated proteins that moderate actin nucleation, polymerization,

depolymerization, or severing moderate the dynamic aspects of actin filaments to

perform cellular functions. There are also a number of cellular functions that require

stabilized populations of actin filaments. These, in general, consist of “capping”

proteins to block the addition of monomers to the (þ)‐end or removal of monomers

from the (�)‐end and lateral binding proteins to sterically hinder access of severing

proteins along the length of actin filaments. Tropomyosin, the most noted lateral

binding protein, spans across seven adjacent actin subunits and impedes the access

and activities of gelsolin, ADF/cofilin, and Arp2/3 (Sections II and IV).

G. Stabilized Filaments Are Cross‐Linked into Structural Lattices

To enhance the structural characteristics of individual actin filaments, “structural”

filaments are cross‐linked into an orthogonal meshwork or bound together into parallel

bundles. Cross‐linking actin filaments into a cross‐linked mesh transforms intersecting

filaments into a cohesive gel. This meshwork lies adjacent to the plasma membrane and

is termed “cortical actin.” Two distinct orthogonal cross‐linking proteins include fila-

min and spectrin. Filamin is an extended protein dimer with an actin‐binding motif on

its N‐terminus, an extended rod domain composed of multiple repeats, and a

C‐terminus containing a dimerization motif. Filamin extends to 160 nm in a flexible

V‐shaped dimer with ends of the V interacting with actin filaments. Found in the

terminal web below the apical membrane of epithelial cells, �‐ and �‐spectrin chains

form antiparallel dimers and dimer pairs associate in a head‐to‐head direction to form

spectrin tetramers that extend up to 200 nm in length. The tails of the spectrin tetramers
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associate with adducin, an actin‐binding protein that mediates the spectrin tetramer

cross‐linking of actin filaments.

In contrast to the orthogonally linked cortical actin meshwork, actin filaments are

also cross‐linked into parallel actin filament bundles. “Looser” parallel actin bundles

are generally cross‐linked by dimers that contain a single actin‐binding domain and a

rod domain that is capable of self‐association. �‐Actinin, a member of the spectrin

family, is the most noted example of an actin‐bundling dimer. “Tighter” actin bundles

are formed by single proteins with two actin‐binding motifs. Villin, fimbrin, and espin

are noted examples of “tight” actin‐bundling proteins and are distributed within the

apical microvilli of epithelial cells.

H. Actin Filaments Are Tethered to the Plasma Membrane

While bundled and orthogonal arrays of actin filaments are important structural

elements, the plasma membrane must be physically linked to these arrays to confer

their structural properties to the membrane. The predominant means of linking the

plasma membrane to the underlying actin cytoskeleton is for actin‐associated proteins

to bind, either directly or indirectly, to specific integral membrane proteins. Orthogo-

nal cross‐linking proteins, including filamin and spectrin, tether to integral membrane

proteins. The significance of the actin–filamin–membrane protein linkage is seen in a

spontaneous filamin knockout melanoma cell line (Cunningham et al., 1992). These

cells have lowered membrane tensions and undergo dramatic, continuous blebbing

of their plasma membrane. Spectrin also links the membrane to the underlying

actin cytoskeleton. Along the basolateral membrane of many epithelial cells, actin–

spectrin tethers to Na,K‐ATPase through the linking protein ankyrin (Nelson and

Veshnock, 1987; Nelson and Hammerton, 1989). Linkage of Na,K‐ATPase to

the actin–spectrin–ankyrin complex markedly increases the polarized retention of

Na,K‐ATPase within the basolateral membrane.

Within apical microvilli of epithelial cells, early electron microscopy techniques

showed a series of molecular bridges extending from the actin cores to the microvillar

membrane (Mukherjee and Staehelin, 1971;Mooseker and Tilney, 1975). Subsequently,

this actin–membrane linkage was determined to be a myosin I protein (Mooseker et al.,

1978). More recently, proteins of the protein 4.1 superfamily have been found to form

important actin–membrane linkages. Within this superfamily, ezrin‐radixin‐moesin

(ERM) family members are of particular importance in the microvilli of epithelial cells.

ERM proteins have multiple protein‐binding domains including an actin–binding

domain, an A‐kinase–binding domain, and a protein‐binding domain that allows it to

bind directly or indirectly to integral membrane proteins. The A‐kinase–binding do-

main allows for the targeted distribution of the activated protein kinase A (PKA)

subunits at specific membrane microdomains.

A pivotal linkage of ERM proteins to microvillar membrane proteins in epithelial

cells occurs through ERM‐binding phosphoprotein 50 (EBP50). EBP50 is composed

of two PSD95‐Dlg‐ZO1 (PDZ) domains and an ezrin‐binding region whose
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interactions are regulated through phosphorylation (Weinman et al., 1995; Reczek

et al., 1997; Hall et al., 1999; Fouassier et al., 2005). Expressed in hundreds of different

proteins, PDZ domains are often concentrated in submembranous regions and bind

the cytoplasmic C‐terminal tails of specific integral membrane receptors, transporters,

and channels. By expressing multiple PDZ domains and other protein‐binding
domains, PDZ domain‐containing proteins form critical scaffolds that cluster and

integrate functionally related proteins within membrane microdomains. The actin

cytoskeleton plays a central role in the function of many PDZ proteins.

I. Actin Cytoskeleton Is Used to Generate Force and Movement

Since its discovery as the thin filament in muscle sarcomeres, actin filaments have

been associated with force generation and movement. Antiparallel bundles of the

myosin II mechanoenzyme make up the thick filaments of sarcomeres and use their

mechanical characteristics to ratchet along the actin thin filaments. In humans, about

40 distinct myosin genes have been identified. Each myosin family member has a

highly conserved head domain that utilizes ATP hydrolysis to drive its motor function.

In contrast, the tail domain is highly variable and specifies the cargo that the myosin

will carry and is largely responsible for specifying the function of the individual myosin

proteins. Most myosins are (þ)‐end–directed motors but there are (�)‐end–directed
motors including myosin VI. Myosins I, II, V, and VI are distributed within the apical

domain of epithelial cells (Section III) and contribute to a disparate functions within

that domain (Raposo et al., 1999).

More recently, actin polymerization itself is transduced by cells into a motive

force. The most striking example resides at the leading edge of motile cells where actin

polymerization drives membrane protrusion forward. Nonmotile cells also utilize

actin polymerization. In phagocytic cells, such as Kupfer cells in the liver, actin

polymerization drives plasma membrane up and around a bound particle to allow

its engulfment. In the apical domain of epithelial cells, the force generated from actin

polymerization is utilized to drive the formation and internalization of endosomes

from the plasma membrane into the cell interior (Section III).

III. STRUCTURAL ORGANIZATION OF ACTIN WITHIN

EPITHELIAL CELLS

The actin cytoskeleton is concentrated at the plasma membrane of epithelial cells.

The organization of the actin cytoskeleton, however, is markedly different within the

distinct regions of these cells. Along the basal membrane of cultured epithelial cells,

parallel actin cables are readily observed extending to and from focal adhesion sites that

anchor the cell to the underlying extracellularmatrix. These anchorage sites permit actin

and myosin II to impart tension on the underlying substratum. Further, the actin

cytoskeleton emanating from these sites transduces information about the cell exterior
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to the cell interior. Other regions of the basolateral membrane are underlaid with a

meshwork of actin filaments. The meshwork of actin filaments is cross‐linked by

proteins such as spectrin and filamin. Further, these proteins bind directly or indirectly

with integral membrane proteins to tether the plasmamembrane to the underlying actin

cytoskeleton. The membrane‐cytoskeleton imparts tension into the plane of the mem-

brane and allows the membrane to conform to the shape of the cell. In renal proximal

tubules, disruption of the actin cytoskeleton profoundly decreases membrane tension to

the point where the intracellular hydrostatic pressure drives the plasmamembrane from

the cell and into membrane blebs (Doctor et al., 1997).

Interposed at the apical‐basolateral border is the epithelial junctional complex

that includes tight junctions (aka zonula occludens) and cell–cell adhesion junctions

(aka zonula adherens). Associated with these adhesion sites and circumscribing each

cell is an actinomyosin ring. Regulated contraction of the actinomyosin ring can

modify the junctional properties and paracellular permeability of the epithelium

(Nusrat et al., 1995). While the physiologic interplay between the junctional proteins

and the actin cytoskeleton remains under study (Peifer and Gates, 2005), the interac-

tion of the actin cytoskeleton and the junctional complexes is important in establishing

cell polarity and modulating the function of the junctions.

The actin cytoskeleton within the apical domain of most transporting epithelial

cells has two prominent areas: the terminal web and microvilli. The electron dense

terminal web extends from the junctional complexes and lies just below the apical

membrane. The actin‐associated proteins within the terminal web include spectrin,

�‐actinin, tropomyosin, and distinct myosins. Actin within the terminal web is largely

organized as a meshwork of filaments; spectrin likely serves to cross‐link this mesh-

work. �‐Actinin is concentrated at the lateral edges of the terminal web and is likely

bundling filaments associated with the junctional complexes. Tropomyosin is concen-

trated along the rootlets of the microvillar bundles that are embedded within the

terminal web. Tropomyosin is likely serving to stabilize the (�)‐end or root of the

microvillar core filaments (Bretscher and Weber, 1978; Burgess et al., 1987; Ashworth

et al., 2004). In addition, while filament‐severing proteins may reside within the

terminal web under physiologic conditions, they do not appear to be concentrated

within this domain. This balance of severing and stabilizing proteins would enhance

the stability of actin filaments within the terminal web and microvilli.

Extending from the terminal web and toward the membrane, bundled actin

filaments form the structural core of microvilli. These filaments are polarized with

the (�)‐end anchored in the terminal web region and the (þ)‐end residing at the

microvillar tip. The microvillar filaments can extend several microns in length and

are bundled together by specific actin‐bundling proteins. A single microvillus may

have multiple bundling proteins. For example, microvilli in enterocytes contain at least

three different bundling proteins: fimbrin, villin, and espin. While there may be some

overlap in function, the unique characteristics of the individual bundling proteins

allows for the orderly genesis, stabilization, and degradation of the microvilli.

Introduction of villin into fibroblasts results in microvilli (Friederich et al., 1989),

suggesting villin is capable of organizing microvillar formation. However, epithelial
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cells in villin knockout mice still form microvilli, indicating there is at least redundancy

in the process (Pinson et al., 1998). Villin is also a member of the gelsolin family and

possesses Ca2þ‐activated severing activity and is important in microvillar remodeling

in disease states (Ferrary et al., 1999). The role of fimbrin is not fully defined but is

suggested to contribute to the ordering and secondary characteristics of microvilli

(Fath and Burgess, 1995). The small espin isoform expressed in epithelial cells is

present in lower abundance than fimbrin or villin but it has a Ca2þ‐insensitive, high‐
affinity filament‐bundling capacity and contributes in conferring stability and

dictating the length of the microvillar actin filaments (Loomis et al., 2005).

Membrane linking proteins are needed in order to confer the structural properties

of the microvillar core filaments to the membrane. As described earlier, microvillar

membranes are tethered to the underlying actin core by different classes of proteins

including myosin I and ERM proteins. With its (þ)‐end–directed motor activity, it is

possible that myosin I‐linked proteins could be distributed from the cell interior to and

along the microvillus by its actin motor‐binding partner.

The crypts at the base of microvilli are also specialized regions within the apical

domain. This is especially true in epithelial cells with densely packed microvilli such as

renal proximal tubule cells. In these cells, the vesicle trafficking to the apical membrane

and endosome formation at the apical membrane occurs at the microvillar crypts.

In addition to constraining the access of vesicles to and from the crypt, the actin

cytoskeleton plays a key role in driving the formation and initial internalization of

endosomes (Section III).

IV. FUNCTIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE ACTIN CYTOSKELETON IN

THE APICAL DOMAIN

Over the last decade, the actin cytoskeleton has been found to contribute signifi-

cantly to the physiology of epithelial cells. Concentrated at the plasma membrane in

the different regions of the cell, the actin cytoskeleton interacts with the plasma

membrane, imparts tension into the membrane, and provides the membrane with

structural support. Further, ion channel and transporter activities can be regulated

by moderating their abundance in the membrane or their open probability/turnover

rates while in the membrane. At the apical membrane, the actin cytoskeleton con-

tributes significantly to: (1) trafficking of exocytic vesicles to the apical membrane, (2)

controlling access to the plasma membrane, (3) retaining specific proteins in the

membrane, (4) moderating protein activities while in the membrane, and (5) recovering

proteins from the membrane (Fig. 2).

A. Trafficking of Exocytic Vesicles to the Apical Membrane

All epithelial cells traffic vesicles to the apical membrane. This is most apparent in

“professional” secretory cells, such as pancreatic acinar cells, whose primary function

is to synthesize and secrete digestive enzymes into the pancreatic duct. However,
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“nonprofessional” secretory cells, such as those found in the kidney and liver, also

traffic vesicles to the apical membrane in a regulated fashion. The significance of

vesicular trafficking is reflected in the high rates of plasma membrane turnover (Kilic

et al., 2001; Doctor et al., 2002). In cultured hepatocytes and cholangiocytes, mem-

brane areas equivalent to approximately 1.5% of the total plasma membrane per

minute are continually delivered and retrieved from the plasma membrane. These

rates are moderated through various signaling pathways. Further, manipulating the

integrity of the actin cytoskeleton impacts the rates of delivery and retrieval. The actin

cytoskeleton contributes to regulated trafficking of exocytic vesicles to the apical

membrane both by controlling the movement of vesicles from the cell interior to the

membrane and by controlling final access of the vesicles to the membrane.

The temporal and targeted delivery of vesicles to the apical membrane is an active

and regulated process. The actin cytoskeleton at the plasma membrane of cells is

Figure 2. Actin‐associated events in the apical domain of epithelial cells. The actin cytoskeleton impacts a

number of functional activities at the apical membrane of epithelial cells. These include: (1) trafficking

exocytic vesicles to the apical membrane, (2) accessing the plasma membrane, (3) retaining specific proteins

in the membrane, (4) moderating the activities of the integral membrane proteins, and (5) formation and

internalization of endosomes. See text for details.
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positioned to permit myosin motor proteins to coordinate the local delivery of vesicles.

Accordingly, several myosin proteins, including myosins I, II, V, and VI, localize to

the apical domain of epithelial cells (Heintzelman et al., 1994). In pancreatic acinar

cells, myosin I colocalizes with zymogen granules and inhibition of myosin ATPase

activity inhibits zymogen granule release, suggesting myosin I participates in their

regulated delivery to the apical membrane (Poucell‐Hatton et al., 1997). Myosin V has

molecular features that promote its role in the targeted delivery of vesicles to the apical

membrane. Kinesin is an anterograde microtubule motor protein that shuttles vesicles

along microtubules from the cell interior to the plasma membrane. The tail domain of

myosin V is capable of directly binding to conventional kinesin and myosin V and

kinesin coprecipitate in rat brain extracts (Huang et al., 1999). Further, the neck region

of myosin V is capable of binding proteins within the SNARE complex, a group of

proteins that facilitate specific docking and fusion of vesicles with plasma membranes.

Thus, the design of myosin V enables it to take possession of vesicles that have been

delivered to the apical domain by kinesin, direct the local delivery of these vesicles to

the plasma membrane, and then interact with the SNARE complex to facilitate the

docking and fusion of vesicles with the plasma membrane.

B. Moderating Access to the Plasma Membrane

The cytoskeletal matrix of the terminal web imposes an additional barrier to

vesicle delivery to the plasma membrane. This is highlighted in studies that disrupted

the actin cytoskeleton and observed increased rates of exocytosis (Muallem

et al., 1995). In neuroendocrine chromaffin cells, a “professional” secretory cell, the

Ca2þ‐activated severing protein adseverin (aka scinderin) regulates the spatial and

temporal release of exocytic vesicles. Expression of adseverin in epithelial cells is cell‐
type specific but is present in kidney, intestine, and lung (Lueck et al., 1998). In airway

goblet cells, which express adseverin, the apical actin barrier is disassembled when

stimulated to release mucin‐containing granules and the release is blocked by the

dominant‐negative introduction of the actin‐binding domains of adseverin to the cells

(Ehre et al., 2005). While a greater understanding is needed, the actin filament barrier

and regulated actin‐severing protein activity are positioned to moderate the targeted

delivery of vesicles to the apical membrane.

C. Retaining Specific Proteins in the Apical Membrane

The cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane is a crowded space with protein

concentrations approaching 1 g/ml (Sheetz, 1993). The actin cytoskeleton assists in the

organization of this domain by sequestering integral membrane proteins with appre-

ciable cytoplasmic tails into molecular corrals in the plane of the membrane. These

actin‐based corrals restrict lateral diffusion of proteins into approximately 0.6 mm2

microdomains of the membrane (Edidin et al., 1991). The actin cytoskeleton also
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contributes to retaining proteins in the apical membrane. In WIF‐B cells, a polarized

hepatocyte cell culture model, disruption of the actin cytoskeleton by cytochalasin

D (CD) greatly diminished the dwell times of 50‐nucleotidase and aminopeptidase N in

the canalicular (i.e., apical) membrane (Tuma et al., 2002).

The apical concentration of multidrug resistance protein 2 (Mrp2) in WIF‐B cells

was not affected by this same treatment. This suggests Mrp2 has additional mechan-

isms that contribute to its retention in the apical membrane. One possibility is that

Mrp2 is directly bound to CD‐insensitive actin filaments. Parenthetically, CD acts by

capping the (þ) ends of filaments to block further monomer addition; it is largely

ineffective against stabilized actin filaments. Concentrated in the canalicular (i.e.,

apical) membrane of hepatocytes, Mrp2 is linked to the actin cytoskeleton in a linear

actin–radixin–EBP50–Mrp2 complex (Fig. 3). The physiologic significance of this

linkage is highlighted in radixin knockout (Rad�/�) mice (Kikuchi et al., 2002).

Normally, hepatocytes conjugate and eliminate the conjugated bilirubin (a by‐product
of hemoglobin degradation) by secreting it into the bile. The conjugated bilirubin

crosses the canalicular membrane through Mrp2. In humans, mutations in Mrp2

result in the autosomal recessive disorder Dubin–Johnson syndrome (DJS) that is

Figure 3. ABC transporters are linked to the actin cytoskeleton through an ERM–PDZ protein complex.

Mrp2, which transports conjugated bilirubin, is sequestered into a signaling‐effector complex in the apical

domain of hepatocytes (left panel). Under physiologic conditions, the C‐terminal tail of Mrp2 can bind to

the PDZ domains of EBP50, which is in turn linked to radixin, an ERM protein. Radixin and EBP50 serve to

anchor Mrp2 and PKA into a signaling‐effector complex (right panel). The physiologic significance of the

actin–radixin–EBP50–Mrp2 linkage is seen in Rad(�/�) mice. These mice have significantly diminished

levels of Mrp2 in their canalicular membranes and elevated serum levels of bilirubin.
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characterized by chronically elevated conjugated hyperbilirubinemia in blood. In

Rdx�/� mice, serum concentrations of conjugated bilirubin increase soon after birth

and mild liver injury develops, a pattern of congenital hyperbilirubinemia that

parallels DJS in humans. The observed hyperbilirubinemia and decrease in Mrp2

protein within the bile cannalicular membrane of Rad(�/�) mice indicates the

actin‐associated radixin complex contributes to the canalicular localization and

activity of Mrp2.

When the radixin‐to‐Mrp2‐linking protein ERM‐binding phosphoprotein 50

(EBP50; aka NHERF1) was knocked out in mice, hyperbilirubinemia was not

reported. This may be due to the expression of proteins, such as NHE3 kinase

A regulatory protein (E3KARP; aka NHERF2), or other functionally related proteins

that are coexpressed in hepatocytes and can partially or completely substitute for

EBP50 function in hepatocytes. EBP50 (�/�)mice were, however, hyperphosphoure-

mic (Shenolikar et al., 2002; Weinman et al., 2003). Serum phosphate levels are largely

and acutely regulated by the kidney through selective regulation of the amount of

phosphate that is absorbed from the glomerular filtrate by the proximal tubule. Under

low serum phosphate conditions, proximal tubule cells maximize the number of

sodium‐phosphate cotransport proteins (NaPiIIa) in the apical membrane and mini-

mize the endocytic recovery of NaPiIIa. Conversely, under high serum phosphate

conditions, proximal tubule cells diminish their retention and increase their endocytic

recovery and lysosomal degradation of NaPiIIa. Regulation of NaPiIIa activity is

modestly influenced by rates of synthesis, is not moderated by posttranslation modifi-

cation (i.e., phosphorylation), and does not undergo significant recycling to the plasma

membrane. The C‐terminal tail of NaPiIIa is bound by specific PDZ domain proteins,

including EBP50. In EBP50(�/�) mice, the absence of EBP50 led to diminished

retention of NaPiIIa in the apical membrane, decreased phosphate recovery by the

kidneys, and phosphate wasting in the urine.

In addition to Mrp2 and NaPiIIa, the actin–ERM–EBP50 linkage binds a number

of additional integral membrane proteins in a variety of epithelial cell types (Brone and

Eggermont, 2005). Another physiologically intriguing example is the interaction of

actin–ezrin–EBP50 with the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator

(CFTR) protein (Hall et al., 1998; Short et al., 1998). CFTR is a cAMP‐regulated
Cl� channel that normally promotes fluid secretion apically across CFTR‐expressing
epithelia. In cultured cholangiocytes, dominant‐negative disruption of the CFTR–

EBP50 interaction results in the complete ablation of the cAMP‐mediated Cl� secre-

tory response in cholangiocytes (Fouassier et al., 2001). While the specifics continue

to be debated about the in vivo consequences, the binding of CFTR to actin–ezrin–

EBP50 may enhance the apical polarization, access to PKA, and dimerization of the

CFTR Cl� channel (Moyer et al., 1999; Fouassier et al., 2001; Raghuram et al., 2001;

Benharouga et al., 2003; Haggie et al., 2004). Dimerization of CFTR enhances the

open probability of its channel. Cystic fibrosis (CF) is a lethal autosomal recessive

disorder that stems from mutations in the CFTR gene. While generally of a milder

phenotype, approximately 10% of CFTR mutations in humans result in truncated

C‐terminus, the domain that binds EBP50.
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D. Moderating Activities of Proteins While in the Membrane

As noted earlier, with nearly 400 PDZ domain proteins identified in the human

genome, PDZ domain proteins play a pivotal role in forming supramolecular

signaling‐effector complexes (Sheng and Sala, 2001). Within the apical domain of

epithelial cells, different PDZ domain proteins utilize their association with the actin

cytoskeleton to influence the polarized distribution, molecular organization, traffick-

ing, and regulated activity of specific integral membrane proteins. Multiple PDZ

proteins may bind a single integral membrane protein. For example, EBP50 and

Shank2 are two distinct PDZ proteins, each capable of binding the same transport

proteins (e.g., NaPiIIa, NHE3, CFTR) but imparting disparate rather than redundant

functions (McWilliams et al., 2004, 2005). EBP50 appears to anchor these proteins to

the microvillar actin filaments and place the protein in close apposition to regulatory

proteins such as PKA. In contrast, Shank2 coassociates with proteins such as cortactin

(activator of Arp2/3 and actin nucleation; Du et al., 1998) and dynamin (vesicle

“pinchase”; Okamoto et al., 2001). Given their role in endocytosis, it suggests Shank2

may contribute to protein recovery, vesicle formation, or vesicle trafficking.

Importantly, EBP50 and Shank2 are each associated with the actin cytoskeleton but

likely utilize the actin cytoskeleton in disparate manners.

E. Recovering Proteins from the Membrane

Just as insertion of receptors, channels, or transporters into the plasma membrane

is a potent means of upregulating their activity, removal of the protein from the

membrane serves as a potent mechanism of downregulating their activity. The actin

cytoskeleton plays a central role in regulated endocytosis. There are multiple means by

which different cell types internalize membranes, including phagocytosis, macropino-

cytosis, clathrin‐mediated endocytosis (CME), caveolae‐mediated endocytosis, and

endocytosis by mechanisms that are independent of either clathrin or caveolae. Each

of these distinct modes of membrane internalization includes actin‐dependent steps for
internalization. CME is a well‐characterized process that includes invagination of

membrane into clathrin‐coated pits, dynamin‐dependent fission of the vesicle from

the plasma membrane, and translocation of the vesicle away from the membrane.

While not essential in all cells for CME to occur, the actin cytoskeleton enhances

the efficacy of the endocytic steps and CME highlights how the actin cytoskeleton

contributes to endocytosis.

In epithelial cells, endocytic vesicles repeatedly emerge from the same microdo-

main of the plasma membrane (Gaidarov et al., 1999). The actin cytoskeleton

contributes significantly to the “corraling” of proteins in clathrin‐coated membranes;

disruption of actin filaments results in a sevenfold increase in the diffusion area of

proteins within coated pit membranes. The invagination of clathrin‐coated membranes

is coordinated by intersectin, a protein capable of scaffolding clathrin, AP2, dynamin,

WASP, and Cdc42. WASP and Cdc42 are positive regulators of Arp2/3‐dependent
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actin nucleation. Spatial and temporal analysis demonstrates that the appearance of

filamentous actin occurs coincidently with the recruitment of dynamin to the neck

region and suggests actin polymerization is important in driving the formation and

internalization of CME vesicles (Merrifield et al., 2002). Consistent with this hypothe-

sis, disruption of the actin cytoskeleton with CD results in the accumulation of

clathrin‐coated vesicles along the apical membrane (Shurety et al., 1996). In addition

to nucleation‐dependent formation of endosomes, myosin motor proteins also con-

tribute to vesicle formation and internalization. CFTR is endocytosed from apical

membranes by CME. Myosin VI, a (�)‐end–directed motor, resides at sites of endo-

cytosis, associates with CME proteins, and is needed for the efficient endocytosis of

CFTR from the apical membrane of epithelial cells (Swiatecka‐Urban et al., 2004).

V. CONTRIBUTION OF THE ACTIN CYTOSKELETON IN EPITHELIAL

DISEASE STATES

A. Infectious Pathogens Hijack the Host Actin Cytoskeleton

A variety of bacterial and viral pathogens “hijack” the host actin cytoskeleton to

promote cellular uptake, intracellular motility, and infection of adjacent cells (Cossart

and Sansonetti, 2004; Stevens et al., 2006). Their utilization of the host’s actin cyto-

skeleton is essential to their virulence and pathogenicity. An excellent example of

“actin hijacking” is found in Listeria monocytogenes. Listeria expresses the protein

ActA at an extracellular pole. ActA induces actin filament nucleation and polymeriza-

tion through the recruitment and activation of the host’s Arp2/3 complex. Similar to

the extension of the plasma membrane during phagocytosis or driving the intracellular

movement of endocytic vesicles, this polymerization propels the bacteria through

the host’s cytoplasm. When stained for F‐actin, infected cells show a “comet tail” of

F‐actin behind the Listeria.

Helicobacter pylori, an invasive human pathogen that causes inflammation of the

gastric epithelial mucosa, induces effacement of microvilli and reorganization of the

actin cytoskeleton directly below the site of bacterial attachment (Segal et al., 1996).

Several H. pylori virulence factors, including vacuolating cytotoxin and a cytotoxin‐
associated antigen, have been implicated in this reorganization. Enteropathogenic

Escherichia coli (EPEC) induces a similar loss of brush border microvilli and reorga-

nizes the host cell actin cytoskeleton directly beneath the extracellular bacterium to

form an actin‐based pedestal (Campellone and Leong, 2003). The pathogenicity of

enterotoxigenic Bacteroides fragilis, a noninvasive bacterium associated with diarrheal

disease, induces toxin‐mediated alterations of the apical F‐actin structure at the level

of the tight junctions in cultured human intestinal epithelial cells (Koshy et al., 1996).

This disruption of the actin cytoskeleton diminishes the paracellular permeability

barrier function and induces the diarrheal disease that is associated with B. fragilis.

Chronic hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection and progression to cirrhosis are

well‐recognized risk factors for the development of hepatocellular carcinoma. HBV
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infection modifies the actin cytoskeleton and increases the metastasis of infected

hepatocytes. Hepatitis B virus X protein (HBx), a 17‐kD protein encoded by the

HBV genome, induces rearrangement of the actin cytoskeleton (Lara‐Pezzi et al.,

2001). This includes the formation of pseudopodia with F‐actin–moesin–CD44 protein

complexes clustered at the tips of the pseudopodia. CD44 is a surface glycoprotein

known to moderate tumor cell growth and metastasis (Sherman et al., 1994).

B. Apical Membrane Structure Is Specifically Altered in Epithelial Diseases

Disruption of the apical actin cytoskeleton can result in significant epithelial

dysfunction. Microvillus inclusion disease is an autosomal recessive disorder character-

ized by refractory diarrhea from birth and is usually fatal. Enterocytes from individuals

with microvillus inclusion disease have decreased levels of actin, a loss of apical micro-

villi, and an increase in apical cytoplasmic vesicles containing apically targeted proteins.

Similarly, experimental models of cholestatic liver disease display marked alterations in

the organization of the canalicular domain in hepatocytes. Hepatocytes from obstruc-

tive cholestatic livers have significantly decreased numbers of motile cytoplasmic vesi-

cles and large intracellular pseudocanaliculi (Torok et al., 2001). In general, these

hepatocytes have impaired transcytotic trafficking and a loss of domain specificity of

canalicular membrane proteins (Steiger et al., 1994). The psuedocanaliculi are asso-

ciated with a cortical actin meshwork, have luminal microvilli, and retain the ability to

actively transport charged molecules into their lumen.

C. Ischemia Results in Profound Structural and Functional Alterations

Ischemia, the cessation of blood flow, has severe effects on organ function and

occurs both in disease states (e.g., cardiac arrest) and in clinical protocols (e.g., surgery

and organ transplantation). Ischemia is a well‐defined example of a disease process in

which the actin cytoskeleton is profoundly disrupted and the genesis of the alterations

is understood at a molecular level (Fig. 4).

Cellular consequences of ischemia include the profound loss of cellular ATP,

decreased pHi, and increased Ca2þ concentrations within the apical domain. Paradox-

ically, despite a profound decrease in the cellular ATP/ADP ratio, there is a relative

increase in the amount of F‐actin. This is likely attributed to the dysregulation of

actin‐binding proteins and resultant increase in available monomers for polymeriza-

tion. Normally concentrated at the cell periphery, F‐actin in ischemic or ATP‐depleted
cells redistributes from the cell periphery to a cytoplasmic/perinuclear localization

(White et al., 2000). These changes in F‐actin coincide with significant structural and

functional alterations. In ischemic or ATP‐depleted epithelial cells, the most striking

change occurs within the apical microvilli. In renal proximal tubule cells, ATP deple-

tion leads to the blebbing, clubbing, and eventual loss of apical microvilli. Similarly,

ATP depletion in cholangiocytes, which have short and less dense microvilli, leads to
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an initial elongation of microvilli followed by loss of microvillar structure and density

(Doctor et al., 1999). Specific alterations to four microvillar proteins have been directly

implicated in contributing to the changes in the microvilli. First, the protein‐binding
activities of ezrin are regulated by ezrin phosphorylation. Under ischemic conditions,

ezrin is dephosphorylated, dissociates from the microvillar cytoskeleton, and redis-

tributes from the microvilli (Chen et al., 1994, 1995). This loss of ezrin activity would

Figure 4. Actin‐associated proteins remodel microvillar actin in ischemic epithelial cells. Under physiologic

conditions (left panel), the microvillar core rootlets are stabilized by tropomyosin, the microvillar core

filaments are bundled by multiple bundling proteins, including villin, and the membrane is tethered to the

microvillar core filaments by multiple linking proteins, including by the ezrin–EBP50 complex. Villin also

has Ca2þ‐activated actin‐severing activity. Ezrin‐mediated protein interactions are positively moderated by

phosphorylation. ADF/cofilin is not concentrated within this domain. Under ischemic conditions (right

panel), ezrin is dephosphorylated and detaches from the microvillar filaments. Villin is activated and

positioned to sever microvillar filaments. ADF/cofilin redistributes to the apical domain and appears to

outcompete tropomyosin to access and sever the microvillar rootlet filaments. Each of these activities will

impact the structure and organization of the microvillar membranes in ischemic epithelial cells.
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lead to diminished membrane tethering to the actin cytoskeleton and facilitate

membrane blebbing. Second, the actin‐severing activity of villin is positively regulated

by elevated Ca2þ levels and microvillar Ca2þ concentrations are elevated during

ischemia and ATP depletion (Spencer et al., 1991). The actin‐severing activity of villin

would result in cleaving of the actin filaments along the length of the microvilli. Unlike

actin along the length of the microvilli, actin within the microvillar rootlet is stabilized

by tropomyosin, which hinders the access of severing proteins, including ADF/cofilin,

to those filaments. Immunohistologic studies suggest tropomyosin partially redistri-

butes from the apical domain of ischemic epithelial cells (Ashworth et al., 2004). ADF/

cofilin is activated by dephosphorylation and low pH (Bamburg, 1999), conditions

that prevail in ischemic or metabolically inhibited epithelial cells. In ischemic proximal

tubule cells, ADF/cofilin redistributes from the cell interior to the apical domain where

it is positioned to compete with tropomyosin for access to the microvillar core

filaments (Ashworth et al., 2001).

The structural alterations in microvilli are paralleled by functional deficits at the

apical membrane. In ATP‐depleted cholangiocytes, the concentration of Naþ‐glucose
cotransporter 1 and activity of �‐glutamyl transpeptidase in the apical membrane are

significantly decreased (Doctor et al., 2000). In vivo studies of ischemic cholangiocytes

also show significant internalization of the apical membrane protein leucine amino-

peptidase. Together these observations suggest that membrane protein internalization

is a result of ischemia‐induced alterations in the actin cytoskeleton and its interaction

with the plasma membrane.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

For a number of years, there have been significant strides taken in the molecular

understanding of actin‐associated proteins and their functions in governing the

biochemistry of actin filaments (Section I). Within a cellular context, the actin cyto-

skeleton was first appreciated for its structural contributions, including the formation

and organization of the apical membrane of epithelial cells (Section II). Cell biologists

have furthered this and made enormous strides over the last decade in unraveling the

mysteries underlying how the actin cytoskeleton dictates cellular functions. This is

especially apparent within the apical domain of epithelial cells where the actin cyto-

skeleton is central to regulating multiple facets of transport across the apical mem-

brane (Section III). These functions include directing the movement of vesicles to the

apical membrane, controlling vesicle access to the membrane, retaining and regulating

proteins within the membrane, and recovering these proteins from the membrane.

Given its central role in cellular physiology, it has not been surprising that the actin

cytoskeleton plays a pivotal role in the pathogenesis of specific epithelial diseases

(Section IV). The following decade should continue to see enormous progress in

defining the molecular and cellular physiology of the actin cytoskeleton.
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Remodeling of the actin filament system in cells results from strictly regulated

polymerization and depolymerization of actin, where hydrolysis of actin‐bound ATP

is crucial. Actin–actin interactions are influenced by the state of the bound nucleotide,

and many microfilament regulators influence the actin ATPase by binding preferen-

tially either to ATP/ADP�Pi‐ or ADP‐bound actin. This chapter summarizes observa-

tions made concerning the actin ATPase and its role in the biological activity of actin

and actin filaments.

I. ACTIN MICROFILAMENT SYSTEM

Actin and myosin, organized into supramolecular structures, cooperate to generate

the force necessary for many types of dynamic cellular transport processes. As part of the

energy‐transducing mechanism in muscle cells, they generate large‐scale movements.
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In nonmuscle cells, the actinmicrofilament system (MFS) drives cell motility, cytokinesis,

and vesicularmovements. Aweave of actin polymers (filaments) found in juxtaposition to

the inner surface of the plasma membrane of all cells is intimately coupled to signal

transduction controlling the formation of the actin filaments and their involvement in

force‐generating processes. The organization of the MFS is constantly being remodeled

in response to transmembrane signals generated in the interactions between cells and

between cells and extracellular matrices or soluble molecules like growth factors and

hormones binding to cell surface receptors. All these processes ultimately depend on the

hydrolysis of ATP, not only just on myosin but also on actin.

II. ATOMIC STRUCTURE OF THE ACTIN MONOMER

The actin molecule has two major domains, each of which is divided into two

subdomains (Kabsch et al., 1990). Subdomains 1and3 formaflexiblebaseof themolecule.

The purine of the ATP is sandwiched in a hydrophobic pocket between subdomains 3 and

4, and thepolyphosphate tail is heldby two loopsoriginating fromsubdomains1 (P1‐loop)
and 3 (P2‐loop) (Fig. 1). The divalent cation, chelated by the ATP phosphates, makes

contacts with residues around the base of the interdomain cleft. The actin monomer can

Figure 1. Comparison of the tight and open states of actin in profilin:�‐actin crystals. The overview to the left

outlines the area shown in stereo containing thebarrier residuesE72,H73,R177,D179, andR183, thephosphate‐
binding loop residues S14, D157, and G158, and finally the hydrogen bond‐forming residues Y69 and R183. In

the open state (bottom row) the�‐ and �‐phosphates (yellow) of theATPare exposed. Pdb accession codes 2BTF

and 1HLU, respectively. Figure published in J. Mol. Biol. (2002) 317, 577–589.
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exist in different conformations, depending on the status of the actin‐bound ATP, the

nature of the divalent cation (Ca2þ or Mg2þ) at the high‐affinity site or at additional

sites, and the degree of oligomerization (Moraczewska et al., 1999; Schüler, 2001).

The structures of different actin orthologues cocrystallized with different actin‐
binding proteins all have a closed nucleotide‐binding cleft (Vorobiev et al., 2003),

corresponding to the tight state found for �‐actin in the profilin:�‐actin crystals (Schutt

et al., 1993). The conformation of actin appears relatively unchanged regardless of

whether the nucleotide is ATP or ADP, or the tightly bound cation is Ca2þ or Mg2þ.
In the light of many observations indicating that the actin can attain different conforma-

tions depending on the nature of bound ligands, this may seem contradictory (Schüler,

2001; Strzelecka‐Golaszewska, 2001). The relative invariability in most actin crystal

structures, however, may be explained by clamping of the two domains by DNase I

binding across the cleft between subdomains 2 and 4, or by packing interactions in the

case of the gelsolin subfragment 1:�‐actin crystals, as discussed previously (Nyman et al.,

2002; Sablin et al., 2002). This may also be the case in the crystal structure of tetra-

methylrhodamine maleimide (TMR)‐derivatized �‐actin in the ADP state (Otterbein

et al., 2001). In this tight state structure, however, subdomain 2 has attained a different

structure as compared with previously determined �‐actin with a small helical stretch

apparently formed through rotation around the same hinge region that is involved in the

movement of subdomain 2 in the tight‐to‐open state transition of profilin:�‐actin
(Chik et al., 1996). It should be noted that the rotation of subdomain 1 with respect to

subdomains 3 and 4, intrinsic to the opening of the nucleotide‐binding cleft in profilin:

�‐actin, is not seen in TMR–actin. It was reported that binding of TMR to actin does not

significantly influence DNase I–actin interaction or the susceptibility of the actin to

subtilisin cleavage in subdomain 2, which implies that the solution structure of TMR–

actin is closely similar to the nonconjugated protein (Kudryashov and Reisler, 2003).

Another possibility is that the binding of TMR between subdomains 1 and 3 locks the

protein in the tight state. There is evidence for allosteric coupling between the C‐terminus

and subdomain 2. For instance, there is an increase in the Kdiss for the profilin–actin

interaction after introduction of a P38A mutation (subdomain 2), and reciprocally,

replacing cysteine 374 with a serine lowered the affinity of the actin for DNase I binding

(subdomain 2) (Aspenström et al., 1993). Likewise, removal of C‐terminal residues of

actin affected the proteolytic sensitivity of subdomain 2 (Strzelecka‐Golaszewska et al.,

1993). Figure 2 further illustrates the influence of the C‐terminal C374S mutation on the

thermal stability of actin in the Mg2þ‐ as well as the Ca2þ‐bound state as assayed by

DNase I inhibition (Schüler et al., 2000a). Clearly, the mechanisms behind the allosteric

coupling indicated by these modifications are still unclear.

III. PROFILIN:b‐ACTIN CRYSTAL

In the profilin:�‐actin crystal, the actin molecules are also bridged across subdo-

mains 2 and 4. Here, a neighboring actin molecule is responsible for the bridging, and

the cleft can open and close in response to changes in ionic conditions, despite the

bridging (Fig. 3). This is possible through intramolecular hinge and shear movements
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coordinated between the bound actin molecules (Schutt et al., 1989; Chik et al., 1996;

Page et al., 1998). Exchange of ADP and AMP for ATP in the profilin:�‐actin crystals

significantly influences their diffraction (Schutt et al., 1989). In the tight state struc-

ture, the terminal phosphates of the nucleotide are buried (see also Fig. 1, upper

Figure 3. The profilin:�‐actin closed and open states (pdb accession codes 2BTF and 1HLU, respectively).

Overview of the crystal structures of profilin:�‐actin solved in 3.5 M NH4SO4 (closed state, left) and 1.8 M

potassium phosphate (open state, right) in the presence of Ca2þ and ATP, illustrating the magnitude of the

conformational difference between the two states. The polyphosphate tail of the ATP is exposed in the open

state (oxygen O1beta, red dot). See also Fig. 1.

Figure 2. Thermal stability of �‐actin carrying the C‐terminal mutation C374S. Melting curves of mono-

meric actins determined with the DNase I inhibition assay as described earlier (Schüler et al., 2000a).
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panels), held by the �‐hairpin loops, N12‐C17 (P1) and D156‐V159 (P2), which pro-

trude into the interdomain cleft from subdomains 1 and 3, respectively. The

�‐phosphate is hydrogen bonded to the amide nitrogens of S14, G15, M16, and D157,

and the �‐phosphate is bound to amide nitrogens of S14, D157, G158, and V159. The

most dramatic difference between the two states, the opening of the interdomain cleft,

results in an outward shift of the N12‐C17 loop, exposing the phosphate tail of ATP to

solution (Fig. 1, lower panels) (Chik et al., 1996).

In the open state, the hydrogen bond with the amide nitrogen of G15 shifts from

the O1 oxygen to the O2 oxygen of the �‐phosphate, while the hydrogen bonds of

G158 and V159 to the �‐phosphate are broken (Chik et al., 1996). In the tight state,

there are two hydrogen bonds that span the nucleotide‐binding cleft. These two

bridging hydrogen bonds, between MeH73 and the carbonyl oxygen of G158, and

between the guanido group of R183 and �‐electrons of the ring of Y69 (for bond type

see Levitt and Perutz, 1988), stabilize the closed ATP form of the actin molecule. In the

open state, these hydrogen bonds are broken.

IV. INTERDOMAIN CONNECTIVITY IN ACTIN

Exchange of ADP for ATP in actin results in a significant reduction in the

stability of the protein, and removal of the nucleotide leads to rather rapid loss in

polymerizability (Asakura and Oosawa, 1960), demonstrating the importance of the

ATP �‐phosphate for holding the two major domains in position. In addition to the

loop‐phosphate‐loop links and the bridging hydrogen bonds discussed earlier, the two

major domains of actin are connected through a charge network involving mostly

long‐chained residues (Fig. 1): E72 and MeH73 from one side of the cleft and D157,

R177, D179, and R183 from the other. The presence of a methyl group on the e2‐
nitrogen of the imidazole ring of H73 increases the basicity of the �1‐nitrogen, thereby
strengthening the hydrogen bond connecting this nitrogen with the carbonyl group of

G158. These residues shield the ATP phosphates from the solvent on one side of the

molecule. On the opposite side, there is another set of large residues (M16, K18,

K336, and Y337) separating the polyphosphate tail from solvent in both the open and

tight states. The transition from the tight to open state does not result in any major

changes in this barrier region.

Investigations of the effect of mutations in the nucleotide‐binding cleft on

the spatial relationship between the major domains of actin have shown that the

H73A mutation, as well as mutations in the loops binding the phosphates, causes a

significant decrease in the affinity for DNase I (Chen and Rubenstein, 1995; Schüler

et al., 1999, 2000b; Nyman et al., 2002). The mutations H73A, R177D, S14C, and the

double mutation S14C/D157A all destabilized the molecule at increased temperatures,

caused increased nucleotide exchange rates, and reduced polymerization rates. Repla-

cing H73 with positively charged residues (arginine or lysine) made the actin more

stable, whereas introduction of glutamic acid destabilized the protein (Yao et al.,

1999), further illustrating the coordinating position of H73 in the charge network
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(Fig. 1) and its importance for the stability and polymerizability of actin (Nyman et al.,

2002). See also discussion of MeH73 later.

V. ACTIN ATPASE

A. Monomeric Actin Hydrolyzes ATP

Addition of salts (including Mg2þ ions) to a solution of monomeric actin, causing

polymerization, increases the rate of ATP hydrolysis approximately by a factor of 100

(Pollard and Weeds, 1984), suggesting a tight coupling between actin–actin interactions

and the hydrolysis of ATP. Thus, the slow hydrolysis of ATP in buffers stabilizing the

monomeric form of actin has been seen as a consequence of the formation of unstable

oligomers of actin in the solution and not as an expression of an intrinsic ATPase

activity of the monomer (Mozo‐Villarias and Ware, 1985; Newman et al., 1985).

However, as demonstrated in Fig. 4, the ATPase activity per actin monomer under

nonpolymerizing conditions is independent of the total monomer concentration over a

broad range of actin concentrations, strongly suggesting that the ATPase activity of

actin is independent of oligomerization, that is, monomeric actin has an intrinsic

ATPase activity. This activity (0.6 � 0.11 h�1) is in the same range as the activities

of the heat shock protein Hsc70 or its isolated ATPase domain (Ha and McKay, 1994;

Figure 4. Actin in the monomeric state has ATPase activity. Bovine cytoplasmic �/�‐actin was prepared

from calf thymus as described (Lindberg et al., 1988). Monomeric actin in G‐ATPase buffer (5 mM tris‐HCl

pH 7.6, 0.5 mM ATP, 0.67 mM [�‐32P]‐ATP (3000 Ci/mmol; Amersham Pharmacia), 0.1 mM CaCl2, 0.5 mM

DTT) was converted to Mg‐actin by incubation with 0.2 mM EGTA þ 50 mMMgCl2 for 15 min at RT. The

actin was diluted in the same buffer, including all components listed, to concentrations of 0.1, 0.3, 1.0, 3.0,

10.0, and 18.7 mM and incubated at 25 �C. Sample aliquots were removed at intervals over a 2‐h period and

spotted onto PEI‐cellulose sheets (Merck). After drying under a light bulb, TLC was performed in 0.2 M

ammonium bicarbonate, pH 8.0. Radioactivity in the ATP and the Pi spots was measured by phosphoimager

analysis (Applied Biosystems). G‐actin ATPase rates were determined by linear curve fitting (Schüler, 2000d).
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Wilbanks et al., 1994). The stimulation of the actin ATPase activity seen after

addition of polymerizing salts is due to the changes in ionic conditions and conforma-

tional changes occurring during subsequent incorporation of the actin monomers into

filaments.

B. Polymer Formation and ATP Hydrolysis

Filament formation in vitro is characterized by a distinct lag phase, the rate‐
limiting step being the formation of nuclei consisting of three to four actin monomers

(Kasai et al., 1962). Support for a linkage between ATPase activity and polymer

formation has come from experiments in which filament formation was either

stimulated by or interfered with different actin‐binding proteins, mutations in actin,

or actin‐modifying reagents (Brenner and Korn, 1980; Tobacman and Korn, 1982;

Tellam, 1986; Polzar et al., 1989; Geipel et al., 1990; Dancker et al., 1991; Hayden

et al., 1993; Kasprzak, 1994; Schüler et al., 2000b; Schüler, 2001).

Addition of salts to physiological concentrations is coupled to conformational

changes, involving the nucleotide‐binding site, making the actin assembly‐competent

(Higashi and Oosawa, 1965; Rich and Estes, 1976; Rouayrenc and Travers, 1981;

Carlier et al., 1986; Merkler et al., 1987). Kinetic evidence suggest the formation of an

intermediate referred to as G*‐actin, whose formation by itself does not stimulate the

actin ATPase activity. Apparently, the formation of this intermediate depends on the

binding of monovalent and divalent cations to a polyanionic surface of the actin

molecule (Barany et al., 1962; Rouayrenc and Travers, 1981; Pardee and Spudich,

1982). There are also biochemical and physical evidence that the early phase of de novo

polymerization involves the formation of a special actin dimer, which subsequently

seems to be used for filament growth (Steinmetz et al., 1997). In view of the results

presented in Fig. 4, it would be interesting to use matrix‐coupled actin monomers in an

attempt to single out the effects of salt on the ATPase activity from the cooperative

conformational changes occurring during the incorporation of actin monomers into

filaments.

C. The Actin–ATP/ADP⋅Pi Cap

The actin filament is structurally, as well as functionally, asymmetric, which

in vitro is reflected in a difference in rate of addition of actin monomers to the two

ends. Elongation at the fast polymerizing end [the (þ)‐end (barbed end)], is 10‐ to 20‐
fold faster than at the slow polymerizing end [the (–)‐end (pointed end)]. ATP–actin

with bound Mg2þ has an on‐rate that is faster than the on‐rate of ADP–actin at both

ends, and at the (–)‐end ATP–actin dissociates faster than ADP–actin (Bonder and

Mooseker, 1983; Lal et al., 1984; Pollard, 1986; Selden et al., 1986). Thus, during the

initial phase of polymerization in vitro in the presence of excess ATP, ATP–actin

is rapidly and preferentially incorporated into filaments at their (þ)‐end.
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During fast filament elongation, ATP hydrolysis and subsequent Pi release is

slower than addition of ATP monomers, resulting in the formation of a detectable

ATP/ADP�Pi cap at the (þ)‐end of the growing filament (Carlier and Pantaloni, 1986;

Korn et al., 1987; Pinaev et al., 1995; Melki et al., 1996). It has been argued

that hydrolysis occurs preferentially at the boundary between the ATP cap and the

ADP�Pi‐containing monomers inside the filament (Korn et al., 1987). This would

imply that the ADP�Pi–actin monomer has a different structure than the ATP mono-

mer and that the ADP�Pi monomer has a propensity to accelerate ATP hydrolysis on

the adjacent ATP monomer. Results reported by others suggest random hydrolysis of

ATP within newly formed stretches of the ATP–actin polymer (Ohm and Wegner,

1994; Pieper and Wegner, 1996).

The polymerization reaction does not reach thermodynamic equilibrium. Instead,

the different rates of monomer association and dissociation at the two ends eventually

result in a steady state in which the net incorporation of ATP–actin at the (þ)‐end
equals the loss of ADP–actin at the (–)‐end. As long as there is ATP in the solution, the

steady state is characterized by a constant flux of actin monomers through the

filaments, a phenomenon referred to as treadmilling (Wegner, 1976; Neuhaus et al.,

1983). The rate of treadmilling is determined not only by the combined association

and dissociation rate constants at the filament ends but also by the rate of nucleotide

exchange on ADP monomers coming off the pointed end. In a solution of purified

actin, the nucleotide exchange reaction is the rate‐limiting step (Kinosian et al., 1993),

and the ATP‐actin cap persists at steady state as long as there are ATP‐actin
monomers available for incorporation.

The atomic structure of the actin filament (F‐actin) is not known. Consequently,
structural transitions in actin that accelerate ATP hydrolysis also remain to be eluci-

dated. Cryoelectron microscopy has demonstrated that there is a structural difference

between ATP/ADP�Pi filaments and ADP‐containing filaments, where the latter, that

is, the ground state, has the most well‐ordered structure (Lepault et al., 1994).

A difference between newly formed actin polymers, presumably consisting of ATP/

ADP�Pi‐actin and filaments consisting of ADP‐actin, is further demonstrated by

preferential binding of the filament‐nucleating Arp2/3 complex to the former in vitro

(Ichetovkin et al., 2002). ATP hydrolysis and Pi release destabilizes monomer:

monomer bonds at filament ends making the ADP polymer dynamic (Rickard and

Sheterline, 1986, 1988; and the preceding references).

VI. MECHANISM OF ATP HYDROLYSIS ON ACTIN

A. Active Site Nucleophile

In the actin‐related heat shock 70 proteins, ATP hydrolysis likely involves in‐line
attack on the ATP �‐phosphate by a hydroxyl ion coordinated by K71 (O’Brien et al.,

1996; Rajapandi et al., 1998). In actin, the only basic side chains in the vicinity of the

�‐phosphate, R177 and H73, have been shown to be nonessential for catalysis by
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directed mutagenesis (Schüler et al., 2000b; Nyman et al., 2002). High‐affinity Mg2þ

boosts the ATPase activity of monomeric actin 20‐ to 30‐fold as compared with Ca2þ

(Geipel et al., 1990; Chen andRubenstein, 1995; Schüler et al., 1999). Thus, the catalytic

activity is regulated via the coordination sphere of the metal cofactor at the base of the

cleft. In immediate proximity of the divalent cation, Q137 or H161 may coordinate

a hydroxyl ion or water molecule. Structures of nonvertebrate actins suggest that a

Q137‐bound water molecule may act as a catalytic nucleophile. For a detailed illustra-

tion of the catalytic mechanism see Vorobiev et al. (2003). A monovalent cation that

may coordinate nucleophilic water in Hsc70 (Wilbanks andMcKay, 1995) has not been

observed in actin.

The location of the hydroxyl of S14 in actin is within hydrogen‐bonding distance

of the �‐phosphate of ATP, suggesting its involvement in the ATPase reaction.

This residue is one of a number of ligands binding to the the �‐phosphate of ATP,

thereby stabilizing the actin–ATP complex. In yeast actin, mutation of Ser‐14 to Ala

(S14A) causes a temperature‐sensitive phenotype in vivo and temperature‐sensitive
polymerization defects in vitro (Chen and Rubenstein, 1995). It also decreases in the

intrinsic ATPase activity of both Ca‐ and Mg‐G‐actin at 30 �C and alters the protease

susceptibility of sites on subdomain 2. It was proposed that the Ser‐14 hydroxyl forms

a polar bridge between the ATP �‐phosphate and the amide nitrogen of Gly‐74, thus
conferring additional stability on the actin small domain.

The mutant S14C in yeast actin does not support growth (Chen and Rubenstein,

1995), but mutant S14C‐�‐actin can be coexpressed with endogenous yeast actin, and

is isolated free of the endogenous protein allowing the investigation of its ATPase

activity. The S14C‐�‐actin retains ATPase activity (Schüler et al., 1999), and Cys‐14 in
S14C mutant actin reacts covalently with the sulfhydryl of ATP�S (Fig. 5 and Schüler

et al., 2000c). This leaves the possibility of a transient phosphoserine formation

during the course of ATP hydrolysis. A phosphorylated actin has not been described

as an intermediate in the ATPase reaction, but this might be due to instability of such

a species. Heat shock 70 proteins are known to undergo autophosphorylation on a

threonine residue (T199 in DnaK). However, the function of this reaction and its

implications for the mechanism of ATP hydrolysis are still unclear, especially since

they seem to vary between members of the protein class (McCarty and Walker, 1991;

Gaut and Hendershot, 1993; O’Brian and McKay, 1993; Barthel et al., 2001). There-

fore, it is possible that actin with phosphoserine at position 14 is an intermediate in a

switch mechanism partitioning the release of free energy after ATP hydrolysis.

B. Catalytic Base(s)

In many phosphoryl transferases, the active site nucleophile is activated by a

nearby side chain. Mutational analyses of Hsp70 proteins have shown that not only

the glutamate or aspartate in the position corresponding to actin Q137 but also other

nearby carboxylic side chains are important for full catalytic activity (Gaut and

Hendershot, 1993; McCarty and Walker, 1994; Wilbanks et al., 1994; Kamath‐Loeb
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et al., 1995). Actin Q137 is unlikely to be deprotonated under physiological conditions

and is therefore a poor base. Given that the ATPase reaction might proceed without

conserved symmetry, residues D11 and D154 could be catalytic bases. Semiconserva-

tive replacements of D11 in yeast actin lead to mild defects, whereas charge reversions

as well as the double replacement D154A, D157A are lethal (Cook et al., 1992, 1993;

Wertman et al., 1992). The ATPase activities of these mutant proteins, however, have

not been tested.

The replacement V159N in yeast actin causes an increased release of inorganic

phosphate and a high rate of filament turnover, while ATP hydrolysis itself seems

unaffected (Belmont et al., 1999). These results were interpreted as an uncoupling of Pi

release from a conformational change, which destabilizes the actin filament. Thus,

V159 is necessary for harnessing the free energy change of Pi release for a discrete step.

In actin V159 is conserved except for a few sequences that have isoleucine in this

position, while in the 70‐kDa heat shock proteins a threonine is highly conserved in the

corresponding position. This small hydrophobic barrier shielding the �‐phosphate
from solvent seems to have evolved as a special feature for actin.

VII. ACTIN METHYLHISTIDINE 73, ATPASE, PHOSPHATE RELEASE,

AND POLYMERIZATION

Saccharomyces cerevisiae, which is used for the expression of wild‐type and

mutant �‐actin, does not methylate histidine 73 (Yao et al., 1999). This was utilized

in setting up a series of experiments to elucidate the role of the histidine as well as its

Figure 5. Covalent binding of ATP�S to S14C‐actin. Monomeric Mg‐actin (10 mM) carrying the S14C

replacement was incubated with 0.1 mM of ATP�‐35S for 1 h. Excess nucleotide was removed by gel filtration

before the protein was denatured by addition of 2% SDS and subjected to SDS‐PAGE under nonreducing

conditions. An autoradiograph (right lane) of the Coomassie‐stained gel (left lane) showed that approxi-

mately one‐third of the total radioactivity resided in the protein band, illustrating that a transfer of the 35S

from the nucleotide to the protein had occurred, most likely to cysteine at position 14.
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methylation in ATP hydrolysis and Pi release and polymerization of the actin. For this,

wild‐type �‐actin (with MeHis73) isolated from calf thymus, �‐actin expressed in

yeast (nonmethylated), and mutant H73A �‐actin also expressed in yeast were used

(Nyman et al., 2002). As shown in Fig. 6A, bovine �‐actin hydrolyzed ATP only

slightly ahead of polymerization and phosphate release, whereas �‐actin expressed

in yeast (nonmethylated) hydrolyzed ATP and released Pi well ahead of polymer

formation (Fig. 6B). These results were at odds with earlier work reporting a sequence

of events in which ATP hydrolysis and polymer formation went hand in hand, whereas

Pi release was significantly delayed (Carlier et al., 1986; Melki et al., 1996). To clarify

this, experiments were performed with rabbit skeletal muscle actin (�‐actin). As

shown in Fig. 6C, �‐actin (methylated) released Pi only after polymers had formed,

corroborating earlier results.

Comparison of �‐actin expressed in yeast (nonmethylated) with the mutant

H73A‐�‐actin also expressed in yeast showed that in both cases hydrolysis of ATP

and Pi release preceded polymer formation, suggesting an uncoupling of the hydrolysis

and product release from filament formation and that most likely in these cases

polymers form from actin monomers with ADP on them. This is reasonable, since

actin with bound ADP (Higashi and Oosawa, 1965; Kasai et al., 1962; Pollard, 1984)

and actin with nonhydrolyzable nucleotide analogues (Cooke and Murdoch, 1973) can

polymerize. Thus, neither ATP hydrolysis nor bound ATP is needed for polymeriza-

tion to occur, although there may be significant differences in the quality of the

filament formed from the different actin states. The H73A mutant �‐actin did not

form filaments in the absence of Mg2þ ions and ATP hydrolysis was very slow (Nyman

et al., 2002). The nonmethylated �‐actin did form filaments in the absence of Mg2þ,
albeit at a slow speed, further emphasizing the importance of a histidine in position

73 in keeping the actin in a polymerizable state. The difference in the kinetics of

polymer formation suggests that proper polymers form only with actin having a

MeH73 in it. It should also be noted that there is a clear isoform difference in that

�‐actin holds on to the Pi much longer than native �‐actin does, something which may

be related to a difference in force generation in the highly organized myofibrillar

actomyosin system as compared with the less stable MFS in nonmuscle cells, where

instead rapid actin reorganization is crucial for the function (Nyman et al., 2002).

As shown in Fig. 1, MeH73 and D184 have moved apart in the open state of the

�‐actin, allowing D184 to form a salt bridge with R183 rather than H73, and R177 of

�‐actin has moved from hydrogen bonding with the backbone atoms of MeH73 to a

salt bridge interaction with the D179. In the presence of Mg2þ ions, the actin ATPase

activity is greatly stimulated. Under these conditions, the region near Y69 (R62–K68)

is protected from proteolysis (Strzelecka‐Golaszewska et al., 1993), suggesting that the

interdomain cleft is closed. Thus, it is possible that the binding of Mg2þ ions stabilizes

the tight state of actin allowing nucleotide hydrolysis to take place. Following ATP

hydrolysis, breakage of the interdomain bridges might allow the opening of the cleft,

facilitating release of the �‐phosphate directly into the solvent. Such a mechanism

is supported by the fact that actin can attain a state in which the interdomain cleft

is opened up (Chik et al., 1996). It suggests that changes in the conformation of
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Figure 6. Comparison of native �‐actin (MeHis73) with yeast‐expressed �‐actin (H73) and native �‐actin
with respect to ATP hydrolysis, phosphate release, and polymerization. Polymerization of Mg‐actin (8 mM)

was induced by 0.1 M KCl and 1 mM MgCl2 and monitored using the pyrenyl assay (open circles). Samples

were withdrawn at the time points indicated and analyzed for ATP hydrolysis (closed triangles) and Pi

release (open triangles) as described earlier (Nyman et al., 2002). (A) �‐Actin from bovine thymus (methy-

lated), (B) yeast‐expressed �‐actin (unmethylated), and (C) �‐actin (methylated). (C) The measured amount

of Pi released exceeds the total amount of ATP hydrolyzed. This anomaly depends on the experimental

design and does not invalidate the conclusion. In fact, the delay in the Pi release from �‐actin would be even

more pronounced if the anomaly was corrected. Figure published in (2002) J. Mol. Biol. 317, 577–589.
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actin opens the interdomain cleft to allow the inorganic phosphate to escape directly

into solution rather than through a narrow “backdoor” channel (Wriggers and

Schulten, 1997).

VIII. IMPORTANCE OF THE STATUS OF THE

ACTIN‐BOUND NUCLEOTIDE

Only little information is available about the conformation of actin monomers in

filaments formed under different conditions, but it is generally believed that hydrolysis

of ATP on actin in vivo has a regulatory function in determining the structure and

the dynamic turnover of actin monomers and their interactions with actin‐binding
proteins. In fact, actin depolymerizing factors (ADF/cofilins) (Carlier et al., 1997;

Blanchoin and Pollard, 1998), twinfilin (Palmgren et al., 2001), adenylate cyclase‐
associated protein (CAP; Mattila et al., 2004), and gelsolin (Laham et al., 1993) bind

preferentially to ADP–actin, while DNase I (Schüler et al., 2000c), profilin (Vinson

et al., 1998), thymosin �4 (Carlier et al., 1993), Arp2/3 (Ichetovkin et al., 2000), and

Wiskott–Aldrich syndrome protein (WASP) homology domain 2 (Chereau et al.,

2005) bind preferentially to ATP–actin. Binding of ADF–cofilin to actin filaments is

strongly enhanced by Pi release (Blanchoin and Pollard, 1999). Thus, ATP hydrolysis

is an integral part in the regulation of the function of actin and actin filaments in vivo.

In cells, the ultimate precursor in the formation of actin filaments is profilin:actin,

and polymerization takes place either onto preexisting free filament ends or at specific

sites formed by polymerization‐promoting protein complexes (Hajkova et al., 2000;

Grenklo et al., 2003; Higashida et al., 2004; Romero et al., 2004). Profilin effectively

accelerates the exchange of the nucleotide on actin by opening up the nucleotide‐
binding cleft (Chik et al., 1996). Also mutant profilins, which bind actin only weakly,

stimulate nucleotide exchange (Korenbaum et al., 1998). Profilin binds more strongly

to actin–ADP than cofilin. Therefore, profilin efficiently forms profilin–ATP–actin

from the cofilin–ADP–actin, which comes off the (–)‐end of depolymerizing filaments.

Profilin also inhibits the ATPase activity of the actin monomer, and thus ensures the

delivery of ATP–actin for incorporation into growing filaments by actin‐polymerizing

machineries (Dickinson et al., 2002). Thus, treadmilling occurs in vivo and is at the

heart of myosin‐independent, actin‐based translocations, and the loss and addition of

actin monomers is strictly regulated by auxiliary proteins.
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Spectrin and ankyrin are major components of a plasma membrane‐associated
scaffold known as the spectrin cytoskeleton. Spectrin is thought to cross‐link actin

filaments in a two‐dimensional submembrane network and ankyrin links the network

to a number of integral membrane activities, including the sodium pump, voltage‐
dependent sodium channels, and L1‐family cell adhesion molecules. Genetic studies

have established that the spectrin cytoskeleton is required for the normal accumulation

of these integral proteins at their normal sites of function. Defects in spectrin and

ankyrin have been implicated in human disease, and studies in model genetic organ-

isms are making it possible to elucidate the mechanisms behind their effects. Cell

culture studies have also shed new light on the processes that govern formation of
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polarized membrane domains. This chapter surveys the results and their implications

for the assembly and function of the spectrin cytoskeleton.

I. INTRODUCTION

From their study of human erythrocytes, Tilney and Detmers (1975) concluded

that the spectrin cytoskeleton looks like a net woven by a myopic fisherman and

speculated that the spectrin–actin complex was probably associated with the plasma

membrane in many different cells. Since then a vast body of work has demonstrated

that indeed spectrins are important structural elements of the plasma membrane that

are present in virtually all animal tissues that have been examined thus far. Spectrin

function is intimately associated with ankyrin, the adapter protein, that links spectrin

to a number of integral membrane proteins. The molecular structures of spectrin and

ankyrin have been conserved from invertebrates, such as the fruit fly to humans, and

current models suggest that one of their conserved roles is in organizing specialized

functional domains of the plasma membrane. Genetic approaches to understanding

spectrin and ankyrin function have led to exciting progress. Spectrin and ankyrin

defects have been implicated in human diseases affecting the heart and brain. Genetic

studies in mice using spontaneous mutations and targeted knockouts have shown that

molecular defects in spectrin and ankyrin alter the morphology, composition, and

function of specialized plasma membrane domains. Genetic studies in Drosophila have

shown that spectrin mutations have lethal phenotypes with drastic effects on cell

morphology and tissue organization and function. Yet, despite significant progress

in identifying problems associated with a loss of spectrin function, there has been little

progress in understanding how and when these problems arise. One obstacle to

answering these questions is the lack of information on cues that lead to polarized

spectrin assembly. However, studies of epithelial cell differentiation in vitro have

unexpectedly shed new light on the development of cell polarity and the possible

contributions of spectrin and ankyrin to that process. Here I will survey these studies

and discuss the implications and insights that have emerged from them. For a more

comprehensive treatment of the spectrin literature, the reader is referred to two

excellent reviews (Lux and Palek, 1995; Bennett and Baines, 2001).

II. SPECTRIN IN THE RED BLOOD CELL

The human erythrocyte is a terminally differentiated cell that lacks a nucleus and

other cytoplasmic organelles (Lux and Palek, 1995). It consists of little more than a

plasma membrane and a hemoglobin‐rich cytoplasm. The normal biconcave disc

shape of the cell relies on the spectrin‐based network of peripheral membrane proteins

that lines the cytoplasmic face of the membrane (Fig. 1). Erythrocytes from humans

and mice that lack spectrin or ankyrin have abnormal cell shapes and their membranes

are unusually fragile. As a result, these individuals exhibit inherited forms of anemia

(Tse and Lux, 1999).
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The relative simplicity of the erythrocyte membrane and its ease of purification

made it possible to isolate all of the major membrane‐associated proteins and to study

their interactions in vitro (Bennett and Baines, 2001). The spectrin cytoskeleton is

assembled as a two‐dimensional network of spectrin molecules cross‐linked together

by short actin filaments. Each actin hub associates with about six spectrin molecules to

form a geodesic structure beneath the membrane (Byers and Branton, 1985). Spectrin

itself is an unusually large protein, composed of �‐ and �‐subunits arranged as a

tetramer (Fig. 1). The bulk of each subunit is made up of spectrin repeats that are each

approximately 106 amino acids long (Speicher and Marchesi, 1984). Structural studies

indicate that each repeat is composed of three �‐helices folded into a triple barrel

structure (Yan et al., 1993). Interactions between �‐ and �‐subunits have been

mapped to repeats near the tail end of each spectrin dimer (Harper et al., 2001) and

at the tetramer formation site found at the head end of each dimer (Tse et al., 1990).

Figure 1. Protein interactions of the spectrin cytoskeleton. Human erythrocytes (upper right) are flattened

biconcave disc‐shaped cells. Cell shape depends on the integrity of a two‐dimensional hexagonal network of

spectrin and actin (inset) found immediately beneath the lipid bilayer. Each hub corresponds to a short actin

filament attached to six spectrin tetramers. Each spectrin molecule has two binding sites for ankyrin near the

center of the molecule. The native spectrin molecule (bottom) is a tetramer of antiparallel �‐ and �‐subunits.
Each subunit is divided into discrete structural domains that are referred to here as segments (repetitive and

nonrepetitive). The �‐subunit of spectrin consists of an N‐terminal actin‐binding domain (shaded rectangle),

a string of 17 triple helical spectrin repeats, a partial repeat consisting of the first two helices of a structural

repeat, and a C‐terminal pleckstrin homology (PH) domain. An ankyrin‐binding site is found in segment 16

of �‐spectrin (shaded). The PH domain is absent from the major �‐spectrin isoform expressed in erythrocytes

due to alternative splicing. The �‐subunit consists of a partial repeat consisting of the third helix of a

structural repeat followed by a string of 20 spectrin repeats and a C‐terminal EF hand calcium‐binding
domain (open rectangle). Segment 10 of �‐spectrin is an SH3 domain that is inserted between helix 2 and 3 of

repetitive segment 9. Ankyrin binds to repetitive segment 16 of �‐spectrin and to the cytoplasmic domain of

integral membrane proteins (IMP). The ankyrin‐binding integral membrane protein in erythrocytes is the

anion exchanger band 3. Other components of the erythroid spectrin cytoskeleton not shown here include

protein 4.1, p55, dematin, and adducin at the spectrin–actin junction (Bennett and Baines, 2001). Spectrin

tetramers have similar interactions with actin, ankyrin, and integral membrane proteins in nonerythroid

cells. Membrane proteins that interact with ankyrin in nonerythroid cells include the Naþ‐ Kþ‐ATPase,

voltage‐dependent sodium channels, and L1 family cell adhesion molecules.
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Tetramers formed by the association of a partial structural repeat from the C‐terminal

region of �‐spectrin (segment 18) with a complementing partial repeat (known as

segment 000) at the N‐terminus of �‐spectrin. As a result, the central helical domain

of spectrin is essentially an uninterrupted string of repeats that connect the actin‐
binding domains at each tail end of the molecule.

There are also a number of nonrepetitive sequence segments in the spectrin

tetramer. Segment 1 of �‐spectrin includes two calponin homology (CH) sequence

motifs that are responsible for actin‐binding activity (Banuelos et al., 1998). An

adjacent nonrepetitive domain in �‐spectrin is an EF hand Ca2þ‐binding module

(Wasenius et al., 1989; Dubreuil et al., 1991). Most isoforms of �‐spectrin include

the C‐terminal pleckstrin homology (PH) domain (Tse et al., 2001). PH domains are

found in hundreds of different proteins and in many cases they exhibit lipid‐binding
activity (Lemmon and Ferguson, 2000). While the major �‐spectrin isoform found

in human erythrocytes is a splice variant that lacks the C‐terminal PH domain,

recent evidence indicates that there is also a population present that includes the

PH domain (Pradhan et al., 2004). When the PH domain is present, it is presum-

ably positioned so as not to interfere with other neighboring activities (e.g., head‐
end interactions between �‐ and �‐subunits, ankyrin binding to the �‐subunit).
Small globular extensions have been observed alongside the spectrin tetramer by

electron microscopy of purified molecules (Dubreuil et al., 1990). These globules

may correspond to the PH domain. Finally, �‐spectrin includes an src homology‐3
(SH3) domain (Lehto et al., 1988) inserted between two of the �‐helices of repetitive
segment 9.

The two best‐characterized links between the spectrin‐actin network and the lipid

bilayer are through protein–protein interactions (Bennett and Baines, 2001). Ankyrin

is an adapter that links the �‐subunit of spectrin to the cytoplasmic domain of the

major membrane protein of erythrocytes, the anion exchanger band 3. A second high‐
affinity interaction occurs via a ternary complex between proteins 4.1 and p55 (both

components of the spectrin–actin junction, not shown here) and the integral protein

glycophorin C (Marfatia et al., 1994). However, defects in either band 3 (Peters et al.,

1996) or glycophorin C (Chasis and Mohandas, 1992) in mammalian erythrocytes

produce surprisingly mild effects on assembly of the spectrin cytoskeleton. Thus,

these two integral membrane proteins may make redundant contributions to the

spectrin cytoskeleton assembly, or there may be a third as yet uncharacterized path-

way. There are a number of proteins associated with the spectrin–actin junction in

erythrocytes, including protein 4.1, and p55, as well as dematin and adducin (Bennett

and Baines, 2001). Like spectrin and ankyrin, these proteins represent gene families

that are expressed in diverse tissues. Protein 4.1 (Bretscher et al., 2002) and p55

(Funke et al., 2005) in particular have extensive family trees and are thought to have

important roles at the plasma membrane of many cell types. The spatial relationship

between these proteins and spectrin and ankyrin in nonerythroid cells is not yet

known.
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III. THE SPECTRIN PARADIGM IN NONERYTHROID CELLS

Spectrins and ankyrins are both members of multigene families. In humans there

are five �‐spectrin genes, two �‐spectrin genes, and three ankyrin genes (Bennett and

Baines, 2001). Family members are further diversified through extensive alternative

splicing of transcripts. Invertebrates, such as Drosophila and Caenorhabditis elegans,

have a smaller repertoire with one �‐spectrin gene, two �‐spectrins, and two ankyrin

genes. Remarkably there is often greater sequence conservation between spectrins

from Drosophila and human nonerythroid tissues than between the erythroid and

nonerythroid forms within mammals (Table I). Sequence analyses suggest that the

erythrocyte spectrin genes arose during vertebrate evolution (Dubreuil, 1991) and

some of the sequence changes are thought to correspond to neofunctionalization of

the erythroid spectrin genes (Salomao et al., 2006).

Most models simply depict nonerythroid spectrin as an actin cross‐linking protein

that is linked to integral membrane proteins through the adapter ankyrin (as in Fig. 1).

The two‐dimensional spectrin–actin network found in erythrocytes (Fig. 1, inset) has

been directly viewed by electron microscopy of artificially spread preparations (Byers

and Branton, 1985). However, it has not been technically feasible to make that

determination for nonerythroid spectrins because of the complexity of the plasma

membrane in most other systems. One striking difference that has been observed is the

complexity of different membrane proteins that can interact with the spectrin cyto-

skeleton through ankyrin (Bennett and Baines, 2001). Biochemical studies have

detected interactions between ankyrin and membrane pumps, channels, exchangers,

and cell adhesion molecules (described later).

Nonerythoid spectrins can be further subdivided into the conventional spectrins

and those that possess an unusually large �H‐subunit. The �H‐subunit was first discov-
ered inDrosophila as an unusually large variant of �‐spectrin that forms unusually large

spectrin tetramers (Dubreuil et al., 1990). In both Drosophila and C. elegans, the

�H‐subunit forms tetramers with the conventional �‐spectrin subunit, but the ��H

Table I

Amino Acid Sequence Comparisons Between Human b‐Spectrins and Drosophila b‐Spectrina

hbspII hbspIII hbspIV Fly

hbspI 60% 54 49 49

hbspII – 64 53 57

hbspIII – 50 50

hbspIV – 42

Fly –

aComparisons based on sequences of Drosophila �‐spectrin (Byers et al., 1992), human �‐spec IeII
(P11277; Winkelmann et al., 1990), human �‐spec II (Q01082; Hu et al., 1992), human �‐spec III

(NP008877; Stankewich et al., 1998), and human �‐spec IV (NP057726; Stabach and Morrow, 2000).
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tetramers have a distinct subcellular distribution relative to ��‐spectrin, that is, they do

not appear to associate with ankyrin, and theirmutant phenotypes aremarkedly different

from �‐spectrin mutants. The human �V‐spectrin gene appears to be a homologue of the

invertebrate �H‐spectrins (Stabach andMorrow, 2000). Since these spectrins appear to be

in a distinct functional class from other spectrins, they will not be considered further here.

A review of the novel properties of �H‐spectrins and a more detailed comparison to

conventional spectrins can be found in a review by Thomas (2001).

IV. GENETIC STUDIES OF SPECTRIN CYTOSKELETON FUNCTION IN

NONERYTHROID CELLS

A. Human Genetic Studies

Loss of function mutations of nonerythroid spectrin and ankyrin (described later)

often exhibits a recessive lethal phenotype. Dominant mutations affecting spectrin and

ankyrin have also been discovered by sequencing of candidate genes from mapped

disease loci. (1) Ankyrin‐B is broadly expressed in human tissues including cardiac

muscle. Defects in ankyrin‐B were observed in patients exhibiting a rare cardiac

arrhythmia (Mohler et al., 2003, 2004a), and the defect led to reduced expression

and altered localization of three proteins that normally interact with ankyrin: the Na,

Ca exchanger, the Naþ‐Kþ‐ATPase, and the InsP3 receptor. These proteins appear to

exist in a specialized complex in cardiac muscle that normally localizes within the

T tubules (Mohler et al., 2005). (2) Sequencing of voltage‐dependent sodium channel

genes from a patient with Brugada syndrome, another rare cardiac arryhthmia, led to

the identification of a point mutation in one of the cytoplasmic loops of the voltage‐
dependent sodium channel Nav1.5 (Mohler et al., 2004b). The mutation occurs pre-

cisely within the site that interacts with ankyrin‐G. Loss of ankyrin‐binding activity

caused the mutant channel to mislocalize within the cytoplasm of cardiomyocytes,

instead of at its normal sites of function within the T tubule, and intercalated disc

(Mohler and Bennett, 2005). (3) A defect in human �III‐spectrin was identified in three

families with spinocerebelar ataxia type V (Ikeda et al., 2006). This dominant neuro-

degenerative disorder is associated with altered behavior of glutamate transporters

and receptors. One lineage was traced to Abraham Lincoln’s grandparents, leading the

authors to speculate that this defect may explain ataxia‐like symptoms in our former

president. In each of the cases described earlier, a defect in spectrin or ankyrin led to

abnormal behavior and function of physiologically important membrane activities

that normally interact with the spectrin cytoskeleton.

B. Genetic Studies of Spectrin and Ankyrin in the Mouse

Loss of function mutations of ankyrin and spectrin in the mouse has also pro-

duced dramatic effects on the behavior of interacting membrane proteins. For exam-

ple, sequencing of candidate genes identified defects in �IV‐spectrin as the lesion in the
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quivering mouse, a spontaneous autosomal recessive mutation that affects the nervous

system (Parkinson et al., 2001). Further characterization of �IV‐spectrin knockout

mice (Komada and Soriano, 2002) demonstrated that this spectrin has important roles

in the structure and stability of the node of Ranvier and the axon initial segment in

the CNS. Ankyrin‐G and voltage‐gated sodium channels, which normally cocluster

with �IV‐spectrin, were mislocalized in the mutants. Interestingly, these authors also

found that �IV‐spectrin was mislocalized in ankyrin‐G knockout mice, suggesting that

the targeting of these two proteins is mutually dependent. Other studies revealed that

voltage‐dependent sodium channels, the L1 family cell adhesion molecule neurofascin,

and �IV‐spectrin (all of which interact with ankyrin in vitro) were mislocalized in

ankyrin‐G knockout mice (Zhou et al., 1998; Jenkins and Bennett, 2001). A knockout

of ankyrin‐B in mouse produced a severe phenotype that partially overlapped the

phenotype of L1 mutations, including a significant decrease in the amount of L1

(Scotland et al., 1998). Thus, knockouts of spectrin and ankyrin have dire conse-

quences for the development of the mammalian nervous system. They affect neuronal

physiology by interfering with the normal targeting and stabilization of interacting

sodium channels, adhesion molecules, and perhaps other physiologically important

membrane activities.

V. STUDIES OF THE SPECTRIN CYTOSKELETON IN DROSOPHILA

A. Characterization of the Protein Spectrin in Drosophila

A conventional isoform of spectrin was originally discovered in Drosophila as

an actin‐binding protein from lysates of S3 tissue culture cells. Subsequent biochem-

ical, structural, and molecular studies established that Drosophila spectrin is an ��
tetramer that shares all of the major functional sites found in mammalian non-

erythroid spectrins (Dubreuil et al., 1987; Byers et al., 1989; Dubreuil and Yu, 1994;

Deng et al., 1995). A comparison of overall amino acid identities between Drosophila

�‐spectrin and human �I–IV‐spectrins is shown in Table I. The similarities between fly

and human spectrins, which in many cases are greater than the similarities among

human spectrins, suggest that the major functions conserved between human spectrin

isoforms are likely to be conserved in the fly, as well.

Antibody‐staining experiments suggest that Drosophila ��‐spectrin is primarily a

plasma membrane‐associated protein (as described later). In fact, spectrin antibodies

are often used to monitor morphogenetic movements of cells during early embryonic

development, because they brightly stain the plasma membrane of nearly all cells in the

early embryo (Pesacreta et al., 1989). Several observations in vertebrate systems

suggest the presence of additional populations of spectrin associated with intracellular

compartments, including the Golgi and ER (reviewed in DeMattheis and Morrow,

2000). One of the proposed functions for organellar spectrin is the attachment of

microtubule motors to the organelle membrane. Mammalian spectrin interacts with

components of the dynactin complex, which associates with dynein and is thought to
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link it to cargo (Holleran et al., 2001). Binding of organellar spectrin to acidic phos-

pholipids also appears to contribute to the attachment of dynein to its cargo (Muresan

et al., 2001). There is evidence fromDrosophila that spectrin codistributes with a Golgi‐
like compartment in the early embryo (Sisson et al., 2000; Papoulas et al., 2005).

And there is evidence from RNAi knockdown studies suggesting that spectrin has a

role in axonal transport (Pielage et al., 2005). However, a genetic test of dynein

function in C. elegans failed to detect a requirement for spectrin in cargo binding

(Koushika et al., 2004). RNAi knockdowns of all of the spectrin subunits, alone or

in combination, also failed to inhibit motor driven movements of peroxisomes in

Drosophila S2 cells (V. Gelfand, personal communication). This assay has been shown

to be a sensitive test of kinesin 1 and dynein heavy chain function (Kural et al., 2005).

Thus, further experiments will be necessary to determine if there are stage‐specific and/
or species‐specific differences in the interactions of spectrin with microtubule motors

and organelles.

B. Drosophila Ankyrins

Two isoforms of ankyrin have been described in Drosophila. The first, DAnk1,

was cloned by its similarities to mammalian ankyrins using degenerate PCR (Dubreuil

and Yu, 1994). DAnk1 appears to be broadly expressed throughout development.

DAnk2 was cloned in a yeast 2‐hybrid screen using the cytoplasmic domain of

Drosophila neuroglian as bait (Bouley et al., 2000). DAnk2 appears to be selectively

expressed in the nervous system, and antibodies raised against long and short isoforms

of DAnk2 demonstrated that they are segregated within different subdomains of

neurons (Hortsch et al., 2002). Both Drosophila ankyrins share the major conserved

domains of mammalian ankyrins and are thought to function as adapters that link

�‐spectrin to integral membrane proteins. Mutations have not yet been identified for

either ankyrin.

C. Genetic Studies of Drosophila Spectrin

Mutations in the �‐ and �‐subunits of spectrin were identified using standard

reverse genetic strategies (Lee et al., 1993; Dubreuil et al., 2000). In both cases, the

mutations are lethal early in development: just before larval hatching in the case of

� mutants and just after larval hatching in � mutants. Proof that spectrin gene defects

were solely responsible for the observed phenotypes was obtained by mutant rescue

with �‐ or �‐spectrin transgenes. Survival through early stages of embryonic develop-

ment is thought to depend on gene products loaded into the unfertilized egg by

heterozygous mothers. The reason for the difference in survival between � and �
mutants is not known. There may be differences in size or stability of the maternal

protein pool, or there may be real differences in function between the two subunits

(Dubreuil et al., 2000). In either case, little or no residual maternal protein can be
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detected in mutant embryos or larvae as they approach the lethal phase (Lee et al.,

1993; Dubreuil et al., 2000).

a. The Cell Shape Phenotype

Initial studies on cellular effects of the spectrin mutations were focused on the

midgut epithelium, because it was amenable to staining with antibody probes and easy

to detect changes in its morphology in the spectrin mutants. In both mutants, individ-

ual cell shapes and their order within the epithelial tube were conspicuously perturbed.

As a result, the straight, smooth appearance of the gut lumen in wild type became

crooked and irregular in the mutants. Electron microscopy of the �‐spectrin mutants

revealed gaps between interstitial cells and copper cells that were judged to be defects

in cell–cell adhesion (Lee et al., 1993). Our recent EM analysis of �‐spectrin mutants

also detected gaps between cells (unpublished observation). However, it was not clear

that the gaps were due to effects on cell adhesion per se, as opposed to effects on the

morphogenesis of interstitial cells.

b. Effects on the Naþ‐Kþ‐ATPase

The Spectrin mutants made it possible to test the hypothesis that the basolateral

distribution of the Naþ‐Kþ‐ATPase depends on the integrity of the spectrin cytoskel-

eton (Hammerton et al., 1991). An antibody raised against an �‐subunit of vertebrate
Naþ‐Kþ‐ATPase (Lebovitz et al., 1989) stained the basolateral domain of copper cells

in the wild‐type larval midgut. Unexpectedly the basolateral pattern of Naþ‐Kþ‐
ATPase staining appeared unaltered by a lethal mutation in the �‐spectrin gene (Lee

et al., 1993). However, subsequent analysis of copper cells from �‐spectrin mutants

revealed a striking shift in the distribution of the Naþ‐Kþ‐ATPase from the plasma

membrane to an intracellular compartment (Dubreuil et al., 2000). Thus it appears

that the basolateral accumulation of the Naþ‐Kþ‐ATPase is strictly dependent on

�‐spectrin function in copper cells. A working hypothesis is that the Naþ‐Kþ‐ATPase

is captured by a resident complex of �‐spectrin and ankyrin in the basolateral domain

of copper cells, and that �‐spectrin is dispensable for their stabilizing activity.

c. Cell Polarity and Growth Control

One of the first developmental defects observed in Drosophila spectrin mutants

was in cell polarity and regulation of cell growth in the somatic follicle epithelium.

A P‐element excision strategy was developed to produce somatic clones of homozy-

gous mutant cells in the adult ovary (Lee et al., 1997). Normally the follicle cells

undergo a fixed number of cell divisions to produce a monolayer of approximately

1100 epithelial cells surrounding each oocyte. Loss of �‐spectrin function in somatic

clones of mutant cells resulted in overgrowth of follicle cells and consequently a loss

of their monolayer organization, as well as a loss of markers of epithelial polarity.
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Since these cells express both �‐ and �H‐spectrin (Dubreuil et al., 1997), it was possible

to envisage that the growth and polarity defects were due to an effect on the apical

population of ��H‐spectrin. However, subsequent studies failed to detect a hyper-

plastic or polarity phenotype in follicle tissue lacking �H‐spectrin (Zarnescu and

Thomas, 1999). Thus it appears that the basolateral population of ��‐spectrin has

an important role in the control of cell growth and polarity in the follicle epithelium.

d. Stomach Acid Secretion

A physiological effect of the �‐spectrin mutation was detected in studies of

stomach acid secretion in the larval middle midgut. This work was inspired by the

observation that spectrin was dynamically associated with the proton pump in mam-

malian gastric parietal cells, which suggested a role in the regulation of stomach acid

secretion (Mercier et al., 1989). Wild‐type larvae fed with the pH sensitive dye bro-

mophenol blue exhibited a color change from brilliant blue in the anterior midgut

to bright yellow in the copper cell region of the middle midgut (Dubreuil et al., 1998).

The change in dye color corresponds to a drop in pH to <2.3, thus identifying the

stomach region of the larval gut. The color change was reversed in the posterior midgut

where food absorption is thought to occur. No color change was observed in the middle

midguts of labial mutant larvae in which copper cells failed to differentiate. Likewise,

the acidification of the middle midgut was blocked by a mutation in �‐spectrin. Based
on these observations, copper cells appear to be responsible for the acid secretion

activity of the middle midgut, and their function depends on the presence of �‐
spectrin. The copper cells bear a striking resemblance to the gastric parietal cells that

are responsible for stomach acid secretion in mammals (Dubreuil, 2004). Loss of

�‐spectrin may have affected the activity of an apical proton pump (��H‐spectrin is

present in the apical domain of copper cells) or it may have affected a basolateral

activity that indirectly supports proton pumping through the apical domain. An apical

effect seems more likely since there was only a small effect of �‐spectrin mutations on

acid secretion (Dubreuil et al., 2000).

e. Synaptic Function

Both the �‐ and �‐spectrin mutants are somewhat sluggish at the time of larval

hatching, although they crawl, they eat, and they respond when poked with a needle.

However, over a period of hours they slowly cease movement until they ultimately die,

suggesting a likely effect of the mutations on nervous system function. The general

morphology of neuromuscular junctions from mutant embryos appeared normal and

the number of synaptic vesicles detected at the nerve terminal by electron microscopy

appeared normal (Featherstone et al., 2001). There was no detectable effect of spectrin

mutations on the activity of postsynaptic receptors as monitored by electrophysiology.

However, there was a presynaptic defect in the rates of synaptic vesicle fusion and

several presynaptic markers including synaptotagmin, synapsin, syntaxin, and Dlg

were mislocalized in the axons of spectrin mutants. These results suggest that spectrin
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has an effect on the function of the presynaptic vesicle release machinery at the nerve

terminal. A further effect of spectrin mutations on synaptic structure was detected by

RNAi knockdown of spectrin later in larval development (Pielage et al., 2005). Loss of

presynaptic spectrin, but not postsynaptic spectrin, led to a destabilization of cell

adhesion molecules at the synapse and ultimately destabilization and retraction of

the nerve terminal. Thus spectrin appears to be important for both the function and

the long‐term stability of synaptic connections.

f. Tetramer Formation

Another approach taken in Drosophila was to examine the effects of mutations

that perturb tetramer formation in human erythoid spectrin on the structure and

function of Drosophila (nonerythroid) spectrin (Deng et al., 1995). The human muta-

tions cause hereditary anemia by preventing spectrin dimers from interacting to form

tetramers. Tetramers form through interactions between a partial repeat found near

the C‐terminus of �‐spectrin and a complementary partial repeat from the N‐terminus

of �‐spectrin (Fig. 1). A mutation at codon 28 of human erythroid �I‐spectrin (a

conserved arginine) was observed in multiple families with hereditary elliptocytosis

(Coetzer et al., 1991). Most of the spectrin in erythrocytes from these individuals was

in the dimer form. An R22S mutation was introduced into the corresponding

conserved position of Drosophila �‐spectrin (Deng et al., 1995). The mutation

blocked the association of recombinant fragments of �‐ and �‐spectrin in

an in vitro assay of tetramer formation. When tested in mutant rescue experiments,

an �‐spectrin transgene carrying the R22S mutation was nearly as efficient as a wild‐
type transgene at rescuing the lethality of a null �‐spectrin mutation when flies were

reared at 19 �C. But rescue activity was greatly diminished at 29 �C indicating that

the function of spectrin in vivo is dependent on its ability to form tetramers. Tetramer

formation may be necessary for spectrin to produce short‐range cross‐linking effects

(actin–actin, ankyrin–ankyrin, and so on) or it may reflect a requirement for long‐
range spectrin network formation, comparable to what is observed in the human

erythrocyte.

D. Evaluation of the Genetic Model

The earlier examples illustrate some of the uses of Drosophila as a model experi-

mental organism to address fundamental questions of protein function. In some cases

the system was used to test the contribution of the entire spectrin molecule to a

particular cellular process or formation of a particular structure. The elucidation of

mutant phenotypes in synaptic function and gut acidification are examples of this

approach. Another use of the systemwas to test the contribution of particular functional

sites in the molecule to its function, as in the elucidation of a temperature‐sensitive
defect in spectrin tetramer formation. While these strategies are more streamlined in

invertebrate model organisms, they have also been successfully employed in studies of
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spectrin and ankyrin in the mouse (Lacas‐Gervais et al., 2004; Mohler et al., 2004c).

These strategies are important because they make it possible to ask direct questions

about the cellular roles of spectrin and ankyrin. But they do not take full advantage of

the genetic approach because they are constrained by preconceptions about where to

look for effects and which sites in the molecule are likely to produce effects.

The third genetic approach that is uniquely suited to simple model organisms is

their use in genetic screens. The forward genetic approach makes it possible to address

novel aspects of gene function independently of preconceptions from previous studies.

From the phenotype analyses carried out so far, we can speculate that the effects of

spectrin mutations on cell growth and polarity, on cell shape and tissue organization,

and on synaptic vesicle release all arise through effects on molecules that normally

interact with spectrin. Along the same lines, we know that the polarized assembly of

spectrin and ankyrin in cells is likely to depend on interactions with as yet unidentified

partners in the cell. Some of the relevant interactions between spectrin and other

proteins may not be detectable by biochemical and cellular approaches. In these cases,

genetic approaches are likely to make a unique and important contribution.

VI. SPECTRIN ASSEMBLY AND CELL POLARITY IN TISSUE

CULTURE MODELS

Prior to the recent wave of studies in genetic model systems, tissue culture models

were used to describe the distribution and behavior of spectrin and ankyrin in polar-

ized cells. Madin–Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells have been an especially useful

model system that produced a number of valuable insights that are being tested now in

genetic systems. One idea that emerged fromMDCK cell studies was that cell adhesion

provides an important spatial cue that translates into assembly of spectrin and ankyrin

at sites of cell–cell contact (Fig. 2A; Yeaman et al., 1999). However, it has not been

possible to elucidate a chain of events or specific protein interactions to explain that

observation. Two studies in other tissue culture systems have uncovered novel

mechanisms that may operate alongside (or perhaps instead of) cell adhesion in the

assembly and function of spectrin in polarized cells.

A. Cell Adhesion as a Cue for Spectrin Assembly

Antibody‐staining experiments revealed that as MDCK cells grow to confluence

in cell culture and form mature lateral cell–cell contacts, there is a concomitant

redistribution of spectrin (fodrin) and the Naþ‐Kþ‐ATPase to sites of contact (Nelson

and Veshnock, 1986). Evidence that their redistribution was driven by cell–cell adhe-

sion was obtained by expressing E‐cadherin, which mediates Ca2þ‐dependent adhesion
in MDCK cells, in nonpolarized fibroblasts (McNeill et al., 1990). E‐cadherin induced

polarized assembly of the spectrin cytoskeleton and the Naþ‐Kþ‐ATPase at sites of

cell–cell contact. The interaction between ankyrin and the Naþ‐Kþ‐ATPase was found
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to be direct (Nelson and Veshnock, 1987). That interaction is thought to explain the

selective stabilization of Naþ‐Kþ‐ATPase at the lateral domain of MDCK cells, even

in a cell line in which the pump is delivered equally to the apical and basolateral

domains by the secretory pathway (Hammerton et al., 1991). These observations

support a general model in which (1) spectrin and ankyrin assemble in response to a

positional cue such as cell adhesion, and (2) they form a multivalent protein scaffold

that can capture and stabilize interacting membrane proteins to form a plasma

membrane domain with unique composition and function.

Another connection between cell adhesion and the spectrin cytoskeleton was

established using a biochemical approach. Davis et al. (1993) recovered an immuno-

globulin superfamily cell adhesion molecule related to L1 from detergent extracts of

Figure 2. Three pathways to epithelial cell polarity in vitro. (A) Polarized assembly of the spectrin

cytoskeleton (long bars) can occur in response to cell–cell adhesion (Yeaman et al., 1999). (B) Some aspects

of epithelial polarity can arise through activation of LKB1 including segregation of an apical‐like microvillar

domain, a subapical zone marked by the tight junction protein ZO‐1 (short bars), and a basal domain

containing the transferrin receptor (long bars; Baas et al., 2004). (C) Human bronchial epithelial cells

ordinarily differentiate as a columnar epithelium with apicolateral tight junctions (short bars) and a lateral

domain associated with ankyrin‐G and �2‐spectrin (long bars). RNAi knockdown of ankyrin‐G leads to a

transformed cell shape in which the only remaining lateral membrane domain is the tight junction (Kizhatil

and Bennett, 2004).
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rat brain membranes by affinity chromatography with immobilized ankyrin. L1 family

members mediate homophilic cell–cell adhesion, and they also mediate heterophilic

interactions with other ligands (Hortsch, 1996). The discovery that L1 family members

directly interact with ankyrin provided a clear link between adhesion and the spectrin

cytoskeleton, raising the question of whether L1 familymembers could trigger polarized

assembly. Expression of the fly homologue neuroglian in Drosophila tissue culture cells

induced a dramatic redistribution of ankyrin, spectrin, and theNaþ‐Kþ‐ATPase to sites

of cell–cell contact (Dubreuil et al., 1996, 1997). It was especially intriguing that

recruitment was limited to sites of cell contact even though neuroglian itself was

abundant all over the surface of cells. Further studies revealed that ankyrin binding to

the cytoplasmic domain of neuroglian could be activated by receptor clustering (Jefford

and Dubreuil, 2000) and that interactions between mammalian L1 family members and

ankyrin could be potently regulated by phosphorylation (Garver et al., 1997). Studies of

mammalian homologues in cell culture experiments also demonstrated recruitment

of ankyrin to the plasma membrane by L1 family members, sometimes in a polarized

fashion (Nishimura et al., 2003) and sometimes not (Zhang et al., 1998; Needham

et al., 2001).

Genetic studies have so far failed to detect a role for L1 family members in

polarized ankyrin assembly in vivo. Instead, ankyrin mutations lead to decreased cell

surface expression of L1 and neurofascin in mouse brain (Scotland et al., 1998;

Zhou et al., 1998). Developmental studies indicate that in some cases the appearance

of L1 molecules occurs later in time than the appearance of ankyrin at the plasma

membrane (Jenkins and Bennett, 2001). Studies of neuroglian mutants in Drosophila

also failed to detect effects on the axonal accumulation of DAnk2 (Bouley et al., 2000)

or the lateral accumulation of spectrin in the follicle epithelium (Wei et al., 2004).

Thus, despite the promising activities of L1 family members in vitro, these molecules

do not have the expected properties of a cue that targets spectrin and ankyrin assembly

in vivo.

B. Programed Formation of Specialized Regions of the Plasma Membrane

While an inductive program of cell polarization in response to cell–cell adhesion is

appealing, it has been known for some time that neurons grown in culture form

polarized plasma membrane domains (axons and dendrites) in the absence of cell–

cell interactions. The mechanisms responsible for neuronal differentiation in vitro are

poorly understood, but studies have demonstrated an important contribution of SAD

kinases (Kishi et al., 2005). The SAD kinase domain is related to PAR‐1, one of several
PAR proteins that contribute to embryonic polarity (Kemphues et al., 1988; Wodarz,

2002). Baas et al. (2004) examined the effects of activating the PAR kinase LKB1 on

the morphology of colon cell lines grown in culture. LKB1 (PAR‐4) was discovered as

a tumor suppressor that is mutated in Peutz–Jeghers syndrome patients (Hemminki

et al., 1998; Jenne et al., 1998).
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Activation of LKB1 produced striking effects on the distribution of a number of

markers of epithelial polarity in cultured colon cell lines (Baas et al., 2004). Prior to

activation, cells exhibited an amoeboid‐like morphology with no evidence of epithelial

polarity. However, once activated in cells growing in suspension culture, LKB1

induced rearrangement of actin into a polar cap of microvillus‐like structures

(Fig. 2B). Remarkably, the tight junction marker ZO‐1, which normally forms a belt

at the top of the lateral domain of mammalian epithelial cells, formed a belt surround-

ing the microvillar cap. Other apical and basal plasma membrane markers were also

sorted to their respective domains, all in the absence of cell–cell contact as a positional

cue. The downstream targets of LKB1 activation that translate its activation into

positional information and polarity are not yet known. Whether this pathway induces

spectrin assembly in these tissue culture cells is also not known.

Preliminary evidence linking the PAR proteins to spectrin assembly in epithelial

cells has been obtained in Drosophila. There is evidence that PAR‐1 and LKB1 operate

in a common pathway in C. elegans (Watts et al., 2000) and in Drosophila where LKB1

is an in vitro substrate for PAR‐1 and where LKB1 overexpression can suppress the

PAR‐1 phenotype (Martin and Johnston, 2003). Interestingly, loss of PAR‐1 function

in the somatic follicle epithelium leads to a striking increase in the level of lateral

spectrin assembly (Doerflinger et al., 2003). The staining pattern of �‐spectrin in

LKB1 mutants also appeared altered in somatic clones of mutant epithelial cells, but

it was unclear whether or not there was an effect on spectrin targeting (Martin and

Johnston, 2003). Whether there are effects of LKB1 on spectrin that are independent

of cell–cell adhesion is not yet known.

C. Ankyrin‐Dependent Formation of a Membrane Domain

Another intriguing new observation came from RNAi knockdown studies of

ankyrin‐G in human bronchial epithelial cells grown in culture (Kizhatil and Bennett,

2004). These cells normally differentiate into a columnar epithelium with a prominent

lateral membrane domain at the site of cell–cell contact (Fig. 2C, left). The tight

junction marker ZO‐1 was distributed in a belt around the top of the lateral domain,

as in other epithelia. An RNAi strategy effectively depleted ankyrin‐G from these

cells. Loss of ankyrin‐G produced a striking transformation of these cells from their

normal columnar morphology to a squamous‐like morphology in which the diameter

of each cell was greatly increased (Fig. 2C, right). The lateral domain, apart from the

ZO‐1‐stained tight junction, was apparently absent and perhaps was absorbed into the

larger apical and basal domains. Naþ‐Kþ‐ATPase staining, which was normally

concentrated in the lateral domain of the bronchial cell cultures, appeared reduced

and redistributed to the cytoplasm, further indicating that the defining characteristics

of the lateral domain were lost from the plasma membrane. The results of this study

suggest that ankyrin (and presumably spectrin) has a role in the biogenesis of the

lateral domain of epithelial cells, as opposed to a role in stabilizing a preexisting

domain formed through cell–cell adhesion.
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VII. ROLE OF THE PH DOMAIN IN SPECTRIN ASSEMBLY

Another tissue culture cell result that shed new light on the mechanism of spectrin

assembly was the finding that a �‐spectrin PH domain‐GFP fusion protein was

targeted to the plasma membrane in COS7 cells (Wang et al., 1996). This result clearly

established that the PH domain was sufficient for targeting spectrin to the plasma

membrane. PH domains are found in hundreds of different proteins and in many

cases they exhibit phosphoinositide‐binding activity (Lemmon and Ferguson, 2000).

Structures have been determined for spectrin PH domains (Macias et al., 1994;

Zhang et al., 1995) and PIP2 binding has been demonstrated for mammalian

spectrins (Hyvonen et al., 1995; Wang and Shaw, 1995). The C‐terminal region of

�‐spectrin was also identified as a membrane interaction site in studies of ankyrin‐
independent binding of spectrin to a stripped membrane fraction from mammalian

brain (Steiner and Bennett, 1988; Lombardo et al., 1994). The original biochemical

studies that identified ankyrin‐independent membrane‐binding sites on spectrin

were performed before the lipid‐binding activity of the PH domain had been described,

and, therefore, it seemed most likely that the membrane‐binding sites were proteins.

In fact, there is no evidence to date to exclude the possibility that the PH domain of

spectrin interacts with both protein and lipid receptors. The interaction between the

PH domain and lipids has not generally been thought of as a likely mechanism

to explain spectrin targeting to particular domains of the plasma membrane (Wang

et al., 1996).

We obtained direct evidence for a role of the PH domain in spectrin targeting in

Drosophila copper cells (Das et al., 2006). The ��‐isoform of spectrin is normally

targeted to the basal and lateral membrane domains of these cells (Dubreuil et al.,

1998). When the PH domain was removed from �‐spectrin that targeting activity was

lost and spectrin was found in the cytoplasm instead of at the plasma membrane. In

contrast, removal of the ankyrin‐binding site from �‐spectrin had no detectable effect

on its targeting in copper cells. Furthermore, the distribution of an ankyrin‐1‐EGFP

reporter in these cells was found to be dependent on spectrin’s ability to bind to the

plasma membrane. Ankyrin was detected at the plasma membrane in wild‐type
copper cells, but it was shifted to the cytoplasm when �‐spectrin was absent or when

the �‐spectrin bound to the plasma membrane lacked ankyrin‐binding activity (Das

et al., 2006). These results suggest a sequence of events in spectrin cytoskeleton

assembly that begins with the association of the PH domain of spectrin with either

a protein or a lipid target at the plasma membrane (Fig. 3). Spectrin in turn recruits

assembly of ankyrin and membrane proteins that interact with ankyrin to the original

site of spectrin assembly. The schematic shown here illustrates the complexity

of molecular interactions that occur near the center of the spectrin molecule.

The spectrin molecule is bivalent with respect to all of its potential membrane

interaction sites, even though only one interaction of each site is depicted here. It

would be surprising if the activities of the various sites in this region of spectrin did

not sterically affect one another.
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VIII. FUTURE PROSPECTS

Genetic studies were invaluable in elucidating the role of the spectrin cytoskeleton

in human erythrocytes, and now genetic studies are helping to delineate the functions of

spectrin in other systems. The results of human genetic studies, and studies in the mouse

and Drosophilamodels have now firmly established that one important role of spectrin

is to organize specialized domains of plasma membrane composition and function. The

same principle emerged in studies of Duchennemuscular dystrophy (DMD) (Campbell,

1995). Dystrophin, the defective molecule inDMD, is a close relative of �‐spectrins. The
loss of dystrophin in DMD patients is associated with the complete disappearance of a

host of membrane proteins that normally associate with dystrophin at the sarcolemma.

It seems reasonable to expect that the list of membrane activities that associate with and

rely on spectrin and related proteins for their targeting and function will grow with

ongoing studies in human and model systems.

While there has been great progress, there still are large gaps in our understanding

of spectrin’s activities in the cell. For example, the effects of spectrin and ankyrin

mutations on cell growth and polarity cannot readily be explained in our current

framework of ideas for their function. One area that I have focused on here is the

Figure 3. A model for assembly of the spectrin cytoskeleton in nonerythroid cells. In this model, the cue for

spectrin assembly is a protein or lipid that interacts with the PHdomain of �‐spectrin. Ankyrin, in turn, conveys

the positional information of spectrin assembly to interacting integral membrane proteins. The downward and

upward arrows indicate the flow of information, from a membrane protein or lipid that recruits spectrin

assembly or to a membrane protein that is captured and stabilized by the spectrin cytoskeleton, respectively.

Depending on the system, cuesmay transmit information to the PHdomain or other sites in �‐spectrin (ankyrin‐
independentmembrane‐binding sites) (Lombardo et al., 1994) or to ankyrin. Similarly proteinsmay be captured

and retained in specialized plasma membrane domains by interactions with either spectrin or ankyrin.
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mechanism responsible for spectrin assembly at the plasma membrane. There is clearly

a link between spectrin assembly and sites of cell–cell adhesion in a number of cellular

contexts. Yet, as pointed out in a number of studies, there is also clearly more to the

story. The field has produced a fresh set of clues to the cellular activities of spectrins

and ankyrins and the next wave of research promises to bring new insights to these

fundamental questions in cell biology.
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Villin is an epithelial cell‐specific protein that belongs to a family of actin‐binding
proteins that display structural and functional homology and include among other

proteins, gelsolin, severin, fragmin, adseverin/scinderin, supervillin, and protovillin.

Villin is unique among these proteins in that it can sever, cap, nucleate, and crosslink

actin filaments. The actin modifying functions of villin are regulated by calcium,

phosphoinositides, and tyrosine phosphorylation of the villin protein. Villin also self‐
associates and this property of villin is likewise determined by its ligand‐binding pro-

perties. Overexpression of villin regulates actin redistribution, cell morphology, cell

migration, and cell death. Studies done with the villin knockout mice substantiate the

significance of villin in actin reorganization andmaintenance of epithelial cell plasticity.

In this chapter I discuss how the ligand‐binding properties of villin are mechanistically

important to its functions in cell migration and cell death.

I. INTRODUCTION

Villin was first isolated from chicken intestinal microvilli and named by Bretscher

and Weber (1979). Villin is a member of a conserved family of actin‐binding proteins

that is widely expressed from slime molds to humans. The villin gene is localized on
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human chromosome 2q35‐q36 and on mouse chromosome 1 and belongs to a cluster of

genes that are conserved between the two species (Rousseau‐Merck et al., 1988). There is

one copy of the villin gene per human haploid genome, about 25 kilobases (kb) and

contains 19 exons (Pringault et al., 1991). Villin is an acidic polypeptide with a mass of

95 kDa and is expressed in most significant amounts in renal and gastrointestinal

epithelial cells, where it is localized to the microvillar core and the terminal web

(Bretscher et al., 1981; Robine et al., 1985; Arpin et al., 1988a). Villin has also been

identified in exocrine glands of endodermic lineage, such as the thymus, as well as in

those associated with the gastrointestinal tract, such as in pancreatic and biliary ductal

cells. Villin in other epithelial cell types include brush cells that line the respiratory and

gastrointestinal tract (Hofer and Drenckhahn, 1992), taste receptor cells (Hofer and

Drenckhahn, 1999; Yoshie et al., 2003), and osteocytes (Kamioka et al., 2004). Villin

expression has also been noted in cells that do not formmicrovilli‐like structures such as
undifferentiated crypt cells, embryonic intestinal cells,M‐cells and in protists and plants
(Robine et al., 1985; Iovanna et al., 1992; Tsukada et al., 1995; Kerneis et al., 1996;

Klahre et al., 2000). Most of these cells share either functional similarity or a

common embryonic origin.

Villin is expressed in every cell of the intestinal epithelium along a concentration

gradient (increases from the crypt to the villus tip and from colon to duodenum).

Likewise, in cell models, differentiation of crypt‐like cell lines including HT29

(cultured in glucose‐free medium) and IEC‐6 cells (transfected with the transcriptional

factor Cdx1) the expression of villin increases significantly as the cells differentiate

(Dudouet et al., 1987; Soubeyran et al., 1999). Since villin is detected in the immature

digestive tract during the early stages of development and shows a transient elevation

prior to the formation of microvilli, it has been suggested that villin may play a

significant role in microvillar formation, maturation, and/or maintenance. It may be

noted that while the villin knockout mice are viable and fertile, subtle changes in the

microvillar structure have been noted at the ultrastructural level. The actin bundles in

the microvillar core are not well organized or as tightly packed as seen in the wild‐type
littermates, likewise the terminal web appears thicker and less well organized in the

villin‐null mice (Pinson et al., 1998). Thus, the uniform filament polarity and packing

of actin filament bundles in the microvillar core may be determined by villin. Isolated

brush borders from villin knockout mice also do not disassemble in vitro in the

presence of elevated calcium suggesting that the actin‐severing activity of villin is

equally important (Mooseker et al., 1980; Matsudaira and Burgess, 1982; Ferrary

et al., 1999). Since villin is expressed in the progenitor cells in the crypt, villin is

regarded as an early marker of committed intestinal absorptive cells. Villin also

appears as an early marker of the endodermal cell lineage and a marker of cells arising

from mesenchymal/epithelial conversion in the developing kidney. Much of the

published data suggest that villin responds to the morphogenetic cues associated with

intestinal development including tube formation, regional differentiation and forma-

tion of epithelial boundaries along the gastrointestinal tract, as well as cell prolifera-

tion, differentiation and migration that occurs continually in the adult intestine.

A 12.4‐kb region in the mouse villin gene has been identified that regulates the reporter
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gene expression, and determines the expression of villin in most of the small and large

intestinal epithelium (Madison et al., 2002). However, this region does not determine

villin expression in the stomach or the kidney.Thus, it appears that different regulatory

mechanisms control the expression of villin in different organs. The expression

of villin gene is also maintained in carcinomas derived from intestinal and renal

epithelial cells, irrespective of the level of differentiation of the tumor cells, further

villin is also expressed in other adenocarcinomas even though it is absent from normal

tissue such as Barrett’s metaplasia, esophageal adenocarcinomas, gastric cardia adeno-

carcinomas, and in chronic atrophic gastritis (Moll et al., 1987; Regalado et al., 1998;

MacLennan et al., 1999). Since villin expression is detected in all intestinal metaplasia,

it has been speculated that induction of villin in these lesions may participate in the

altered genetic program that gives rise to intestinal metaplasia. Rieder et al. (2005)

demonstrated that Helicobacter pylori infection in a human adenocarconoma cell line

or in a mouse model of infection results in the expression of villin. Further, the authors

demonstrate that a 554‐bp region of the villin promoter contains elements that

respond to H. pylori. These studies suggest that villin is an important marker of the

preneoplastic cell type that develops in the gut in response to chronic injury.

Like other proteins of its family including gelsolin, adseverin, and fragmin, villin

contains repeats of an evolutionarily conserved domain. Villin contains six such do-

mains (S1–S6). In addition, it contains a C‐terminal (S7) domain called the headpiece

(H), which is conserved among other proteins of the villin superfamily such as proto-

villin, supervillin, and advillin (Andre et al., 1988) (Fig. 1). Villin domains S1–S6 are

encoded by exons 1–8 and 10–16, and are separated by exon 9 which encodes a short

Figure 1. Domain structure of villin. The six homologous domains conserved between villin and other

members of this superfamily are shown as S1–S6 and the C‐terminal headpiece domain is indicated by the letter

H.The villin core consists of domains S1–S6. The fragments of villin derived byproteolytic digestion are denoted

as 14T, 44T, and 51T. Also shown in this figure is the relative placement of domains regulating the various actin‐
modifying functions of villin, including capping, nucleating, severing, and bundling of actin filaments.
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hinge sequence. Exons 17 and 18 encode the headpiece domain of villin (Pringault et al.,

1991). This observation has led to the suggestion that the villin genemay have evolved by

gene duplication and then recombination between a gelsolin‐like gene and a gene

encoding a different protein with a headpiece‐like domain. This unique structure of

villinmakes it themost versatilemember of its family since it cannucleate, cap, sever, and

cross‐link actin filaments. Several ligand‐binding domains have been identified in villin

and are discussed in greater detail later in this chapter (Fig. 2). All amino acid residues

mentioned in this chapter refer to human villin protein unless indicated otherwise.

II. ACTIN‐MODIFYING FUNCTIONS OF VILLIN

Villin is unique among the actin‐binding proteins in that it can both polymerize

as well as depolymerize actin filaments. Like gelsolin, adseverin, and CapG, villin

can bind to the barbed end of actin filaments with high affinity (binding constant of

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the various ligand‐binding and tyrosine phosphorylation sites

identified in villin. Villin contains two F‐actin–binding sites, one between S1–S2 and a second site in the

headpiece. Villin also contains two monomer (G‐actin)‐binding sites, one each in S1 and S4 domains. Ten

tyrosine (Y) phosphorylation sites have been identified in villin. These are identified by specific amino acids

in human villin protein. Six of these C‐terminal phosphorylation sites together (but not individually)

determine the association of tyrosine‐phosphorylated villin with PLC‐�1 (Y‐286, Y‐324, Y‐461, Y‐555,
Y‐604, and Y‐725). Three PIP2‐binding sites have been identified in villin, two in the core (PB1 and PB2)

and the third in the headpiece (PB5). Two calcium‐sensitive sites regulating calcium‐induced conformational

changes in villin have been identified in the N‐terminal domains of villin. These include calcium site 1 which

regulates actin capping and severing, while calcium site 2 regulates only actin depolymerization by villin.

Four additional calcium‐sensitive sites have been identified in intradomains S2, S3, S5, and S6 and two

calcium‐sensitive residues that function as latch residues (to release autoinhibited conformation), namely

Asp‐467 and Asp‐715. Two putative SH3‐binding domains are also shown in this figure.
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1011 M�1) and inhibit the rate of filament elongation at a very low stoichiometry

(villin:actin ratio of 1:1000), thus functioning as an actin‐capping protein (Walsh et al.,

1984b). Like gelsolin and adseverin, villin can also sever actin filaments. Further, in the

presence of calcium villin can form a complex with monomeric actin thus nucleating

actin assembly from the pointed end (Glenney et al., 1981b). In addition, the headpiece

allows villin to cross‐link actin filaments. Many but not all villins retain the ability to

sever, nucleate, cap, and cross‐link filaments. For instance, plant villin (isoform

VILLIN 1) does not sever or cap actin filaments but bundles actin like the vertebrate

villin protein (Huang et al., 2005). However, other isoforms of villin that have been

identified in plant pollen including VLN5 and VLN2 that can sever and cap actin

filaments.

The protease V8 cleaves villin into the core (S1–S6) and the headpiece (Glenney

and Weber, 1981; Glenney et al., 1981b). Cleavage by trypsin yields two fragments

44T and 51T, and 44T can be cleaved further into a 14T fragment (Janmey and

Matsudaira, 1988) (Fig. 1). The structural and functional domains in villin were first

described in these proteolytic fragments of villin. Two F‐actin–binding sites were

identified, one retained in the core (between S1 and S2) and a second site in the

headpiece of villin (Janmey and Matsudaira, 1988). The headpiece and the S1–S2

domains of villin bind actin with different affinities, Kd of 7 and 0.3 mM, respectively,

at low ionic strength (Burgess et al., 1987; Pope et al., 1994; Zhai et al., 2001). The

F‐actin–binding residues in the villin core were first characterized by de Arruda by

footprinting/peptide mapping (de Arruda et al., 1992; Friederich et al., 1999). Several

actin‐binding residues have also been described in the headpiece and are discussed

later in this section. In addition, two monomer‐binding sites have been identified, one

in villin 14T as well as the 44T fragment (speculated to be in domain S1), and a second

monomer‐binding site in 51T (by homology with gelsolin, speculated to be in domain

S4 of villin). But the specific residues in these monomer‐binding domains of villin have

not yet been identified (Janmey and Matsudaira, 1988). Actin binding by villin is

completely dependent on Ca2þ (Janmey and Matsudaira, 1988; Kumar and Khurana,

2004). Other factors that regulate villin’s interaction with F‐actin include tyrosine

phosphorylation of villin, which inhibits the binding affinity of villin for F‐actin (Zhai

et al., 2001). Tropomyosin, an actin‐binding protein, also inhibits villin’s association

with F‐actin (Burgess et al., 1987; Weber et al., 1987).

The actin‐capping activity of villin is contained within the first domain of villin,

that is within fragment 14T (Fig. 1) (Janmey and Matsudaira, 1988). In contrast, the

entire villin core is required to duplicate the actin‐severing and actin‐nucleating
activities of full‐length villin protein (Glenney et al., 1980; Matsudaira et al., 1985;

Janmey and Matsudaira, 1988). Some of these observations have since been confirmed

by mutational analysis of human villin protein in vitro (Friederich et al., 1999; Kumar

et al., 2004a; Tomar et al., submitted for publication). While the actin capping and

nucleating functions of villin are intimately linked, these functions of villin can be

separated structurally (Glenney et al., 1981b; Janmey and Matsudaira, 1988). It is

speculated that actin capping by villin is regulated by the monomer‐binding site in

domain S1, while actin nucleation by villin may be regulated by monomer‐binding
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sites in domains S1 and S4 (Friederich et al., 1999; Zhai et al., 2002; Kumar et al.,

2004a; Tomar et al., in press). Additional differences between the actin‐capping and

actin‐nucleating functions have been identified. These include the regulation of actin

capping by Ca2þ and phosphatidylinositol 4,5‐bisphosphate (PIP2) but not tyrosine

phosphorylation of villin, and regulation of actin nucleation by Ca2þ and tyrosine

phosphorylation but not by PIP2 (Table I) (Northrop et al., 1986; Tomar et al., 2004;

Kumar et al., 2004a,b; Tomar et al., in press). In vitro half‐maximal actin capping by

villin can be achieved at calcium concentrations between 10 and 30 nM while half‐
maximal severing by villin requires calcium concentrations close to 100 mM. This

suggests that both capping and severing of villin can be separated by calcium‐sensitive
sites in villin regulating these functions (Kumar et al., 2004b). Actin capping and

severing by villin can also be separated by other regulatory mechanisms that modify

these functions of villin. Actin capping is regulated by PIP2 and not tyrosine phos-

phorylation of villin. In contrast, actin severing by villin is enhanced by tyrosine

phosphorylation and not regulated by PIP2 (Zhai et al., 2001, 2002; Kumar et al.,

2004b; Tomar et al., in press) (Table I).

The technique of mutagenesis has been used to examine the two F‐actin–binding
sites in villin. A cluster of basic residues between Arg‐138 and Val‐148 were identified

as the F‐actin–binding site in the villin core (de Arruda et al., 1992). Substitution with

alanine of three basic residues within this domain of Arg‐138, Lys‐143, and Lys‐145
resulted in significant inhibition of the actin‐severing activity of villin in the order of

83%, 55%, and 47%, respectively. Mutational analysis then identified Arg‐138 as the

major residue regulating actin severing, the implication being that each residue

contributes to the total binding energy, hence the actin‐severing activity of villin

(de Arruda et al., 1992; Way et al., 1992). It is significant that neither of these mutants

affected the actin‐capping activity of villin, consistent with the idea that the actin‐
capping site is retained in domain S1 of villin, while actin‐severing site is retained

between domains S1 and S2. Since the actin‐severing site in villin lies in the inter-

domain between S1 and S2, a region of least homology between related proteins of

this family, it may reflect differences in the actin‐severing activities of these related

Table I

Regulation of Villin’s Actin‐Modifying Functionsa

Nucleation Capping Severing Bundling

Ca2þ Required Increased Increased Decreased

PIP2 No effect Decreased Decreased Increased

Tyrosine Decreased No effect Increased Decreased

phosphorylation

aActin capping by villin is regulated by calcium and PIP2 but not by tyrosine phosphorylation of villin. Actin nucleation

by villin is regulated by tyrosine phosphorylation of villin and not by PIP2 but requires calcium. Actin severing is enhanced

by high calcium and tyrosine phosphorylation of villin and is inhibited by PIP2. Actin bundling does not require calcium

and is inhibited by tyrosine phosphorylation of villin and enhanced by PIP2.
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proteins. Friederich et al. (1999) have demonstrated that mutation of these three

residues also abolishes villin’s ability to reorganize the actin cytoskeleton and regulate

cell shape in transfected CV‐1 cells.

The solution structure of the N‐terminal domain of villin (14T) has been deter-

mined by Markus et al. (1994b). The 14T is a compact domain organized around

a hydrophobic core of conserved residues and consists of a central �‐sheet composed

of four antiparallel strands and one parallel strand that is surrounded by one long

�‐helix and two shorter helices, and a short parallel �‐sheet. The central �‐sheet and
long �‐helix represent the conserved sequences between villin and other proteins of this

family. The nonconserved sequences are present along the surface and form potential

binding sites for actin monomers. All three helices are amphipathic which is consistent

with their presence on the solvent surface of 14T. Using chemical shift analysis Markus

et al. localized two calcium‐binding sites in 14T, one at each end of the long �‐helix
(see discussion later in this chapter). The actin monomer‐binding region has been

mapped to residues 82–102 in 14T (Way et al., 1992). Chemical cross‐linking of

cystiene replacement mutants of villin showed that Cys‐91 can be cross‐linked to actin

Cys‐374 (Doering and Matsudaira, 1996). In addition, residues corresponding to

His‐96, Arg‐97, Glu‐98, and Val‐99 have been shown to regulate actin monomer

binding by 14T (Way et al., 1992). Some of these sites were estimated on the basis of

the monomer‐binding sites in gelsolin domain G1. However, the actin‐binding proper-

ties of villin differ from those of gelsolin: the 14T fragment of villin binds actin

monomers with less affinity than the first domain of gelsolin (Kwiatkowsk et al.,

1985; Janmey and Matsudaira, 1988). A comparison of the actin monomer‐binding
sites in villin 14T solution structure and gelsolin domain 1 crystal structure suggests

differences in the hydrophobic residues. In gelsolin, residues Phe‐49, Ile‐103, Val‐106,
and Phe‐149 contribute to the actin‐binding surface. In contrast, in villin the Ile is

conserved but the other residues include Met‐26, Thr‐82, and Met‐125 which are less

hydrophobic. Further, the charge distributions are more neutral in the monomer‐
binding domain in villin compared with gelsolin except for a more negative patch

between strands �1 and �2 in villin 14T compared to gelsolin (Markus et al., 1997).

Some of these differences are speculated to be responsible for the differences in the actin‐
binding properties of villin and gelsolin N‐terminal domains (Markus et al., 1997).

A 76 amino acid C‐terminal domain in villin constitutes the headpiece region

(Glenney et al., 1981a). The isolated villin headpiece does not bundle F‐actin by itself

but binds F‐actin but not G‐actin at a molar ratio of 1 headpiece:actin; and the binding

is calcium independent, occurring equally in the absence or presence of EGTA

(Glenney and Weber, 1981; Glenney et al., 1981a; George et al., submitted for

publication). Actin bundles are formed at a 4:10 villin:actin ratio (Matsudaira and

Burgess 1982) and bundling is regulated by Ca2þ (disrupted in high Ca2þ), pH

(favored by a more acidic pH), tyrosine phosphorylation (inhibited), and PIP2

(favored) (Matsudaira and Burgess, 1982; Zhai et al., 2001; Kumar et al., 2004b).

Actin‐bundling activity of villin is also inhibited by other actin‐binding proteins such

as tropomyosin (Burgess et al., 1987). Using mutational analysis, a C‐terminal cluster

of charged amino acids (821KKEK824) was identified as a region corresponding to
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the F‐actin–binding site in the villin headpiece (Friederich et al., 1992). Transfection

of CV‐1 cells with point mutants of the KKEK motif were indistinguishable from

wild‐type villin and formed dorsal cell surface microvilli/microspikes similar to cells

expressing wild‐type protein. However, transfection with double‐substitution
mutants (EEEK vs KKEK) displayed significantly shorter microvilli. From such

results it was concluded that the KKEK motif contributes to the F‐actin binding

and hence, bundling activity of villin. Mutation of the KKEK motif in recombinant

villin protein was also shown to influence F‐actin–bundling activity in vitro (Friederich
et al., 1999). In addition, mutation of the three F‐actin–binding residues in the

side‐binding domain in the villin core (138R143K145K), was also shown to affect

actin‐bundling by villin in vitro (Friederich et al., 1999). While the authors noted no

significant difference in the extent of bundle formation, the bundle morphology was

affected, showing loosely packed filaments associated with electron dense material.

From these studies it was deduced that two F‐actin–binding sites which include

the actin side‐binding site in the core, as well as the F‐actin–binding site in the

headpiece, are required for actin bundling by villin. However, we have found

that deletion of the entire F‐actin–binding site in the villin core (�PB2, aa 138–146)

is without effect on the actin‐bundling functions of villin in vitro (George et al.,

submitted for publication). To confirm these observations, we demonstrated that a

recombinant protein expressing headpiece can only bundle actin filaments in vitro.

However, to bundle actin with headpiece alone required the cross‐linking of the

headpiece domain. These data suggested that self‐association of villin could generate

a composite actin‐binding surface, where each villin headpiece could bind one

actin filament, thus effectively using a single F‐actin–binding site to bundle actin

filaments (Fig. 3). These data are also supported by our observation that villin

self‐associates in living cells in cell surface structures, including actin bundles in

microvilli, microspikes, lamellipodia, and membrane ruffles (George et al., submitted

for publication).

Overexpression of villin in fibroblasts and other villin‐null cells have shown a

drastic change in cell morphology and actin reorganization. For example, the cells are

more rounded and less flat, there is a loss on the ventral surface of stress fibers while

on the dorsal surface the cells develop structures resembling microvilli and micro-

spikes/filopodia (Friederich et al., 1989; Franck et al., 1990; Tomar et al., 2004). It has

been suggested that villin may associate only with actin filaments in a specific ordered

way with a single polarity such as that found in intestinal microvilli. However, over-

expression of villin in fibroblasts and the formation of cell surface microspikes and

microvilli in these cells suggests that villin may inherently be able to organize the

microfilament structure into ordered bundles of actin filaments. Overexpression of

villin in fibroblasts and other villin‐null cells has also clearly demonstrated the ability

of villin to recruit actin from other microfilament structures, including stress fibers,

thus suggesting that villin plays a key role in the regulation of actin assembly and actin

dynamics in the cell.

It is estimated that there are at least 25 different headpiece domains in at least six

different proteins so far identified and while most of them share 35–40% sequence
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identity, they are part of completely unrelated proteins. Further, not all these head-

piece domains share the property to either bind F‐actin and/or cross‐link actin fila-

ments. Two headpiece domains that have been examined in some detail include the

headpiece of dematin and villin. The headpiece of villin is a 76 amino acid F‐actin–
binding C‐terminal domain and is the smallest protein sequence that has been shown

to fold autonomously and cooperatively. It does not require disulfide bonds, oligo-

merization, or ligand binding for stabilization of the folded structure, and has a high

melting point (>70 �C) in aqueous solution. Because of these properties, it has been

used by several groups of investigators to examine protein folding in both theoretical

and computational studies aimed at understanding protein folding that will enable

prediction of protein structure and synthesis of new molecules into the desired folded

structures. This could then aid biologists to predict the structure of new proteins and

ease in the design of drugs targeting these proteins. Notwithstanding the original

intent, such studies have yielded some invaluable information on both the structure

of the headpiece and the actin‐binding properties of this domain in villin.

Figure 3. Model for actin cross‐linking by villin oligomers. Upper image shows existing model for actin

bundling by villin by the two F‐actin–binding sites in villin, one in the core and the other in the headpiece

domain. Lower panel shows our model for actin bundling by villin dimers, using the single F‐actin–binding
site in the headpiece domain.
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The headpiece of villin can be further divided into two subdomains namely, the

N‐terminal and C‐terminal subdomains (McKnight et al., 1997). All the residues that

directly interact with F‐actin have been localized to the C‐terminal subdomain.

The two subdomains are packed against each other into a compact structure having

a hydrophobic core that consists of residues from both subdomains. These residues are

well conserved among the various headpiece sequences. Charged residues also link the

two subdomains (McKnight et al., 1996, 1997; Vardar et al., 1999). The C‐terminal

subdomain consists of three helices and is stabilized by a buried cluster of three

phenylalanine, namely, Phe‐798, Phe‐802, and Phe‐809 (Brewer et al., 2005). The

NMR structure also suggests a consensus sequence for the N‐terminal subdomain

starting at residue 16 of the headpiece (aa 767 in human villin), which is referred to as

the variable loop, F/YxL/YxxLxx. . .L/PxG/DV/ID/NxxR/KxE/DxH/Y, where x de-

notes any residue. It is proposed that the length of the loop is not important and the

conserved residues determine the correct N‐terminal subdomain folding of the head-

piece (Vardar et al., 1999).

Analysis of headpiece‐folding simulations has suggested that there are no inter-

mediates in the folding of the headpiece: the folding process is driven by the collapse of

the hydrophobic core and a secondary structure forms before the collapse. The helices

are unstable; they form and break. The secondary structures do not appear all at once.

And the two hydrophobic cores made up of the N‐ and C‐terminal halves of the

headpiece form an extended hydrophobic core for the entire headpiece. The two

residues that bridge these two domains include His‐792 and Leu‐793. Thus, the

N‐terminal subdomain can or may influence the C‐terminal subdomain. Tang et al.

were able to demonstrate that above pH 6.0 the headpiece is completely folded and

compactly arranged around the hydrophobic core. But not at pH below 6.0 (which

would result in protonation of His‐792) since unfolding of the N‐terminal subdomain

occurs without altering the folding of the C‐terminal subdomain. On the other hand, a

conservative mutation of His‐792 to tyrosine stabilized the headpiece in that it remained

folded over a much wider pH range and had a higher melting point temperature (an

increase bymore than 10�C) (Tang et al., 2005). Further, stabilization of the N‐terminal

subdomain in this mutant resulted in stabilization of the C‐terminal subdomain as well,

thus demonstrating that the unfolding of the two domains is interdependent (Tang et al.,

2005). These data suggest that unfolding of the N‐terminal subdomain is important

for actin‐bundling function of villin even though it contains no F‐actin–binding resi-

dues perhaps by orienting the C‐terminal subdomain for effective actin binding.

Thus, localized unfolding of the N‐terminal subdomain with a concomitant change in

the actin‐binding site(s) in the C‐terminal subdomain of the headpiece may be the

mechanism for regulating actin bundling by villin (Grey et al., 2005).

Using cystiene‐scanningmapping and site‐directedmutagenesis the residues involved

in F‐actin binding have been mapped to the third helix of the C‐terminal subdomain

(Friederich et al., 1992; Doering and Matsudaira, 1996). Based on NMR solution

structures, Vardar et al. put forward a model for F‐actin binding by the headpiece in

which there are prominent structural features: first, a surface exposed hydrophobic patch

with a conserved Trp‐815, second, a band of altering charges termed crown which

surrounds this patch (Arg‐788, Lys‐816, Lys‐822, Glu‐823, Phe‐827), and third, a positive
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patch below the charged crown (Lys‐789, Lys‐824). These investigators suggested that the
hydrophobic patch docks the headpiece to F‐actin which is then locked in place by

electrostatic interaction with the crown. Rossenu et al. (2003), on the other hand,

had shown that some of these residues are in fact dispensable for F‐actin binding, namely

Glu‐823, Lys‐824, and Phe‐827. The only residue found necessary for F‐actin binding by

the headpiecewasLys‐822.Althoughone additional residue implicated inF‐actin binding
is Leu‐826 (Friederich et al., 1992;Doering andMatsudaira, 1996), Vermeulen et al. point

out that Leu‐826 may be involved in maintaining the structure of the headpiece but may

not directly participate in F‐actin binding (Friederich et al., 1992; Doering and Matsu-

daira, 1996; Vardar et al., 2002; Vermeulen et al., 2004). Likewise the reasoning is that loss

of actin binding by Lys‐816 may not be due to direct interaction of this residue with

F‐actin but more likely the result of a change in the local stacking of the adjacent residue,

Trp‐815 (Vermeulen et al., 2004). Similarly, Lys‐789 in the positive patchwas suggested to
regulate the structural stability of the headpiece rather than provide a positive charge for

interaction with F‐actin (Vermeulen et al., 2004). Based on these data, Vermeulen et al.

revised their model of F‐actin binding by villin headpiece that takes into account the

following: a hydrophobic patch (Trp‐815), two positive charges from the cap (Lys‐816,
Lys‐822), and a secondhydrophobic patch from the side chain of Phe‐827. In otherwords,
Trp‐815, Phe‐827 binding to the complementary hydrophobic patches on actin, and

Lys‐816 and Lys‐822 interacting with the negative charges on the actin determines actin

binding by the villin headpiece domain. Since the residues interacting directly with F‐actin
lie within the C‐terminal subdomain, it is possible that the N‐terminal subdomain only

serves to create a favorable conformation in the actin‐binding residues.
More recently, Meng et al. (2005) determined the high‐resolution crystal structure

of chicken villin headpiece (HP67) and two mutants Arg‐788 to Ala and Trp‐815 to

Tyr. The crystal structure was determined to be more compact than the NMR

structure largely because the turn between the two C‐terminal helices were closer to

the hydrophobic core, and the position of Trp‐815 was shifted closer to the hydropho-

bic core in the crystal structure relative to that seen in the NMR structures. In the

crystal structure of HP67, a limited secondary structure was found in the N‐terminal

subdomain consisting of a short �‐helix lying between Leu‐18 and Val‐22 (in human

villin aa 769–784) and two 3–10 helices between Ala‐26 and Asp‐28 (in human villin

aa 776–779), and Lys‐38 and His‐41 (in human villin aa 789–792). The most significant

difference lay in the variable loop which was seen as a type‐I �‐turn in the NMR

structure. In the crystal structure, however, it was seen as a 3–10 helix resulting from

the intermolecular salt bridges from the side chain of Asp‐28 (which is Glu‐779 in

human villin). Both the crystal and NMR structures of the C‐terminal subdomain are

very similar. The residues in the hydrophobic core were essentially the same as

identified in the NMR structure. This includes the three phenylalanine residues

(Phe‐47, Phe‐51, and Phe‐58 equivalent to Phe‐798, Phe‐802, and Phe‐809 in human

villin) that form an aromatic cluster in the core (Frank et al., 2002). Vermeulen et al.

(2004) have previously mutated Trp‐815 to alanine in HP35, while Meng et al.mutated

this residue in HP67 and demonstrated a significant change in F‐actin–binding affinity

of the mutant (Kd for W815Y of 150 mM compared to 4.1 mM for wild type). They also

found a fivefold decrease in F‐actin binding affinity by the headpiece with Arg‐788
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mutated to Ala (Kd of 4.1 mM for wild type vs 24 mM for R788A) (Meng et al., 2005).

Since the crystal structures of the two mutants were similar to that of HP67, and since

they did not show any significant change in the thermal unfolding midpoint, the

authors inferred that the loss of actin binding with R788A is due to the loss of

positively charged side chain of arginine. The loss also of actin binding by Trp‐815Tyr
suggested that the smaller aromatic ring of tyrosine and the extra hydroxyl group on

tyrosine were less favorable for the interaction of the hydrophobic domain with actin.

Based on comparisons of the crystal structures with the NMR structures, Meng and his

coworkers proposed yet another revised model: a hydrophobic cap consisting of mostly

Arg‐815, a crown of positive and negative charges, including Arg‐787, Lys‐816, and
Lys‐822, and a positive patch below the crown consisting of Lys‐789. They also suggested

that Glu‐823 and Lys‐824 do not contribute to actin binding by the headpiece (Meng

et al., 2005). Yet none of these residues have been examined thus far in the context of the

full‐length villin protein and several of these residues have not been confirmed in

functional assays examining actin‐bundling by these mutants. Proteins that do not

share the ability of the villin headpiece to either bind F‐actin with high affinity or to

cross‐link F‐actin share many of these conserved sequences which suggests that other

residues in the villin headpiece, including those in the N‐terminal subdomain of

the headpiece, may determine the affinity of these headpiece domains for F‐actin.
Alternatively, they may be modified by the rest of the protein conformation and/or by

association of villin with other ligands in vivo.

III. LIGAND‐BINDING PROPERTIES OF VILLIN

There are several references in the literature to the possible interaction of villin

with the plasma membrane. For instance, early in embryonic development, villin is the

first microvillar actin‐binding protein that appears when the density of the microvilli

on the apical surface is quite low (Chambers and Grey, 1979). Villin is localized within

the apical cytoplasm at a time when there is little actin‐based cytoskeleton in the brush

border region. Clearly, the apical distribution of villin is not determined entirely by the

microfilament density. In fact, Shibayama et al. (1987) hypothesized that villin may

interact with the cytoplasmic surface of the apical membrane where it may function to

assemble the microvillar core filaments. These and other studies have suggested that

villin can interact with the plasma membrane. Using peptides encompassing PIP2‐
binding homologous domains in villin and gelsolin, two phospholipid‐binding do-

mains were identified in villin (Janmey et al., 1992). However, the direct interaction

of villin protein with PIP2 was first characterized by us using human recombinant

villin protein (Panebra et al., 2001; Kumar et al., 2004b). Villin does not associate

with unilamellar vesicles containing pure phosphatidylcholine, phosphatidylethanol-

amine, or phosphatidylserine, but binds phosphatidylinositol. Villin binds phosphoi-

nositides with the following binding affinity: PIP2 > PIP > PI (Kumar et al., 2004b).

Based on these results, we suggest that electrostatic interactions determine the associ-

ation of villin with PIP2. The dissociation constant for villin binding to PIP2 is
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39.4 mM, which is comparable to that reported for gelsolin and CapG (Lin et al., 1997;

Kumar et al., 2004b). This binding affinity constant also suggests that villin has a

much higher affinity for PIP2 than phospholipase C‐�1 (PLC‐�1), another ligand of

villin’s, which may provide a molecular basis for the role of villin in phosphoinositide‐
mediated signal cascades (Khurana et al., 1997; Panebra et al., 2001; Wang et al.,

submitted for publication) (Fig. 4). More recently, we have demonstrated the direct

interaction of villin with PIP2 in living cells by coexpressing DsRed2‐tagged villin and

enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP)‐tagged pleckstrin homology domain of

PLC‐�1 using fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) (George et al., submitted

for publication). These studies confirm that PIP2 is a biologically relevant ligand of

villin and that villin associates with the plasma membrane in living cells.

Using site‐directed mutagenesis, we have identified three PIP2‐binding sites in

human villin, two in the core (PB1, aa 112–119; PB2, aa 138–146) and a third PIP2‐
binding site in the headpiece domain (PB5, aa 816–824) (Kumar et al., 2004b) (Fig. 2).

All three sites are conserved among related actin‐binding proteins including gelsolin,

Figure 4. Model for the molecular mechanism of actin remodeling and catalytic activation of PLC‐�1 by
tyrosine‐phophorylated villin. Unphosphorylated villin binds PIP2. Tyrosine phosphorylation of villin by

c‐src kinase recruits PLC‐�1 to the brush border membrane of intestinal epithelial cells and alters the ability

of villin to sequester PIP2. Removal of PIP2 from villin vacates this site (PB2) for F‐actin binding before

severing. Activation of PLC‐�1 in proximity of villin generates D‐myo‐inositol 1,4,5‐trisphosphate (IP3)

which releases calcium from intracellular stores. Removal of PIP2 from villin, as well as binding of calcium to

villin would both enhance the actin‐severing activity of villin. Reprinted with permission from Panebra et al.

(2001) Am. J. Physiol. Cell Physiol.
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scinderin, adseverin, CapG, supervillin, advillin, dematin, and pervin (Kumar

et al., 2004b). The PIP2‐binding sites in villin consist of a cluster of basic amino acid

residues with the motif x4R/KxR/KR/K, where x is any residue. While the association

of villin with PIP2 does not result in global changes in the conformation of the villin

protein, there are localized changes in the secondary structure in domains PB1 and

PB5, but not PB2 (Kumar et al., 2004b). The PIP2‐binding domain, PB2 also corre-

sponds to the F‐actin side‐binding site in villin which regulates the actin‐severing
activity of villin. Arg‐138 in domain PB2 determines 80% of the PIP2 binding and

83% of the actin‐severing activity of villin (de Arruda et al., 1992). Such results are

suggestive of competitive inhibition of actin severing by villin in the presence of PIP2.

Note that the binding affinity of villin for F‐actin is higher than for PIP2. The

phosphoinositide‐binding domain PB5 includes residues that have been identified as

the F‐actin–binding site in the villin headpiece. PB1 on the other hand, lies in the

vicinity of the actin monomer‐binding site (which has been identified between residues

72 and 99 in human villin), as well as the F‐actin side‐binding site. Thus, the three PIP2‐
binding sites in villin are either in proximity or overlapping with actin‐binding
sites. Consistent with this the association of villin with PIP2 regulates the actin‐
modifying activities of villin (Janmey and Matsudaira, 1988; Kumar et al., 2004b).

Association of villin with PIP2 inhibits its actin‐severing function which may be

explained by the binding of PIP2 to PB1 and/or PB2, which are in proximity of the

monomer‐binding site, and in the case of Arg‐138 overlapping with the F‐actin
side‐binding site in villin core. The conformational changes induced in PB1 following

its association with PIP2 suggest that actin severing and actin capping could also be

affected by structural changes in the monomer‐binding domain. PIP2 also inhibits

the capping activity of villin (a rate constant of 1.75 s�1 in the absence and 2.38 s�1

in the presence of PIP2) and enhances actin bundling by villin in vitro (Kumar et al.,

2004b). The only actin‐modifying function of villin that is not regulated by PIP2 is actin

nucleation (Table I). By sequestering PIP2, villin also inhibits the catalytic activation of

PLC‐�1 (Panebra et al., 2001). Taken together, these studies imply that villin has the

ability to modify the phosphoinositide‐signaling pathways, as well as the actin

cytoskeleton in response to changes in lipid signaling (Fig. 4).

Our work showed for the first time the self‐association of villin both in vitro and in

living cells. Using FRET, self‐associating villin molecules were located in microspikes

and microvilli, suggesting a role for villin oligomers in actin bundling. Villin oligomers

were also found in lamellipodia and membrane ruffles in migrating cells, suggesting

a role for villin self‐association in cell motility (George et al., submitted for publication).

Increasing concentrations of PIP2 in vitro, as well as overexpression of PIP5‐kinase‐�
(which increases intracellular PIP2 levels) enhanced villin oligomerization in the

intestinal cell line, Caco‐2. Likewise F‐actin in vitro enhanced villin self‐association
while tyrosine phosphorylation inhibited villin self‐association (George et al., submitted

for publication). A significant observation is that the microvillus core in the intestine

contains about 20 hexagonally packed microfilaments (Mukherjee and Staehelin, 1971)

of which approximately two‐thirds are on the outside of the core and could be linked to

the plasma membrane by villin in addition to myosin 1. It has been estimated that the
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protein molar ratio expected for the protein to cross‐link the actin to the plasma

membrane is approximately 1:15 if the protein is a monomer and 1:7.5 if it is a dimer.

The molar ratio of villin to actin in the microvillus core is known to be around 1:10

(Bretscher and Weber, 1979). It is thus reasonable to presume that villin dimers,

regulated by association of villin with PIP2, could bundle actin filaments and anchor

these filaments to the plasma membrane.

Villin sediments at 5.1 S and behaves almost like a globular protein (Bretscher and

Weber, 1980). Like gelsolin, villin exists in an autoinhibited conformation and under-

goes a calcium‐induced conformational change referred to as the “hinge mechanism”

(Hesterberg and Weber, 1983; Kumar and Khurana, 2004). We have identified two

residues Asp‐467 and Asp‐715 in human villin that function as hinge residues and

regulate this major calcium‐induced conformational change in villin (Kumar and

Khurana, 2004) (Fig. 2). Neither Asp‐86 (predicted to open the S1–S3 latch in gelsolin)

nor Asp‐648 (predicted to release the S4–S6 latch in gelsolin) induce significant calcium‐
induced conformational changes in villin. These studies suggest that while gelsolin and

villin both exist in an autoinhibited conformation that is regulated by high calcium,

unlike gelsolin, villin may undergo a single calcium‐induced transition (Kumar et al.,

2004a). It is also conjectured that calcium‐induced conformational changes that release

the autoinhibited conformation of villin additionally expose the F‐actin side‐binding
domain in S2, thus regulating the actin‐severing function of villin. Since actin‐severing
activity by villin requires high calcium concentrations, it is speculated that the hinge

residues that release the autoinhibited conformation of villin are low‐affinity calcium‐
binding sites. Some very elegant biochemical analysis done over a period of two decades

has demonstrated that the capping and cutting activities of villin are regulated by different

calcium‐binding sites and that calcium‐binding sites, regulating cutting have amuch lower

affinity for calcium than the sites regulating capping of actin filaments by villin (Walsh

et al., 1984a,b). Northrop et al. (1986) determined that 10 mM Ca2þ was saturating for

actin capping, while 100–200 mMCa2þ was required for actin severing by villin. Glenney

et al. (1980) reported for the first time the presence of a single tight calcium‐binding site

with a Kd of 2.5 mM in villin. However, Hesterberg and Weber (1983) reported three

calcium‐binding sites in villin, including two rapidly exchanging (not tightly bound) sites,

one each in the core and the headpiece, and a third nonexchangeable (tightly bound) high‐
affinity calcium‐binding site in the villin core. The binding constants reportedwere 4.6mM
for full‐length villin, 3.5 mM for the villin core, and 7.4 mM for the headpiece (Hesterberg

and Weber, 1983). The fact that actin severing by villin requires much higher calcium

concentrations suggests that these values are an underestimate of the calcium‐binding
sites in villin and more likely reflect the binding constants of the calcium‐binding sites

regulating actin capping by villin.

The specific residues that may be involved in calcium binding were first predicted

by Markus et al. (1994a) who employed the solution structure of 14T. Using

calcium titration, these authors identified two calcium‐binding sites in 14T, one as a

strong calcium‐binding site (Glu‐25, Asp‐44, Glu‐74) with a Kd of 1.8 mM, and a second

as a weak calcium‐binding site (Asp‐86 or Glu‐87) with aKd of 11 mM. Based on what we

know now about villin, these values appear to be overestimates and suggest that the
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calcium affinity of villin increases in the context of the full‐length protein. Although the

study identified some of the calcium‐binding residues in villin, calcium‐induced confor-

mational changes were not related to these sites, nor were the sites functionally character-

ized. These calcium‐binding sites appear to have been best described in gelsolin. Even so,

the calcium‐binding sites regulating capping and severing have not been functionally

distinguished in gelsolin. Using mutational analysis, we functionally dissected the

calcium‐dependent actin‐capping and actin‐depolymerizing sites in villin for the first time.

In our studies villin binds calcium with a Kd of 80.5 mM, closer to the half‐maximal

binding constant for actin severing (100 mM); that is a stoichiometry of approximately

6, suggesting that six Ca2þ ions are bound per molecule of villin. A Hill coefficient of

1.2 indicates positive cooperativity among the calcium‐binding sites in villin, with the

binding of one Ca2þ ion facilitating the binding of other calcium ions to villin (Kumar

et al., 2004a). Using mutagenesis, we identified two major calcium‐sensitive regions that
induce calcium‐induced conformational changes in the N‐terminal domain of villin

(Fig. 2). The first, calcium site 1 (Glu‐25, Asp‐44, and Glu‐74) regulates actin capping

and actin severing, while the second site, calcium site 2 (Asp‐86, Ala‐93, Asp‐61)
regulates only actin depolymerization by villin. In addition, four sites were identified

within the villin homologous repeats (S2–S6) which also regulated calcium‐induced
conformational changes in villin, and the actin‐depolymerizing activity of villin. While

capping was exclusively regulated by calcium site 1, practically most of the villin core

and the calcium‐sensitive sites contained within the core regulated the actin‐severing
activity of villin. Such observations are in line with the observations of Janmey and

Matsudaira (1988) that 44T was less effective than intact villin in filament severing

in vitro and that the actin‐capping activity was entirely contained in the villin 14T

fragment. On the basis of the comparison of the crystal structures of gelsolin and the

villin 14T refined structure, we tend to think that calcium site 1 is most likely a calcium‐
binding site shared between villin and actin, thus regulating the interaction between

actin monomers and the villin S1 domain. The second calcium‐binding site, site 2 as well
as the intradomain calcium‐sensitive sites could be entirely in the villin.

An analysis of the calcium‐sensitive sites in villin, and those found or identified in

gelsolin, suggest that while villin and gelsolin may share some structural similarities,

they are not functionally identical. Whereas both proteins exist in an autoinhibited

conformation, the folding of the two proteins may not be entirely identical, particularly

since there are significant differences between the N‐ and C‐terminal domains of these

proteins, more specifically, the presence of the C‐terminal headpiece in villin. This

would suggest that while these proteins share some sequence homology in the ligand‐
binding domains, the functional sites in these two proteins may not lie in the same region

of the molecule (Arpin et al., 1988b). Some of our studies with the latch residues point to

such structural differences in addition to showing differences in the calcium requirements

and binding profiles of villin and gelsolin. The calcium requirement for severing is higher

for villin than gelsolin; the severing domain of villin is calcium dependent, while the

analogous domain in gelsolin is calcium independent. Villin requires calcium for its

association with actin, while gelsolin can bind actin even in the absence of calcium.

It seems certain that structural studies with villin, such as the crystal structures of gelsolin
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in the presence of actin and calcium, would provide the needed confirmatory data, and

help explain some of these functional differences.

IV. POSTTRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATION OF VILLIN

Previous studies with chicken and rat villin have demonstrated the presence of two

isoelectric variants of villin with different pI values of 6.08 and 6.11 in the rat versus 6.26

and 6.34 in the chicken (Alicea andMooseker, 1988). It is also known that the differences

in the isoelectric points originate from the villin core (Glenney and Weber, 1981).

Posttranslationalmodifications, for example, phosphorylation could explain the presence

of these isoelectric variants of villin. However, phosphorylation of villin was not explored

in these studies. We reported for the first time the results obtained with tyrosine phos-

phorylation of villin both in vitro and in vivo (Khurana et al., 1997; Panebra et al., 2001).

Villin is tyrosine phosphorylated both in the intestine and in epithelial cell lines in

response to receptor activation (lysophosphatidic acid, epidermal growth factor: EGF,

hepatocyte growth factor: HGF, and carbachol) as well as in response to wounding and

induction of apoptosis (Khurana et al., 1997; Tomar et al., 2004; Tomar et al., in press;

Wang et al., submitted for publication). We have previously demonstrated that in

addition to high calcium, tyrosine phosphorylation of villin can also release its auto-

inhibited conformation thus allowing villin to sever actin at physiologically relevant

calcium concentrations (Kumar and Khurana, 2004). The reduced calcium affinity of

villin might possibly be physiologically relevant, since the intestine is the major site of

calcium absorption. Hence, the relative calcium insensitivity of villin may prevent unreg-

ulated actin severing by villin, thus maintaining the brush border morphology and the

absorptive functions of the gastrointestinal epithelium. Since the calcium concentrations

required for actin severing by villin or any other member of its family are not physiologi-

cally relevant, it is very likely that tyrosine phosphorylation rather thanhigh calcium is the

mechanism by which villin and perhaps related proteins sever actin in vivo.

Ten tyrosine phosphorylation sites have been identified in human villin, all of which

are contained within the villin core, six in the interdomains (Tyr‐81, Tyr‐256, Tyr‐324,
Tyr‐461, Tyr‐604, and Tyr‐725) and four in the conserved domains S1, S3, and S5 (Tyr‐46,
Tyr‐60, Tyr‐286, and Tyr‐555) (Fig. 2; Table II) (Zhai et al., 2002; Tomar et al., 2004;

Tomar et al., in press). The nonreceptor tyrosine kinase c‐src regulates the

phosphorylation of villin both in vitro and in cell lines (Panebra et al., 2001; Zhai

et al., 2002; Tomar et al., 2004; Wang et al., submitted for publication). Tyrosine phos-

phorylation regulates the actin‐modifying activities of villin (Table II) (Zhai et al., 2001).

Actin nucleation by villin is inhibited by multiple phosphorylation sites in villin. Actin

severing is enhanced by phosphorylation at residues, 46, 60, and 286 (Zhai et al., 2001,

2002; Tomar et al., in press). Actin bundling by villin is also inhibited by tyrosine

phosphorylation. However, the specific tyrosine residues regulating this function of villin

remain to be identified (Zhai et al., 2001). The only actin‐modifying activity of villin that is

not regulated by tyrosine phosphorylation is actin capping (Tables I and II). Since

phosphorylation sites regulating the actin‐severing and actin‐nucleating functions of villin
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Table II

Tyrosine Phosphorylation Sites in Villin and Regulation of Villin Function by These Sites

Tyrosine

phosphorylation

sites Nucleationa Severing Capping Bundling

PLC‐�1
associationb Cell shape

F‐actin
redistribution

46 þ þ � N.D.c � � �
60 þ þ � N.D. � þ þ
81 þ � � N.D. � þ þ
256 þ � � N.D. � þ þ
286 þ þ � N.D. þ � �
324 þ � � N.D. þ � �
461 þ � � N.D. þ � �
555 þ � � N.D. þ � �
604 þ � � N.D. þ � �
725 þ � � N.D. þ � �

aTwo or more of these phosphorylation sites regulate the actin‐nucleating function of villin.
bThe six C‐terminal phosphorylation sites Y‐286, Y‐324, Y‐461, Y‐555, Y‐604, and Y‐725 collectively but not individually regulate villin’s association with PLC‐�1 and

villin‐induced cell migration.
cN.D., not done.



lie in proximity of the actin‐binding domains in villin, we have suggested that phosphory-

lation of these residues may change the surface charge distribution, which may influence

the villin–actin interactions, thereby regulating the severing and nucleating functions of

villin. This is consistentwith previous studies that havedemonstrated that actin severing by

villin is sensitive to monovalent salt concentrations, suggesting that electrostatic interac-

tions between villin and actin determine villin–actin interactions and villin’s actin‐severing
function (Janmey and Matsudaira, 1988).

Tyrosine phosphorylation also regulates villin’s ligand‐binding properties includ-

ing its association with PIP2, PLC‐�1, and F‐actin. Tyrosine phosphorylation decreases

the binding affinity of villin for F‐actin (Zhai et al., 2001). Tyrosine phosphorylated

villin associates with the C‐terminal SH2 domain of PLC‐�1 and does not bind PIP2,

thus regulating the catalytic activity of this enzyme (Panebra et al., 2001; Wang et al.,

submitted for publication). From these studies, we learnt that villin regulates PLC‐�1
activity bymodifying its own ability to bind PIP2 (Fig. 4). This study provided biochem-

ical proof of the functional relevance of tyrosine phosphorylation of villin and identi-

fied the molecular mechanism involved in the activation of PLC‐�1 by villin.

Moreover, these studies showed that there was significant cross talk between compo-

nents of the transmembrane signal machinery, and the actin cytoskeleton at multiple

levels, including the generation of second messengers. Based on these studies, we

proposed a working model, which suggested that villin’s ligand‐binding properties

were mechanistically important to its role in actin cytoskeletal remodeling (Fig. 4).

According to our model, the regulation of villin’s actin‐severing function may be

intimately linked to its tyrosine phosphorylation (Panebra et al., 2001). Since then,

several groups have used this model to demonstrate a role for tyrosine‐phosphorylated
villin in the regulation of Naþ/Pi cotransport, in calcium storage and release properties

of F‐actin and in HGF‐induced actin reorganization and cell migration (Lange and

Brandt, 1996; Papakonstanti et al., 2000; Athman et al., 2003). These studies rein-

forced the importance of tyrosine‐phosphorylated villin in actin remodeling and the

regulation of epithelial functions. Other proteins of the villin superfamily including

gelsolin, fragmin, and CapG have likewise been shown to be tyrosine phosphorylated

in vitro by c‐src (De Corte et al., 1997). Proteomic analysis has also been used to

identify tyrosine‐phosphorylated gelsolin from human lumbar cerebrospinal fluid

(Yuan and Desiderio, 2003). These reports combined with our studies point to a more

general mechanism and add another level of regulation involving the tyrosine phos-

phorylation of these proteins, which will be recognized in future studies following the

identification of the phosphorylated tyrosine residues in these homologous proteins.

Tyrosine phosphorylation of villin is accompanied by the redistribution of phos-

phorylated villin and a concomitant decrease in the F‐actin content of intestinal epithe-

lial cells (Khurana et al., 1997; Khurana, 2000). The temporal and spatial correlation of

these two events suggested that tyrosine phosphorylation of villinmay be involved in the

rearrangement of the microvillar cytoskeleton. Since phosphorylation also changes the

actin‐modifying activities of villin, we thought that tyrosine‐phosphorylated villin could
prevent actin assembly in vivo by distinct mechanisms, including lower binding affinity

for F‐actin, inhibiting nucleation of new filaments, and cutting of preexisting filaments.
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Thus, phosphorylation of villin and a local decrease in the affinity of villin for actin

could generate a dynamic state and an increase in the fluidity of the cytoskeleton that

could also affect the mechanical properties of the actin cytoskeleton (Panebra et al.,

2001; Zhai et al., 2001). We have demonstrated that such spatial and temporal changes

in the physical properties of the cytoskeleton enhance cell motility (this is discussed later

in greater detail). Furthermore, these studies suggested that filament turnover in cells

might be defined by the regulated action of actin‐binding proteins interacting with

signaling molecules.

V. VILLIN’S ROLE IN CELL MIGRATION

Like other proteins of its family, overexpression of villin increases cell motility (Tomar

et al., 2004). Villin‐induced cell migration is enhanced by treatment of cells with EGF,

HGF, or LPA (Athman et al., 2003; Tomar et al., 2004; Tomar et al., in press; Wang et al.,

submitted for publication). Peptide YY (PYY) has also been shown to induce villin

expression in nontumorigenic intestinal cell line, hBRIE 380i, and reduce adhesion and

enhance cell migration (Lee et al., 2005). This study also demonstrated that increased

expression of matrix metalloproteinase‐3 (MMP‐3) enhanced villin expression and cell

migration, while an MMP inhibitor eliminated the increase in villin mRNA levels and

PYY induced increase in cell migration. This study suggests that MMP‐3 or MMP‐3–
induced increase in cellmigrationmodulate villin expression in these cells. These studies also

propose that in epithelial cells, the actin cytoskeleton can be directed by external signals to

coordinate directional movement by using villin to translate cell surface receptor activation

into cell locomotion. Both basal as well as growth factor induced increase in epithelial cell

migration is associated with increased tyrosine phosphorylation of villin and its association

with PLC‐�1 (Athman et al., 2003; Tomar et al., 2004; Tomar et al., in press; Wang et al.,

submitted for publication). This is consistent with our in vitro experiments suggesting that

the ligand‐binding properties of villin are mechanistically important to villin’s role in cell

migration (Fig. 4) (Panebra et al., 2001). Athman et al. (2003) likewise demonstrated the

role of villin in cell migration in response to HGF. Given that their study showed a

temporal relationship between tyrosine phosphorylation of villin and association of phos-

phovillin with PLC‐�1, no causal relationship was demonstrated. The most compelling

data demonstrating a causal relationship between tyrosine phosphorylation of villin and

increased cell migration have come from studies in which we have demonstrated that

overexpression of a villin mutant lacking all phosphoryable tyrosine residues had a

dominant‐negative effect in the intestinal cell line Caco‐2, inhibiting both basal as

well as growth factor‐induced Caco‐2 cell migration (Wang et al., submitted for

publication). Caco‐2 cells express villin endogenously, however, ectopic expression

of this mutant in villin‐null cell lines including HeLa, MDCK, or IEC‐6 demon-

strated a similar decrease in cell migration compared to cells expressing wild‐type
villin (Tomar et al., in press; Wang et al., submitted for publication). These studies

suggested that the effects of villin on cell migration were not cell type specific and

were the same in transformed versus nontransformed cell lines and in differentiated
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versus undifferentiated intestinal cell lines. Tyrosine phosphorylation of villin, as

well as villin‐induced cell migration were also significantly inhibited by

overexpression of a dominant‐negative mutant of c‐src kinase, confirming our

in vitro observation that tyrosine phosphorylation of villin is regulated by c‐src
kinase (Panebra et al., 2001; Zhai et al., 2002; Tomar et al., 2004). Using PLC‐�1

�/

� cells as well as by downregulation of endogenous PLC‐�1, an absolute requirement

for PLC‐�1 in villin‐induced cell migration has also been established (Wang et al.,

submitted for publication).

VI. STUDIES WITH POINT MUTANTS

Point mutants of the 10 phosphorylation sites in villin (tyrosine to phenylalanine

and tyrosine to glutamic acid) have allowed us to characterize the cellular andmolecular

mechanisms involved in phosphovillin‐induced regulation of cell shape and cell migra-

tion. Tyrosine phosphorylation at residues Tyr‐60, Tyr‐81, and Tyr‐256 play an essen-

tial role in the reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton and villin‐induced change in cell

morphology and cell migration (Tomar et al., 2004). In contrast, all six tyrosine residues

in the C‐terminal domain of villin core collectively inhibited villin‐induced cell migra-

tion without any change in either actin reorganization or cell shape (Tomar et al.,

in press). These studies indicated that whereas the three residues Y‐60, Y‐81, and
Y‐256 regulated villin‐induced changes in cell morphology, all but one (no effect of

Y‐46) tyrosine phosphorylation site regulated villin‐induced cell migration. The C‐
terminal phosphorylation sites (Y‐286, Y‐324, Y‐461, Y‐555, Y‐604, and Y‐725) were
found to be critical for villin’s interaction with its ligand PLC‐�1 as well as for villin’s
redistribution to the plasma membrane and the lamellipodia in migrating cells.

A very important step in cell locomotion is the development of a polarized

phenotype with the formation of a pseudopod in the direction of cell movement.

In addition to PI3‐kinase, PLC‐�1 has been shown to regulate cell motility by its recruit-

ment to the leading edge and its role in the formation of a protrusion (Chang et al.,

1997; Chou et al., 2002; Piccolo et al., 2002). We have suggested that villin‐induced cell

migration is regulated by a rapid increase in actin polymerization at the leading edge

which is enhanced by tyrosine phosphorylation of villin and by the catalytic activation of

PLC‐�1 by phosphovillin. The spatial and temporal correlation of these events

was further confirmed by overexpressing villin mutants lacking the C‐terminal

phosphorylation sites, which inhibited the association of phosphovillin with PLC‐�1, as
well as villin‐induced increase in cell migration (Tomar et al., in press; Wang et al.,

submitted for publication).

VII. EPITHELIAL‐TO‐MESENCHYMAL TRANSITION

Epithelial‐to‐mesenchymal transition (EMT) is an important process during de-

velopment by which epithelial cells acquire mesenchymal properties and show reduced

intercellular adhesion and increased motility. The mechanisms that govern EMT are
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only now being unraveled and many parallels have been found between the processes

during embryonic development and in adult tissue maintenance, such as wound

healing, organ remodeling during fibrogenesis, as well as between mechanisms that

propel invasive growth and metastases. Most studies point to a critical role of EMT

during tumor progression and malignant transformation, bestowing the developing

cancer cell with invasive and metastatic properties. EMT is always associated with cell

scattering, defined by the loss of intercellular junctions, massive actin reorganization,

and acquisition of cell motility. Overexpression of villin has been shown to enhance

HGF‐induced tubulogenesis in an in vitro model of EMT (Athman et al., 2003). Using

MDCK Tet‐Off cells expressing wild‐type villin or various phosphorylation site mu-

tants of villin, we have examined the role of villin in EMT during HGF‐induced
tubulogenesis. In three‐dimensional culture, full‐length villin was localized to the

apical surface of MDCK cysts and enhanced HGF‐induced tubulogenesis (Chatman

and Khurana, unpublished data). In contrast, ectopic expression of the phosphorylation

site mutants of villin known to downregulate PLC‐�1 signaling, as well as regulate actin
reorganization, cell morphology, and cell migration, all abolished the effects of villin on

tubulogenesis. These studies suggest that villin’s function in actin reorganization and

cell migration may play a role in enhancing the induction of EMT and that this function

of villin is regulated by its tyrosine phosphorylation and ligand‐binding properties,

particularly its interaction with PLC‐�1 (Chatman and Khurana, unpublished data).

VIII. VILLIN AS A MARKER IN ONCOLOGY

Villin has been used as a sensitive and a relatively specific marker of gastrointestinal

adenocarcinomas including colonic, gastric, and pancreatic carcinomas. The expression

levels and the pattern of villin distribution in the gastrointestinal adenocarcinomas are

comparable to those seen in normal tissue, with apical distribution of the protein. No

correlation has been found between the expression of villin and the differentiation of the

tumor cells (Bacchi and Gown, 1991). No single gene has been implicated as a

metastasis‐specific gene, which has led to the speculation that the same mechanisms

that drive tissue morphogenesis and repair also propel metastases. The transition from

an epithelial to a mesenchymal phenotype and the epithelial plasticity are essential

mechanisms for the dissemination of metastatic tumor cells. Since the molecular me-

chanisms that propel invasive growth and metastases are also found in embryonic

development and in adult tissue injury repair, a role for villin in metastases is possible.

HGF stimulates invasive growth in almost every tissue (Trusolino and Comoglio, 2002;

Zhang et al., 2003). Villin’s role in HGF‐induced cell migration and tubulogenesis

suggests that villin is a downstream target of HGF and involved in the regulation of

epithelial cell plasticity. Adhesion/de‐adhesion and cytoskeletal remodeling are prereq-

uisite for cell motility but are also linked to proliferation and survival (antiapoptotic)

pathways. In addition, proinvasive and prosurvival messages by villin vide infra would

alsomake it a strong candidate in enhancing themetastatic potential of an epithelial cell.
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IX. OTHER FUNCTIONS OF VILLIN

We have already shown that the actin‐depolymerizing functions of villin are impor-

tant to its role in cell migration (Tomar et al., 2004; Tomar et al., in press). Given the close

structural and functional similarities between villin and gelsolin, we hypothesized that the

in vivo functions of the two proteinsmight overlap and that double‐null villin�/�gelsolin�/

� mice could have a more severe phenotype than either villin�/� or gelsolin�/� mice. For

these studies, we crossed the villin�/� and gelsolin�/�mice to generate a double knockout

mice (Wang et al., submitted for publication). The double knockout mice demonstrates

no obvious phenotype, similar to the observationsmade with the villin�/� and gelsolin�/�

single‐null mice. However, electronmicrographs of the intestinal and renal epithelial cells

of double knockout mice showed the presence of a large number of autophagic vacuoles,

including autophagosomes containing morphologically abnormal mitochondria. There

was also a significant increase in the number of lysosomes in the renal proximal tubule

cells from these mice (Khurana and Wang, unpublished data). Acute apoptosis induced

within 4 h of gamma radiation demonstrated that the double knockout mice were also

significantly more susceptible to apoptosis. Thus, the absence of villin and gelsolin

together made the intestinal and renal epithelial cells more susceptible to both apoptosis

and autophagy. Consistent with these observations, overexpression of villin in MDCK

Tet‐Off cells inhibited camptothecin‐induced apoptosis as well as camptothecin‐induced
activation of caspase‐9 and caspase‐3 (Wang and Khurana, unpublished data). These

studies led to evidence that villin delays apoptosis mediated by the intrinsic or mitochon-

drial pathway. Overexpression of villin truncation mutants expressing villin core (do-

mains S1–S6 or S1–S3) have likewise been determined to induce cell death, suggesting that

like gelsolin, the unfolded villin fragment may result in unregulated actin‐severing and

apoptotic cell death (Tomar et al., in press). A detailed analysis of villinmutants suggested

that the antiapoptotic and/or antiautophagic effects of villin were determined exclusively

by its ability to sever actin filaments and not by its ligand‐binding functions including its
association with PIP2 (Wang and Khurana, unpublished data). Villin mutants that failed

to sever actin filaments also failed to delay campothecin‐induced apoptosis. It is therefore
tempting to speculate that the antiapoptotic functions of villin may be important in

disease states, such as, in chronic pancreatitis, a disease believed to be related to abnormal

apoptosis/necrosis, villin staining is irregular and even absent (Elsasser et al., 1991). These

studies suggest a role for villin in apoptosis, an event that occurs frequently in the

terminally differentiated villus cells as part of normal physiology and also in other

disorders such as ischemia or nephrotoxicity. The disruption of the actin system during

cell death has been related to specific changes in actin‐binding proteins and a direct link

between actin depolymerization and DNA degradation has been suggested. Actin is also

a prominent substrate for caspase which is consistent with evidence of overexpression

of several actin regulatory proteins that either enhance or delay apoptosis (Ohtsu

et al., 1997).

Numerous attempts have been made to relate PLC‐�1–mediated signaling pathways

and cytoskeletal rearrangements in intestinal and renal epithelial cells. That this involves a

role for villin is suggested by a few prominent observations notably: (1) regulation of
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intestinal and renal transport protein, thus regulation of fluid absorption; (2) nutrient

absorption; (3) calcium absorption in intestinal cells; (4) endocytosis and transcytosis;

(5) invasion of intestinal cells by bacterial and viral pathogens; (6) cytoskeletal remodeling

following renal ischemia or perfusion. Some more studies have also provided either direct

or indirect evidence for a role of villin in these functions. For instance, Athman et al. (2005)

showed that primary cultures of intestinal epithelial cells derived from villin‐null mice were

resistant to Shigella flexneri infection and dissemination. Since invasive enteropathogens

are known to require both actin depolymerization and extensive rearrangement of host

actin filaments, the suggestion put forward is that villin expression, and thus its ability to

remodel the actin cytoskeleton, is crucial for S. flexneri infection. Other enteropathogens

that have been shown to elevate host cell PLC‐�1, increase intracellular calcium, remodel

host actin cytoskeleton and/or induce villin redistribution include Escherichia coli (Finlay

and Cossart, 1997), Salmonella typhimurium (Finlay et al., 1991), Listeria monocytogenes

(Finlay and Cossart, 1997), and rotavirus (Dong et al., 1997). Similarly, other intracellular

mediators that stimulate secretion or inhibit fluid absorption in the intestine via activation

of PLC‐�1 and/or calcium include: bradykinin, acetylcholine, prostaglandins, gastrin‐
releasing peptide, substance P, serotonin, and neurotensin. PLC‐�1 activation and concom-

itant changes in the apical cytoskeleton have likewise been demonstrated to regulate fluid,

nutrient, and calcium absorption in renal and intestinal epithelial cells, respectively. Thus,

bothPLC‐�1 activation and the cytoskeletal remodeling are critical to the basic functions of

the intestine and kidney. Further, nutritional stress, anoxia, metabolic inhibitors, hydro-

static pressure, hormones, antibodies, and glutens have been reported to affect disassembly

of the microvillar core bundle, vesiculation of the membrane, and shortening of the

microvillus. A role for villin in the disassembly of microvillar core is well established

(Mooseker et al., 1980; Matsudaira and Burgess, 1982; Ferrary et al., 1999). During

ischemia and reperfusion of the proximal tubule, the initial disruption of the actin cytoskel-

eton during reperfusion injury as well has been related to the redistribution of villin, and

perhaps, increased actin‐severing activity of villin (Brown et al., 1997). Changes in pHmay

also regulate microvillar cytoskeleton, and since intestinal and renal epithelial cells may

undergo such changes, it is likely that villin participates in these functions. Thus, villin’s

ability tomodulate phosphoinositide turnover, secondmessenger generation, and its ability

to modify the microfilaments structure suggest that understanding the molecular and

cellular mechanisms regulated by villin are crucial to our understanding of intestinal and

renal physiology and pathophysiology.

The only clinical defect that has been directly associatedwith defects in the villin gene

is in biliary atresia‐like disorder in children (Phillips et al., 2003). Three pediatric patients

with progressive cholestasis and liver failure resembling biliary atresia also exhibited

structural abnormalities within the microvilli of bile duct canaliculi, which were

determined to be due to a lack of villin mRNA as well as villin protein in these children.
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The positioning of the endomembrane system (biosynthetic/secretory and endo-

cytic pathways) and the constant movement of constituents between these compart-

ments requires the involvement of the cytoskeleton and cytoskeletal‐based
motors. Whereas much is known about the roles of the microtubule (MT) cytoskele-

ton in these events, considerably less is known about the roles of the actin cytoskele-

ton. Recent work has shown that the Golgi complex is linked to an actin‐based
network that is important for Golgi morphology and the trafficking of Golgi‐derived
membranes. Moreover, many of the cellular players used to transport cargo near the

actin‐rich network subjacent to the plasma membrane (PM) may function near

the Golgi.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The structure and cellular positioning of the major membrane compartments of

the endomembrane system are determined by the cytoskeleton and its associated

motors. In addition, the constant movement of materials between these compartments

engaged in both synthesis and degradation also depends on the cytoskeleton and

cytoskeletal‐based motors. It has been proposed that they are involved in cargo

selection, membranes budding from source compartments, transport to the target

compartment and, finally, fusion with the target. Many times these materials must

move relatively great distances through the cytoplasm between compartments. The

highly cross‐linked cytoplasm obviates a major role of diffusion in moving membranes

and other cellular organelles over significant distances in the cytoplasm (Luby‐Phelps,
1994). Thus, a facilitated transport is required to deliver membranes in a timely

fashion from their sites of synthesis to their places of utilization and to help

components reach their proper destination.

The forces that transport membranes inside cells can be classified into four main

categories (Pollard and Earnshaw, 2002): (1) Cargo moves along microtubule (MT)

tracks using kinesin or dynein motors and the hydrolysis of ATP. This method is used

generally by higher eukaryotes to maintain Golgi and endoplasmic reticulum (ER)

morphology and positioning and longer movements of transport carriers in the deep

cytoplasm. (2) The cargo that is tethered to the plus ends of MTs moves as the

attached MT lengthens or shortens. This method is used to move chromosomes in

karyokinesis and may have a role in positioning the ER and loading membranes onto

MTs for subsequent transport (Vaughan, 2005). (3) Cargo moves along actin filaments

using myosin motors and the hydrolysis of ATP. This process is used by yeast and

plant cells for the majority of long‐distance membranous movements. Movement

along actin filaments in metazoans is most prevalent in the actin‐rich cytoplasm

adjacent to the plasma membrane (PM). (4) The force generated by the polymerization

of actin filaments can move cellular constituents. Actin polymerization extends the PM

at the leading edge of migrating cells and has been proposed to propel membranes over

short distances close to the PM and in the deep cytoplasm (Pantaloni et al., 2001;

Ridley, 2001).

II. ACTIN CYTOSKELETON IN MOVEMENTS ALONG THE

BIOSYNTHETIC PATHWAY

The role of the actin cytoskeleton has been less well studied than those of the MT

cytoskeleton and MT‐based motors during the last two decades. This is due in a large

part because the longer distance movements driven by MT‐based motors in metazoan

cells are easier to discern both biochemically because of relatively greater distances

between source and target, and morphologically because individual MTs are more

easily visualized in the electron and light microscopes than the actin cytoskeleton.

Furthermore, MTs in most regions of the cell form regular and long tracks whose
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polarity (and thus motor directionality) can be inferred from position relative to the

centrosome. By contrast, actin filaments in nonmuscle cells do not generally form long

tracks but are generally short filaments, the organization of which is more difficult to

discern (Fath and Lasek, 1988; Mallik and Gross, 2004; Snider et al., 2004).

The focus of this chapter will be on the less known role the actin cytoskeleton and

myosin motors play in the movement of cargo in the biosynthetic pathways of

metazoan cells. Other systems will be briefly discussed, where necessary. Lately there

has been an increased realization that the actin cytoskeleton, once thought to function

primarily at the PM of nonmuscle cells, has significant roles in the deep cytoplasm,

especially in the movement of materials to and from the Golgi complex. The roles of

MT‐based movements will only be cursorily discussed and the reader should consult

the following reviews on the MT cytoskeleton (Allan et al., 2002; Müsch, 2004;

Vaughan, 2005). The third major cytoskeletal system, the intermediate filaments, is

thought to have a major role in intracellular membrane motility. It has been shown

that they may have limited roles in intracellular trafficking of endocytic organelles

(Styers et al., 2005).

A. Golgi Actin Cytoskeleton

Work from many laboratories has characterized an actin‐based matrix associated

with the Golgi as shown by biochemical and morphological methods (Lorra and

Huttner, 1999; De Matteis and Morrow, 2000). This matrix comprises in part of actin,

specific spectrin, tropomyosin, and ankyrin isoforms (Percival et al., 2004) and a

growing list of other actin, MT, and intermediate filament‐binding proteins. Also

present are the small GTPases ADP ribosylation factor 1 (ARF1) and Cdc42, which

are considered to regulate the binding of components of this matrix. The matrix also

includes the force‐generating molecules myosins 1, 2, 5, and 6 as well as cytoplasmic

dynein and dynamin (Cao et al., 2005). The binding of several components of this

matrix is regulated by components of the coatomer protein complex 1(COPI) transport

vesicles. This will be discussed later.

One role of the MT cytoskeleton in the form and positioning of the Golgi complex

has been elucidated and appreciated (Allan et al., 2002; Barr and Egerer, 2005).

Evidence is now accruing that the actin cytoskeleton may assist a MT‐based system

in maintaining the structural organization of the Golgi. Experiments in which the actin

cytoskeleton is disrupted with cytochalasin D or botulinum toxin C2 suggest that actin

filaments are essential in the positioning and morphology of the Golgi complex

in normal rat kidney (NRK) cells (Valderrama et al., 1998; di Campli et al., 1999;

Valderrama et al., 2000, 2001). The disruption of the actin cytoskeleton in NRK

cells induces a concentration of the Golgi complex to a tight spot near the centro-

some (Valderrama et al., 1998). In sharp contrast, when MTs are disrupted, or the

motor dynein is inhibited, Golgi fragments into vesicles that accumulate at ER exit

sites (Murshid and Presley, 2004). It is thus deduced that the actin cytoskeleton in

conjunction with MTs is crucial to the spatial organization of the Golgi complex.
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Furthermore, the work of Cobbold et al. (2004) in which he used drugs to depolymer-

ize actin filaments and/or MTs in HeLa cells suggests that the trans‐Golgi network

(TGN) may have distinct subdomains that are regulated by the actin and MT cyto-

skeleton and that both cytoskeletal systems are required to concentrate the TGN

adjacent to the nucleus (Cobbold et al., 2004).

B. Actin Inhibition Affects Movements to and from Golgi

In addition to maintaining Golgi morphology, experiments in which the actin

cytoskeleton is disrupted with drugs that lead to filament depolymerization suggest

that actin filaments play important roles in the movements of some transport carriers

near the Golgi complex. A role for the actin cytoskeleton has been shown for mem-

branes leaving the Golgi in the anterograde pathway to the basolateral membrane in

polarized cells (Müsch et al., 1997, 2001; Duran et al., 2003), in the detachment of

vesicular stomatitis virus glycoprotein (VSV‐G)–containing tubules from the Golgi in

COS cells (Hirschberg et al., 1998), and the budding of some classes of coated vesicles

from isolated Golgi (Fucini et al., 2000, 2002). Percival et al. (2004) using ultrastruc-

tural immunolocalization methods in Madin Darby canine kidney cells have identified

small Golgi‐associated vesicles (lacking identifiable coats) closely associated with short

actin filaments. Actin depolymerization also markedly decreased the trafficking of the

enzyme cathepsin D from the TGN to lysosomes (Carreno et al., 2004). Furthermore,

actin is important in materials leaving the Golgi in retrograde trafficking to the ER

(Valderrama et al., 2001; Duran et al., 2003).

In the trafficking studies reported thus far, the depolymerization of actin decreases

the efficiency but does not block proteins arriving at or leaving the Golgi complex.

This may be related in part to the requirement that actin depolymerizing agents

are effective only on filaments that are in equilibrium with monomer. Relatively stable

filaments, such as the short filaments associated with Swiss 3T3 Golgi, may survive

treatment (Percival et al., 2004). Additionally, disruption and redistribution of

the endomembrane compartments may obviate requirements for actin filaments

occurring in untreated cells. Similar decreases in efficiency but not complete inhibition

in membrane trafficking are seen in disrupted MT (Müsch, 2004). Alternatively,

inhibition of one pathway may allow a nonphysiological pathway to function albeit

at an less efficient level.

C. Role of Cdc42 in Recruiting Actin to the Golgi

The recruitment of Golgi actin may be driven by the same machinery that is

required for cargo selection and vesicle formation at the Golgi (Stamnes, 2002).

Golgi‐bound active ARF1 recruits coat protein COPI to the membrane. It is well

established that components of COPI induce conformational changes in the mem-

brane to form a vesicle and also work directly or indirectly through associated

receptors to accumulate select cargo for export. This COPI complex of proteins is
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used primarily for intra‐Golgi and retrograde Golgi‐to‐ER membrane carrier move-

ments (Murshid and Presley, 2004). Actin filaments may also be an important

component of this forming vesicle coat.

How is actin polymerization induced and regulated at the sites of Golgi export?

Dubois and his colleagues have proposed that coat assembly and actin polymerization

may be coordinated by an interaction between ARF1 and Cdc42 (Dubois and

Chavrier, 2005). Cdc42 is a small GTPase in the Rho family that regulates cortical

actin dynamics at the PM. Cdc42 is also a component of the Golgi, which has been

shown to function in the movement of Golgi vesicles. Cdc42 may be targeted to Golgi

membranes by binding to the gamma subunit of COPI (Erickson et al., 1996; Wu et al.,

2000; Chen et al., 2004). Once bound to the membrane and activated by an unidenti-

fied guanine nucleotide exchange factor, GTP‐Cdc42 can activate the actin‐related
protein 2/3 (Arp2/3) complex through the neural Wiskott–Aldrich syndrome protein

(N‐WASP) pathway (Luna et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2004). The activated Arp2/3 may

then serve as nuclei for actin filament polymerization near the Golgi. An alternative

model suggests that Arp2/3 may require Golgi actin for binding (Chen et al., 2004).

The induction of actin polymerization may be switched off when Golgi‐bound Cdc42

is inactivated by a Rho GTPase‐activating protein (Rho‐GAP) that is also recruited to

Golgi membranes through binding GTP‐ARF1 (Dubois and Chavrier, 2005).

What is the evidence for the role of Cdc42 in the early steps in the biosynthetic

pathway? The overexpression of wild‐type Cdc42 or a constitutively active form

(Cdc42V12; GTPase deficient) in HeLa cells inhibited the retrograde transport of

Shiga toxin from the Golgi complex to the ER and the low temperature‐induced
redistribution of the Lys‐Asp‐Glu‐Leu KDEL receptor from the Golgi (Luna et al.,

2002). These data were interpreted to mean that the nonphysiological overactivation

of the Arp2/3 pathway might induce a dense Golgi actin network that may restrict

membranes from leaving the Golgi area.

Other studies have provided evidence that Cdc42 plays a role in the anterograde

movement of components from ER‐to‐Golgi. Fast cycling mutants of Cdc42 that have

a normal GTPase (Cdc42F28L; GTPase does not require a guanine nucleotide

exchange factor for GDP/GTP exchange) stimulated the movement of VSV‐G from

the ER to the Golgi, while two different mutants that are GTPase defective (constitu-

tively active) either blocked (Wu et al., 2000; Chen et al., 2005) or had no effect on

transport (Luna et al., 2002). In polarized epithelia, both constitutively active and

inactive mutants of Cdc42 inhibited the exit of basolateral membrane proteins from

the TGN, while stimulating the exit of an apical membrane protein (Cohen et al., 2001;

Müsch et al., 2001). In the same studies, the trafficking of soluble proteins to either the

basolateral or apical domain was unaffected.

The variable effects obtained with Cdc42 mutants in different laboratories as

mentioned earlier highlight the view that some of the functions of Cdc42 may require

GTP hydrolysis and are not controlled simply by the species of bound nucleotide

(Symons and Settleman, 2000; Cohen et al., 2001). Further, different amino acid

substitutions that apparently affect Cdc42 enzymatic properties in a comparable man-

ner may function differently in vivo (i.e., different mutants behave differently). Also as
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studies in polarized epithelia show, there are differences in the requirements for Cdc42

in the same cell, depending on the PM domain targeted and the identity of the cargo.

In addition to a role in actin recruitment to membranes, Cdc42 may also function

in intracellular movements along the MT pathway. Chen et al. (2005) have shown

that Cdc42 regulates the binding of the MT‐dependent motor protein dynein to COPI‐
coated membranes. They proposed that Cdc42 is targeted to the membrane by

binding to coatomer and when bound stimulates actin assembly via Arp2/3. Although

bound Cdc42 inhibits the MT‐based motor dynein from binding to the same vesicle,

when Cdc42 is released from the membrane by inactivation by Rho‐GAP, dynein can

now bind. Such results are consistent with our finding that dynein binding is a late

event in the budding process, occurring when vesicles are budding from the TGN

(Fath et al., 1997). This order of events would allow actin to function in vesicle release

for transfer to the MT cytoskeleton for long‐distance transport.
Cao et al. (2005) provided evidence that in addition to Cdc42, ARF1 recruits the

actin‐binding protein cortactin and dynamin 2 to the Golgi. These proteins appear to

function in the release of both clathrin‐dependent and clathrin‐independent cargos.
In another study, clathrin‐coated vesicles leaving the TGN in HeLa cells were shown

to express both Arp2/3 and Huntingtin‐interacting protein 1 related (Hip1R) an actin

and clathrin‐binding protein (Kaksonen et al., 2005). Using RNA interference (RNAi)

knockdowns, these workers showed that Hip1R is necessary for linking actin dynamics

and the movement of enzyme cathepsin D from the TGN to the lysosomes.

The Cdc42 regulated recruitment of actin and associated proteins, as has been

described, implies whether it is the formation of an endocytic vesicle at the PM or a

budded transport carrier at the Golgi, there could be significant overlap or conservation

of the main proteins used. These results extend the idea that the assembled coat not only

alters the membrane to form a vesicle but also selects cargo and cytoskeletal components

necessary formembrane locomotion, smallN‐ethylmaleimide‐sensitive factor attachment

protein receptors (SNAREs) and Rabs that are necessary for regulated fusion with the

correct target.

D. Actin Polymerization Driven Transport in the Endomembrane System

It has been proposed that the force generated by actin polymerization moves mem-

branous vesicles through the cytoplasm in a manner reminiscent of Listeria and other

pathogens (Ridley, 2001). The focalized polymerization of actin on one side of the

membrane has been likened to a comet’s tail that provides force to move the vesicle

through the cytoplasm. There is an extensive literature regarding potential roles of actin

comet tails in endocytosis (Schafer et al., 2000; Taunton, 2001; Kjeken et al., 2004;

Kaksonen et al., 2005), with suggestion that they may also be involved in movements

near the Golgi (Carreno et al., 2004). Although actin comet tails have been seen on

endomembranes in the cell, it has been suggested that the use of constitutively active

mutants may stimulate movements that are amplifications of normal processes in which

actin is polymerized around transport vesicles (Rozelle et al., 2000; Benesch et al., 2002;
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Dubois and Chavrier, 2005). In one set of experiments, it was determined that the

movement of membranes from the Golgi to the ER was myosin driven (see later) and

not by actin comets (Duran et al., 2003). Clearly, much more work needs to be done to

explore this intriguing possibility that actin polymerization provides the force for cyto-

plasmic membrane movements over short or long distances.

III. ROLES OF MYOSINS IN MEMBRANE MOVEMENTS ALONG

ENDOMEMBRANE PATHWAYS

The requirement for the actin cytoskeleton in endomembrane compartment mor-

phology, positioning, and membrane trafficking may also partly require the action of

members of the myosin family, which use shape changes driven by ATP hydrolysis and

actin binding to transport cargo along actin tracks. There are at least 20 members in

the growing myosin superfamily (Krendel and Mooseker, 2005). To describe the

various classes of vertebrate myosin heavy chains, we will adopt the nomenclature

“Myo”þ Arabic numerals corresponding to the myosin class (Krendel and Mooseker,

2005). Among members of the myosin family identified to date, myosins 1, 2, 5, and 6

have been shown to participate in the dynamics of the endomembrane system (Allan

et al., 2002). These motors will be discussed individually.

Here the concept of processivity of molecular motors is important. A processive

motor is one that moves relatively long distances before detaching from the cytoskele-

tal track (De La Cruz and Ostap, 2004). High processivity may result from motor

heavy chain dimerization in which the two heads work in coordination so that one

does not get released from the track unless the other is bound. Motors with a high duty

ratio, those that spend a large portion of the ATPase cycle in association with the

track, are also processive motors. Processive motors are thought to be better suited for

cargo motility than a nonprocessive motor that may quickly detach and allow the

bound cargo to drift away from the track and stop moving. It is thought that a high

density of a nonprocessive motor must be attached to cargo for such a motor to

function in intracellular transport (De La Cruz and Ostap, 2004).

There are at least three ways in which myosins may function in actin‐dependent
transport carrier movements (Krendel and Mooseker, 2005). The myosin may provide

the force to transport cargo along actin filaments. Alternatively, the myosin may help

reorganize a dense actin network near the membrane that may otherwise inhibit the

passage of a vesicle to or from the membrane. Last, myosin may assist in the formation

of a vesicle carrier by providing force driving the constriction/scission of the neck of

the forming vesicle.

A. Myo1

The class 1 myosins are nonprocessive, monomeric myosins that move toward the

plus (barbed) ends of actin filaments. Myosins 1 have been found associated with

membranes in many cell types. Among the best‐characterized myosins 1 is Myo1a,
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which is found in highest concentrations in the microvilli of polarized epithelial cells.

This myosin links the core bundle of actin filaments with the apical PM, but its

function there is still unknown (Tyska et al., 2005). Although a microvillar protein,

Myo1a was assigned roles in transporting membranes and proteins to the apical PM of

intestinal epithelial cells (Fath and Burgess, 1993, 1994; Montes de Oca et al., 1997).

It was proposed that vesicles enriched with glycosphingolipids (lipid rafts) move from

the Golgi to the apical cytoplasm using the MT cytoskeleton and then Myo1a to move

through the actin‐rich, MT‐poor cortical cytoplasm. Jacob et al. (2003) thought that

Myo1a is the motor that delivers sucrase‐isomaltase along peripheral actin filaments to

the PM. However, lactase‐phlorizin hydrolase (which is not a component of lipid rafts)

is not delivered using actin. Studies in the Mooseker laboratory with expressed

dominant‐negative Myo1a tail fragments or involving complete removal in knockout

mice also suggest that Myo1a functions in the apical locale of microvillus raft proteins

sucrase‐isomaltase and galectin (Tyska et al., 2005). However, it is proposed that

Myo1a functions in retaining these proteins in the PM once delivered but not in the

delivery process itself. Intuitively, such a function is reflected by the low duty ratio

properties of Myo1a, which makes it better suited for roles at higher concentrations in

the microvillus than on carrier vesicles that would require many copies of the motor to

function. However, there is agreement that Myo1 in polarized epithelia may be

targeted to glycosphingolipid‐rich membrane domains that are thought to serve as

an apical PM‐targeting mechanism in such cells.

In addition to apical delivery in polarized epithelia, Myo1 has also been suggested

to function in moving vesicles away from the membrane during endocytosis (Raposo

et al., 1999; Salas‐Cortes et al., 2005) in the insulin‐stimulated movement of recycling

endosomes containing GLUT4 receptors to the PM (Bose et al., 2002) and movements

of lysosomes (Raposo et al., 1999; Cordonnier et al., 2001).

B. Nonmuscle Myo2

Members of the nonmuscle Myo2 class are two‐headed myosins that are directed

toward the plus ends of actin filaments. Three nonmuscle Myo2 genes have been

identified as Myosin2a,‐b, and ‐c (also called MYH9,‐10, and ‐14, respectively, in
humans). Of these isoforms, Myo2a is known to be a low duty ratio, nonprocessive

motor, while the 2b isoform has a high duty ratio with unknown processivity (Wang

et al., 2003). Although these myosins are best known to function in whole cell motility

and cytokinesis, they have also been implicated in moving transport carriers to and

from the Golgi complex in several cell types.

Nonmuscle Myo2 has been immunolocalized to the Golgi complex by biochemical

and morphological means in a number of polarized and unpolarized cell types (Ikonen

et al., 1997; Müsch et al., 1997; Pepperkok et al., 1998; Heimann et al., 1999; Charron

et al., 2000; Mills et al., 2000; Bustos et al., 2001; Togo and Steinhardt, 2003; Fath,

2005). It is found not only in Golgi but also as a physiological component of the Golgi.

In NRK and HeLa cells, the retrograde movement of the Shiga toxin fragment B and
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the brefeldin A (an inhibitor of ARF1)‐induced movement of materials from the

Golgi‐to‐ER require an actin‐based Myo2 step (Duran et al., 2003). A role for Myo2

was shown using the inhibitors BDM (2,3‐butanedione monoxime) and the specific

Myo2 inhibitor ML‐7. It is important to note that research from several laboratories

has shown that BDM does not inhibit nonmuscle Myo2, although used extensively for

this purpose (Cheung et al., 2002; Ostap, 2002). Because BDM causes a loss of the

actin polymerization machinery from the PM (Yarrow et al., 2003), it is likely that the

observed inhibition in trafficking is the result of a block in the assembly of actin

filaments on Golgi membranes as described earlier. The methods used by Duran et al.

(2003) could not explain whether Myo2 was required for budding from the Golgi and

transport between the membrane compartments or fusion with the ER. Another group

of investigators using Swiss 3T3 cells, localized Myo2a to the Golgi, and antisense

knockdown experiments revealed that Myo2a (but not Myo2b) is involved in brefeldin

A‐sensitive facilitated PM repair requiring membrane trafficking at the Golgi (Togo

and Steinhardt, 2003). However, they failed to explore directly at what step Myo2 is

required (e.g., budding, transport, or fusion). In a third type of study using permea-

bilized cells and isolated Golgi, the results obtained suggested that Myo2 is required

for the budding of basolateral transport vesicles containing VSV‐G from the TGN of

polarized cells (Ikonen et al., 1997; Müsch et al., 1997; Stow et al., 1998). Because the

myosin was released from the vesicles soon after budding, it was thought to play a role

at the Golgi and not for long‐distance trafficking throughout the cell.

Although there is little evidence that post‐Golgi transport carriers utilize Myo2 to

move long distances in metazoan cells (unlike plants or yeast), several studies have

suggested that Myo2 may function in moving membranes through an actin‐rich cell

cortex to fuse with the PM. Antibody inhibition in detergent‐permeabilized cells have

implicated Myo2 in the transport of vesicles in the sub‐plasmalemmal area during

chromaffin cell secretory activity (Ñeco et al., 2002). In neurons, the microinjection of

C‐terminus tail fragments of Myo2b into superior cervical ganglion cells suggested

that Myo2b participates in vesicle trafficking in presynaptic nerve terminals (Takagishi

et al., 2005). In another study, Myo2a was found to coisolate with a population of

vesicles that may be recycling endosomes containing chloride channels in epithelial

cells (Ecay et al., 1997).

C. Myo5

Members of the Myo5 class are two‐headed myosins that move toward the plus

ends of actin filaments. Members of this family that are expressed in vertebrates are

processive motors, while those from yeast are nonprocessive (Reck‐Peterson et al.,

2001). Of all the myosin motors implicated in intracellular motility, Myo5 is the most

known since it is a versatile motor, which has been implicated in the movement of

many types of subcellular components such as ER, melanosomes, secretory granules,

endosomes, and neurofilaments (Krendel and Mooseker, 2005). This multitude of

functions is generated in part by tissue‐specific isoforms with different tail domains
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resulting from differential RNA splicing that may alter cargo choice (Seperack et al.,

1995; Au and Huang, 2002). Further, the GTP‐binding Rab proteins that control

vesicular transport by regulating the timing of vesicle fusion with a specific target may

also regulate the binding of Myo5 with specific cargo (Seabra and Coudrier, 2004).

Myo5 has roles in many compartments of the endomembrane system. Myo5 may

be important in the morphology and positioning of the ER (Wagner and Hammer,

2003). Although the MT cytoskeleton is required for the extension of the ER through-

out animal cells, Myo5 can drive the formation of ER networks in Xenopus extracts

(Wöllert et al., 2002). Genetic evidence shows that it is vital for ER inheritance in

budding yeast (Estrada et al., 2003). Thus, it is likely that Myo5 operates in concert

with MT‐based motors in the positioning of this organelle. Myo5 has also been

identified to have roles in the movement of transport carriers in the endomembrane

system both in the deep cytoplasm and near the cell surface. In budding yeast, Myo2p

(a yeast Myo5) is involved in targeting membranes and proteins to the developing

daughter bud during cell division (Schott et al., 2002). In melanophores, Myo5 is

involved in the distribution of melanosomes working in coordination with the MT

cytoskeleton. In neuronal cells, Myo5 is thought to be involved in the transport of

smooth ER‐derived vesicles in the squid giant axon (Tabb et al., 1998). With biochem-

ical techniques, it has been shown to bind to synaptic vesicles (Prekeris and Terrian,

1997) and to unknown high‐density vesicles isolated from chicken brain (Miller and

Sheetz, 2000). When nearer the cell surface, Myo5 may be important for the local

delivery of chromaffin vesicles in chromaffin cells (Rose et al., 2003; Watanabe et al.,

2005; although see Ñeco et al., 2002) and insulin‐containing vesicles in pancreatic �‐cells
(Varadi et al., 2005). Myo5c has also been shown to regulate an unknown step in

transferrin receptor uptake in epithelial cells (Rodriguez and Cheney, 2002) and some

movements of mouse macrophage phagosomes near the PM (Al‐Haddad et al., 2001).

D. Myo6

Myosins of class 6 are multifunctional motors that are implicated in cellular

processes such as vesicle membrane traffic both near the PM and at the Golgi, cell

migration, and mitosis. Although Myo6 can exist as a processive dimer and nonpro-

cessive monomer in vitro, its form in vivo is not known (Buss et al., 2004). This class

of myosin is unique in that it translocates toward the minus (pointed) ends of actin

filaments (Nishikawa et al., 2002). Because the majority of membrane‐associated
actin filaments are regarded as being oriented with the plus ends toward the membranes

(Cramer, 1999), this motor appears important in actin‐based movements away from

membranes such as during endocytosis. Myo6 is known to be required for moving

uncoated endocytic vesicles through the dense cortical actin network of cultured epithe-

lial cells (Aschenbrenner et al., 2004). The reader is referred to the excellent review by

Buss for more details concerning this remarkable motor (Buss et al., 2004).

Myo6 has been shown to have important roles in Golgi membrane dynamics. It has

been localized to the Golgi complex and Golgi‐associated vesicles (Buss et al., 1998;
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Warner et al., 2003). It is targeted to the Golgi via its tail domain, thus leaving the head

domain free to interact with the Golgi actin cytoskeleton. When the Golgi is disrupted

by the inhibition of ARF1 function with brefeldin A, Myo6 redistributes with the TGN

near the centrosome. The protein optineurin has been shown to be essential in linking

the tail of Myo6 to the Golgi membrane (Sahlender et al., 2005). The knockdown of

optineurin protein levels by RNAi induces Golgi complex disruption, but not vesicula-

tion, and decreases the constitutive secretion of VSV‐G in cultured cells (Sahlender et al.,

2005). Thus, Myo6 has roles both in Golgi morphology and in transport of components

to the PM. These results are in agreement with those of Warner et al. (2003) in

which fibroblasts from Snell’s waltzer mice, which lack Myo6, have a disrupted Golgi,

as well as reduction in the constitutive secretion of alkaline phosphatase. In these studies,

it is not known whether Myo6 plays a role in cargo selection, vesicle formation, or the

transport of vesicles from theGolgi toMTs for long‐range transport (Warner et al., 2003).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have now come close to full circle in our thinking about intracellular transport

in metazoan cells. Earlier studies focused almost exclusively on the roles of the actin

cytoskeleton in intracellular membrane trafficking. With the discovery of kinesin and

cytoplasmic dynein in the 1980s, the focus moved to the MT cytoskeleton and the

actin‐based movements were relegated to movements near the PM. We now know that

both the actin cytoskeleton and MTs are of central importance in terms of shape and

positioning in the major endomembrane compartments throughout the cell. Although

the MT cytoskeleton is considered as the major track for long‐distance transport, local
movements near intracellular and plasma membranes also require actin‐based motili-

ty. In the coming years, those researching into the fields that work on MT‐ and actin‐
based motors will find that their once independent pathways have merged. Future

work will of necessity focus on how motors are targeted to selected membranes and

how multiple motors on the same cargo are regulated in different regions of the cell.
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References

The DNA in eukaryotic cells is organized with proteins into chromatin. The chromatin

structure is dynamic, altered when factors that use DNA as a template need access or

to silence regions of the chromosome. The alteration of the chromatin structure is

primarily the responsibility of ATP‐dependent chromatin‐remodeling complexes

and histone‐modifying complexes. ATP‐dependent chromatin‐remodeling factors of

the SWI/SNF family affect the actin filament orgainzation in the cytoplasm. The

SWI/SNF family of chromatin‐remodeling complexes is required in transcription of

many genes, and the effect on the actin filament organization depends on cell type

context, in particular, the various signaling pathways activated in each cell type.

In many cell types, SWI/SNF complexes affect the protein level of adhesion molecules

and Rho pathway effector molecules. Actin, together with actin‐related proteins

(ARPs) are also present in the nucleus and are implicated in mRNA export, transcrip-

tion, DNA repair, and chromatin remodeling. Actin associate to all three types of

eukaryotic RNA polymerases (pol). In addition, actin and ARPs are part of several

chromatin‐remodeling complexes purified from yeast, Drosophila, and mammalian

cells. The function of actin and ARPs in the nucleus is still unclear, and it is proposed

that they work as motor proteins or as structural proteins in different complexes.
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I. CHROMATIN REMODELING

The DNA in eukaryotic cells is organized into chromatin, a dynamic structure

that must be altered in order for DNA‐binding factors to gain or loose access to their

sites on DNA (Berger, 2002; Tsukiyama, 2002; Lusser and Kadonaga, 2003; Längst

and Becker, 2004; Sif, 2004). Alterations in the chromatin structure that occur

over regions are the result of two different kinds of activity, histone modification

and ATP‐dependent chromatin remodeling. The histone proteins constitute the pro-

tein core around which DNA is wrapped, together forming the nucleosome. The

histone proteins can be covalently modified by acetylation, methylation, phosphoryla-

tion, ubiquitinylation, and ribosylation, and these modifications both alter the nucle-

osome structure and constitute an epigenetic code, the histone code, in which each

histone modification recruits proteins specific for certain processes (Strahl and Allis,

2000; Jenuwein and Allis, 2001; Berger, 2002). ATP‐dependent chromatin remodeling

requires ATP to change the histone–DNA contacts. The exact mechanism is not clear,

but several models have been proposed in which ATP is used to introduce a twisting of

the DNA or sliding of the histone core (Flaus and Owen‐Hughes, 2004; Längst and

Becker, 2004). Chromatin remodeling and histone modification activities are required

for gene expression and repression, in replication, DNA repair and DNA recombina-

tion (Berger, 2002; Sif, 2004; Cairns, 2005; Gibbons, 2005), and often both types of

activities are needed in these processes (Narlikar et al., 2002).

Each cell has a number of different ATP‐dependent chromatin remodeling com-

plexes, which can be grouped into at least four different groups depending on the

central ATPase: the SWI/SNF complexes, ISWI complexes, Mi‐2 complexes, and

INO80 complexes (Sif, 2004; Cairns, 2005). These complexes are evolutionarily con-

served: the sequences of the proteins, the composition of the complexes, and the

processes in which they take part. SWI/SNF complexes are mainly associated with

transcriptional regulation in yeast, Drosophila and mammalian cells (Wang, 2003;

Mohrmann and Verrijzer, 2005). The SWI/SNF complexes contain 9–15 subunits,

and in yeast and mammalian cells, two homologous ATPases have been found (Wang,

2003; Mohrmann and Verrijzer, 2005). The two yeast homologues SWI2/SNF2 and

Sth1 are components of two distinct complexes: the SWI/SNF complex that is required

for transcription of a subset of genes (Cote et al., 1994) and the RSC that is involved in

transcription, chromatid segregation, and DNA repair (Cairns et al., 1996). Two

different SWI/SNF ATPases have been identified in mammalian cells, BRG1 (brahma

related gene 1) (Khavari et al., 1993) and hbrm (human brahma) (Muchard and Yaniv,

1993). These proteins are not present in the same complex, but many of the other 9–12

subunits are shared (Kwon et al., 1994; Wang et al., 1996; Xue et al., 2000; Lemon

et al., 2001; Sif et al., 2001; Mohrmann et al., 2004; Yan et al., 2005). Several forms of

SWI/SNF complex have been purified from mammalian cells, and BRG1 is present in

at least two different complexes, BAF and PBAF (Xue et al., 2000; Lemon et al., 2001;

Mohrmann et al., 2004; Yan et al., 2005). These complexes are separated by specific

subunits, which are only present in one form of complex (Wang et al., 1996; Xue et al.,

2000; Lemon et al., 2001; Mohrmann et al., 2004; Yan et al., 2005). BAF and PBAF
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have been ascribed slightly different functions, BAF regulates genes in proliferation

and differentiation while PBAF is involved in transcription mediated by nuclear

receptors and in sister chromatid segregation (Xue et al., 2000; Lemon et al., 2001;

Mohrmann et al., 2004; Yan et al., 2005). BRG1‐containing complexes can thus be

regarded as global transcription factors, affecting the transcription of genes involved

in a wide variety of processes in cells.

II. EFFECT OF CHROMATIN REMODELING ON THE ACTIN

FILAMENT SYSTEM

Changes in cell morphology are usually caused by a change in the actin filament

organization (reviewed in Pawlak and Helfman, 2001; Jaffe and Hall, 2005). This

phenomenon often occurs when cells are transformed into tumor cells, where changes

in morphology are accompanied by dramatic alterations of the cytoplasmic actin

filament structures (Pawlak and Helfman, 2001; Rao and Li, 2004). Transformation

of cells is also often coupled to a changed expression of adhesion molecules, such as

integrins and extracellular matrix proteins, and this leads to changes in the adhesion to

different substrata (in tissue cultures) or stroma (for tissues) (reviewed in Hirohashi and

Kanai, 2003 ). Many tumor cell lines and tumors have nonfunctional ATP‐dependent
chromatin‐remodeling activities, mainly havingmutations or deletion of components in

the SWI/SNF complexes (reviewed in Neely and Workman, 2002; Gibbons, 2005). The

most common SWI/SNF subunits that are mutated or missing in tumor cells are the

ATPases, BRG1 and BRM (Wong et al., 2000; Decristofaro et al., 2001; Reisman et al.,

2002; Reisman et al., 2003; Fukuoka et al., 2004; Rosson et al., 2005), the 47‐kDa

protein SNF5/INI1 (Versteege et al., 1998; Biegel et al., 1999; Grand et al., 1999;

Sévenet et al., 1999a,b; Biegel et al., 2002), and the BAF57 protein (Decristofaro et al.,

2001; Belandia et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2005). BRG1/BRM are lost or truncated in

several tumors, and the loss is closely linked to a poor prognosis in lung cancers

(Reisman et al., 2003; Fukuoka et al., 2004). The SNF5/INI1 was first found to be

mutated in malignant rhabdoid tumors and in rhabdoid predisposition syndrome

(Versteege et al., 1998; Sévenet et al., 1999b), but mutations in INI1/SNF5 have sub-

sequently been found in other types of tumor such as in chorion plexus carcinomas

(Roberts and Orkin, 2004). BAF57 is deregulated or missing in certain breast cancer

cells and liver cancers (Belandia et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2005). Ectopic expression of

the normal proteins in cells deficient for the BRG1, BRM, or SNF5/INI1 results in cell

cycle arrest accompanied by morphological changes (Dunaief et al., 1994; Stober et al.,

1996; Shanahan et al., 1999; Stobeck et al., 2000; Ae et al., 2002; Versteege et al., 2002;

Reincke et al., 2003), suggesting that SWI/SNF components act as tumor suppressors

(Dunaief et al., 1994; Stober et al., 1996; Versteege et al., 1998; Biegel et al., 1999;

Shanahan et al., 1999; Stobeck et al., 2000).

This is further supported by the fact that heterozygous mice, with one allele

deleted of BRG1 and SNF5/INI1, are more prone to develop tumors (Bultman et al.,

2000; Roberts et al., 2000). In the case of SNF5/INI1, rhabdoid tumors progress in
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cells where the expression from the second SNF5/INI1 allele also is lost (Rousseau‐
Merckm et al., 1999; Roberts et al., 2000). It has not been possible to generate

homozygous null mice of SNF5/INI1 and BRG1, since blastocysts die at the preim-

plantation stage (Bultman et al., 2000; Klochendler‐Yeivin et al., 2000; Roberts et al.,

2000; Guidi et al., 2001). BRM‐null mice, in contrast, are relatively healthy, but larger

than wild‐type mice (Reyes et al., 1998).

A. SWI/SNF Chromatin‐Remodeling Complexes Are Involved in the Actin

Filament Organization

The first two cell lines identified with deficiencies in BRG1 and BRM expression

were the epithelial cell lines SW13, an adrenal adenocarcinoma cell line, and C33A, a

cervix carcinoma cell line (Muchard and Yaniv, 1993; Dunaief et al., 1994; Stober

et al., 1996). Introducing BRG1 into SW13 cells by transfection induces cell cycle arrest

and a change in morphology (Dunaief et al., 1994; Stober et al., 1996; Shanahan et al.,

1999; Asp et al., 2002). The underlying molecular mechanism of the cell cycle arrest is

not fully clear, but the activation of the retinoblastoma protein (Rb) pathway and the

concomitant repression of E2F targets are involved in the cell cycle arrest (Dunaief

et al., 1994; Stober et al., 1996; Stobeck et al., 2000). SW13 cells expressing BRG1

transiently have been used to identify BRG1‐dependent genes that change their

expression within 24 h of expression (Liu et al., 2001). BRG1 expression affects

80 genes, two of which are repressed, in a genome‐wide microarray screen. Only a

few of the genes affected have a direct known link to the actin filament organization,

one such gene is transgelin. The actin filament is organized differently in different cell

types (Presland et al., 2001; Frames, 2004; Fujita and Braga, 2005; Jaffe and Hall,

2005): fibroblasts have actin filaments at the cell edges and thick myosin‐actin filament

bundles (stress fibers) transversing the cell body, whereas epithelial cells in culture

have cortical actin filament structures at the edge and very thin filaments transversing

the cell body. The thickness of the actin filament bundles also varies in tissue culture

cells of an epithelial origin, and HeLa cells have bundles transversing the cell body.

SW13 cells resemble epithelial cells with almost no thick actin bundles in the cell

body (Asp et al., 2002). The actin filament system in SW13 is rearranged on BRG1

expression, resulting in stress fiber‐like actin filaments in the cell body 24 h after

expression (Fig. 1) (Asp et al., 2002) and a subsequent formation of large, flat cells

(Dunaief et al., 1994; Shanahan et al., 1999; Asp et al., 2002). However, the change in

actin filament system is not caused by an upregulation of transgelin, since overexpres-

sion of the protein in SW13 cells does not result in the formation of actin filament

bundles (Asp and Östlund Farrants, unpublished data). The organization of actin

filament structures is regulated by several signaling pathways, and the small GTPases

RhoA, Rac, and Cdc42 control directly the actin filament system and adhesion com-

plexes (Pawlak andHelfman, 2001; Hirohashi andKanai, 2003; Frames, 2004; Rao and

Li, 2004; Birgersdotter et al., 2005; Fujita and Braga, 2005; Jaffe and Hall, 2005; Larue

and Ballacosa, 2005). In addition, Ras and phosphoinositol signaling affects the actin
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filament organization (Frames, 2004; Rao and Li, 2004; Jaffe andHall, 2005; Larue and

Ballacosa, 2005). Epithelial cells can be converted into mesenchyme cells, such as

fibroblasts, by certain signaling pathways. This transition includes a rearrangement of

the actin filament system, and occurs in development and cancer transformation (Larue

and Ballacosa, 2005). Since many different pathways, such as the Notch pathway, Ras/

Rho pathways, and signaling through adhesion molecules, are involved, the complete

picture of the order of events is still not clear. The activation of the different GTPases is

regulated by specific GTP‐GDP exchange factors (GEFs) and GTPase‐activating pro-

teins (GAPs) (Frames, 2004; Jaffe and Hall, 2005; Larue and Ballacosa, 2005). BRG1

expression in SW13 cells does not cause a change in theRhoA activation, but it results in

a changed balance between the downstream RhoA effectors ROCK (p160 Rho‐
associated kinase) and mDia (Watanabe et al., 1999; Riento and Ridley, 2003; Larue

and Ballacosa, 2005). The balance between these effectors is one factor that determines

the thickness of the actin filaments formed in cells (Watanabe et al., 1999; Larue and

Ballacosa, 2005). A high level of ROCK gives thick myosin‐actin stress fibers, whereas a
high level ofmDia gives thin filaments. It is possible that the low level ofROCK in SW13

cells decouples the RhoA activation from downstream effectors, a coupling that is

restored by BRG1 expression. Defects in the Rho/Ras pathways, such as decoupling

of the GTPases with downstream effectors, are observed in Ras‐transformed cells and

could be contributing to the change in actin filament organization (Riento and Ridley,

2003; Lee and Helfman, 2004). The increased level of the ROCK1 protein in BRG1‐
expressing SW13 cells is not caused by an increased ROCK1 mRNA level (Asp et al.,

2002), a fact that may explain why this gene was not found as a BRG1‐dependent gene
by Liu et al., (2001). Instead, the ROCK1 level is increased indirectly, one possible

mechanism being that BRG1 expression affects the degradation rate of the ROCK

proteins. This is supported by the fact that proteasome inhibitors induce stress fiber

formation in SW13 cells (Asp and Östlund Farrants, unpublished data).

The response of the actin filament organization observed in SW13 cells to BRG1

expression is not valid for all cell types, however.MiaPaCa2 cells, pancreatic carcinoma

cells that express BRG1 but lack BRM, gain actin filament bundles and become larger

Figure 1. SW13 cells were grown on cover slips overnight (right panel) and compared to a clone expressing

low levels of BRG1 (left panel) grown on cover slips for 48 h, subsequently fixed with 4% formaldehyde, and

stained with phalloidin.
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when the BRG1 protein is knocked down (Rosson et al., 2005). This is in contrast to

the effect of BRG1 on the actin filament organization in SW13 cells, but may be a

consequence of cell type differences. Rosso et al. point out that whereas the SW13 cells

have a defect in the Rb pathway (Stober et al., 1996; Strobeck et al., 2002; Hill et al.,

2004), MiaPaCa2 cells have defects both in the Rb and the p53 pathways, and the cells

express an oncogenic K‐ras (Aoki et al., 1997; Furuwatati et al., 1998). The Ras‐
signaling pathway affects the actin filament organization (Pawlak and Helfman, 2001;

Birgersdotter et al., 2005), where an activated Ras pathway influences the Rho,

Rac, and Cdc42 responses. The differences in cellular signaling context between the

SW13 and MiaPaCa2 cells may contribute to the different response of the actin

filament organization to BRG1 expression. The importance of the cell type in response

to BRG1 expression is shown in the study performed on another BRG1‐deficient and
BRM‐deficient cell line, the breast tumor cell line ALAB (Hendricks et al., 2004).

Expression of BRG1 in these cells causes cell cycle arrest, and this is linked to an

induction of the cdk inhibitor p21. These cells have a defect in the p53 pathway, and

the induction of p21 may be a result of activation of the TFG‐� pathway (Hendricks

et al., 2004). We have used ALAB cells to study the effect of BRG1 expression on

the actin filament organization (Asp and Östlund Farrants, unpublished results). The

actin filament organization in ALAB cells resembled that found in SW13 cells, with no

stress fiber‐like structures in the cytoplasm. BRG1 expression in these cells resulted in

the formation of thicker filaments in the cell body, similar to the effect seen in SW13

cells. Hendricks et al. (2004) performed a microarray screen on BRG1‐expressing
ALAB cells and detected several novel target genes that had not been found in

BRG1‐expressing SW13 cells (Liu et al., 2001). The genes were grouped into seven

groups (cell cycle, transcriptional regulation, signal transduction and regulation, Ca2þ

regulation and signaling, cell–cell or cell–matrix interactions, cytoskeleton, and

cell architecture), and several actin regulatory proteins, such as tropomyosin and

actinin, were upregulated in BRG1‐expressing ALAB cells. Interestingly, several cell

adhesion molecules, CD44, integrins, and moesin, were among the target genes

found in this cell line. Of these adhesion molecules, CD44 is a BRG1‐regulated gene

in SW13 cells (Strobeck et al., 2001). ALAB cells, as SW13 cells, do not express

oncogenic Ras, as MiaPaCa2 cells do, which could explain the similar response on

the actin filament organization to BRG1 expression in ALAB cells and SW13 cells.

Most research into the regulation of the actin filament organization in the cyto-

plasm has been conducted on fibroblasts. Fibroblasts display both cortical actin fila-

ments and thick stress fibers transversing the cell body (Presland et al., 2001; Fujita and

Braga, 2005; Jaffe andHall, 2005). All fibroblasts investigated express BRG1 and BRM

proteins together with the other SWI/SNF subunits, and fibroblasts thus have function-

al SWI/SNF complexes. Expression of an ATP‐deficient BRG1 in fibroblasts results in

an increase in cell size without major changes in the actin filament organization (Hill

et al., 2004). Cells expressing the dominant‐negative BRG1 still harbor thick stress fibers

similar to those found in the wild‐type cell, the difference displayed is that the number of

focal adhesions increases. The protein level of the focal adhesion protein paxillin is not

increased in these cells, nor is the actin level. Instead, these cells have higher levels of cell
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adhesion molecules, such as urokinase‐type plasminogen activator receptor (uPAR),

�V‐integrins and �5‐integrins. However, the higher amounts in cells are not caused

by transcriptional upregulation of the genes, since the mRNA level for uPAR stays the

same regardless whether the cells express the dominant negative BRG1 ATPase.

The formation of stress fibers is not necessary for the change in cell size and shape.

Reintroducing an ATP‐deficient BRG1 into SW13 cells results in larger cells, without

the formation of stress fiber‐like structures (Asp et al., 2002).

Mutations or deletions of the SNF5/INI1 result in an altered actin filament

organization. Since SNF5/INI1 is defect in rhabdoid tumors, many cell lines deficient

in the protein have been cloned. Introducing the SNF5/INI1 protein, restoring func-

tional SWI/SNF complexes (Phelan et al., 1999), into one of the rhabdoid tumor cell

lines induces cell cycle arrest in G1 (Ae et al., 2002; Versteege et al., 2002; Reincke

et al., 2003). The arrest is ascribed to the activation of the Rb pathway, giving a

downregulation of E2F targets, such as cyclin A, induction of ink4a and ink6

expression (Ae et al., 2002; Versteege et al., 2002). In contrast to BRG1 expression

in BRG1‐deficient cell line, SNF5/INI1 affects steps prior to the activation of the Rb

protein, such as regulation of cyclin D (Ae et al., 2002; Versteege et al., 2002; Zhang

et al., 2002). Expression of SNF5/INI1 also leads to dramatic changes in the cell shape

(Ae et al., 2002; Betz et al., 2002) and to actin filament rearrangement (Medjkane et al.,

2004). However, different effects have been reported. In many malignant rhabdoid

tumor cell lines (MTRs), including MON cells, introduction of SNF5/INI1 results in

large flat cells, indicating a similar response to SNF1/INI1 as that of SW13 to BRG1

expression (Ae et al., 2002; Betz et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2002). In a later study,

Medjkane et al. (2004) examined the actin filament rearrangements in MON cells on

SNF5/INI1 expression. MON cells are adherent cells that attach to the substratum,

and, in this study, the cells became smaller and rounder on SNF5/INI1 expression. The

actin filaments are rearranged and the stress fiber‐like structures present in parental cells
are lost 8 days after SNF5/INI1 induction. The global gene expression pattern of MON

cells expressing SNF5/INI1 was examined using microarrays of 22,000 human genes.

482 genes were affected by the expression of SNF5/INI1: 332 activated and 150

repressed. These genes were grouped into five groups: cell cycle regulation, cytoskeletal

regulation, cell matrix adhesion, signal transduction, and nuclear factors. The genes

activated by SNF5/INI1 include RhoE, Rho GTPase‐activating protein 4, N‐WASP,

WAVE 3, and cortactin. In SNF5/INI1‐expressing MON cells, in contrast to the

BRG1‐induced SW13 cells, the RhoA GTPase is affected, and inactivation of the

GTPase occurs, causing the stress fibers to disassemble. The activation of cytoskeleton

regulator genes occurs rather late, indicating that these genes are not direct targets.

In contrast, signal transduction molecules are induced early after SNF5/INI1 expres-

sion, and the signal molecules probably induce genes that control directly the actin

filament organization. The discrepancies in response between cells and studies may, also

in the case of SNF5/INI1, depend on cell context. The actin filament rearrangement

seems to be an indirect response to the restoration of functional SWI/SNF complexes,

and the determining factormust then be what specific direct targets are regulated in each

cell. This, in turn, depends on cell type, cell origin, cancer development, and substrata.
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Another SWI/SNF component, BAF57, is deleted in several breast tumor cell lines

(Decristofaro et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2005), but no report of actin filament rearran-

gements has been presented on reintroducing BAF57 into deficient cell lines.

Since the SWI/SNF complexes are evolutionarily conserved and are present not

only in mammals but also in yeast, insects, and amphibians, it is not surprising that

these complexes are involved in actin filament rearrangement in other species. Micro-

array studies performed on yeast strains in which the SWI/SNF ATPase SNF2/SWI2

has been deleted (swi2� strains) show that approximately 400 genes depend on a

functional SWI/SNF complex (Holstege et al., 1998; Sudarsanam et al., 2000). Many

of the genes affected in swi2� cells are actin‐regulatory proteins, such as tropomyosin,

but no alteration in the actin filament organization has been reported in swi2� cells.

In contrast, mutations or deletions in the yeast SWI2/SNF2 homologue Sth1p give

actin filament dislocations (Chai et al., 2002). Sth1 is part of the 15‐subunit ATP‐
dependent chromatin‐remodeling complex RSC, which is essential for yeast cells

(Cairns et al., 1996). A number of functional differences exist between the SWI/SNF

complexes, regulating different target genes, but more importantly, RSC is involved in

sister chromatin segregation and DNA repair (reviewed in Wang, 2003). Sth1 muta-

tions perturb the actin organization required for polarized growth during mitosis and

for forming projections during mating (Chai et al., 2002). Cells expressing a mutated

sth1 at the permissive temperature do not form actin filament cables but display large

actin lumps in the cytoplasm. These effects can be suppressed by stress sensors and by

protein kinase C 1 (PKC1), indicating that sth1 functions through a PKC1‐mediated

signaling pathway and affects an upstream effector of the PKC.

ATP‐dependent chromatin remodeling complexes of the SWI/SNF type exhibit

global effects on many different cellular processes, such as actin filament reorganiza-

tions both in yeast and mammalian cells. In particular, the levels of adhesion mole-

cules and signal transduction proteins, which affect the actin filament organization, are

changed in cells with nonfunctional complexes. However, the effect of ATP‐dependent
chromatin remodeling complexes on the actin filament organization in mammalian

cells depends on cell type, and the result of altering the expression of the same

component in different cell lines can give opposite results. The regulation of the actin

filament organization is complex and no SW1/SNF target gene has been identified as

the direct cause for actin rearrangements. The fact that the SWI/SNF complexes are

global transcription factors, activating or repressing many genes, makes it harder to

link one particular gene product to the actin filament reorganization. It is more likely

that many different genes, including signal transduction pathways, contribute to the

end result, and that the characteristics of each cell line are the determining factors.

Nevertheless, all cell lines investigated have responded by displaying altered levels of

cell adhesion molecules and proteins involved in Rho signaling. It is likely that these

proteins in turn influence the actin filament organization in cells, although in different

ways that depend on what other pathways are activated in particular cell line. The

alterations caused by the SWI/SNF complexes may be of great importance in devel-

opment since they resemble those occurring in epithelial–mesenchymal transitions,

a process which is vital during embryonic morphogenesis (Larue and Ballacosa, 2005).
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III. ACTIN IN THE NUCLEUS

A. Actin in Nuclear Processes

Interest in actin in the nucleus has risen in recent years and it has become clear that

actin is involved in several nuclear processes (reviewed in Olave et al., 2002; Pedersen

and Aebi, 2002; Blessing et al., 2004; Delanerol et al., 2005; Gettemans et al., 2005;

Pedersen and Aebi, 2005; Visa, 2005 ). However, it is not clear whether phalloidin‐
reactive actin filaments (F‐actin) can be detected in the nucleus of eukaryotic cells

under normal conditions. Filaments, or “nuclear rods or bundles,” are present in the

nuclei of stressed yeast cells and DMSO or heat‐treated mammalian cells, as well as in

cells overexpressing the actin‐binding protein cofilin (Gettemans et al., 2005). These

structures may have a different conformation than that of F‐actin in the cytoplasm.

Indication that actin filaments assemble in a different structure than the phalloidin‐
reactive form is the “rod” structures found in Dictyostelium discoideum (Sameshima

et al., 2001) and that monoclonal antibodies react differently to nuclear and cytoplas-

mic actin filaments (Gonsior et al., 1999). Thin filament structures composed of actin

and protein‐4.1 were found associated with the nuclear pore complex in Xenopus

oocytes, stretching into the nucleus (Kiseleva et al., 2004). Nuclear actin filaments

also appear in Xenopus oocytes during meiosis after nuclear envelope breakdown

(Lénárt et al., 2005). It is unclear, however, whether these filaments are built from

thin filaments that are already present in the nucleus or if actin molecules from the

cytoplasm move into the “nucleus” after nuclear envelope breakdown. F‐actin has

also been reported to be present in mammalian nuclei: F‐actin surrounds the nucleolus

in a transcription‐dependent manner (Zhang et al., 2004) and nuclear preparations

treated with the F‐actin (or actin filament)‐depolymerizing drug latrunculin release

chromatin‐modifying complexes (Andrin and Hendzel, 2004).

The presence of actin in the nucleus has been observed by immunoflourescence of

fixed cells by several antibodies. Figure 2 shows a staining of HeLa cells with the

monoclonal �‐actin antibody after staining with 4% formaldehyde. Indications of a

role for actin in the nucleus were reported as early as the 1980s, when a link between

actin and transcription was demonstrated (Egly et al., 1984; Sheer et al., 1984). The

abundance of actin in the cytoplasm, however, raised concerns of contamination from

the cytoplasm. Nevertheless, studies have reported that actin is involved in several

nuclear processes and that it is part of nuclear complexes. Actin has been implicated in

nuclear export of mRNAs (Kimura et al., 2000; Hofmann et al., 2001; Percipalle et al.,

2001), and several lines of evidence for a role of actin in transcription have emerged.

Actin is present at transcriptional sites in Chironomus tentans (Percipalle et al., 2003;

Kukalev et al., 2005), and it associates with RNP particles, such as hRNP36

(Percipalle et al., 2001) and hRNP65 in C. tentans (Percipalle et al., 2003), and hnRNP

U and hnRNP A/B in human cells (Percipalle et al., 2002; Kukalev et al., 2005).

Sjölinder et al. (2005) have shown that actin binds to the growing mRNA during

RNA pol II transcription and helps recruit a histone acetyl transferase (HAT), the

p2D10 protein, that is required for transcriptional elongation in C. tentans.
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Evidence for a role of actin in transcription is now emerging. Actin colocalizes, at

least partially, with actin transcription sites in immuflorescence images of actin and BrU

incorporation (Fig. 3A). Actin associates with all three types of eukaryotic RNA

polymerases: RNA pol I (Fomproix and Percipalle, 2004; Philimonenko et al., 2004),

pol II (Hofmann et al., 2004; Philimonenko et al., 2004), and pol III (Hu et al., 2004;

Philimonenko et al., 2004), and it is necessary for the activity or enhances the activity of

the RNApolymerases in vitro. These studies show that actin has a role in transcriptional

initiation and elongation, a function independent of chromatin (Hofmann et al., 2004;

Hu et al., 2004; Philimonenko et al., 2004). The three eukaryotic RNA polymerases are

specific for certain types of genes; pol I transcribes the nucleolar rRNA gene, pol II

transcribes mainly protein coding genes, and pol III transcribes genes for small RNAs,

such as 5S rRNA and tRNAs. The RNA polymerases have distinct structures, but they

share some subunits: RPABC2 and RPABC3 (Hu et al., 2004). It is tempting to suggest

that actin binds to theRNApolymerases through one of these shared subunits, and in this

way be recruited to transcriptional sites. Actin also binds to the phosphorylated CTD of

RNA pol II (Kukalev et al., 2005). What structure actin takes in transcription is not

known: asmonomers or as actin filaments. There is no experimental evidence that actin in

afilamentous form is associatedwith theRNApolymerases, but it cannotbe excluded that

very short oligomers of actin or atypic actin filament structures bind to the RNA poly-

merases. Actin‐binding proteins, such as cofilin, profilin, and gelsolin are also present in

the nucleus (Gettemans et al., 2005), but it is still unknown whether these protein bind to

actin as part of a complexwithRNApolymerases.Myosin, which is a component of stress

fibers in the cytoplasm, is also present in the nucleus in a specific isoform, nuclearmyosin 1

(NM1) (Pestic‐Dragovich et al., 2000). NM1 is implicated in pol I (Fomproix and

Percipalle, 2004; Philimonenko et al., 2004; Percipalle et al., 2006), pol II (Pestic‐Drago-

vich et al., 2000), andpol III transcription (Cavellán et al., 2006).NM1 is found at the pol I

gene by chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) (Philimonenko et al., 2004; Percipalle

Figure 2. Confocal images of HeLa cell nucleus, stained with a �‐actin monoclonal antibody (Sigma ac‐15)
(left panel), after having reduced a fuzzy cytoplasmic staining. The nucleoli are marked as lighter areas in the

dotted actin pattern in the nucleus. The nucleus stained with DAPI.
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et al., 2006), and interacts with actin in pol I transcription, although in a weak and

transient manner (Fomproix and Percipalle, 2004; Philimonenko et al., 2004; Percipalle

et al., 2006). NM1 also interacts with an ISWI‐containing ATP‐dependent chromatin

remodeling complex, the WSTF–ISWI (Cavellán et al., 2006; Percipalle et al., 2006),

indicating that NM1 is involved in recruiting chromatin remodeling complexes to the

pol I gene (Percipalle and ÖstlundFarrant, 2006).NM1 togetherwith theWSTF–ISWI is

also found at certain pol III genes, 5S rRNA and 7SL RNA genes, but not on snU6 gene

(Cavellán et al., 2006). The transient interaction between NM1 and actin may be a

prerequisite for the function of these proteins in transcription. Rather than being involved

in transcription asmotor proteins in actomyosin filaments, it has been suggested that actin

andNM1act asmolecular switches, interactingwhen transcription is activated (Fomproix

and Percipalle, 2004; Visa, 2005). Actin changes conformation on ATP binding and

hydrolysis (Muller et al., 2005; Pedersen and Aebi, 2005) and this feature could allow

actin to bind to different proteins in the different states. Actin could, therefore, act as a

molecular switch in the transition between transcriptional initiation and elongation.

Figure 3. (A) HeLa cells grown on cover slips were treated with 10 mM BrU for 10 minutes after osmotic

shock, fixed, and antibodies against BrU and actin were used to visualize transcription sites and the location

of actin in the nucleus. In the confocal images, BrU is red and actin green, and colocalization is shown by

yellow dots in the panel labeled merge. (B) HeLa cells grown on cover slips, fixed, and stained with

antibodies against BRG1 (red) and actin (red), colocalization is shown by yellow spots in the panel labeled

merge, which is a merge of the two confocal images to the left.
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SeveralARPs are located to the nucleus, and these are often associatedwith actin or other

ARPs (Pedersen and Aebi, 2005). The ARPs share a common ancestor with actin, having

the same structure, and anATP‐binding pocket but with an ATPase activity weaker than

actin in vitro, if any (Muller et al., 2005; Pedersen and Aebi, 2005). The ARPs evolution-

arily furthest away from actin have lost the ATPase activity, but it is still possible that the

ATP binding is retained (Muller et al., 2005). In one of the nuclear ARPs, Arp4, the

binding of ATP to the pocket changes the conformation and the binding properties of

Arp4 to other proteins (Sundana et al., 2005). ARPs are not associated with the RNA

polymerases, but are found together with actin in many other complexes in the nucleus.

Actin and ARPs are components of chromatin‐modifying complexes and chromatin‐
remodeling complexes (Blessing et al., 2004; Pedersen and Aebi, 2005).

B. Actin and ARPs in Chromatin‐Remodeling Complexes

Actin is a component of chromatin‐remodeling complexes from several species

(Table I). Two yeast complexes have been purified with actin and ARPs, INO80.com

and SWR1.com present. INO80.com has the SWI2/SNF2‐related ATPase INO80 and

it contains actin and three ARPs: Arp4, Arp5, and Arp8 (Shen et al., 2000). INO80.

com is involved in transcription and DNA repair, where it requires actin and ARPs for

Table I

Actin and ARPs in Chromatin‐Remodeling Complexes

Yeast Drosophila

Mammalian

cells

SWI/SNF complexes

SWI/SNF RSC BAP PBAP BAF PBAF

Arp7,

Arp9

Arp7,

Arp9

Actin,

BAP55

Actin,

BAP55

Actin(?),

BAF53

Actin(?),

BAF53

INO80 complexes

INO80.com SWR1.com – – INO80.com SRCAP

Actin,

Arp4,

Arp5,

Arp8

Actin,

Arp4,

Arp6

BAF53,

Arp5,

Arp8

BAF53,

Arp6

HAT complexes

NuA4 TIP60 TIP60/

TRRAP

Actin,

Arp4

Actin,

BAP55

Actin,

BAF53

BAF53/BAP55/Arp4 are orthologues.
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proper activity. The deletion of Arp5 or Arp8 compromises the ATPase activity,

chromatin remodeling, DNA binding, and the conversion by INO80.com of dDNA

in double strand breaks (DSB) into ssDNA (Shen et al., 2003). It has been shown that

this complex is recruited to the site of DSB by the phophorylation of histone H2A,

possibly through Arp4 (Morrison et al., 2004; van Attikum et al., 2004). Both Arp4

and Arp8 bind histones (Harata et al., 1999; Galarneau et al., 2000; Shen et al., 2003),

Arp8 with a specificity that preferentially binds histone H3 and H4, and Arp4 for H3,

H2A, and H2B (Harata et al., 1999; Shen et al., 2003). However, another protein in

INO80.com is also responsible for the interaction with histones, Nhp1 (Morrison

et al., 2004), and it is possible that Nhp1 and the ARPs together are required for the

binding to chromatin. The ARPs also have structural functions in the INO80.com.Arp8

is important for the integrity of the INO80 complex, since the presence of Arp4 and actin

are heavily reduced in purified INO80.com fromArp8� yeast cells (Jónsson et al., 2004).

Furthermore, the association of Arp5 with the complex depends on the presence of the

Ruv‐B proteins, INO80p, and ATP (Jónsson et al., 2004). SWR1.com contains the

ATPase SWR1 and loads H2AX into chromatin, thereby preventing heterochromatin

regions from spreading along chromosomes (Mizuguchi et al., 2004). It is also involved in

the DNA repair mechanism,most probably by exchanging histones close to the damaged

sites (Kobor et al., 2004; Mizuguchi et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2004). SWR1.com contains

actin and twoARPs:Arp4 andArp6, and shares the twoRuv‐Bproteinswith INO80.com

(Mizuguchi et al., 2004). A further yeast complex that shares actin, ARPs, and Ruv‐B
proteins with SWR1.com and INO80.com is NuA4, a histone acetyl transferase. NuA4

contains 13 subunits, including actin and Arp4 (Allard et al., 1999; Downs et al., 2004),

but it can disassemble to the small, trimeric piccolloNuA4 complex (Boudreault et al.,

2003). ATP bound to Arp4 promotes the disassembly of NuA4 into piccolloNuA4

(Sundana et al., 2005). This further supports the idea that actin and ARPs, with their

ability to change conformation onATP binding, provide a dynamic structural function in

complexes. PiccolloNuA4 has a slightly different HAT activity from that of NuA4 and is

involved in global acetylation of nucleosomes (Boudreault et al., 2003). NuA4 is involved

inmore restricted transcription andDNA repair and is recruited to phosphorylatedH2A

sites by Arp4 (Downs et al., 2004). All three complexes, INO80.com, SWR1.com, and

NuA4, are believed to act in concert at DSBs, possibly by actin and ARPs recruiting the

complexes to histones at the site of DNA damage, and, since actin and ARPs are shared,

tether the three different complexes to these sites (Morrison and Shen, 2005; van Attikum

and Gasser, 2005).

The yeast SWI/SNF complex and the related RSC complex contain two Arps: the

yeast specific Arp 7 and Arp 9 (Cairns et al., 1998; Peterson et al., 1998), both of which

are essential for the chromatin remodeling activity. The ATPase activity of these

ARPs, on the other hand, is not required for activity, suggesting that the Arps provide

a structural role (Cairns et al., 1998). Arp7 and Arp9 form heterodimers in the SWI/

SNF and RSC complexes, and it has been suggested that this dimer forms a connection

between complexes, and between complexes and chromatin (Szerlong et al., 2003).

Since the SWI/SNF complex and the RSC complex perform different roles in the yeast

cell, the ARPs do not provide the only docking proteins to chromatin. Other subunits
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in the complexes harbor protein‐interacting domains and domains that interact with

different histone modifications (Wang, 2003; Mohrmann and Verrijzer, 2005).

The RSC plays roles in diverse processes, most likely recruited to the sites of action

by different subunits. The complex is essential in such diverse processes as transcrip-

tion, DNA repair (Peterson and Côté, 2004), and chromosome segregation (Hsu et al.,

2003; Baetz et al., 2004; Huang et al., 2004), in which it is important for the association

of cohesin. In DNA repair process of DSB, the RSC complex is recruited at an early

step and close to the site of the DSB (Shim et al., 2005), and it is suggested to act before

the INO80.com, SWR1.com, and NuA4 (van Attikum and Gasser, 2005).

A human INO80.com (Jin et al., 2005) complex and a human SWR1.com (Cai et al.,

2005) complex, SRCAP, have been isolated. They contain approximately 12–15 subunits,

most of which are conserved between yeast and mammals. The two complexes contain

orthologues to the yeast ARPs: the mammalian INO80.com contains BAF53 (Arp4),

Arp5, and Arp8; and SRCAP contains BAF53 and Arp6. Actin, however, is not men-

tioned as a component of these mammalian complexes (Cai et al., 2005; Jin et al., 2005).

BAF53 is also part of a third complex, with which INO.80.com and SRCAP sometimes

are copurified, the human orthologue to the yeast histone 4‐HATNuA4, TIP60/TRRAP

(McMahon et al., 1998; Ikura et al., 2000; Cai et al., 2003; Doyon et al., 2004). The Ruv‐B
proteins TIP48 and TIP49 (pontin and reptin, respectively) are also shared between

INO80.com, SRCAP, and TIP60/TRRAP. In addition to the shared subunits, TIP60/

TRRAP has unique components and �‐actin is present in some of the preparation of the

human TIP60/TRRAP complex (McMahon et al., 1998; Cai et al., 2003). The yeast

SWR1 gene has two close orthologues in mammalian cells: the SRCAP gene and the

p400 gene display a high degree of homology to the SWR1 gene (Doyon and Côté, 2004;

Eissenberg et al., 2005). p400 is an SWI2/SNF2 ATPase/helicase and one of the unique

TIP60/TRRAP components. p400/DOM is the only SWR1 orthologue inDrosophila and

it is part of a large TIP60 complex, which also contains both actin andArp4 (Kusch et al.,

2004). Inmammalian cells TIP60/TRRAP has a wide variety of functions and is involved

in oncogenic transformation (McMahon et al., 1998; Deleu et al., 2001; Fuchs et al.,

2001), transcription (McMahon et al., 2000; Frank et al., 2001), and DNA repair (Murr

et al., 2005). Mammalian INO80.com and SRCAP have been linked only to DNA repair

(Cai et al., 2005; Jin et al., 2005). The large TIP60 isolated fromDrosophila combines the

TIP60/NuA4 HAT activity with the histone exchange activity (exchanging phospho‐
H2Av for unphosphorylated H2Av) of the yeast SWR1.com (Kusch et al., 2004),

a combination of activities that has also been suggested for the human TIP60/TRRAP

(Doyon and Côté, 2004). In contrast to the yeast and theDrosophila complexes, purified

human SRCAP can only bind to the phosphorylated histone H2AX, but not exchange it

for H2A at sites of DSB (Cai et al., 2005). Further studies must be conducted to elucidate

this difference in activity between complexes. The functions of actin and ARPs in human

INO80.com, SRCAP, and TIP60/TRRAP complexes are still unclear, but it has been

suggested that they recruit other subunits to the complexes by providing binding surfaces

(Visa, 2005).

The mammalian SWI/SNF complexes, both BAF complexes and the PBAF

(Mohrmann and Verrijzer, 2005), have been purified with actin and the mammalian
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Arp4 orthologue BAF53 (Zhao et al., 1998; O’Neill et al., 1999; Nie et al., 2000; O’Neill

et al., 2000; Xue et al., 2000; Lemon et al., 2001; Olave et al., 2002; Nie et al., 2003; Xu

et al., 2004; Yan et al., 2005). The Drosophila SWI/SNF complexes, BAP and PBAP,

also contain actin and the Drosophila Arp4 orthologue BAP55 (Mohrmann et al.,

2004). The function of actin in the mammalian BRG1 complexes is to enhance the

ATPase activity of the SWI/SNF complex and attach BRG1‐containing complexes to

the nuclear matrix (Zhao et al., 1998). In addition, BRG1 binds actin filaments and it

has been proposed that SWI/SNF complexes are in this way recruited to an actin

filament structure in nuclear matrix or at transcription sites (Rando et al., 2002).

However, actin is not part of all SWI/SNFs complexes isolated. Actin was not present

in the first purifications of SWI/SNF complexes, while BAF53 was present in all

preparations (Kwon et al., 1994; Wang et al., 1996a,b; Wang et al., 1998). When actin

had been reported to be present in the BRG1‐containing BAF complex (Zhao et al.,

1998), others still could not find actin in purified complexes. BRG1‐containing com-

plexes and BRM‐containing complexes associated with Sin3 or Sin3‐PRMT5 (Sif et al.,

2001; Pal et al., 2003), in the BAF‐complex (Sif et al., 1998), associated with EKLF in

E‐RC1 (Armstrong et al., 1998), associated with IKAROS (Kim et al., 1999), with

N‐Cor (Underhill et al., 2000), or in WINAC (Kitagawa et al., 2003) does not contain

actin. BAF53, on the other hand, is present in nearly all reported SWI/SNF complexes

(see Table II). The differences in the complex compositions suggest that actin is not a

bona fide component of mammalian SWI/SNF. We have addressed this by first care-

fully separating the cytoplasm from nuclei of HeLa cells and then extract the nuclei at

different KCl concentration (Fig. 4A). Tubulin and vinculin were used as cytoplasmic

markers to assess the purity of the nuclear fraction. Actin and BRG1 are clearly present

in the nuclear fraction, and both proteins require salt to be released from the chromatin

fraction, requiring similar KCl concentrations, approximately 0.3 M KCl. To further

examine whether they are released in a complex, we performed size exclusion fractio-

nations of nuclear extracts, which were prepared in the presence and absence of ATP.

Actin and BRG1 did not coelute with BRG1: actin was found in low Mr fractions

without ATP, and in the presence of ATP, it eluted at a higher Mr than BRG1 and at a

lowMr (Fig. 4B). We have also isolated BRG1‐containing SWI/SNF complexes devoid

of actin, both by biochemical chromatography and by immunoprecipitations (Fig. 4C).

However, ChIP analysis of BRG1‐target genes showed that actin, BRG1, and other

SWI/SNF components were present at the promoters in HeLa cells. This suggests that

SWI/SNF and actin operate in the vicinity of transcriptional initiation sites, and actin

may, therefore, copurify with SWI/SNF complexes under certain preparatory condi-

tions. It is likely that SWI/SNF and actin associate transiently, possibly by interactions

with the BAF53 subunit. BRG1 and actin also partially colocalize in immunofloure-

sence of fixed HeLa cells (Fig. 3B). In a similar manner, SWI/SNF complexes locate

in the proximity to RNA pol II at genes and RNA pol II has also been purified with

SWI/SNF components from human cells (Wilson et al., 1996; Neish et al., 1998). Since

actin associates with RNA polymerases, it may provide a bridge between SWI/SNF

complexes and RNA polymerases, and since they act so in close proximity they may

copurify.
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Table II

Subunit Composition of Mammalian and Drosophila SWI/SNF Complex Preparation

Kwon et al.,

1994

Wang et al., 1996

(Cloning of BAF47/INI1)

Wang et al.,

1996 (Cloning

of BAF55,

BAF70 &

BAF60)

Wang et al., 1998

(Cloning of BAF57)

Zhao et al.,

1998 (Cloning

of BAF53.

�‐Actin as

a subunit) Sif et al., 1998

Armstrong

et al., 1998

(Activates

beta‐globin
transcription)

Kim et al.,

1999 (SWI/

SNF with

Ikaros)

O’Neill et al.,

1999; O’Neill

et al., 2000

(SWI/SNF

with NuRD)

SWI/SNF‐A
SWI/SNF‐B SWI/SNF‐A SWI/SNF‐B SWI/SNF‐A IP BAF57 IP BRG1 SWI/SNF‐A BAF E‐RC1

Ikaros‐SWI/

SNF

PYR/

IKAROS

BAF250 BAF250 BAF250 BAF250 BAF250 BAF250 BAF250 BAF250

BAF200 BAF200 Mi2 Mi2

BRG1 BRG1 BRM BRG1 BRM BRG1/BRM BRG1 BRG1 BRG1 BRG1/BRM BRG1 BRG1 BRG1

BAF180 BAF180

BAF170 BAF170 BAF170 BAF170 BAF170 BAF170 BAF170 BAF170 BAF170 BAF170 BAF170 BAF170

BAF155 BAF155 BAF155 BAF155 BAF155 BAF155 BAF155 BAF155 BAF155 BAF155 BAF155 BAF155 BAF155

BAF110 BAF110 BAF110 Ikaros

Aiolos IKAROS

BAF60 BAF60 BAF60 BAF60 BAF60a,b,c BAF60 BAF60 BAF60 BAF60 BAF60 BAF60 BAF60a

HDAC1/2 HDAC2

BAF50 BAF57 BAF57 BAF57 BAF57 BAF57 BAF57 BAF57 BAF57 BAF57 BAF57 BAF57

BAF53 BAF53 BAF53 BAF53 BAF53 BAF53 BAF53 BAF53 BAF53 BAF53 BAF53 like

Actin Actin

BAF47 BAF47 BAF47 BAF47 BAF47 BAF47 BAF47 BA47 BAF47 BAF47 BAF47

BAF45 RbAp48 RbAp46

BAF43 HMG1

DR1



Underhill et al., 2000

(SWI/SNF with N‐Cor,
HDACs and splicing) Xue et al., 2000 (BAF/PBAF division)

Nie et al.,

2000

(Characteri-

zation of

BAF250) Sif et al., 2001 (SWI/SNF with Sin3A)

Lemon et al., 2001

(Hormone receptor mediated

in vitro

transcription)

N‐CoR 1 N‐CoR 2 BAF PBAF BAF PBAF PBAF BAF

BRG1

Complex 1

BRG1

Complex 2 BRM FLAG‐INI 1 FLAG‐INI 2 BAF PBAF

SRCAP

N‐Cor N‐Cor
BAF250 BAF240 BAF250 BAF240 BAF250 BAF250 BAF250 BAF250 BAF250 BAF250 BAF250

BAF200 Unknown BAF200 BAF200 BAF220 BAF220 BAF220

BRG1 BRG1 BRG1 BRG1 BRG1 BRG1 BRG1 BRG1 BRG1 BRG1 BRM BRG1/BRm BRG1/BRm BRG1/BRM BRG1

BAF180ab BAF180a BAF180a BAF180

BAF170 BAF170 BAF170 BAF170 BAF170 BAF170 BAF170 BAF170 BAF170 BAF170 BAF170 BAF170 BAF170 BAF170 BAF170

BAF155 BAF155 BAF155 BAF155 BAF155 BAF155 BAF155 BAF155 BAF155 BAF155 BAF155 BAF155 BAF155 BAF155 BAF155

SAP130

SF3a120

KAP‐1
BAF110 BAF110

HDAC2 HDAC2 HDAC12 HDAC1/2 HDAC1/2

BAF60a BAF60a BAF60a BAF60a BAF60a BAF60 BAF60 BAF60a BAF60ab

HDAC 3 HDAC 1–3

Sin3A Sin3A Sin3A Sin3A Sin3A

BAF57 BAF57 BAF57 BAF57 BAF57 BAF57 BAF57 BAF57 BAF57 BAF57 BAF57 BAF57

BAF53 BAF53 BAF53 BAF53 BAF53 BAF53 BAF53 BAF53 BAF53 BAF53 BAF53 BAF53 BAF53

BAF47 Actin Actin Actin Actin Actin Actin

– BAF47 BAF47 BAF47 BAF47 BAF47 BAF47 BAF47 BAF47 BAF47 BAF47 BAF47 BAF47 BAF47

SAP30 SAP30 RbAp48 RbAp48 RbAp48 RbAp48 RbAp4

(continued )



Olave et al.,

2002

(Neuro.spec

Baf53b)

Pal et al.,

2003

(SWI/SNF

with

methylation)

Nie et al.,

2003

(SWI/SNF

and leukemia)

Kitagawa

et al., 2003

(SWI/SNF

with

replication)

Xu et al.,

2004

(SWI/SNF

with

methylation)

Mohrman et al, 2004

Drosophila SWI/SNF

Yan et al.,

2005

(BAF200

identified as

ARID2)

bBAF

BRG1/

PRMT1 EBAF WINAC NUMAC BAP PBAP PBAF

BAF250 BAF250 BAF250a/b BAF250 BAF250 OSA

BAF200 BAF200

BRG1/BRM BRG1/BRM BRG1 BRG1/BRM BRG1 BRM BRM BRG1

p180 TOPOII� Polybromo BAF180

BAF170 BAF170 BAF170 BAF170 BAF170 BAP170 BAF170

BAF160 BAF155 BAF155 BAF155 BAF155 MOR MOR BAF155

(BAF155) EBAF140 FACT P105 BAP111 BAP111

EBAF100 CAF‐1p
ENL

PRMT5 EBAF70

HDAC2 VDR CARM1

BAF60 BAF60a/b BAF60a/b BAF60a BAF60 BAP60 BAP60 BAF60a

Sin3A

BAF57 BAF57 BAF57 BAF57 BAF57 BAP55 BAP55 BAF57

BAF53b BAF53 BAF53a BAF53 BAF53

Actin Actin �‐Actin Actin Actin Actin

BAF47 BAF47 BAF47 BAF47 BAF47 SNR1 SNR1 BAF47/SNF5

Table II (continued )
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We outline the physical conditions that enable cytoskeletal polymers, such as actin

filaments (AFs) and microtubules, to act as electrical transmission lines for ion flows

along their lengths. For AFs we propose a model in which each protein subunit is an

electric element with a capacitive, inductive, and resistive property due to the molecu-

lar structure of the filament and viscosity of the solution. Based on the conductivity

rules that apply to electrical circuits, we discuss the properties of ionic waves that

propagate along actin filaments. We then discuss the dynamics of C‐termini states in

microtubules and their networks, including the interactions with ions and signal

transmission via microtubule‐associated proteins. Experiments on ionic conductivity

along AFs and microtubules validate the basic assumptions postulated in our models.

As a consequence of these results we propose a new signaling mechanism in the cell,

especially in neurons, that involves clouds of ions surrounding protein filaments which

may travel without significant decay along the axon or the dendritic tree. These signals

may be utilized to control various membrane properties, for example, the transition

rate of ion channel opening and closing, local membrane conductivity, and vesicle

trafficking.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The prevailing view of neural information processing continues to be based on

passive properties of the membrane derived from the application of linear cable theory

to dendrites (Rall, 1959). Studies, however, have suggested nonlinear models that

accommodate new experimental evidence. Apparently these models are inconsistent

with the classical view in explaining the following observations: (1) significant fluctua-

tions of synaptic efficacy over short periods of time in response to a recent burst

of activation (Hempel et al., 2000), (2) a variety of active ion channels capable of

affecting the local membrane electric properties, and (3) local nonlinear responses,

pointing to highly specialized mechanisms correlated with specific inputs. On the other

hand, nonlinearities inherent in the new models (Koch and Segev, 2000; Segev and

London, 2000) give rise to a wider repertoire of computational capabilities such as

multiplication and fast correlation.

In this chapter we propose that functional electrodynamic interactions between

cytoskeletal structures and ion channels are central to the neural information‐
processing mechanism. These interactions are supported by long‐range ionic wave

propagation along microtubule networks (MTNs) and actin filaments (AFs) and

exhibit subcellular control of ionic channel activity, hence impact the computational

capabilities of the whole neural function. Cytoskeletal biopolymers, including AFs and

microtubules (MTs), constitute the backbone for wave propagation, and in turn

interact with membrane components to modulate synaptic connections and membrane

ion channels. Indeed, only recently clear functional interactions between these cyto-

skeletal structures have become apparent. Association of MTs with AFs in neuronal

filopodia appears to guide MT growth and plays a key role in neurite initiation

(Dehmelt and Halpain, 2004). This is further evidenced in neurons by the presence

of proteins that interact with both MTs and F‐actin, and proteins that can mediate

signaling between both types of filaments. This is likely used to control microtubular

invasion. The microtubule‐associated proteins (MAPs) MAP1B and MAP2, for

example, are known to interact with actin in vitro (Pedrotti et al, 1994; Togel et al.,

1998). Cross‐linking, MAP2 and/or MAP1B are very likely associated with both

types of filaments contributing to the guidance of MTs along AF bundles. Extensive

evidence confirms a direct interaction between AFs and ion channels and a regulatory

functional role associated with actin. Thus, it is clear that the cytoskeleton has a direct

connection to membrane components, in particular ion channels and synapses.

The possibility of an evolvable, dynamic, and responsive electrical circuitry within

the cell provided by actin and microtubule filaments could be of enormous conse-

quences to our understanding of the way cells operate internally and interact with their

environment. In particular, it would cast an entirely new light on cell differentiation,

cell division, and cell–cell communication. While an integrated theory of this type of

behavior is far from being constructed, its individual elements are gradually taking

shape.

Later, we demonstrate how each individual cytoskeletal component is capable of

supporting ionic wave propagation and how they may interact to manipulate incoming
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signals and control their effect on the neuron’s dynamic behavior. In Section II we

present a description of how the neural cytoskeleton interacts with the cell membrane.

In Section III we outline the physical mechanism of ion wave propagation along AFs.

The following section discusses the mechanism of long‐range spatiotemporal ion

waves along MTs. Section V integrates the mechanisms of signaling in the two types

of filaments into a cytoskeletal network. The chapter closes with a discussion and

conclusions.

II. THE INTERRELATION BETWEEN THE NEURAL CYTOSKELETON

AND THE MEMBRANE

Usually, F‐actin and microtubular cytoskeletal networks are thought to fulfill

separate, independent cellular roles. Highly dynamic actin networks are known for

their role in cell motility, in particular the spreading of the leading edge and contrac-

tion. The more stable microtubule cytoskeleton is best known for its importance in

cell division and organelle trafficking. However, studies provide a more unified role,

ascribing important roles to the actin cytoskeleton in cell division and trafficking

and important roles for MTs in the generation and plasticity of cellular morphology.

Coordination between the actin‐ and microtubule‐based cytoskeletons has been ob-

served during cellular migration and morphogenesis, processes that share some simila-

rities with neurite initiation (Dehmelt and Halpain, 2004). A direct physical association

between both cytoskeletons has been suggested because MTs often preferentially grow

along actin bundles and transiently target actin‐rich adhesion complexes. In neurons

certain plakins and neuron‐specific MAPs, like MAP1B and MAP2, may play a role

in linking MTs and AFs, helping in the transition from an undifferentiated state to

neurite‐bearing morphology.

MAP1B and MAP2 are both known to interact with actin in vitro (Selden and

Pollard, 1983; Sattilaro, 1986; Pedrotti and Islam, 1996; Togel et al., 1998). It is likely

that by cross‐linking, MAP2 and/or MAP1B associated with both cytoskeletons could

be involved in guidance of MTs along AF bundles. Alternatively, MAPs could shuttle

from MTs to actin and alter F‐actin behavior by actively cross‐linking AFs.

Little is known, however, about interactions between neuronal ion channels

and the cytoskeleton. Whole‐cell and single channel recordings showed that acute

disruption of endogenous AFs with cytochalasin D activated voltage‐gated Kþ cur-

rents in these cells, which was largely prevented by intracellular perfusion with the AF‐
stabilizer agent, phalloidin. Direct addition of actin to excised, inside‐out patches

activated and/or increased single Kþ channels. Thus, acute changes in actin‐based
cytoskeleton dynamics regulate voltage‐gated ion channel activity in bipolar neurons.

This may be indicative of a more general and quite appealing mechanism by which

cytoskeletal structures control feedback mechanisms in neuronal channels.

Theoretical and experimental studies of the electrical properties of AFs and MTs

in solution revealed their capability to act as biopolymer wires (Lin and Cantiello,

1993; Tuszynski et al., 2004). This means that these protein polymer filaments are
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capable of conducting nonlinear ionic waves and even amplifying the signal with

respect to the conducting solution (Priel et al., 2005). We conjecture a mechanism in

which a direct regulation of ion channels and thus synaptic strength by AFs and

associated cytoskeletal structures controls and modifies the electrical response of the

neuron. According to this scenario (Fig. 1), MTs arranged in networks of mixed

polarity receive signals in the form of electric perturbations from synapses via AFs

connected to MTs by MAP2 (Rodriguez et al., 2003) or via direct MT connections to

postsynaptic density proteins by molecules such as CRIPT (Passafaro et al., 1999).

These signals propagate in the form of ionic waves. Specific physical properties of the

propagating ionic waves will be discussed in sections that follow.

III. ACTIN FILAMENTS SUPPORT NONLINEAR IONIC WAVES

AFs are one‐dimensional polymers with an uneven distribution of electric char-

ges along the polymer’s length giving rise to a spatially dependent electric field ar-

ranged in peaks and troughs as originally postulated by Oosawa (1971). This implies

large changes in the density of small ions around the polymer with a large dielectric

discontinuity in the ionic distribution (Anderson and Record, 1990). The electrocon-

ductive medium is a condensed cloud of ions surrounding the polymer and separated

Figure 1. A scheme of the dendritic shaft with MTs arranged in networks of mixed polarity which receive

signals in the form of electric perturbations from synapses via AFs connected to MTs by MAP2, or via direct

MT connections to postsynaptic density proteins by molecules such as CRIPT. A spiny synapse is depicted in

the bottom right where an actin bundle enters the spine neck.
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from it due to the thermal fluctuations in the solution. The distance beyond which

thermal fluctuations are stronger than the electrostatic attractions or repulsions be-

tween charges in solution, is defined as the so‐called Bjerrum length, lB. With the

dielectric constant of the medium denoted by e, the Bjerrum length is given by

e2

4pee0lB
¼ kBT ð1Þ

for a given temperature T in Kelvin. Here e is the electronic charge, e0 the permittivity

of the vacuum and kB is Boltzmann’s constant. For a temperature of 293 K we find

that lB ¼ 7.13 � 10�10 m. Counterion condensation occurs when the mean distance

between charges, b, is such that lB/b ¼ S > 1. Each actin monomer carries an excess of

14 negative charges in vacuum, and accounting for events, such as protonation of

histidines, and assuming there to be three histidines per actin monomer, there exist 11

fundamental charges per actin subunit (Tang and Janmey, 1996). Assuming an average

of 370 monomers per mm we find that there are approximately 4 e/nm in agreement

with an earlier statement. Thus we expect a linear charge spacing of b ¼ 2.5 � 10�10 m

so S ¼ 2.85. As the effective charge, qeff, or renormalized rod charge is the bare value

divided by S we find qeff ¼ 3.93 e/monomer. Consequently, it can be shown that

approximately 99% of the counterion population is predominantly constrained with-

in a radius of 8 nm (Pollard and Cooper, 1986) round the polymer’s radial axis

(Zimm, 1986). Significant ionic movements within this “tightly bound” ionic cloud

are therefore allowed along the length of the actin, provided that it is shielded from the

bulk solution (Oosawa, 1970; Parodi et al., 1985).

Several intriguing experiments (Cantiello et al., 1991; Lin and Cantiello, 1993)

indicate the possibility of ionic wave generation along AFs. As the condensed cloud of

counterions separates the filament core from the rest of the ions in the bulk solution,

we expect this cloud to act as a dielectric medium between the two. It has both resistive

and capacitive components associated with each monomer that makes up the AF. Ion

flow is expected to occur at a radial distance from the surface of the filament approxi-

mately equal to the Bjerrum length. An inductive component is proposed to emerge

due to the actin’s double‐stranded helical structure that induces the ionic flow in a

solenoidal manner. Due to the presence of the sheath of counterions around the AF,

these polymers act as biological “electrical wires” (Lin and Cantiello, 1993) and have

been modeled as nonlinear inhomogeneous transmission lines propagating nonlinear

dispersive solitary waves.

Motivated by this picture, physical properties of the ionic distribution along a

short stretch of the polymer (the average pitch �35–40 nm) have been modeled by

Tuszynski et al. (2004) as an electrical circuit with nonlinear components (Fig. 2). The

main elements of the circuit are: (1) a nonlinear capacitor associated with the spatial

charge distribution between the ions located in the outer and inner regions of the

polymer, (2) an inductance due to the helical geometry of the filament, and (3) a

resistor due to the viscosity imposed by the solution.

The characteristic values of the electric components of the circuit are derived using

basic laws of electrodynamics. Starting with the conductive part we note that for actin
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in solution, a key feature is that the positively charged end assembles more quickly

than the negatively charged end (Sept et al., 1999). This results in an asymmetry in the

charges at the ends of the filaments and F‐actin’s electric polarization. Actin mono-

mers arrange themselves head‐to‐head to form actin dimers resulting in an alternating

distribution of electric dipole moments along the length of the filament (Kobayasi,

1964; Kobayasi et al., 1964). We assume, therefore, that there is a helical distribution

of ions winding around the filament at approximately one Bjerrum length (�1 nm).

This corresponds to a solenoid in which a fluctuating current flows as a result of a

voltage gradient between the two ends. This solenoidal flow geometry leads to an

equivalent electrical element possessing self‐inductance. From Faraday’s law we can

derive an effective inductance for the actin filament in solution by

L ¼ mN2A

l
ð2Þ

where l is the length of the F‐actin and A is the cross‐sectional area of the effective coil
given by

A ¼ pðractin þ lBÞ2 ð3Þ
The number of turns is approximated by simply working out how many ions could

be lined up along the length of a monomer. We would then be approximating the

helical turns as circular rings lined up along the axis of the F‐actin. We also take the

hydration shell of the ions into account in our calculation. The hydration shell is then

the group of water molecules oriented around an ion. It can be shown that L ¼ 1.7 pH

for the length of the monomer.

The capacitive element of the electric circuit is obtained following the observation

of oppositely charged layers surrounding the filament surface. We envisage the protein

surface’s negative charge to be distributed homogeneously on a cylinder defining the

filament surface. Furthermore, positive counterionic charges in the bulk are expected

to form another cylinder at a radius greater than the AF itself, approximately one

Figure 2. An equivalent electrical circuit for a segment of an actin filament.
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Bjerrum length, lB, away from the actin surface which includes the condensed ions.

The permittivity, e0, is given by e ¼ e0er where er is the relative permittivity which we

take to be that of water, that is, er ¼ 80. We take the length of an actin monomer

typically as a ¼ 5.4 nm and the radius of the actin filament, ractin, to be ractin ¼ 2.5 nm

(Chasan et al., 2002). The next step is to consider a cylindrical Gaussian surface of

length a whose radius is r such that ractin < r < ractin þ lB.
Application of Gauss’s law for the total charge enclosed in the cylinder gives us the

following expression for the capacitance

C0 ¼ 2pea

lnðractinþlB
ractin

Þ ð4Þ

With the parameters given above we estimate that the capacitance per monomer is

C0 ¼ 96 � 10�6 pF.

The resistive part is obtained from Ohm’s law. Taking into account the potential

difference and the current I, the magnitude of the resistance, R ¼ V/I, for an actin

filament is given by

R ¼ rlnððractin þ lBÞ=ractinÞ
2pa

ð5Þ

where � is the resistivity. Typically, Kþ and Naþ intracellular ionic concentrations are

0.15 M and 0.02 M, respectively (Tuszynski and Dixon, 2001). Kohlrausch’s law states

that the molar conductance of a salt solution is the sum of the conductivities of the

ions comprising the salt solution. Thus

s∧Kþ
0 cKþ þ∧Naþ

0 cNaþ ¼ 1:21ðOmÞ�1 ð6Þ

Using Eq. (6) with � ¼ ��1, the resistance estimate becomes R ¼ 6.11 M� which is

much lower than pure water since Rwater ¼ 1.8 � 106 M�.
To describe the properties of the whole filament, we simply connect n subcircuits

as described earlier to obtain an effective resistance, inductance, and capacitance,

respectively, such that:

Reff ¼
Xn

i¼1

1

R2;i

 !�1

þ
Xn

i¼1

R1;i ð7Þ

Leff ¼
Xn

i¼1

Li ð8Þ

and

Ceff ¼
Xn

i¼1

C0;i ð9Þ
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where R1,i ¼ 6.11 � 106 �, R2,I ¼ 0.9 � 106 �, such that R1,i ¼ 7R2,i. Note that we

have used R1,i ¼ R1, R2,i ¼ R2, Li ¼ L, and C0,i ¼ C0. For a 1 mm of the AF we find

therefore

Reff ¼ 1.2 � 109 �
Leff ¼ 340 � 10�12 H

Ceff ¼ 0.02 � 10�12 F

From Kirchhoff’s laws, one can derive an equation governing the propagation of

voltage along the filament (Tuszynski et al., 2004). One of the key aspects in this

model is the nonlinearity of the associated capacitance (Ma et al., 1999; Wang et al.,

1999) that eventually gives rise to the self‐focusing of the ionic waves. The equations

developed for the model originate from the application of Kirchhoff’s laws to the RLC

resonant circuit of a model actin monomer in a filament. Perhaps the most important

finding is the existence of the traveling wave which describes a moving transition region

between a high and low ionic concentration due to the corresponding intermonomeric

voltage gradient. The velocity of propagation was estimated to range between 1 and

100 m/s depending on the characteristic properties of the electrical circuit model. It is

noteworthy that these values overlap with action potential velocities in excitable tissues

(Hille, 1992).

Analysis of the model described earlier reveals the possibility of stationary waves

in time that may lead to the establishment of spatial periodic patterns of ionic

concentration. Lader et al. (2000) applied an input voltage pulse with amplitude of

approximately 200 mV and duration of 800 ms to an AF, and measured electrical

signals at the opposite end of the AF indicating that AFs support ionic waves in the

form of axial nonlinear currents. In an earlier experiment (Lin and Cantiello, 1993), the

wave patterns observed in electrically stimulated single AFs were remarkably similar to

recorded solitary waveforms for electrically stimulated nonlinear transmission lines

(Lonngren, 1978). Considering the AF’s highly nonlinear physical structure and thermal

fluctuations of the counterionic cloud (Oosawa, 1971), the observation of soliton‐like
ionic waves is consistent with the idea of AFs functioning as biological transmission lines.

This section only provides an indication as to a realistic model of actin that

can support soliton‐like ionic traveling waves. Modeling relies on data constrained

by experimental conditions, and/or assumptions made, including the charge density,

which is calculated based on the net surface charges of actin. It should also be con-

sidered that soliton velocity is directly proportional to the magnitude of the stimulus,

which in a biological setting has not been formally described. Actin interacts with a

number of ion channels of different ionic permeability and conductance. Thus, it is

expected that channel opening, single channel currents, and other channel properties,

including the resting potential of the cell may significantly modify the amplitude and

velocity of the soliton‐supported waves. This should correlate with the velocity of the

traveling waves along channel‐coupled filaments. Other parameters that may play a

role in this type of electrodynamic interaction are the local ionic gradients and the

regulatory role of actin‐binding proteins, which can help “focus” the conductive

medium or otherwise impair wave velocity.
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IV. LONG‐RANGE SPATIOTEMPORAL IONIC WAVES

ALONG MICROTUBULES

MTs are long hollow cylinders made of ��‐tubulin dimers (Dustin, 1984). These

structures have outer diameter measuring approximately 25 nm and inner diameter of

approximately 15 nm. MTs form by polymerization of ��‐tubulin dimers in a GTP‐
dependent process. MTs typically consist of 13 protofilaments and each mm of MT

length consists of approximately 1650 heterodimers. It has become apparent that

neurons utilize MTs in cognitive processing. Both kinesin and MAP2 that associate

with MTs have been implicated in learning and memory (Woolf et al., 1999; Khuchua

et al., 2003). Dendritic MTs are implicated in particular, and it is highly probable that

the precisely coordinated transport of critical proteins and mRNAs to the postsynaptic

density via kinesin along MT tracks in dendrites is necessary for learning, as well as for

long‐term potentiation (LTP) (Kiebler and DesGroseillers, 2000).

The following molecular dynamics (MD) simulation results focus on the C‐termini

of neighboring tubulins, whose biophysical properties have a significant influence on

the transport of material to activated synapses. This affects cytoskeletal signal trans-

duction and processing as well as synaptic functioning related to LTP. Using MD

modeling we calculated conformation states of the C‐termini protruding from the

outer surfaces of MTs and strongly interacting with other proteins, such as MAP2

and kinesin (Sackett, 1995). To elucidate the biophysical properties of C‐termini and

gain insight into the role they play in the functioning of dendrites, we developed a

quantitative computational model based on the available biophysical and biochemical

data regarding the key macromolecular structures involved, including tubulin, their

C‐termini, and associated MAP2. The proposed model of the C‐termini microtubular

network is schematically illustrated in Fig. 3, where the tubulin dimer is considered to

be the basic unit. Each dimer is decorated with two C‐termini that may either extend

outwardly from the surface of the protofilament or bind to it in one of few possible

configurations.

Figure 3. A schematic illustration of the C‐termini microtubular network in a dendrite.
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The most dynamic structural elements of the system (i.e., its elastic and electric

degrees of freedom) are envisaged as conformational states of the C‐termini. Each state

of the unbound C‐terminus evolves so as to minimize the overall interaction energy of

the system. The negatively charged C‐termini interact with (1) the dimer’s surface,

(2) neighboring C‐termini, and (3) adjacent MAPs. While the surface of the dimer is

highly negatively charged overall, it has positive charge regions that attract the

C‐termini causing them to bend and bind in a “downward” state. The energy difference

between the two major metastable states is relatively small, on the order of a few kBT

(Priel et al., 2005).

Our simulations indicate the ability of an ionic wave to trigger a coupled wave of

C‐termini state changes from their upright to downward orientations. Four examples

of “up” and “down” states of the C‐termini obtained through bead‐spring model

simulations are shown in Fig. 4 (left) and results from molecular dynamics simulations

Figure 4. Examples of the conformational states of the C‐termini in a tubulin dimer (right) and results from

bead‐spring model simulations (left).
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for an actual tubulin dimer are shown in Fig. 4 (right). Calculations of the energy‐
minimized positions of the individual beads representing the amino acids of the

C‐terminus in two equivalent forms reveal that the probability of the down position

which includes all cases of full or partial attachment is approximately 15%. This means

that the system has two major states with a strong bias toward the stretched‐up state.

In the remainder of this section, we present an MD simulation study of the inter-

action between MTs and MAP2, followed by preliminary experimental results of ionic

wave conduction by MTs.

A simplified model of the interaction between MAP2 and its ionic environment via

counterions was used to investigate the ability of MAP2 to function as a “biological

wire” that transfers the conformational change in a C‐terminus state to an adjacent

MT (Fig. 5).

A perturbation applied to the counterions at one end of the MAP2 drives them

out of equilibrium and initiates a wave that travels along the MAP2 (Priel et al., 2005).

Figure 6 depicts the main result for a localized perturbation applied for a few picose-

conds to the counterions near the binding site of an MAP2. Wave propagation along

the chain of counterions is demonstrated as a counterions’ displacement parallel to

MAP2.

To validate the proposed model we have conducted experiments on electrostimu-

lation of MTs in solution. A detailed description of the experiment and its results is

given in Priel et al. (2006). Here we only describe the main aspects of the preliminary

work on this phenomenon. Figure 7 depicts the experimental setup used. Isolated

taxol‐stabilized MTs have been shown to be able to amplify an electric signal applied to

Figure 5. An illustration of a microtubule C‐terminus conformational change transfer process. Ionic waves

travel along an adjacent MAP via local perturbations to the bounded counterions.
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them through amicropipette. The input signal was of 5–10ms duration with amplitude in

the range of�200 mV. The signal that arrived at the other end of the MTwas more than

twice higher than the signal recorded in a control experiment where the same two pipettes

were immersed in a solution with no MT making contact to them. The calculated

conductivity of MTs was found to be on the order of 10 nS, indicating a high level of

ionic conductivity along an MT. By comparison, for a typical ion channel the

corresponding value ranges between 5 and 200 ps.

V. DENDRITIC CYTOSKELETON INFORMATION PROCESSING MODEL

Our hypothesis states that the cytoskeletal biopolymers constitute the backbone

for ionic wave propagation that interacts with, and regulates dendritic membrane

components, such as ion channels, to effectively control synaptic connections. Figure 1

Figure 6. Propagation of a localized perturbation applied to counterions near the binding site of an MAP2.

Figure 7. Schematic representation of the experimental setup used for the measurements of MT’s ionic

conductivity. The MT is attached to two micropipettes that are connected to signal amplifiers.
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depicts a portion of the dendritic shaft where MTs are decorated by C‐termini and

interconnected by MAP2 (thick line). Connections between MTs and AFs are shown

as well as two types of synaptic bindings. On the upper left side, actin bundles bind to

the postsynaptic density (PSD) of a spineless synapse. On the lower right hand a spiny

synapse is shown, where actin bundles enter the spine neck and bind to the PSD, which

at the other end, is connected to the MTN.

We envision a mechanism in which a direct regulation of ion channels and thus

synaptic strength by AFs and associated cytoskeletal structures controls and modi-

fies the electrical response of the neuron. In this picture, MTs arranged in networks

of mixed polarity receive signals in the form of electric perturbations, from synapses

via AFs connected to MTs by MAP2 (Rodriguez et al., 2003), or via direct MT

connections to postsynaptic density proteins by molecules such as CRIPT (Passafaro

et al., 1999). As discussed later, the MTN may be viewed as a high‐dimensional

dynamic system where the main degrees of freedom are related to the conformational

state of the C‐termini. The input signals perturb the current state of the system that

continues to evolve. Hypothetical integration of the ideas mentioned earlier is outlined

as follows. Electrical signals arrive at the PSD via synaptic transmission, which in turn

elicits ion waves along the associated AFs at the synaptic spine. These dendritic input

signals propagate in the form of ionic waves through AFs to the MTN where they

serve as input signals. The MTN, operating as a large high‐dimensional state machine,

evolves these input states, for example, by dynamically changing C‐termini conforma-

tion. The output from the MTN is the state of the system that may propagate via AFs

to remote ion channels. These output functions are assumed to regulate the temporal

gating state of voltage‐sensitive channels. This process subsequently regulates the

membrane conductive properties and controls the axon hillock behavior by changing

the rate, distribution, and topology of open/close channels. The overall functions of

the dendrite and neuron can thus be regulated in this manner.

The attractiveness of the concept that the cytosol, with its cytoskeletal structures

may behave as a large dynamical system is clear as it provides a means for real‐time

computation without the need for stable attractor states. Moreover, the output is

relatively insensitive to small variations in either the MTN (cytoskeletal networks) or

the input patterns. It should be noted that the temporal system’s state evolves contin-

uously, even without external inputs. Recent perturbations, however, have a long‐term
effect on the MTN trajectories, that is, there is a memory effect inherent to this system

(not to be mistaken with synaptic LTP, which has a much longer timescale). The

output from the MTN may converge at or near ion channels to regulate their temporal

behavior. The issue of adaptation requires a feedback mechanism that will, at least

locally, enable the change of the output function. In the context of neuronal function,

with focus on processivity, synaptic strengthening, LTP, and memory enhancement,

the output function may simply reflect an effect of the MTN on synaptic channel

function, such that the desired state of the channel appears to have a higher probability

of being open/close on the presentation of the associated input pattern. One

possibility is a Hebbian‐based response where a more frequent activity of certain
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subdomains of the MTN output states gives rise to higher/lower density of AFs

connecting to corresponding channels.

VI. DISCUSSION

Considering the abundance of MTNs and AFs in axons and dendritic trees, the

findings and theoretical models described earlier may have important consequences for

our understanding of the signaling and ionic transport at an intracellular level. Exten-

sive new information (Janmey, 1998) indicates that AFs are both directly (Chasan

et al., 2002) and indirectly linked to ion channels in both excitable and nonexcitable

tissues, providing a potentially relevant electrical coupling between these current

generators (i.e., channels), and intracellular transmission lines (i.e., AFs, MTs). Fur-

thermore, both filaments are crucially involved in cell motility and, in this context,

they are known to be able to rearrange their spatial configuration. In nerve cells AFs

are mainly located in the synaptic bouton region, whereas MTs are located in both

dendrites and the axon. Again, it would make sense for electrical signals supported by

these filaments to help trigger neurotransmitter release through a voltage‐modulated

membrane deformation leading to exocytosis (Segel and Parnas, 1991). Actin is also

prominent in postsynaptic dendritic spines, and its dynamics within dendritic spines

has been implicated in the postsynaptic response to synaptic transmission. Kaech et al.

(1999) have shown that general anesthetics inhibit this actin‐mediated response.

Among the functional roles of actin in neurons, we mention in passing glutamate

receptor channels, which are implicated in long‐term potentiation. It is therefore

reasonable to expect ionic wave propagation along AFs and MTs to lead to a broad

range of physiological effects.

The results of the MD modeling described earlier raise the possibility of transmit-

ting electrostatic perturbations collectively among neighboring C‐termini and from

C‐termini on one MT to those C‐termini on another MT via MAP2. The potential

importance of collective conformational states of C‐termini and of transmitting pertur-

bations among the C‐termini as a novel information‐processing mechanism operating

at a subneuronal level is clear. MAP2 and kinesin bind near to the C‐termini on tubu-

lin and the electrostatic properties of C‐termini affect this binding (Thorn et al., 2000;

Al‐Bassam et al., 2002). Hence the conformational states of the C‐termini must at some

point be taken into account in order to understand neural processing that depends on

transport of synaptic proteins inside of neurons. Kim and Lisman (2001) have shown

that inhibition of MTmotor proteins reduces an AMPA receptor‐mediated response in

hippocampal slices. This means that a labile pool of AMPA‐receptors depends on MT

dynamics, and MT‐bound motors determine the amplitude of excitatory postsynaptic

currents (EPSC). A walking kinesin carries with it proteins or mRNA molecules.

Since kinesin binds to an MT on a C‐terminus, as it steps on it, it brings the

C‐terminus to the MT surface and makes it ineffective in binding for the next kinesin

over a period of time that it takes the C‐terminus to unbind and protrude outside. From

this we can deduce that long stretches of C‐termini in the upright position are going to
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be most efficient at transporting kinesin and kinesin cargo while C‐termini that lie flat

are expected to be most efficient at detaching kinesin. Thus, in considering the traffick-

ing of many kinesins, collective electrostatic effects of C‐termini become crucially

important. Collective states that correspond to transport strategies that will send

optimal numbers of kinesin molecules to synaptic zones are likely to occur when

synapses are activated (e.g., when synapses are generating EPSCs). One type of kinesin

cargo associated with learning and memory is the NMDA receptor, which is well

known to be associated with LTP. The PSDmight be expected to require replenishment

of NMDA receptors at a later time than AMPA receptors are replenished (Kim and

Lisman, 2001). Kinesin (specifically KIF17) actively transports NMDA receptor 2B

subunits (NR2B) to the region of the PSD (Guillaud et al., 2003). Once NR2B is in the

vicinity of an active synapse it dissociates from kinesin and then becomes associated

with the PSD, presumably using actin transport as an intermediary step. Hence kinesin‐
mediated transport of NMDA receptors along MTs has a built‐in negative feedback

mechanism: whenever too many NMDA receptors are transported to the synaptic site

(often located on a spine head), then those NMDA receptors can initiate proteolytic

breakdown of MAP2. The latter event would be expected to reduce further transport

of NMDA receptors to the synaptic site. The signal transduction molecule CaMKII

is also critical for learning and LTP. Similar to the NMDA receptor, CaMKII is

transported to active synapses via a kinesin‐mediated transport mechanism. However,

it appears to be the mRNA for CaMKII to a larger extent than the protein that is

transported to spines, since dendrites are enriched with polyribosomes and CaMKII

mRNA (Steward and Schuman, 2001). Ribosomes are redistributed from dendrites to

spines with LTP (Ostroff et al., 2002). Local translation of CaMKII� in dendrites

appears to be necessary for the late phase of LTP, fear conditioning and spatial memory

(Miller et al., 2002). Moreover, changes in synaptic efficacy are often accompanied by

changes in morphology; reorganization of underlying MTs is a fundamental factor for

these morphological changes.

In summary, this chapter broadly described the physical conditions that enable

cytoskeletal polymers, such as AFs and MTs, to act as electrical transmission lines for

ion flow along their lengths and along MAP‐mediated interconnections between

adjacent filaments. In the case of AFs we propose a model in which each protein

subunit is equivalent to an electric circuit oscillator. The physical parameters used in

the model were evaluated based on the molecular properties of the polymer. Using the

general conductivity rules that apply to electrical circuits, we analyzed the properties

of ionic waves that propagate along AFs and compared these values to those observed

in earlier experiments. In the context of the role played by MTs in neurons, we

described the dynamics of C‐termini states. We discussed both individual MTs and

their networks, including the interactions with ions and signal transmission via MAPs.

Experiments on ionic conductivity along AFs and MTs show the validity of the basic

assumptions postulated in our models. In light of these results we conjectured a new

dendritic‐signaling mechanism that involves ion waves along cytoskeletal polymers,

which may travel without significant decay over tens of microns, potentially affecting

the function of synapses and ion channels.
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In this chapter we summarize experimental evidence supporting the hypothesis that

rapid modifications of actin cytoskeleton dynamics may represent cellular sensory

machinery, receiving extracellular signals and mediating early cell responses. A model

“from structure to function” for actin cytoskeleton dynamics and signaling is pre-

sented. Nongenomic signaling pathways triggering rapid actin reorganization are

analyzed and their regulatory role in various cell functions is discussed. The emerging

data thus obtained on impaired actin cytoskeleton dynamics and signaling in malig-

nant cells are addressed and potential strategies that can be applied for the manipula-

tion of cancer cells based on these findings are provided. It is concluded that rapid

modifications of actin cytoskeleton dynamics regulated by specific signaling pathways

play a pivotal role in early nongenomic cell responses. Studying and understanding
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actin dynamics and signaling in malignant cells may represent a novel and challenging

domain for cancer treatment in the future.

I. INTRODUCTION

The actin cytoskeleton is a dynamic structure providing architectural support

and functional flexibility in cell morphology. The microfilament network primarily

underlies the plasma membrane. The organization and dynamics of these structures in

nonmuscle cells are regulated by a large number of actin‐associated and/or actin‐
binding proteins. According to their functional role, these proteins may be divided

into four major groups: (1) a group regulating actin polymerization dynamics via

specific binding to G‐ or F‐actin and barbed or pointed end of the filaments, (2) a group

controlling the cross‐linking and bundling of filaments, (3) a group regulating the

formation of specific microfilament structures, for example, stress fibers, lamelipodia,

filopodia, or membrane ruffles, and finally (4) a group regulating the attachment and

interactions of actin filamentous structures to plasma membrane.

At present it is well established that rapid changes in actin cytoskeleton dynamics

induce potent reorganization of actin filaments. Restructuring of actin microfilament

network is modifying cell‐substratum adhesion and controlling many aspects of cellu-

lar physiology. These include cell motility (Pollard and Borisy, 2003; Wozniak et al.,

2004), cytokinesis (Theriot and Satterwhite, 1997; Kaibuchi et al., 1999), regulation of

cell shape and volume (Theodoropoulos et al., 1992), membrane trafficking of recep-

tors (Mills et al., 1994; Durrbach et al., 1996) or ion channels (Cantiello, 1995;

Papakonstanti et al., 1996), secretion (Bretscher, 1991; Muallem et al., 1995; Kampa

et al., 2002; Charalampopoulos et al., 2005), and endocytosis (Durrbach et al., 1996;

Caron and Hall, 1998). In addition, actin cytoskeleton reorganization is reported to be

involved in transcriptional regulation (Miralles et al., 2003). From these and many

other reports it has become widely accepted that modifications in microfilament

dynamics play a pivotal role in various cell responses (Isenberg, 1996) and seem to

be involved in a large number of human diseases (Carpenter, 2000).

Based on these findings, we have previously postulated that rapid modifications of

actin cytoskeleton dynamics may represent cellular sensory machinery receiving extra-

cellular signals and mediating early cell responses (Papakonstanti et al., 2000a). In

order to examine this complex hypothesis, three major issues should be successfully

addressed: (1) How to study quantitatively actin dynamics in various cell models?

(2) Which are the signaling pathways regulating the rapid changes in actin polymeri-

zation dynamics? (3) What is the biological role of rapid actin reorganization in cellular

functions? The present chapter summarizes the experimental evidence addressing these

questions. Nongenomic signaling pathways triggering rapid actin reorganization and

their regulatory role in various cellular systems will be presented. The role of altered

actin dynamics and signaling in tumor cells will be reviewed and potential applications

will be discussed. Finally, a “structure to function model” for actin cytoskeleton

dynamics supporting the above hypothesis will be presented and discussed.
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II. STUDYING ACTIN CYTOSKELETON DYNAMICS

The last decade saw the elaboration of appropriate techniques to quantitatively

measure the intracellular actin polymerization rate. This allowed a detailed, time‐
dependent analysis of actin dynamics in various cell models. The polymerization

equilibrium of actin dynamics was expressed as the ratio of monomer (G‐) to total‐
actin content (Theodoropoulos et al., 1992). The methodological tools widely used are:

(1) the DNase I inhibition assay (Blikstad et al., 1978) adapted for monomer‐ and
total‐actin content determination in cell preparations (Theodoropoulos et al., 1992),

(2) the rhodamine‐phalloidin fluorescence assay (Cable et al., 1995) for filamentous

actin quantification, and (3) Western blot analysis of detergent soluble and insoluble

cell extracts (Nurko et al., 1996) for monomer‐ and filamentous‐actin measurements.

The introduction of the G‐/total‐ and G‐/F‐actin ratio (Theodoropoulos et al., 1992;

Papakonstanti et al., 1996; Stournaras et al., 1996; Jordan andWilson, 1998) proved to

be a useful tool in expressing quantitatively the time‐dependent modifications of

cellular actin cytoskeleton dynamics.

A. Actin Cytoskeleton Dynamics in Malignant Cells

By applying these techniques, others and ourselves have provided ample experi-

mental evidence for the importance of actin cytoskeleton rearrangements in various

cell models. One aspect of specific interest was focused on the role of actin organiza-

tion in malignant cells. The sensitive dynamic equilibrium of G‐ to F‐actin was found

actively modulated during malignant cell transformation (Stournaras et al., 1996;

Jordan and Wilson, 1998). We found that actin polymerization dynamics may charac-

terize malignant transformation, since systematic quantitative determinations of

G‐, F‐, and total‐actin content in various malignant cell types revealed important

alterations of the actin cytoskeleton dynamics (Katsantonis et al., 1994; Koukouritaki

et al., 1996, 1999; Stournaras et al., 1996; Moustakas and Stournaras, 1999; Kampa

et al., 2002; Kallergi et al., 2003; Papakonstanti et al., 2003). Figure 1 summarizes the

conceptual conclusions of these findings. In particular, in all malignant cell types

investigated, a dramatic decrease of total‐ and F‐actin content and an increase of

the relative monomer‐actin level were documented as compared to measurements in

the corresponding marker in normal cells. Consequently, a significant increase in the

G‐/total‐actin ratio was calculated in malignant cells, indicating that this ratio may

represent a novel tumor marker for cell transformation (Jordan and Wilson, 1998).

In addition, transformed cells showed impaired microfilament organization and

stability, as indicated by morphological analysis in the presence of increasing concen-

trations of actin‐destabilizing agents, for example, cytochalasins (Katsantonis et al.,

1994; Stournaras et al., 1996). The impaired actin microfilament organization and

stability was also correlated with the disassembly of focal contacts and enhanced

motility. This was clearly demonstrated in LNCaP and DU145 human prostate cancer

cells (Hatzoglou et al., 2005), inMCF7 human breast cancer cells (Kallergi et al., 2003),
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and in NIH‐3T3/H‐Ras–transformed fibroblasts (Moustakas and Stournaras, 1999).

These reports indicate a potential important role of actin dynamics in regulating cell

phenotype during malignant transformation.

III. NONGENOMIC SIGNALING PATHWAYS TRIGGERING RAPID ACTIN

REORGANIZATION AND REGULATING CELL RESPONSES

Rapid reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton is one of the earliest cellular

responses to many extracellular signals. So far, various signals including growth

factors, hormones, cytokines, ions, and opioids have been studied by our group during

the last decade. Binding and activation of appropriate membrane receptors or ion

channels by these factors trigger key signaling effectors via nongenomic pathways that

regulate actin remodeling. Table I summarizes part of these results. In the following

sections some of the most exciting and prominent ones will be given.

A. Example I: Actin Reorganization as a Predominant Event in Nongenomic Steroid

Hormone Signaling

In recent years, several reports have indicated that steroid hormones may induce

cell responses in cells lacking classical receptors. In addition, very rapid effects were

also obtained, occurring during a time lag noncompatible with the classical genomic

action of steroid hormones (Wehling, 1997; Losel and Wehling, 2003; Norman et al.,

2004). These findings led to the identification of estrogen‐, progesterone‐, glucocorti-
coid‐, and androgen‐binding sites in the plasma membrane, which are considered as

new receptors for the steroid hormone action (Jensen, 1996; Koukouritaki et al., 1996;

Grazzini et al., 1998; Nadal et al., 1998; Nemere and Farach‐Carson, 1998; Benten
et al., 1999; Kampa et al., 2002).

Figure 1. The sensitive dynamic equilibrium of monomeric G‐actin to filamentous F‐actin is actively

modulated during malignant cell transformation.
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Table I

Extracellular Signals Activating Nongenomic Signaling Toward Actin Reorganization in Different Tissues or Cell Types

Cell mode/tissue Signal Signaling molecules Rapid/nongenomic Long term References

Liver ‐Naþ ? Yes Yes Theodoropoulos et al., 1992

‐Insulin
Kidney Glucocorticoids cAMP‐FAK‐paxillin Yes Yes Koukouritaki et al.,

1996, 1999

Kidney Naþ/Pi PLC‐?1‐villin Yes No Papakonstanti et al.,

1996, 2000b

Kidney Opioids PI‐3K‐PAK‐Cdc42/Rac1 Yes ‐ Papakonstanti and

Stournaras, 2002

Kidney Opioids LIMK1‐cofilin ‐ Yes Papakonstanti and

Stournaras, 2002

Fibroblasts TGF‐� RhoA/B‐ROCK‐LIMK2‐cofilin Yes Yes Moustakas and Stournaras,

1999; Vardouli et al., 2005

Breast Opioids FAK‐PI‐3K‐Cdc42/Rac1 Yes No Kallergi et al., 2003

Prostate Androgens FAK‐PI‐3K‐Cdc42/Rac1 Yes Yes Kampa et al., 2002;

Papakonstanti et al., 2003;

Hatzoglou et al., 2005

Kidney TNF FAK‐paxillin‐PI‐3K‐Cdc42/PLC‐?1 Yes Yes Papakonstanti and

Stournaras, 2004

Sympathoadrenal

cells

Neurosteroids PI‐3K/PLC‐�1 Yes No Charalampopoulos

et al., 2005



A detailed analysis of the involvement of actin cytoskeleton dynamics in nonge-

nomic steroid action was initially reported for glucocorticoids (Koukouritaki et al.,

1996, 1997). In these reports, exposure of Ishikawa human endometrial cells to

dexamethasone was shown to induce rapid actin polymerization and a marked

decrease in the G‐/total‐actin ratio. Systematic morphological analysis revealed a clear

reorganization of actin cytoskeleton and stabilization of microfilamentous structures.

From these findings it was concluded that rapid restructuring of the actin network

offered new perspectives for the understanding of early cellular responses to the

glucocorticoids (Koukouritaki et al., 1996). The key signaling molecules initiating this

phenomenon were identified to be focal adhesion kinase (FAK) and paxillin

(Koukouritaki et al., 1999). Phosphorylation and activation of these effectors led to

regulation of rapid actin reorganization. These findings provided strong evidence for

the existence of a specific nongenomic signaling pathway triggered by glucocorticoids.

In addition, a late increase of Rho GTPase expression was documented, suggesting

that small GTPases may control the long‐term actin redistribution observed in

endometrial cells. The illustration in Fig. 2 summarizes the reported nongenomic

glucocorticoid signaling to the actin cytoskeleton.

In a more recent study, we have reported the identification of membrane‐binding
sites for testosterone in intracellular androgen receptor (iAR)‐positive LNCaP and in

Figure 2. The nongenomic glucocorticoid signaling leading to rapid actin reorganization in Ishikawa

human endometrial cells. Reprinted with permission from the article entitled “Actin Cytoskeleton and

Nongenomic Glucocorticoid Action,” published in Mol. Med., 1999, 5:731–742.
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iAR‐negative DU145 human prostate cancer cells, respectively (Kampa et al., 2002;

Hatzoglou et al., 2005). Activation of these membrane‐binding sites resulted within

minutes in a significant alteration of actin polymerization dynamics, as indicated by an

effective decrease in the G‐/total‐actin ratio. This was followed by marked rearrange-

ment of the actin network and a rapid increase in prostate‐specific antigen (PSA)

secretion into the culture medium (Kampa et al., 2002). The molecular mechanism

controlling the actin cytoskeleton modifications induced by testosterone membrane

binding in LNCaP cells was analyzed (Papakonstanti et al., 2003). The nongenomic

pathway that transmits the signal to the actin cytoskeleton is through the focal

adhesion kinase (FAK) ! phosphatidylinositol‐3 kinase (PI‐3K) ! cell division cycle

42 (Cdc42)/Rac1 ! actin polymerization cascade. Blockage of this cascade by PI‐3
kinase inhibitors resulted in inhibition of both actin reorganization and PSA secretion.

The illustration presented in Fig. 3 summarizes the reported novel membrane‐induced
androgen signaling to actin cytoskeleton.

Figure 3. The nongenomic testosterone signaling leading to rapid actin reorganization regulates cell

responses in LNCaP human prostate cancer cells. The four micrographs (A, B, A0, and B0) are being

reprinted with permission from The Endocrine Society, Copyright 2003 (Papakonstanti, 2003).
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Biological Role of Actin Cytoskeleton Signaling in Nongenomic Steroid

Hormone Action

A highly interesting aspect of these findings with potential clinical applications is

focused on the biological relevance of the activation of androgen membrane‐binding
sites in prostate cancer cells. In a study, we have reported that activation of androgen

membrane‐binding sites induced inhibition of cell growth and migration in human

prostate cancer cells. In addition, potent induction of apoptosis was observed in both

iAR‐positive and iAR‐negative prostate cancer cells (Hatzoglou et al., 2005). Induc-

tion of apoptosis in both cell lines was directly correlated with the actin cytoskeleton

reorganization. This was clearly demonstrated by using cytoskeletal inhibitors to block

actin redistribution (Papadopoulou and Stournaras, in preparation). In these experi-

ments, induction of apoptosis was inhibited, indicating that actin reorganization is an

important step in this process. This assumption was further strengthened through

specific blockage of the newly identified signaling pathway. Inhibition of a key signal-

ing step in this cascade (PI‐3K activation, Fig. 3) blocked actin reorganization and

caused complete inhibition of the apoptotic cellular response. These observations are

in line with recent reports to be discussed momentarily, showing that actin dynamics

regulated by an early, nongenomic signaling cascade play a key role in the antiapop-

totic response of opossum kidney cells to tumor necrosis factor‐� (TNF‐�). These
experimental findings provide strong evidence that rapid actin cytoskeleton reorganization

may control apoptotic or antiapoptotic cell responses.

The in vitro effects of the activation of androgen membrane‐binding sites prompted

us to evaluate their potential role in vivo. In LNCaP cell‐inoculated nudemice treatment

with the nonpermeable bovine serum albumine (BSA)‐coupled testosterone for 1month

resulted in 60% reduction of tumor size compared to control animals. This effect was not

affected by the anti‐androgen flutamide. From these findings it was postulated that

activation of androgen membrane‐binding sites acting via nongenomic actin cytoskele-

ton signaling induces apoptotic regression of prostate cancer cells both in vitro and

in vivo (Hatzoglou et al., 2005). It is worth noticing that in a parallel study, histological

evaluation of human specimens revealed that androgen membrane‐binding sites are

predominantly expressed in malignant but not in benign hyperplasia or normal peritu-

moral cells (Stathopoulos et al., 2003; Dambaki et al., 2005). Taken together, these

findings indicate that activators of androgenmembrane receptors may represent a novel

class of antitumor agents of prostate cancer (Hatzoglou et al., 2005; Nifli et al., 2005).

B. Example II: Actin Reorganization Regulates Nongenomic Transforming Growth

Factor‐b Signaling

Transforming growth factor‐� (TGF‐�) is a well‐studied extracellular protein that

regulates cell growth and differentiation and modulates cell shape (Roberts, 1998;

Massagué, 2000; Lutz and Knaus, 2003). TGF‐� induces motility in various cell types,
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is involved in wound‐healing processes, and influences epithelial to mesenchymal

transitions (Dumont and Arteaga, 2003; Grünert et al., 2003; Roberts and Wakefield,

2003). The classical genomic TGF‐�–signaling apparatus involves a complex of type I

and type II receptors and the downstream signaling effectors Smad (Shi andMassagué,

2003). The TGF‐�–activated type I receptor phosphorylates and activates Smad 2 and

Smad 3 (regulatory, R‐Smads). R‐Smads oligomerize with the unique Smad 4 and

translocate to the nucleus where they regulate expression of target genes (Moustakas

et al., 2001; Shi andMassagué, 2003). The ability of TGF‐� to modulate cell morpholo-

gy and the actin cytoskeleton in a variety of cell types has been reported (Moustakas and

Stournaras, 1999; Piek et al., 1999; Bhowmick et al., 2001; Edlund et al., 2002), indicat-

ing that studying TGF‐� signaling in the actin cytoskeleton offers the means to evaluate

regulatory pathways of malignant cell proliferation and motility.

In recent studies, we addressed the mechanistic interrelationship between TGF‐�–
mediated tumor regression or promotion and the modulation of cell shape via regula-

tion of the actin microfilament network. TGF‐� was reported to suppress the

transformed phenotype and regulate actin reorganization via rapid and potent poly-

merization of actin microfilaments in oncogenic NIH‐3T3/Ras fibroblasts (Moustakas

and Stournaras, 1999). This effect persisted for hours; it was correlated with modula-

tion of the organization of focal adhesions and resulted in long‐term inhibition of

anchorage‐independent growth. In addition, it was shown that TGF‐� enhances the

abundance of Rho GTPases and that Rho deactivation blocks the fast restructuring

effect of TGF‐� on actin dynamics (Moustakas and Stournaras, 1999). These data

imply the existence of a signaling pathway leading to rapid actin reorganization that

involves Rho activation.

Nongenomic Signaling Pathway Regulating TGF‐�–Induced Actin

Reorganization and Its Biological Role

Despite our understanding of the classical Smad pathway, we have demonstrated

that rapid regulation of actin dynamics downstream of TGF‐� in fibroblasts appeared

to be controlled by a novel, nongenomic signaling cascade (Vardouli et al., 2005).

As presented in the illustration in Fig. 4, the effector cascade consists of RhoA‐ and
RhoB‐GTPases, Rho‐coiled‐coil kinase 1 (ROCK1), LIM domain kinase 2 (LIMK2),

and cofilin. Activation of Rho GTPases triggers the downstream kinases ROCK1 and

LIMK2, thereby transmitting a signal to cofilin and modulating its ability to shift the

actin polymerization equilibrium. Inactivation of this cascade through transfectans or

inhibitors of the key signaling molecules (by small interfering RNA’s (siRNA’s)

dominant‐negative constructs or specific inhibitors) totally blocked actin reorganiza-

tion. The potent actin polymerization and microfilament reorganization induced by

TGF‐� was shown to control cell motility, as indicated by enhanced cell migration

observed in wound‐healing assays in the presence of TGF‐�. This phenomenon was

inhibited in the presence of the specific ROCK1 inhibitor Y27632, indicating a
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regulatory role of the Rho/ROCK/cascade and early actin reorganization in cell

migration (Vardouli et al., in preparation).

An interesting point that remains to be elucidated is the possible cross talk

between classical Smad signaling and the novel Rho/ROCK pathway (Fig. 4). Experi-

mental evidence indicates that the type I TGF‐� receptor is the activator of robust

actin reorganization (Vardouli et al., 2005). In addition, constitutively activated

type I receptor with the mutated Smad‐docking site (L45 loop) failed to activate the

nongenomic signaling cascade or to trigger actin reorganization. In line with this,

blocking of the classical Smad pathway by the inhibitory Smad 7 was found to

inhibit TGF‐�–induced Rho activation and actin reorganization. These findings sug-

gest that the Smad pathway may be involved in the regulation of Rho GTPases and

actin reorganization. Additional experiments are needed to establish a possible link

between the classical genomic Smad pathway and the novel nongenomic cascade and to

identify the molecule(s) recruited to bridge TGF‐� receptor type I to Rho GTPases.

Moreover, it would be of particular interest to elucidate the functional role of the Rho

small GTPases in the observed actin cytoskeleton restructuring and regulation of cell

motility. It is, in particular, to analyze the cross talk between the rapid nongenomic

Rho‐dependent mechanism of actin reorganization and possible Rho‐dependent tran-
scriptional mechanisms controlling the long‐term alterations of actin cytoskeleton

dynamics.

Figure 4. The nongenomic TGF‐�–signaling cascade regulating actin reorganization and the possible cross

talk with the classical Smad pathway in mouse fibroblasts.
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C. Example III: Actin Reorganization and TNF‐a Signaling

TNF‐�, one of the most pleiotropic proinflammatory cytokines, is produced by

activated macrophages and monocytes in response to inflammation, injury, or infection,

and by heart and kidney in response to ischemia and perfusion (Meldrum andDonnahoo,

1999; Baud and Karin, 2001). TNF‐� may induce necrosis or apoptosis (Natoli et al.,

1998), although it does also elicit antiapoptotic cell signals. TNF‐�–induced cell survival

is dependent mostly on the nuclear factor‐kappa B (NF‐�B) response (Barnes andKarin,

1997; Baud and Karin, 2001; Vancurova et al., 2001) and in some cases independently

through signaling cascades of NF‐�B ( Pastorino et al., 1999; Madge and Pober, 2000).

This cytokine is also able to reorganize the actin cytoskeleton in various cell

systems (Wojciak‐Stothard et al., 1998; Koukouritaki et al., 1999; Puls et al., 1999;

Papakonstanti and Stournaras, 2004). Differential microfilament reorganization occurs

in these cell systems.Analysis of actin dynamics revealed thatTNF‐� showed robust actin

polymerization in glomerular epithelial cells (Koukouritaki et al., 1999) as well as in

fibroblasts (Puls et al., 1999), whereas depolymerization of actin was demonstrated in

proximal tubular epithelial cells (Papakonstanti and Stournaras, 2004). These observa-

tions indicate a differential mode of action of TNF‐�, either due to dissimilar cellular

specificity or activation of distinct key signaling molecules. The latter may also correlate

with differential cell responses. These results were addressed by our group and the

conclusions we drew are summarized as follows:

Exposure of glomerular epithelial cells to TNF‐� resulted in marked actin

polymerization, followed by microfilament reorganization and significant changes

in cell volume (Koukouritaki et al., 1999; Papakonstanti et al., 2000a). Analysis of

actin polymerization dynamics demonstrated a rapid decrease in the G‐/total‐actin
ratio, thus substantiating the morphological observations. In this cell system, TNF‐�
increased the levels of vinculin and FAK phosphorylation, suggesting alterations in

the membrane attachment molecules, followed by phosphorylation of paxillin. These

data support the notion that rapid actin cytoskeleton polymerization and microfila-

ment redistribution may be a crucial step in controlling the signal transduction

pathway of TNF‐� in response to cell volume regulation of glomerular epithelial cells

(Papakonstanti et al., 2000a).

Actin Reorganization Regulates the TNF‐� Antiapoptotic Effect

When we used opossum kidney proximal tubular epithelial cells to test whether

TNF‐� exerts apoptotic or antiapoptotic cell effects, we observed rapid actin depo-

lymerization, as reflected by actin dynamics measurements (i.e., an increased G‐/total‐
actin ratio). In addition, TNF‐� was shown to promote survival of opossum kidney

cells by inhibiting caspase‐3 activity, an effect that depended on actin reorganization

and NF‐�B activation (Papakonstanti and Stournaras, 2004). Analysis of the signaling
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mechanism revealed rapid activation of PI‐3 kinase, Cdc42/Rac1, and phospholipase

C‐�1 (PLC‐�1). Details of the cascade of fast (nongenomic) and slow (long term)

TNF‐� signaling are shown in the illustration in Fig. 5. Dominant negative constructs

for Cdc42, or a specific PLC‐�1 inhibitor prevented actin redistribution and depo-

lymerization. Moreover, the actin‐stabilizing agent, phallacidin, which inhibits

TNF‐�–induced actin depolymerization, completely blocked nuclear translocation of

NF‐�B and the subsequent inhibition of caspase‐3. Such a result is indicative of the

critical role of actin filament redistribution for NF‐�B activation and its subsequent

inhibition of caspase‐3. It is noteworthy that in this cell system, even though upstream

NF‐�B–related events could occur as the result of Cdc42 and/or PLC‐�1 activation,

the inhibition of early actin depolymerization is sufficient to abrogate the TNF‐�–
induced cell response (Papakonstanti and Stournaras, 2004). It was therefore con-

cluded that actin dynamics regulated by an early, nongenomic signaling cascade play a

key role in the antiapoptotic response of opossum kidney cells to TNF‐�.
An additional critical observation, which deserves to be highlighted here, is the

differential actin reorganization induced by the same signal. TNF‐� activates distinct

nongenomic signaling molecules, thereby exacting opposite reorganization effects on

Figure 5. The TNF‐�–signaling pathway leading to actin reorganization regulates the antiapoptotic

mechanism in proximal tubular epithelial cells.
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actin cytoskeleton dynamics (polymerization/depolymerization). These, in turn, regu-

late different biological responses. While indicative of cellular specificity to TNF‐�
action, it also implies that rapid actin reorganization may be an important common

regulatory step for specific cell responses.

D. Example IV: Differential Actin Reorganization as Observed in Opioid Signaling

Differential actin reorganization dynamics have also been reported for opioid

treatment in various normal and malignant cell lines. Generally, opioids act through

membrane receptors, which belong to the seven transmembrane loop receptor super-

family, involving G regulatory elements (Reisine and Bell, 1993). Binding of these

agents to their cognitive receptors decreases cell proliferation in different cell systems

(Hatzoglou et al., 1996a,b), arrests cells in the G2/M phase of cell cycle promoting

apoptosis (Maneckjee and Minna, 1994), and induces drastic reorganization of the

actin cytoskeleton (Papakonstanti et al., 1998; Panagiotou et al., 1999).

Analysis of the actin dynamics in nonmalignant opossum kidney tubular

cells revealed rapid actin depolymerization, in fact within minutes. However, it was

transient in nature, since repolymerization and restructuring of actin filaments

appeared 6 h after treatment (Papakonstanti et al., 1998). To account for the molecular

mechanism underlying this complex effect, a novel signaling cascade was identi-

fied. That is, a cascade involving direct association of PI‐3 kinase with p21‐activated
protein kinase 1 (PAK1), which in turn regulates PAK1 activity through a Cdc42/

Rac‐ and Akt‐independent mechanism. Finally, activated PAK1 phosphorylates

actin directly, inducing actin depolymerization and restructuring of the microfilaments

(Papakonstanti and Stournaras, 2002). In these studies, the long‐term mechanism

regulating the repolymerization of actin was defined as well: The association of PAK1

with PI‐3 kinase as well as the phosphorylation of actin stops, whereas the RhoA/

ROCK/LIMK1/cofilin pathway is activated resulting in repolymerization of actin and

the reformation of stress fibers shown. Figure 6A illustrates the overall signaling

cascade pertaining to both the early and late signaling molecules controlling actin

reorganization.

Biological Significance of Differential Cytoskeleton Dynamics and Signaling Induced

by Opioids

In a parallel study (Kallergi et al., 2003), an analysis of actin dynamics in malignant

breast epithelial cells was carried out. This was in response to opioid receptor

activation, which led to opposite effects on actin reorganization. During the early

phase, powerful and resistant actin polymerization and microfilament stabilization
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were observed. This was regulated by a distinct signaling pathway involving the

FAK ! PI‐3K ! Cdc42/Rac1 ! actin polymerization cascade (Fig. 6B). It will be

recalled that the same signaling cascade was activated in human prostate cancer cells

on activation of androgen membrane‐binding sites. This resulted in robust actin

restructuring (Fig. 3). However, in MCF12A nonmalignant breast epithelial cells,

expressing opioid receptors, this pathway was inactive (Kallergi et al., 2003). In such

cells, opioids induced only transient actin depolymerization as described for nonma-

lignant tubular cells. These findings meant that there are distinct signaling pathways

that regulate differential opioid effects on actin cytoskeleton in normal and malignant

cells (Fig. 6A or B). The conclusion drawn here was that activation of the same

membrane receptor by the same extracellular stimuli may induce differential actin

cytoskeleton reorganization in malignant and nonmalignant cells. These effects are

controlled by different signaling pathways, indicating cellular specificity of this

phenomenon. The possibility this raises is that the key signaling molecules identified

in malignant cells (breast and prostate) may represent novel targets for specific

therapeutic interventions.

Figure 6. Distinct opioid‐signaling pathways are activated in normal and malignant cells, leading to

differential actin cytoskeleton reorganization.
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IV. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS OF ALTERED ACTIN DYNAMICS AND

SIGNALING IN MALIGNANT CELLS

As already indicated, impaired actin cytoskeleton dynamics in malignant cells may

represent a novel and reliable tumor marker for cell transformation. In addition, an

aspect of specific interest is focused on the differential signaling mechanisms shown to

regulate actin dynamics in normal and malignant cells. Taken together, these results

imply potential applications of those findings in cancer diagnosis and treatment. The

G‐/total‐actin ratiomay represent a useful diagnostic tool for the assessment ofmalignant

transformation and is now under large‐scale evaluation in histological preparations

of human tumors.

Inhibition of cell viability, cell growth, and cell proliferation has been reported

for various tumor cell types by using specific anti‐actin drugs, which disrupt selec-

tively the unstable microfilament network of malignant cells (Stournaras et al., 1996;

Hatzoglou et al., 2005). Cell motility and invasiveness can be downregulated by using

specific kinase inhibitors, siRNAs or antisense nucleotides to block distinct actin‐
signaling molecules activated selectively in cancer cells without affecting normal cells

(Kallergi et al., 2003; Hatzoglou et al., 2005; Vardouli et al., 2005).

Finally, inhibition of anchorage‐independent growth or induction of proapoptotic

mechanisms in cancer cells have also been reported using appropriate extracellular

signals to selectively reorganize and stabilize the actin cytoskeleton and focal contacts

(Moustakas and Stournaras, 1999; Hatzoglou et al., 2005). These reports represent

only a limited number of potential strategies that can be applied for the manipulation

of cancer cells, based on new information about actin cytoskeleton dynamics and

signaling. Accordingly, we believe that studying and understanding actin dynamics

and signaling in malignant cells may provide a novel and challenging approach to

cancer treatment in the future.

V. “FROM STRUCTURE TO FUNCTION” MODEL FOR ACTIN

CYTOSKELETON DYNAMICS AND SIGNALING

The conceptual results presented thus far provide convincing evidence that actin

cytoskeleton dynamics—in addition to their structural mechanical properties—may

function as a second messenger system, receiving extracellular signals and mediating

rapid nongenomic cell responses. A model called “from structure to function” for actin

cytoskeleton dynamics and signaling is presented in Fig. 7. According to this model,

extracellular signals through the binding to and activation of appropriate receptors

trigger rapid, nongenomic signaling cascades through fast activation of key signaling

molecules. These may control alterations in actin cytoskeleton dynamics. Actin reor-

ganization, in turn, regulates various early cell responses. Actin modifications seem to

be a crucial part of the signaling events, since inhibition of actin reorganization blocks

cell responses. In parallel, receptor activation triggers genomic signaling pathways,
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leading to gene expression and transcriptional regulation, which may control the long‐
term cell responses. Cross talk between transcriptional and nongenomic pathways may

exist at several levels of events, including actin reorganization.
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The actin cytoskeleton plays a central role in various motile andmorphogenetic cellular

and developmental processes. The assembly and disassembly of actin filaments during

these processes are precisely controlled by an array of actin‐binding proteins (ABPs).

Studies have shown that phosphoinositides, especially PI(4,5)P2 and PI(3,4,5)P3, regu-

late the activities of many ABPs in vitro and have key roles in actin‐dependent cellular
processes such as cytokinesis, phagocytosis, endocytosis, and cell migration. These

phosphoinositides typically downregulate the activities of proteins promoting actin

filament disassembly and upregulate proteins promoting actin filament assembly. Thus,

PI(4,5)P2 and PI(3,4,5)P3 induce actin filament assembly both in vitro and in a number

of distinct cellular processes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Living cells constantly adjust the composition and size of their membrane systems

to fulfill the demands for the expansion or reduction of cell size and the commitment to

cell division. The dialogue between the machinery controlling cell polarization and

motility involves extracellular signals and intracellular factors and requires a high

degree of spatiotemporal coordination. The plasma membrane is a dynamic surface

that also undergoes routine shape changes in the form of protrusions and ruffles,

particularly during insertion and uptake of membrane elements by exocytic and

endocytic vesicles (reviewed in Martin, 2001).
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The actin cytoskeleton is a highly dynamic structure that plays a central role in

cellular processes involving membrane dynamics. Actin‐driven processes include cell

motility, cytokinesis, endocytosis, and phagocytosis. The actin cytoskeleton is also

intimately involved in developmental processes of multicellular organisms because

actin filaments together with myosin motors control the shape of all eukaryotic cells

and generate the forces required for morphogenetic processes (reviewed in Jacinto and

Baum, 2003). The three‐dimensional organization and dynamics of the actin cytoskel-

eton are regulated by a large array of actin‐binding proteins (ABPs) that interact with

monomeric and/or filamentous actin. Actin filament‐binding proteins regulate the

nucleation, assembly, and disassembly of actin filaments, as well as bundling/cross‐
linking of filaments into appropriate three‐dimensional networks (reviewed in Pollard

and Borisy, 2003; Nicholson‐Dykstra et al., 2005). Actin monomer‐binding proteins

regulate the size and localization of the cellular actin monomer pool and monomer

incorporation into filament ends (reviewed in Paavilainen et al., 2004).

The dynamic nature of the actin cytoskeleton allows cells to adapt rapidly to external

stimuli, and the activities of most ABPs that are downstream effectors of such stimuli are

precisely regulated by various signaling pathways. SmallGTPases of theRho family are key

components involvedinsignalingfromplasmamembranereceptorstotheactincytoskeleton

(reviewed inJaffeandHall, 2005).RhoGTPasescontrolactindynamicsbyeither interacting

directly with central regulators of actin dynamics or by activating phosphorylation/dephos-

phorylation cascades that lead to activation/ inactivation of certainABPs. For example, the

active (GTPbound) formof theCdc42GTPasepromotesactinfilamentassemblybydirectly

binding to and activating Wiskott–Aldrich syndrome protein (WASP)/N‐WASP proteins,

which induce actin filament nucleation and assembly together with the actin‐related protein
2/3 (Arp2/3) complex (reviewed in Bompard and Caron, 2004; Vartiainen and Machesky,

2004). In addition, Cdc42 can activate PAK1 kinase, which in turn phosphorylates and

activates LIM kinase; phosphorylation of actin depolymerizing factor (ADF)/cofilins

by LIM kinase inhibits their actin filament depolymerization activity, resulting in a local

increase in F‐actin concentration (Edwards et al., 1999;Nishita et al., 2005).

In addition to phosphorylation/dephosphorylation and direct interactions with

small GTPases, the activities of many ABPs are regulated through interactions

with phosphoinositides (reviewed in Hilpelä et al., 2004; Janmey and Lindberg, 2004).

In this chapter, we discuss the mechanisms by which membrane phospholipids regulate

the activities of various ABPs and subsequently control the assembly/disassembly

of actin filaments during diverse cellular processes.

II. GENERAL FEATURES OF PHOSPHOINOSITIDES AND

THEIR METABOLISM

Phosphoinositides is a collective term for phosphatidylinositol (PI) and its phos-

phorylated derivatives. Their structural backbone consists of glycerol esterified at

positions 1 and 2 with fatty acids (essentially stearic and arachidonic acids, respectively)

and bearing at position 3 a myo‐inositol head group connected to the diacylglycerol
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(DAG) by a phosphodiester bond (Pendaries et al., 2005). The myo‐inositol head
group of PI contains five free hydroxyl groups, but only three of them (positions D‐3
D‐4, and D‐5) are phosphorylated in vivo (Fig. 1A). Reversible phosphorylation at

these positions in various combinations generates seven phosphoinositides implicated

Figure 1. (A) Structure of phosphatidylinositol and its phosphorylation sites (indicated with grey‐shaded
“P”s). (B) The main pathways of phosphoinositide synthesis and interconversion (modified from Pendaries

et al., 2003). Asterisk indicates phosphatases: PTEN (phosphatase and tensin homologue), SHIP (Src homol-

ogy2‐containing inositol‐5‐phosphatase), and PMEs (phosphomonoesterases). Dagger indicates phosphoino-

sitide kinases and double dagger indicates phospholipase C (PLC). Hydrolysis by PLCs leads to the

productionof the secondarymessengers inositol 1,4,5‐tris‐phosphate (Ins(1,4,5)P3) anddiacylglycerol (DAG).
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in the regulation of critical cellular processes (Insall and Weiner, 2001; Toker, 2002).

The cellular pool of inositol phospholipids is mostly dominated by PI, whereas other

phosphoinositides are less abundant. Of the total phosphoinositides, only approxi-

mately 5% are phosphorylated at position D‐4 [PI(4)P], another 5% are phosphory-

lated at both positions D‐4 and D‐5 [PI(4,5)P2], and 0.25% are phosphorylated at

position D‐3 (Rameh and Cantley, 1999). This explains why the cellular concentration

of PI(3,4,5)P3 is typically at least 25 times lower than that of PI(4,5)P2 (Lemmon and

Ferguson, 2000). Among the various phosphoinositides, PI(4,5)P2 and PI(3,4,5)P3

appear to have the most crucial roles in actin cytoskeletal reorganization in cells

(reviewed in Hilpelä et al., 2004; Janmey and Lindberg, 2004).

Although PI(4,5)P2 comprises only about 1% of the total phospholipid content of

the plasmamembrane, it is involved in numerous cellular events. PI(4,5)P2 is a source of

two second messengers in the cell: DAG and inositol 1,4,5‐trisphosphate (Ins(1,4,5)P3).

In addition, it is a substrate for the generation of PI(3,4,5)P3, which is also an important

lipid‐signaling molecule. PI(4,5)P2 is also involved in enzyme activation, regulation of

ion channels, membrane trafficking (exocytosis, endocytosis), and cytoskeletal reorga-

nization (reviewed in Niggli, 2005). The last feature is important for processes such as

the formation of filopodia, lamellipodia, and membrane ruffles, as well as in chemotax-

is, which requires rapid remodeling of the actin cytoskeleton. The dynamic changes in

actin network structure are not only essential for cell movement but are also crucial for

other dynamic membrane events such as vesicle trafficking (reviewed in Yin and

Janmey, 2003; Janmey and Lindberg, 2004; Downes et al., 2005).

Despite its critical role in cytoskeletal regulation, there is no evidence that PI(4,5)P2

interacts directly with actin. Instead, numerous ABPs, which regulate the equilib-

rium between actin polymerization and depolymerization, have PI(4,5)P2‐binding
motifs and the activities of these proteins are regulated through interactions with

phosphoinositides. The PI(4,5)P2‐binding motifs vary from proper domains and more

defined PI(4,5)P2‐binding pockets—like the pleckstrin homology (PH) domain and the

FYVE, PX, ENTH domains—to less structured and typically less specific binding

motifs (e.g., lysine‐rich basic region) (reviewed in Hilpelä et al., 2004; Niggli, 2005).

The cellular PI(4,5)P2 level is regulated by lipid kinases (PIP kinases), phospha-

tases, and the availability of phosphoinositide precursors (Fig. 1B). The phosphoino-

sitide kinases and the pathway that generates PI(4,5)P2 are evolutionarily conserved.

In yeast as well as in mammalian cells, PI(4,5)P2 is synthesized via sequential

phosphorylation of PI to PI(4)P and PI(4,5)P2 through the action of PI 4‐kinases
and PI(4)P 5‐kinases, respectively (reviewed in Fruman et al., 1998; Doughman et al.,

2003b). Two subfamilies of PIP kinases, types I and II, allow the generation of PI(4,5)P2

from independent pools of substrate, PI(4)P and PI(5)P, respectively. Types I and II

PIP kinases show distinct subcellular localizations and are thus involved in different

signaling pathways. Since PI(4)P is the major PIP in cells and its concentration

is relatively high, the type I PIP kinases are thought to have a more prominent role in

the production of PI(4,5)P2. The budding yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, expresses a

single and essential PI(4)P 5‐kinase termed Mss4 that is implicated in the regulation of

cell cycle‐dependent actin reorganization (Desrivieres et al., 1998; Homma et al., 1998).
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In contrast, several type I isoforms, and splice variants thereof, are expressed in

mammals. These enzymes are differentially localized in cells and thus appear to be

involved in the synthesis of PI(4,5)P2 at distinct sites. Mammalian type I PIP kinases

have been found at the plasma membrane (isoform �), focal adhesions (isoform �),
nucleus (isoform �), and Golgi (isoform �) (Di Paolo et al., 2002; Ling et al., 2002;

Doughman et al., 2003a).

In contrast, the type II PIP kinases are not present in yeast but are found in

multicellular organisms from Drosophila to mammals. Unlike type I PI(4)P 5‐kinases,
the type II PI(5)P 4‐kinases do not appear to be central to cytoskeletal regulation

in mammalian cells (reviewed in Doughman et al., 2003b). Thus, it is likely that PI(5)P

4‐kinases evolved to perform a specialized function in multicellular organisms and

that the PI(4)P and PI(5)P pathways for PI(4,5)P2 synthesis have nonredundant

physiological functions in cells. Type III PIP kinases, which are homologous to yeast

PIP kinase, Fab1p, have also been identified in mammalian cells. These kinases

produce PI(3,5)P2 in vivo, using PI(3)P as substrate, and are hence PI(3)P 5‐kinases
(Gary et al., 1998; Sbrissa and Shisheva, 2005).

In addition to enzymes required for the synthesis of phosphoinositides (phospho-

inositide‐kinases), various phosphatases also have important roles in lipid turnover.

PI(4,5)P2 is a key element of the PI pathway since it is also a precursor for PI(3,4,5)P3

synthesis by the PI(4,5)P2 3‐kinase (PI‐3K). The reverse reaction, dephosphorylation

of PI(3,4,5)P3 to PI(4,5)P2, is catalyzed by tumor suppressor protein PTEN (phospha-

tase and tensin homologue deleted on chromosome 10) (Walker et al., 2004). PI(3,4,5)P3

is also metabolized to PI(3,4)P2 by 5‐phosphoinositide phosphatases such as SHIP1

and SHIP2 (SH2‐domain containing inositol phosphatase‐1 and ‐2) (Damen et al.,

1996). In resting Dictyostelium cells, PI‐3Ks are found in the cytoplasm, whereas a

fraction of PTEN is localized at the cell membrane. When cells are uniformly exposed

to a chemoattractant, the PI‐3Ks rapidly bind to the membrane and then PTEN dis-

sociates. As stimulation continues, the PI‐3Ks return to the cytoplasm and PTEN

reassociates with the membrane. When cells are exposed to a gradient of a chemoat-

tractant, the PIP‐3Ks and PTEN bind to the membrane at the front and rear of the

cell, respectively, thereby leading to the accumulation of PI(3,4,5)P3/PI(4,5)P2 at the

leading edge (Funamoto et al., 2001; Iijima and Devreotes, 2002; Chen et al., 2003).

III. SUBCELLULAR DISTRIBUTION OF PI(4,5)P2 AND PI(3,4,5)P3

PI(4,5)P2 comprises approximately 1% of the total phospholipid content at

the plasma membrane, with an effective concentration of approximately 10 mM
(McLaughlin et al., 2002). Although PI(4,5)P2 is involved in regulation of a large array

of cellular processes, the concentration of this phospholipid is relatively constant in

most cell types and does not change in response to various extracellular signals. In

addition to the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane, PI(4,5)P2 is also concentrated to

“cytoplasmic leaflet” of endosomes, endoplasmic reticulum, and the Golgi compart-

ment as well as to certain structures in the nucleus (Jones et al., 2000; Watt et al., 2002).
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In most cell types, PI(3,4,5)P3 is mainly found only from the plasma membrane

(Gray et al., 1999; Czech, 2000). In contrast to PI(4,5)P2, the PI(3,4,5)P3 levels at the

plasma membrane are tightly controlled by various intracellular and extracellular

signals. In resting cells, both PI(3,4)P2 and PI(3,4,5)P3 are almost undetectable (Auger

et al., 1989). After receptor stimulation, there is a transient and rapid production

of PI(3,4,5)P3 from PI(4,5)P2 by class I PI(4,5) 3‐kinases. This is followed by a dep-

hosphorylation of PI(3,4,5)P3 to PI(3,4)P2 by 5‐phosphoinositide phosphatases and to

PI(4,5)P2 by PTEN phosphatase (Auger and Cantley, 1991; Stephens et al., 1991;

Walker et al., 2004). As a result, the accumulation of PI(3,4,5)P3 is rapid and transient,

while the accumulation of PI(3,4)P2 is delayed and significantlymore sustained (Stephens

et al., 1993; Franke et al., 1997).

It has been proposed that the plasma membrane contains lipid‐based membrane

microdomains, “lipid rafts.” Current models of membrane microdomains are largely

based on the biochemical property of insolubility in cold, nonionic detergents. These

detergent‐insoluble membrane microdomains appear to be rich in cholesterol, sphin-

gomyelin, and glycosphingolipids. In addition, many signaling molecules are also

enriched in the detergent‐insoluble fractions, suggesting that the membrane microdo-

mains may be actively involved in signaling events (reviewed in Munro, 2003). Several

studies in which the subcellular localization of PI(4,5)P2 was probed with green

fluorescent protein (GFP)‐tagged PH domains in wild‐type and cholesterol‐depleted
cells indicated that PI(4,5)P2 may be concentrated to cholesterol‐rich lipid microdo-

mains at the plasma membrane. It was proposed that enrichment of PI(4,5)P2 to the

inner leaflet of “lipid rafts” could thus play an important role in regulation of actin‐
dependent processes such as cell motility and endocytosis (Botelho et al., 2000; Rozelle

et al., 2000; Caroni, 2001; Kwik et al., 2003; Aoyagi et al., 2005).

However, the existence of lipid rafts is still largely unclear because results

obtained by different methods are contradictory (Douglass and Vale, 2005). Further-

more, whether PI(4,5)P2 localizes to specific domains at the plasma membrane is not

known. The evidence that supports the presence of PI(4,5)P2 in lipid microdomains

is that PI(4,5)P2 localizes to clusters at the plasma membrane, when localized by an

anti‐PI(4,5)P2 antibody (Laux et al., 2000), and that PI(4)P 5‐kinases are recruited

to rafts by the small GTPases Rho and ADP ribosylation factor (Arf) to activate local

PI(4,5)P2 synthesis (Chong et al., 1994; Honda et al., 1999). However, studies on living

cells using GFP‐tagged PH domains as PI(4,5)P2 markers suggested that the localiza-

tion of PI(4,5)P2 at the plasma membrane is strictly homogenous (van Rheenen

and Jalink, 2002). In addition, studies by van Rheenen et al. (2005) suggested that

PI(4,5)P2 clustering is induced by detergent treatment, thus providing an alternative

explanation for the enrichment of PI(4,5)P2 in detergent‐insoluble membrane fractions.

Because of the contradictory results concerning the existence of PI(4,5)P2‐rich
membrane microdomains, it is still unclear how PI(4,5)P2 signals to the actin cyto-

skeleton. It is possible that PI(4,5)P2 is distributed relatively homogenously at the

plasma membrane and may act as a spatial marker at the plasma membrane.

In contrast, PI(3,4,5)P3 would function as a stimulus‐responsive messenger at certain

plasma membrane regions/domains (Insall and Weiner, 2001).
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IV. REGULATION OF THE ACTIN CYTOSKELETON

BY PHOSPHOINOSITIDES

Overexpression of PI(4) 5‐kinases in cells produces dramatic actin phenotypes,

thus establishing a tight connection between PI(4,5)P2 and the actin cytoskeleton.

PI(4) 5‐kinase overexpression yields different actin phenotypes depending on the type

of cells used. These phenotypes include comet‐like actin tails (Rozelle et al., 2000),

microvilli (Matsui et al., 1999), thick stress fibers (Yamamoto et al., 2001), membrane

ruffles (Honda et al., 1999), and abnormal pine needle‐like structures (Shibasaki et al.,
1997). One potential explanation for the large variation of phenotypes is that different

cell backgrounds may favor a unique combinatorial involvement of subsets of poten-

tial players. The phenotypes may also vary within the same cell type, depending on

specific environmental factors and the stage of differentiation. In preadipocytes, for

example, PI(4) 5‐kinase overexpression results in actin comet tail formation, whereas

in differentiated adipocytes it induces multiple intracellular vacuoles coated with

F‐actin, N‐WASP, dynamin, cortactin, and caveolin (Kanzaki et al., 2004).

The small GTPases RhoA, Cdc42, and Rac1 regulate the actin cytoskeleton

through direct interactions with ABPs as well as by activating protein kinase pathways

(reviewed in Jaffe and Hall, 2005). In addition, these GTPases can activate the PI(4)P

5‐kinases and thereby promote actin filament assembly (Weernink et al., 2004). Rac

directly interacts with and activates PI(4)P 5‐kinase and thus increases the number of

free actin filament barbed ends (Tolias et al., 2000).

Studies with PTEN‐deficient cells demonstrate a tight relationship between

PI(3,4,5)P3/PI(4,5)P2 levels and actin polymerization.When exposed to uniform stimuli,

PTEN‐deficient cells exhibit prolonged association of the PI(3,4,5)P3‐recognizing PH

domain with the cell membrane and a simultaneous increase in actin polymerization.

Placed in a chemoattractant gradient, PTEN‐deficient cells fail to produce sharp

localization of PI(3,4,5)P3/PI(4,5)P2 and F‐actin organization at the cell’s leading edge,

thus displaying severely impaired chemotaxis (Funamoto et al., 2001; Iijima and

Devreotes, 2002; Chen et al., 2003). The mammalian PIP‐3K/PTEN/Akt pathway

was reconstructed in yeast (Rodriguez‐Escudero et al., 2005). High‐level expression
of the p110 catalytic subunit of the mammalian PI(4,5)P2 3‐kinase in yeast cells

dramatically inhibited growth. The growth arrest by PI(4,5)P2 3‐kinase correlated

with the loss of PI(4,5)P2 and its conversion to PI(3,4,5)P3. PI(4,5)P2 depletion resulted

in severe rearrangements of the actin and septine architecture, defects in secretion and

endocytosis, and activation of the mitogen‐activated protein kinase, Slt2.

A. Actin‐Dependent Cellular Processes Regulated by Phospholipids

As described earlier, cell adhesion, morphogenesis, motility, chemotaxis, vesicular

trafficking, and cytokinesis depend on accurate regulation of actin dynamics by

membrane phospholipids and other signaling pathways (Fig. 2). The temporal and

spatial regulation of actin dynamics during these processes is mediated by various
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ABPs that influence the equilibrium between monomeric (G) and filamentous (F) actin

as well as filament nucleation and assembly. Moreover, these proteins regulate the

three‐dimensional organization of the actin cytoskeleton. In this chapter, we will

discuss the mechanisms and significance of phospholipid–actin interactions during cell

motility, cytokinesis, and vesicular trafficking.

1. Cell Motility

The actin cytoskeleton plays a crucial role in cell migration. The rapid turnover of

actin filaments at the leading edge of cells provides the force‐generating machinery that

is required for protrusion of the leading edge and subsequent cell motility. Similarly,

many morphogenetic events including neural outgrowth depend on a similar actin‐
dependent machinery to promote the formation of specific plasma membrane pro-

cesses (reviewed in Pantaloni et al., 2001; Dent and Gertler, 2003; Pollard and Borisy,

2003). Several lines of evidence suggest that phosphoinositides play a central role in

cell motility. The activities of many ABPs that are linked to cell motility are regulated

by PI(4,5)P2 (Fig. 3). Typically, proteins that promote actin filament disassembly, such

as capping protein, gelsolin, ADF/cofilin, and twinfilin, are inactivated by PI(4,5)P2

Figure 2. The actin cytoskeleton (red) is important for controlling several key cellular processes such as cell

shape coordination (A), adhesion to the surface (B), vesicle transport (including endocytosis and phagocy-

tosis) (C). Actin is also involved in cell motility (D) and cytokinesis (E). In resting cells, PI(4,5)P2 is

uniformly distributed, and PI(3,4,5)P3 levels are almost undetectable. PI(3,4,5)P3 levels are temporally and

spatially increased during cell polarization and cytokinesis. Local accumulation of PI(3,4,5)P3 is observed at

the leading edge of migrating cells and at the cell poles during cytokinesis. PI(4,5)P2 is concentrated at the

cleavage furrow during cytokinesis, as well as at the sites of endocytosis/phagocytosis. It is important to note

that increased actin filament accumulation occurs primarily in these phospholipid‐rich areas of cells.
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in vitro, while WASP family proteins, which promote actin filament assembly in cells,

are upregulated by PI(4,5)P2 (Yonezawa et al., 1990; Schafer et al., 1996; Rohatgi

et al., 1999; Palmgren et al., 2001). N‐WASP activation is dependent on PI(4,5)P2

density, and this dependence is even more pronounced than that observed for PI(4,5)P2

binding. Thus, N‐WASP responds to changes in PI(4,5)P2 density in a switch‐like
manner: the transition from the fully repressed state to the fully activated state occurs

above a sharp threshold (Papayannopoulos et al., 2005).

In addition to indirect evidence concerning the role of PI(4,5)P2 in cell migration,

there is also direct evidence showing that depletion of cellular PI(4,5)P2 levels impairs

Figure 3. Regulation of actin‐binding proteins (ABPs) by phosphoinositides. Phospholipids typically upregulate
proteins promoting actin assembly and downregulate inhibitors of actin polymerization. PI(4,5)P2 inhibits actin

filament depolymerization and monomer sequestering by ADF/cofilin and twinfilin. Moreover, through its

interactions with heterodimeric capping proteins and gelsolin, PI(4,5)P2 promotes uncapping of actin filaments

and subsequent elongation of preexisting filaments. In contrast, the WASP family proteins, which promote the

formation of new actin filaments, are upregulated by PI(4,5)P2. PI(3,4,5)P3 appears to promote actin assembly

through activation of Rho family GTPases.
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cell motility. Depletion of PIPIK�, or its activator Ajuba, from mouse embryonic

fibroblasts resulted in a significant decrease in PI(4,5)P2 levels at the leading edge of

cells and consequent defects in cell migration (Kisseleva et al., 2005).

Instead of directly interacting with ABPs, PI(3,4,5)P3 appears mainly to be

involved in cell motility through regulation of Rho family GTPases (Fig. 3). The

Rho family GTPases, namely Rho, Rac, and Cdc42, are critical components that

mediate various signals to the actin cytoskeleton (reviewed in Jaffe and Hall, 2005).

The activity of small GTPases is determined by a cycle between inactive GDP‐bound
and active GTP‐bound forms. This cycle is regulated by guanosine nucleotide ex-

change factors (GEFs), which catalyze the release of GDP and the subsequent binding

of GTP, and GTPase‐activating proteins (GAPs), which stimulate the usually low

intrinsic GTPase activity of small GTPases. These activities convert small GTPases

between their active and inactive forms (reviewed in Jaffe and Hall, 2005). Different

members of the Rho family GTPases are affected by distinct sets of GEFs. Members of

the Dbl family of GEFs contain a conserved domain of approximately 150 residues,

designated the Dbl homology (DH) domain, which is required for GEF activity. The

DH domain is invariably coupled to a PH domain, which binds certain phosphoinosi-

tides, most often PI(4,5)P2 or PI(3,4,5)P3 (reviewed in Erickson and Cerione, 2004).

The invariant association between PH and DH domains in GEFs suggests that the PH

domain may be critical for the function of DH domains. However, there is no known

universal mechanism that governs the activation of Rho GEFs via the interaction of

these phospholipids with the DH‐PH domain pair. The PH domain can, for example,

activate the DH domain by an allosteric mechanism. This activation can be regulated

in a very sophisticated way: PI(4,5)P2 binding to the PH domain downregulates GEF

activity, whereas PI(3,4,5)P3 binding upregulates the activity (Han et al., 1998; Das

et al., 2000). Phosphoinositides can also regulate GEFs by another mechanism, in that

binding of PI(4,5)P2 or PI(3,4,5)P3 to certain PH domains inhibits GEF activity

(Russo et al., 2001). It has also been proposed that PH domain–phosphoinositide

interactions may regulate the subcellular localization of certain Rho GEFs (Michiels

et al., 1997; Snyder et al., 2001).

There is also direct in vivo evidence supporting the role of PI(3,4,5)P3 in cell

migration. During chemotaxis of slime mold Dictyostelium discoideum, PI(3,4,5)P3

accumulates at the leading edge of cells (reviewed in Postma et al., 2004). Decreasing

the PI(3,4,5)P3 levels in cells by inactivation of certain PI(4,5) 3‐kinases leads to defects

in directed cell migration (Weiss‐Haljiti et al., 2004; Maffucci et al., 2005). Further-

more, mice in which the gamma isoform of PI(4,5) 3‐kinase was inactivated by gene

targeting showed defects in dendritic cell migration and adaptive immunity.

2. Cytokinesis

Successful cell division requires coordinated regulation of the actomyosin contrac-

tile ring and the cleavage furrow. In addition to a series of proteins playing key roles at

the cell poles and/or at the furrow, inositol lipids and enzymes that govern their
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metabolism are also intimately involved in cytokinesis. In dividing cells, F‐actin is

concentrated at the cell poles and cleavage furrow (Fig. 2), and proper F‐actin ring

formation is required for separation of the two daughter cells. Using U73122 (U7),

a phospholipase C inhibitor, Saul et al. (2004) investigated the role of PI(4,5)P2‐
dependent F‐actin regulation during cytokinesis. The absence of furrow filaments

and increased F‐actin content at the poles in the presence of U7 suggest that actin

filaments remerge at the cell poles and may be subsequently severed and transported to

the cell midzone. In the absence of PI(4,5)P2 hydrolysis, the polar filaments may be

stabilized and accumulate at the cell poles.

In budding yeast, PI(4,5)P2 is localized to the medial ring of dividing cells, and

mutations in PI(4)P 5‐kinase cause defects during cytokinesis (Zhang et al., 2000). The

subcellular localization of PI(4)P 5‐kinase during cytokinesis has also been reported

in various mammalian cell lines (Emoto et al., 2005; Field et al., 2005) and in

Drosophila melanogaster (Brill et al., 2000). Studies using two distinct and unrelated

PI(4,5)P2 reporters, PLC�‐PH‐EGFP and GFP‐TubbyC (Field et al., 2005), show that

PI(4,5)P2 accumulates at the furrow (starting from initial furrow invagination to

abscission). In contrast, other phosphoinositides, such as PtdIns(3)P, PtdIns(4)P,

PtdIns(3,4)P2, and PtdIns(3,4,5)P3, do not appear to colocalize with PI(4,5)P2 during

cytokinesis. Thus, localized production of PI(4,5)P2 at the cleavage furrow appears to

be required for the completion of cytokinesis.

PI 4‐kinases also have a role in cell division. Brill et al. (2000) showed that a

mutation in four wheel drive (fwd), a gene required for proper organization of the

contractile F‐actin ring, induces the accumulation of phosphotyrosine epitopes and

formation of stable intercellular bridges during male meiosis in Drosophila. The fwd

gene encodes a predicted phosphatidylinositol 4‐kinase (PI‐4K). Additionally, the

fission yeast homologue of fwd has been implicated in cytokinesis, indicating that

the function of this PI 4‐kinase during cytokinesis may be evolutionarily conserved

(Desautels et al., 2001).

In addition to PI(4,5)P2, PI(3,4,5)P3 also appears to have an important function

during cytokinesis. Studies on D. discoideum cells lacking PI 3‐kinase 1, PI 3‐kinase
2 [enzymes generating PI(3,4,5)P3], and PTEN [PI(3,4,5)P3 phosphatase] are defective

in cytokinesis and exhibit cell division delays, multinucleated cells, and problems in

localization and proper function of cytoskeletal proteins (e.g., myosin II and coronin)

(Janetopoulos et al., 2005). Such is also the case in studies of D. discoideum treated

with inhibitors of these enzymes. Changes in the distribution of PI(3,4,5)P3

are temporally and spatially modulated in dividing cells. PI(3,4,5)P3 is not detected

in cells as they shift to a rounded morphology prior to cytokinesis, in contrast to

the observed high levels of PTEN. This is accompanied by a loss of membrane

ruffling and actin polymerization (Fig. 2). Later, when a cell spindles and elongates,

the PI(3,4,5)P3 kinases and PTEN relocalize to the poles and furrow, respectively

(Janetopoulos et al., 2005).

Together, these studies suggest that PI(3,4,5)P3 accumulation at the cell poles

results in the formation of actin‐based projections, whereas a low concentration of

PI(3,4,5)P3 in the midzone and at the forming cleavage furrow may permit
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actomyosin‐based contraction. PI(4,5)P2, on the other hand, appears to promote actin

filament assembly at the cleavage furrow during cytokinesis. In the future, it will be

important to elucidate the basis for the differential roles of PI(4,5)P2 and PI(3,4,5)P3

during cytokinesis. Moreover, an important challenge will be to address how the

accumulation of PI(4,5)P2 or PI(3,4,5)P3 during cytokinesis differentially affects the

dynamics or three‐dimensional organization of actin filaments.

3. Vesicular Trafficking

The actin cytoskeleton plays an important role in endocytosis and phagocytosis.

Actin dynamics contribute to both vesicle budding and intracellular membrane trans-

port processes (reviewed in Engqvist‐Goldstein and Drubin, 2003). Endocytic uptake

is driven by a modular design based on adaptors and ABPs that facilitate the timing

and positioning of actin assembly and disassembly during vesicle formation and

scission (Kaksonen et al., 2003, 2005; Merrifield et al., 2005). It is significant that the

activities of many of these adaptors and ABPs are regulated by PI(4,5)P2. Further-

more, several studies have provided evidence for the direct involvement of PI(4,5)P2

in endocytosis and phagocytosis (Niedergang and Chavrier, 2004; Haucke, 2005).

The most detailed studies of the role of the actin cytoskeleton during endocytosis

have been conducted using budding yeast. Regulated actin polymerization at the

endocytic site provides the force required for membrane invagination and transport

of newly formed vesicles away from the plasma membrane (Huckaba et al., 2004;

Kaksonen et al., 2005). PI(4,5)P2 regulates the function of many ABPs, including

capping protein, ADF/cofilin, and WASP family proteins, which are involved in

endocytosis and other motile processes (reviewed in Hilpelä et al., 2004). A more

specific link between phosphoinositide‐regulated actin remodeling during endocytosis

has come from analysis of the yeast endocytic adaptor protein, Sla2. This protein, and

its mammalian homologue, Hip1R, coordinates actin polymerization to facilitate

productive membrane invagination during clathrin‐mediated endocytosis (Kaksonen

et al., 2003; Engqvist‐Goldstein et al., 2004). These proteins interact directly with both

actin and clathrin. Sla2 binds PI(4,5)P2 through its N‐terminal ANTH (AP180

N‐terminal homology) domain. Mutagenesis studies provided evidence that the

Sla2–PI(4,5)P2 interaction is important during endocytic internalization in yeast

(Sun et al., 2005). In addition to initiation and maintenance of actin assembly during

endocytosis, PI(4,5)P2 metabolism may also be important for the termination of actin

assembly during postfission vesicle uncoating. Studies on the budding yeast

synaptojanin‐like proteins (Sjl1, Sjl2, and Sjl3), which are PIP phosphatases, provided

evidence that PI(4,5)P2 dephosphorylation is required for coordinating actin dynamics

during endocytosis (Stefan et al., 2005).

Most PI(4,5)P2‐regulated actin‐binding endocytic proteins, as well as synapto-

janins, are also conserved in mammals, suggesting that PI(4,5)P2‐dependent regulation
of the actin cytoskeleton is universally important in endocytosis (Engqvist‐Goldstein

and Drubin, 2003). In addition, mammalian cells have additional links between
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PI(4,5)P2‐regulated actin dynamics and endocytosis. Annexin 2 is one candidate that

may serve as an interface between endocytic vesicles (macropinosome surface) and

associated actin filaments. In addition to the F‐actin–binding feature, Hayes et al.

(2004) showed that annexin 2 binds with high selectivity to PI(4,5)P2. Thus, it is an

attractive candidate for a PI(4,5)P2‐regulated protein required for dynamic remodeling

of the membrane and cytoskeleton during endocytic vesicle formation.

Actin polymerization is essential during the formation of phagosomes, and the

ensuing actin depolymerization from the phagocytic cap is required for cap matura-

tion. The first step is controlled by GTPases of the Rho family. Specifically, the roles

of Rac1 and Cdc42 are well established in actin polymerization during phagocytic

uptake (Hoppe and Swanson, 2004). Also, phosphoinositides are important for actin

assembly during phagocytosis (Defacque et al., 2002). Studies by Scott et al. (2005)

demonstrated the accurate temporal and spatial dynamics of PI(4,5)P2, and actin

is essential at different stages of phagocytosis. While actin assembly is required for

pseudopod formation during phagocytosis, actin disassembly proceeds asymmetrically

after phagosomal closure, with the loss of actin structures occurring first at the base

of the phagosome. PI(4,5)P2 hydrolysis and actin disassembly show similar spatial

and temporal kinetics during phagocytosis, and actin detachment from forming

phagosomes in macrophages can be inhibited by impairing PI(4,5)P2 hydrolysis

(Scott et al., 2005).

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

Several lines of evidence demonstrate that phosphoinositides, especially PI(4,5)P2

and PI(3,4,5)P3, control the activity of various actin‐associated proteins and thus

promote actin filament assembly at appropriate regions within the cell. These phos-

phoinositides typically upregulate the activities of proteins that promote actin filament

assembly and downregulate those proteins that induce net actin filament disassembly

(Fig. 3). It is also important to note that PI(4,5)P2 may also control the orientation of

actin filaments in cells, ensuring that the fast growing filament barbed ends are toward

the plasma membrane.

It was discovered that some ABPs (e.g., N‐WASP) interact simultaneously with

multiple phosphoinositol head groups and can thus function as sensors for membrane

phospholipid concentrations (Papayannopoulos et al., 2005). In the future, it will be

important to elucidate whether other phosphoinositide‐responsive actin‐regulating
proteins also interact simultaneously with more than one phosphoinositide molecule

and if their activities are accurately modulated by the concentration of membrane

phospholipids. Furthermore, it will be important to obtain direct information about

the structural mechanisms by which phospholipids interact with ABPs and modulate

their activities and/or structures.

Although many actin‐regulating proteins have been shown to bind phosphoino-

sitides in vitro, the in vivo relevance of these interactions has only been demonstrated in

a small number of cases. Thus, in future studies it will be essential to elucidate the
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possible cellular consequences of these interactions. In addition, it will be important to

reveal the cellular roles of the phosphoinositide specificities [PI(4,5)P2 binding vs

PI(3,4,5)P3 binding] of various ABPs. These studies, together with additional cell

biological investigations, would be expected to provide important new insights into

the molecular mechanisms by which phosphoinositides contribute to various cellular

processes requiring membrane dynamics.
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At least 18 different cytoskeletal proteins have been shown to interact in vitro with,

and in some cases are regulated by, specific membrane lipids, mostly phosphoino-

sitides, whose synthesis is themselves regulated by extracellular signals. These lipid

interactions are mediated by structurally diverse specific binding sites. Lipid interac-

tions can serve to target proteins, such as spectrin, myosin X, dynamin, or annexin 2,

to the plasma membrane or inactivate processes counteracting actin polymerization

and stimulate proteins, such as Wiskott–Aldrich syndrome protein (WASP), involved

in nucleating actin polymerization. In other cases (ezrin, talin), phosphoinositides

serve to activate proteins involved in actin‐membrane linkage. Such interactions may

occur highly localized in lipid rafts.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The cytoskeleton, including actin filaments, intermediate filaments, microtubules,

and associated proteins, is crucial for cell shape changes, cell migration, cell adhesion,

mitosis, and intracellular transport of organelles. In order to convert changes in

cytoskeletal organization into shape changes required for cell motility, and for inside‐
out or outside‐in signaling via the cytoskeleton, reversible and regulated contacts of

these structural proteins with the plasma membrane are required. Anchoring of cyto-

skeletal proteins may occur via direct or indirect association with transmembrane

proteins, such as integrins, but may also involve phospholipids. Strikingly, especially

an increasing number of actin‐associated proteins have been shown to interact with

membrane phospholipids (Table I). Structures of important phospholipids and their

abbreviations are shown in Fig. 1. Protein–protein and protein–lipid interactions

may cooperate in regulating dynamics and localized anchoring of cytoskeletal filaments.

Importantly, specific phospholipids, the phosphoinositides, which are regulated by

extracellular signals, themselves regulate functions of cytoskeletal proteins. Phospholi-

pids could thus serve both to concentrate cytoskeletal proteins at the plasmamembrane

and also to modulate the activity of these proteins. Especially the highly negatively

charged lipids PI(4,5)P2, PI(3,4)P2, and PI(3,4,5)P3 are involved in regulating functions

of cytoskeletal proteins. The latter two molecules are products of the enzyme phospha-

tidylinositol 3‐kinase (PI 3‐kinase) whose activity is tightly controlled by signaling.

PI(4,5)P2 is present in appreciable amounts in resting cells and is increased or de-

creased locally depending on activation of phospholipase C or phosphatidylinositol‐
4‐phosphate 5‐kinase (PIP‐5K) (Doughman et al., 2003; Oude Weernink et al., 2004).

Modulation of levels of PI(4,5)P2 affect cortical actin organization, membrane

ruffling, endocytosis, synaptic vesicle recycling, whereas products of PI 3‐kinase are

thought to be involved in cell migration and exocytosis (Downes et al., 2005). These

processes could potentially occur in a highly localized manner in so‐called lipid rafts.

Rafts are plasma membrane microdomains enriched in cholesterol and glycosphingo-

lipids. They are thought to function as organizing platforms for signaling molecules

(Pike, 2004). Raft markers and PI(4,5)P2 colocalize in prominent patches near the cell

edge of living PC 12 cells and raft disruption results in disappearance of these PI(4,5)P2‐
containing patches (Golub and Caroni, 2005). Moreover, Bodin et al. (2005) provided

evidence for specific association of PI(4,5)P2‐containing rafts with the actin cytoskele-

ton, which is dependent on activation in platelets. Rafts rich in PI(4,5)P2 may thus

provide platforms for localized actin assembly. However, this contention is still contro-

versial and the presence of PI(4,5)P2 in rafts has been questioned (van Rheenen et al.,

2005). Another way of localizing PI(4,5)P2 in membranes could be sequestration by

proteins, such asMARCKS, which then would release these lipid molecules in response

to increased cellular calcium (McLaughlin and Murray, 2005).

This chapter focuses on lipid‐binding site architecture and on the functional

regulation of cytosketal proteins by phospholipids, considering mainly those examples

in which specific lipid‐binding sites have been identified and some evidence of the

functional in situ relevance of these interactions has been obtained by site‐directed
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Table I

Overview over Cytoskeletal Proteins Interacting with Specific Phospholipids

Protein Lipid specificity Binding site Functional impact of lipid binding

Gelsolin (a) PI‐4,5‐P2 � PI‐3,4,5‐P3 Clusters of basic residues Dissociation of gelsolin from

plus ends of F‐actin
(b) Acidic phospholipids Not identified Actin‐membrane linkage?

Cofilin PI‐4,5‐P2 � PI‐3,4,5‐P3 Clusters of basic residues Inhibition of functions

Villin PI‐4,5‐P2 Clusters of basic residues Inhibition of actin severing and

capping; enhancement of actin

bundling

Profilin PI‐3,4,5‐P3 >PI‐4,5‐P2 Clusters of basic residues Inhibition of profilin–G‐actin
interaction

N‐WASP, WASP PI‐4,5‐P2 � PI‐3,4,5‐P3 Clusters of basic residues Relieve of autoinhibition

WAVE PI‐3,4,5‐P3 > PI‐4,5‐P2 Clusters of basic residues Membrane targeting

ERM PI‐4,5‐P2 � PI‐3,4,5‐P3 Clusters of basic residues

in the FERM domain

Relieve of autoinhibition

Vinculin PS, PI, PI‐4,5‐P2 Amphipathic helices Relieve of autoinhibition?

Modulation of interaction

with binding partners?

Inhibition of interaction

with F‐actin?
Talin PI‐4,5‐P2 Amphipathic helix in the

FERM domain?

Relieve of autoinhibition?

Membrane targeting?

(continued)



Table I (continued )

Protein Lipid specificity Binding site Functional impact of lipid binding

Spectrin (a) PI‐4,5‐P2 � PI‐3,4,5‐P3 PH domain Membrane targeting

(b) PI‐4,5‐P2 Calponin homology domain 2 Stabilization of membrane

interaction

(c) PS N‐terminus of �‐chain
Dynamin PI‐4,5‐P2 � PI‐3,4,5‐P3 PH domain Membrane targeting

Annexin 2 (a) Acidic phospholipids Endonexin folds Membrane targeting

(b) PI‐4,5‐P2 > PI‐4,5‐P2 Clusters of basic residues Membrane targeting, clustering

of lipids?

�‐Actinin PI‐4,5‐P2 � PI‐3,4,5‐P3 Calponin homology domains 1,2 Modulation of interaction with

binding partners

Myosin X PI‐3,4,5‐P3 > PI‐4,5‐P2 PH domains Membrane targeting

�‐Tubulin and

�‐tubulin
PI‐4,5‐P2 Not yet identified Modulation of phosphoinositide

hydrolysis? Raft targeting?

MAP1B PS, PI, PA KKE repeats Modulation of interaction with

microtubules?

Kinesin (UNC‐104) PI‐4,5‐P2 > PI‐3,4,5‐P3 PH domain Enhancement of vesicles binding and

processive transport

Vimentin (a) Acidic phospholipids Basic N‐terminal domain Regulation of filament assembly?

(b) Neutral phospholipids �‐Helical central rod domain Lipid metabolism?



mutagenesis of lipid‐binding domains. It should be mentioned in the beginning that the

lipid‐binding sites in cytoskeletal proteins are very diverse, featuring, for example,

clusters of basic amino acid residues, classical pleckstrin homology (PH) domains,

endonexin folds, or amphipathic helices (Table I, see also Niggli, 2001). Lipid

interactions of actin‐associated proteins involved in F‐actin assembly, F‐actin‐
membrane linkage, and actin cross‐linking, of myosin isoforms, microtubules,

microtubule‐associated proteins, and intermediate filaments will be considered. First,

the structure and function of the protein in question will be briefly summarized followed

by discussion of the properties of the lipid‐binding site and the physiological relevance

of the lipid interactions.

II. ACTIN‐ASSOCIATED PROTEINS

A. Proteins Involved in F‐Actin Assembly

1. Gelsolin

The 84‐kDaprotein gelsolin is a calcium‐activated regulator of scaffolding andmotile

functions of actin.Gelsolin caps the fast growing barbed ends of actin filaments, nucleates

actin polymerization from the pointed end, and also severs F‐actin. Fibroblasts lacking
gelsolin feature excessive actin stress fibers and migrate more slowly than wild‐type
fibroblasts, indicating a role of gelsolin in maintaining dynamics of F‐actin in motile cells

Figure 1. Structures of selected phospholipids. Schematic representations of phosphatidylcholine (PC),

phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), phosphatidylserine (PS), phosphatidylinositol (PI), phosphatidylinositol

4,5‐bisphosphate (PI(4,5)P2), and phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5‐bisphosphate (PI(3,4,5)P3). R corresponds to

the remainder of the fatty acid side chain. PI(3,4,5)P3 can be dephosphorylated by 5‐phosphatases resulting
in the product phosphatidylinositol 3,4‐bisphosphate (PI(3,4)P2) (Downes et al., 2005).
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(Witke et al., 1995; Silacci et al., 2004). Gelsolin consists of six compactly folded homolo-

gous 100–125 amino acid modules connected by linkers (G1–G6). G1 and G4 bind actin

monomers, whereas G2 mediates F‐actin binding (McGough et al., 2003).

a. Lipid‐Binding Site Properties

Gelsolin binds in vitro PI(4,5)P2 and PI(3,4,5)P3 with equal affinity. Gelsolin inter-

acts with these lipids via two regions in G1 and G2 (residues 135–149 and 150–169),

which contain clusters of basic amino acids. Two sites in G6 (residues 620–634

and 732–755) may additionally contribute to phosphoinositide binding (Feng et al.,

2001). These data were obtained using photoaffinity labeling with modified phospho-

inositides. The lipid‐binding domains overlap with G‐actin‐ and F‐actin‐binding sites

(Xian and Janmey, 2002). Gelsolin appears not only to bind to the charged lipid head

group but also interacts with fatty acid side chains and thus may pull the lipids out of

the bilayer (Feng et al., 2001; Liepina et al., 2003). Gelsolin could therefore, besides

being regulated by these lipids, also modulate phosphoinositide density in the plasma

membrane. The binding of phosphoinositides leads to a conformational change of

gelsolin. This conformational change very likely induces dissociation of gelsolin

from the barbed ends of actin filaments and allows filament elongation (Xian and

Janmey, 2002).

Méré et al. (2005) additionally provided evidence for a calcium‐independent
interaction of gelsolin with acidic phospholipids, such as phosphatidylglycerol, which

is optimal at acidic pH (pH 5.5) and does not interfere with its interaction with actin

filaments but impairs its severing activity. This interaction may involve the extended

linker region between the two halves of gelsolin. It may serve to allow gelsolin to bind

actin filaments to the membrane.

b. Physiological Relevance of Gelsolin–Lipid Interactions

Whether these lipid interactions are physiologically relevant is so far unclear.

At least part of gelsolin appears to be in contact with lipids in intact cells and

phosphoinositides modulate the location of gelsolin. In osteoclasts, for example,

gelsolin immunoprecipitates obtained from cellular lysates contain PI(4,5)P2 and

PI(3,4,5)P3 (Chellaiah and Hruska, 1996). Stimulation of osteoclasts with the bone

matrix protein osteopontin increases the amount of phosphoinositides associated with

gelsolin, correlating with increased actin polymerization (Chellaiah and Hruska,

1996). A synthetic peptide corresponding to the PI(4,5)P2‐binding region (amino acids

160–169) of gelsolin displaces gelsolin and actin from PI(4,5)P2‐rich adhesion com-

plexes (Guttman et al., 2002). Gelsolin also coimmunoprecipitates with PI 3‐kinase, an
interaction that is disrupted by the above‐mentioned peptide (Biswas et al., 2004). The

notions envisaging a specific functional regulation of gelsolin by lipids or a role of

gelsolin in modulating availability of phosphoinositides at the plasma membrane in

intact cells will have to be substantiated.
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2. Cofilin

The 18‐ to 19‐kDa protein cofilin is structurally and functionally related to

gelsolin. It is a globular protein, consisting of a central �‐sheet surrounded by four

�‐helices, strikingly similar to one of the gelsolin modules (Hatanaka et al., 1996).

Cofilin promotes disassembly of actin filaments at the slow growing pointed ends,

severs actin filaments creating new barbed ends for polymerization, and binds also to

actin monomers (preferably ADP‐actin). It is thought to be a key protein regulating

actin dynamics at the leading edge of migrating cells and is also required for cytokine-

sis. Lack of nonmuscle cofilin in mice results in defects in neural tube morphogenesis

and neural crest cell migration (DesMarais et al., 2005; Gurniak et al., 2005).

a. Lipid‐Binding Site Properties

In vitro both PI(4,5)P2 and PI(3,4,5)P3 interact equally well with yeast cofilin and

inhibit its activity (Ojala et al., 2001). Phosphoinositides induce in vitro oligomeriza-

tion of cofilin (Pfannstiel et al., 2001). The binding sites for F‐actin and phosphoinosi-

tides, located in a positively charged surface at one side of the molecule, overlap but

are not identical. The lipid‐binding sites are scattered over this surface, involving basic

residues 23–26, 34, 35, 38, 80, 82, 96, 98, 109, and 110, based on site‐directed
mutagenesis. This implicates binding of cofilin to multiple lipid molecules. Arginines

109 and 110 are required for interaction with phosphoinositides but are not involved in

interaction with F‐actin and play a minor role in G‐actin binding (Ojala et al., 2001).

b. Physiological Relevance of Cofilin–Lipid Interactions

The in situ evidence on this point is scarce. Replacement of wild‐type cofilin by

cofilin with arginines 109 and 110 mutated to alanines in yeast resulted in abnormal

actin organization, but the cells were viable, indicating that this lipid interaction is

involved in actin reorganization but is not crucial for yeast survival (Ojala et al., 2001).

3. Villin

Villin is structurally related to cofilin and gelsolin, consists of six gelsolin‐like
domains and caps, nucleates or cross‐links actin filaments (Silacci et al., 2004).

Its regulation by calcium, phosphorylation, and phosphoinositides is extensively dis-

cussed elsewhere in this volume by S. Khurana. Evidence for its self‐association has

been provided in vitro and in living cells (George et al., submitted for publication).

a. Lipid‐Binding Site Properties

Villin interacts in vitro preferentially with PI(4,5)P2 as compared to phosphati-

dylinositol monophosphate (PIP), PI, or phosphatidylserine (PS). This interaction
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impairs its actin severing and capping function but enhances its actin‐bundling
capacity. Villin contains three putative PI(4,5)P2‐binding sites consisting of clusters

of basic residues similar to those present in gelsolin. Kumar et al. (2004) showed that

especially regions 138–146 and 816–824 are required for binding to this lipid.

These sites overlap with the actin‐binding sites.

b. Physiological Relevance of Villin–Lipid Interactions

Data using fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) and coimmuno-

precipitation show association of villin with PI(4,5)P2 in living cells. Overexpression

of PIP‐5K� in Caco‐2 cells enhanced formation of villin oligomers, which are located

in microvilli, filopodia, membrane ruffles, and lamellipodia. These oligomers are

required for actin bundling. Thus, PI(4,5)P2 appears to regulate villin self‐association
and villin‐mediated actin bundling (George et al., submitted for publication).

4. Profilin

The 14‐ to 17‐kDa protein profilin folds into a single compact globular domain

with an extended �‐sheet flanked on the convex face by two �‐helices and on the

concave face by three small �‐helical regions, as determined using NMR spectroscopy

and crystallization (Metzler et al., 1995). Profilin is a key regulator of actin dynamics

and its function is indispensable for embryonic development in insects and mice

(Verheyen and Cooley, 1994; Witke, 2004). Profilin binds monomeric actin and accel-

erates the ADP–ATP exchange on G‐actin 1000‐fold. Actin–profilin complexes bind

to free barbed ends of actin filaments, followed by dissociation of profilin and incor-

poration of actin into the filament. Profilin also interacts with proteins containing poly

L‐proline (PLP) stretches such as the enabled/vasodilator‐stimulated phosphoprotein

Ena/VASP (Witke, 2004).

a. Lipid‐Binding Site Properties

Profilin shows in vitro some preference for products of PI 3‐kinase (PI(3,4)P2,

PI(3,4,5)P3) as compared to PI(4,5)P2 (Lu et al., 1996), but the physiological profilin

lipid ligand has not yet been identified. Two domains (residues 83–92 and 126–136)

located on one side of the molecule containing clusters of basic residues form a

lipid‐binding pocket in profilin, involving N‐ and C‐terminal helices. Site‐directed
mutagenesis showed that arginines 88 and 136 contribute importantly to interaction

with PI(4,5)P2 micelles. The first site (residues 83–92) overlaps with the actin‐binding
site and the second site (residues 126–136) with the PLP‐binding site. Phosphoi-

nositides prevent association of profilin with actin, thus keeping the protein in an

inactive state and also interfere with PLP binding (Lambrechts et al., 2002). Cova-

lently linked profilin–actin complexes still interact with phosphoinositides confirming

the presence of a second lipid‐binding site clearly separated from the actin‐binding
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site (Skare and Karlsson, 2002). Profilin may also control PI(4,5)P2 turnover

(Goldschmidt‐Clermont et al., 1990, 1991), similar to gelsolin, but this notion has

not yet been verified in situ.

Gareus et al. (2006) provided evidence for another interaction of profilin that

is controlled by PI(4,5)P2. They showed that profilin 2 interacts in vitro with dynamin

and precludes recruitment of Src homology 3 (SH3) ligands to dynamin, thus suppressing

its function. This interaction can be abrogated by PI(4,5)P2, suggesting a role of profilin

in controlling endocytosis. Overexpression of profilin in HeLa cells inhibits endocytosis.

PI(4,5)P2 could thus simultaneously activate dynamin and induce actin polymerization by

releasing G‐actin from profilin 2 (Gareus et al., 2006).

b. Physiological Relevance of Profilin–Lipid Interactions

Wittenmayer et al. (2004) studied the impact of expressing human profilin I wild

type and mutants on induction of a nontumorigenic phenotype in a human breast

cancer cell line expressing low levels of endogenous profilin. The following mutants

were expressed: mutants Y59A (significantly lower affinity for actin; normal binding

of lipids and PLP), H133S (loss of PLP binding; normal binding to actin and lipids),

and R88L (less than 30% of wild‐type binding to lipids; normal PLP binding, some-

what reduced actin interaction). According to this study, the actin‐binding site, but not
the interaction of profilin with phosphoinositides and PLP, is required for tumor

suppression.

5. N‐WASP, WASP, WAVE

Proteins of the Wiskott–Aldrich syndrome (WAS) protein (WASP) family

and the related WAVE (WASP family verprolin homologous protein) proteins are

approximately 5000 amino acid residue multidomain molecules. They interact with

signaling molecules, profilin, actin‐related protein 2/3 (Arp2/3), and actin filaments,

activating actin assembly via Arp2/3 in response to intracellular signals. WASP iso-

forms are implicated in movement of endocytic vesicles and formation of filopodia,

whereas WAVE proteins are involved in lamellipodia formation in the leading edge of

motile cells (Takenawa and Miki, 2001). The small GTP‐binding proteins Cdc42 and

Rac are required for activation of WASP and WAVE, respectively. In the absence of

stimuli, neural WASP (N‐WASP) and WASP are locked in an autoinhibited confor-

mation due to intramolecular interactions between C‐ and N‐terminus. These interac-

tions are relieved by cooperative binding of upstream activators. In contrast to

N‐WASP, WAVE proteins are probably constitutively active in vitro and occur in

complexes with other proteins. WAVE activation requires proper localization of these

complexes as well as the presence of F‐actin and/or the release of additional proteins

from the complex. Rac induces translocation of the WAVE complex to lamellipodia

(Bompard and Caron, 2004).
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a. Lipid‐Binding Site Properties

Both WASP and WAVE proteins contain related highly basic domains thought

to be involved in binding of phosphoinositides that modulate their function.

Both PI(4,5)P2 and PI(3,4,5)P3 bind toN‐WASP, thereby reducing the affinity between

C‐ and N‐termini and activating the protein (Oikawa et al., 2004). Elimination of

residues 186–200 in N‐WASP or mutation of at least three or more basic residues to

glutamic acid or alanine results in abolishment of binding to PI(4,5)P2 (Rohatgi et al.,

2000; Papayannopoulos et al., 2005). Interaction of the basic domain of N‐WASP with

phosphoinositides occurs in a multivalent, highly cooperative manner. N‐WASP could

thus respond in a switch‐like manner to small increases in the density of PI(4,5)P2.

Reversal of the basic sequence 183–197 does not impair binding of a fragment ofWASP

to this lipid, suggesting that the high positive charge density of themotif, rather than any

precise structure, is critical for binding (Papayannopoulos et al., 2005). However, this

notion contrasts with the finding that the very similar basic domain in WAVE appears

to preferentially interact with PI(3,4,5)P3 (Oikawa et al., 2004), whereas that of

N‐WASP has been reported to show some preference for PI(4,5)P2 (Papayannopolous

et al., 2005).

b. Physiological Role of WASP–Lipid Interactions and WAVE–Lipid Interactions

The role of phosphoinositides in in situ activation of WASP proteins is presently

under debate. A “mini” version of N‐WASP, containing the basic domain, initiates actin‐
based motility of endosomal vesicles in Xenopus egg extracts depleted of endogenous

N‐WASP. Constructs lacking residues 178–204 of the basic domain are inactive in this

assay. A “gain of function mutation,” that is, increasing the number of basic residues

increases affinity of interaction with PI(4,5)P2 and actin comet tail length. N‐WASP

full‐length constructs with additional lysines, when expressed in N‐WASP�/� mouse

fibroblasts, induce vesicle rocketing even in the absence of increases in PI(4,5)P2
(Papayannopoulos et al., 2005). These data support an in situ role of this lipid interaction.

Benesch et al. (2002) reported that the actin comet–dependentmovement of endosomes in

fibroblasts is abolished in N‐WASP–defective cells. However, somewhat in contradiction

to the report by Papayannopoulos et al. (2005), N‐WASP constructs lacking the basic

domain and the GTPase‐binding (GBD) domain (residues 159–226) restore formation of

actin comet tails as efficiently as wild‐type protein in these cells (Benesch et al., 2002).

Possibly the construct lacking both the basic domain and GBD domain (but not the

protein lacking only the basic domain) is partially activated.

Oikawa et al. (2004) have provided evidence for an important and selective role

of PI(3,4,5)P3 in WAVE activation. Suppression of synthesis of this lipid in intact

cells inhibits growth factor‐induced translocation of WAVE2 to lamellipodia. WAVE2

mutants with mutated basic residues that in vitro lack the capacity of interacting

with PI(3,4,5)P3 are not anymore recruited to the plasma membrane in stimulated

cells and overexpression of these mutants reduces Rac‐dependent formation of

lamellipodia (Oikawa et al., 2004). PI(3,4,5)P3 thus may localize activated WAVE2
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at the membrane together with Rac. In summary, these findings implicate that

the basic domains of WAVE and WASP are more than just clusters of positively

charged molecules unspecifically mediating interactions with negatively charged

lipids.

B. Proteins Involved in F‐Actin‐Membrane Linkage

1. Ezrin/Radixin/Moesin

Ezrin, radixin, and moesin (ERM) proteins are closely related molecules attaching

actin filaments to the membrane, directly via lipid interaction or indirectly to cyto-

plasmic tails of transmembrane proteins or scaffolding proteins linked to transmem-

brane proteins. The lipid‐ and membrane protein‐binding sites are located in a

conserved N‐terminal membrane‐binding domain of approximately 300 amino acids

called the FERM (4.1‐ezrin‐radixin‐moesin) domain that adopts a trilobed structure

(Hamada et al., 2000; Smith et al., 2003), whereas a major F‐actin‐binding site is

located in the C‐terminus (Bretscher et al., 2002; Hoeflich and Ikura, 2004). Intramo-

lecular association between the FERM domain and the C‐terminal domain keep the

molecule in an inactive, “closed” state. These interactions are relieved by phosphoi-

nositide interaction and subsequent phosphorylation (Bretscher et al., 2002; Fievet

et al., 2004).

a. Lipid‐Binding Site Properties

In vitro, the FERM domain of ezrin interacts preferentially in buffers of physio-

logical ionic strength with liposomes containing PI(4,5)P2 or PI(3,4,5)P3 as compared

to other acidic phospholipids, such as PS or PI, and does not discriminate between the

first two lipids (Niggli et al., 1995; Niggli, Bahloul, and Houdusse, unpublished data).

Analysis of crystals of the radixin FERM domain complexed to inositol‐1,4,5‐tris‐
phosphate (IP3) showed that the binding site for the latter molecule is located in a basic

groove between subdomains F1 and F3 (Hamada et al., 2000). Based on site‐directed
mutagenesis, interaction with PI(4,5)P2 involves additional basic residues (lysines 253,

254, 262, 263) contributed by two protruding loops of a PH‐domain‐like structure

located in domain F3 (Barret et al., 2000). Several distinct sites on ezrin may thus

cooperate in binding to a bilayer containing phosphoinositides.

b. Physiological Relevance of ERM–Lipid Interaction

Phosphoinositide interaction of ezrin is physiologically relevant, as mutation of

lysines 253, 254, 262, 263 to Asn precludes recruitment of ezrin to the plasma

membrane in living cells (Barret et al., 2000). Importantly, no other tested interactions

were significantly affected by these mutations. According to the compelling study

by Fievet et al. (2004), phosphoinositide interaction is a prerequisite for sub-

sequent phosphorylation and stable activation of ezrin but is not required for its
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membrane targeting. Mutations in ezrin abolishing its interaction with PI(4,5)P2

also preclude its localization in apical microvilli and its retention in the detergent‐
insoluble cytoskeleton. This ezrin mutant is not anymore phosphorylated on Thr‐567.
Phosphomimetic mutation of ezrin defective in lipid binding at Thr‐567 overcame this

inhibition and resulted in its membrane association (Fievet et al., 2004). Locally

enriched phosphoinositides may thus locally activate ezrin resulting in its association,

for example, with cytosplasmic tail of transmembrane proteins, such as intercellular

adhesion molecule (ICAM)‐2, which also interacts with phosphoinositides (Hamada

et al., 2003).

2. Vinculin

The actin‐membrane linker 116‐kDa protein vinculin may couple cell adhesion and

membrane protrusion by inducing actin assembly in focal adhesions (DeMali, 2004). Its

function is absolutely essential for normal development as homozygous inactivation

of the vinculin gene in mice causes embryonic lethality (Zemljic‐Harpf et al., 2004).

In the resting state, vinculin is a globular molecule (dimensions of 100 � 100 �
50 Å), corresponding to a collection of loosely packed eight antiparallel �‐helical
bundles held together by head–tail interactions. Similar to ezrin, unfolding of vinculin

is required for unmasking binding sites and for its full activation. Lipid and protein

interaction may contribute to this process. The tail domain (residues 879–1066) con-

tains binding sites for acidic phospholipids, actin and paxillin, whereas the head

domain interacts with talin and �‐actinin (Bakolitsa et al., 2004; Borgon et al., 2004;

Cohen et al., 2005).

a. Lipid‐Binding Site Properties

Vinculin interacts in vitro with bilayers containing acidic phospholipids such as

PS, PI, or phosphoinositides. Whether a specific binding site for PI(4,5)P2 exists is as

yet unclear. Interaction of vinculin with lipid bilayers involves a collar of basic residues

in the tail domain including amino acids 910, 911, 1049, 1060, 1061, a basic ladder

centered on helix 3 (residues 945–973), as well as a hydrophobic hairpin (residues

1062–1066). This C‐terminal hairpin inserts into the bilayer, triggering unfurling of the

helical bundle and resulting in closer association of especially helices H2 and H3 with

the bilayer (Johnson et al., 1998; Bakolitsa et al., 1999, 2004).

Full activation of vinculin requires simultaneous binding of several partners.

A kinetic pathway to activation has been proposed in which lipid binding transiently

releases the tail from the head, allowing interaction with other ligands which then

stabilize the active conformation. Spatial colocalization of several binding partners

thus would be required for vinculin activation (Bakolitsa et al., 2004; Cohen et al.,

2005). In support of this notion, lipid bilayer insertion of intact vinculin is enhanced

in the presence of its binding partner �‐actinin (Niggli and Gimona, 1993), and the

interaction of vinculin with Arp2/3 in cell lysates is synergistically enhanced by PI(4,5)

P2 (DeMali et al., 2002).
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b. Physiological Relevance of Vinculin–Lipid Interactions

Vinculin is present in nascent focal contacts in its active open conformation (Chen

et al., 2005), but whether lipid interactions are required for physiological activation

of vinculin is unclear. According to a report by Chandrasekar et al. (2005), lipid

interaction of vinculin is not required for its activation but may regulate its interaction

with actin and control its release from focal contacts. Chandrasekar et al. (2005)

mutated the basic residues K952, K956, R963, K966, R1060, and K1061 in the tail

domain to glutamines. This resulted in almost complete abolishment of interaction of

the tail domain with bilayers containing 48% PC, 45% PS, and 7% PI(4,5)P2. This lipid

composition was chosen to mimic lipid concentrations in the inner leaflet of the plasma

membrane assuming a local increase in phosphoinositide. The mutations did not affect

interaction of this domain with F‐actin or with the head domain. Expression of

mutated full‐length vinculin in melanoma cells resulted in abnormally long adhesive

extensions containing the mutated vinculin, loss of cell polarization, and abolishment

of cell migration. Expression of wild‐type protein in contrast had no effect. Mutated

vinculin was not anymore sensitive to increased production of PI(4,5)P2 induced by

expression of PIP‐5K, which resulted in displacement of wild‐type vinculin from focal

adhesions and cell detachment.

In conclusion, phosphoinositide interaction, rather than being required for its

activation, may negatively regulate vinculin function by precluding its interaction with

F‐actin. PI(4,5)P2, by inducing dissociation of vinculin from actin filaments, may

contribute to focal adhesion turnover.

3. Talin

Talin, another member of the protein 4.1 family, plays a crucial role in integrin

activation by disrupting the interaction of �‐ and �‐subunits of these adhesion

receptors (Cram and Schwarzbauer, 2004). Disruption of one of the two mammalian

talin genes causes embryonic lethality in mice (Critchley, 2005). Talin is an elongated

60‐nm‐long flexible antiparallel dimer with a small globular head connected to an

extended rodlike tail domain. The globular head shows about 24% sequence homology

with the ERM family FERM domain and contains binding sites for phosphoinosi-

tides, focal adhesion kinase (FAK), cytosolic tails of �1‐ and �3‐integrins, F‐actin and

type I neuronal isoform of PIP‐5K�. The rod domain contains a highly conserved

actin‐binding site and at least three vinculin‐binding sites (Lee et al., 2004; Nayal et al.,

2004; Critchley, 2005).

a. Lipid‐Binding Site Properties

Talin interacts in vitro with some selectivity with liposomes containing 20% PI(4,5)

P2. This lipid also induces a conformational change in talin and enhances its interaction

with integrins (Martel et al., 2001). The phosphoinositide‐binding site in talin has not
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yet been precisely located.Most of the basic amino acid residues crucial for lipid binding

of ezrin and radixin (Barret et al., 2000; Hamada et al., 2000) are not conserved in the

talin FERM domain. Evidence for acidic phospholipid lipid bilayer insertion has been

provided for an amphipathic talin peptide (residues 385–406) (Seelig et al., 2000). This

sequence overlaps with that identified to interact with integrin cytoplasmic �‐tails
(Garcia‐Alvarez et al., 2003) and with PIP‐5K� (Barsukov et al., 2003).

b. Physiological Relevance of Talin–Lipid Interaction

Indirect evidence suggests that the interaction with phosphoinositides occurs also

in cells and relieves intramolecular inhibitory interactions in talin. For example,

sequestration of PI(4,5)P2 delocalizes talin from focal adhesions in fibroblasts (Martel

et al., 2001) and prevents talin‐mediated integrin clustering in melanoma cells (Cluzel

et al., 2005).

Talin may not only be activated by phosphoinositides but it also interacts with

and activates PIP‐5K�, an enzyme involved in production of PI(4,5)P2. This interac-

tion involves a phosphotyrosine binding (PTB)‐like domain in the talin FERM

domain that also binds to the tails of �‐integrins (Di Paolo et al., 2002; Ling et al.,

2002; Morgan et al., 2004). Talin may thus be locally activated by PI(4,5)P2 at

the plasma membrane in a first step, and in the next promotes highly localized

production of PI(4,5)P2 in a positive feedback loop. The interaction of talin with

PIP‐5K� appears to be physiologically relevant, as a peptide that disrupts interaction

between these two proteins interferes with accumulation of F‐actin at synapses and

impairs clathrin‐mediated synaptic vesicle endocytosis (Morgan et al., 2004).

4. Spectrin

Spectrin, a rodlike protein related to �‐actinin and dystrophin, consists of anti-

parallel heterodimers of �‐ and �‐spectrin, which form head‐to‐head tetramers linked

at distal ends to F‐actin, protein 4.1, and so on. The �‐ and �‐spectrin subunits consist

of a series of tandem antiparallel‐coiled coil repeats (comprising three helices each).

�‐Spectrin features 21 repeats, a C‐terminal calcium‐binding domain, and an SH3

domain; �‐spectrin features 17 repeats and, for nonerythrocyte isoforms, a C‐terminal

PH domain (Broderick and Winder, 2005).

a. Lipid‐Binding Site Properties

Three different types of lipid‐binding sites have so far been detected in spectrin.

Several repeats of erythrocyte and nonerythrocyte �‐ and �‐spectrin, when expressed

as peptides, show extensive cosedimentation with PS liposomes in vitro at physiologi-

cal ionic strength (An et al., 2004, 2005b). This interaction is very likely specific as a

number of other repeats did not cosediment with PS. The PS‐binding sites cluster near

the N‐terminus of the �‐chain and are close to binding sites of ankyrin and protein 4.1,
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suggesting coupling of lipid and protein interactions (An et al., 2004). Furthermore,

the spectrin PHdomain interacts withmoderate affinities with PI(4,5)P2 and PI(3,4,5)P3

in vitro (Hyvönen et al., 1995; Kavran et al., 1998). Finally, results suggest the presence

of another PI(4,5)P2‐binding site in the calponin homology 2 (CH2) domain of �I‐ and
�II‐spectrin (residues 173–280) with strong homology to that of �‐actinin (An et al.,

2005a).

b. Physiological Role of Spectrin–Lipid Interactions

PS is enriched in the inner leaflet of erythrocyte plasma membranes. Membranes

with lipid asymmetry show increased stability and reduced extractability of the

spectrin meshwork in low ionic strength buffers as compared to membranes with

“scrambled” phospholipids, indicating that the spectrin‐membrane association is

strengthened by interactions with PS (Manno et al., 2002).

The PH domain of nonerythrocyte human spectrin appears to be required for

targeting of spectrin to, for example, PI(4,5)P2‐rich domains in Golgi membranes

(Lorra and Huttner, 1999). Inhibition of PI(4,5)P2 synthesis results in fragmentation

of the Golgi apparatus and concomitant phosphorylation and redistribution of spec-

trin to the cytoplasm (Siddhanta et al., 2003). Small amounts of the nonerythrocyte

�1‐spectrin isoform have been detected in human erythrocytes. Part of this isoform

is located in distinct plasma membrane patches (Pradhan et al., 2004). Possibly this is

due to its differential lipid interactions as compared to the erythrocyte protein.

5. Dynamin

Dynamin family proteins are large GTPases that are involved in vesicle scission

reactions. Thesemechanochemical enzymes feature a largeGTPase domain followed by

a middle domain, a PH domain, and a GTPase effector domain involved in oligomeri-

zation. During endocytosis, a dynamin collar assembles around the neck of invaginated

pits, resulting in cleavage of the vesicle from the parent membrane (Praefcke and

McMahon, 2004). Dynamin has also been implicated to coordinate membrane remo-

deling and actin reorganization. Dynamin interacts in vitro with cortactin and profilin

and affects actin polymerization (Schafer, 2004). Whether its in vitro interaction with

microtubules is physiologically relevant is unclear.

a. Lipid‐Binding Site Properties

Dynamin, comparable to spectrin, binds in vitro preferentially with similar affinity

to PI(4,5)P2, PI(3,4)P2, and PI(3,4,5)P3. These phosphoinositides stimulate the GTPase

activity of dynamin. The lipid‐binding site has been located in the PH domain of

dynamin. Monomeric dynamin binds with low affinity to these lipids, but oligomeriza-

tion increases the affinity markedly (Klein et al., 1998). Dynamin also appears to be

controlled indirectly by PI(4,5)P2, via its interaction with profilin 2. Profilin interacts
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with and inhibits dynamin function. PI(4,5)P2 releases profilin from dynamin, thereby

allowing its interactions with SH3 ligands (Gareus et al., 2006).

b. Physiological Relevance of Dynamin–Lipid Interaction

Phosphoinositides play a key role in endocytosis and may target dynamin

and other proteins to the bilayer, as a prerequisite for their function in promoting

endocytosis. Moreover, they may dissociate profilin from dynamin, thereby allowing

its interaction with SH3 ligands. At endocytotic sites, dynamin molecules assemble

into a stable helix and constrain the lipid membrane (Praefcke and McMahon, 2004).

Expression of dynamin carrying a single point mutation (K535A) in the PH domain of

dynamin that abolishes in vitro interaction with phosphoinositides blocks endocytosis

in cells (Achiriloaie et al., 1999).

6. Annexins

Annexins are a family of membrane‐binding proteins characterized by non‐EF
hand calcium‐binding sites. They consist of a conserved �‐helical C‐terminal

membrane‐binding core domain and a separateN‐terminal domain variable in sequence

and length. Annexin 2 has been implicated in endosome trafficking. Annexins 1, 2, 5,

and 6 also interact with F‐actin and thus may function as reversible actin‐membrane

linkers (Babiychuk and Draeger, 2000; Hayes et al., 2004; Gerke et al., 2005).

a. Lipid‐Binding Site Properties

Annexins feature a unique type of reversible calcium‐dependent interaction with

acidic phospholipid bilayers. Binding of these proteins to the phospholipid head

groups is thought to be mediated by a calcium bridge, the calcium ions binding

simultaneously to amino acid side chains and to the negatively charged head groups

of acidic phospholipids. This binding site, consisting of “endonexin folds,” is located

near the C‐terminus of the protein. Annexin 2 induces clustering of PS molecules in

planar lipid bilayers (Menke et al., 2005). Annexin 2 heterotetramers interact in vitro

with tenfold higher affinity with PI(4,5)P2 as compared to PI or PS. This interaction

depends only partially on calcium. The affinity of this interaction is comparable to that

of the PH domain of phospholipase � (Hayes et al., 2004; Rescher et al., 2004; Gokhale

et al., 2005). The binding site for PI(4,5)P2 has been located to a cluster of basic

residues, similar to the phosphoinositide‐binding sites in gelsolin or villin, in a

C‐terminal calcium‐binding loop. Annexin 2 heterotetramers (but not the PH domain

of phospholipase �) cluster PI(4,5)P2 in model membranes (Gokhale et al., 2005).

b. Physiological Relevance of Annexin–Lipid Interaction

Phosphoinositide interaction may also occur in intact cells, as coexpression of

annexin 2 and active Arf6, a GTPase that activates PIP‐5K, results in relocalization of
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annexin 2 to intracellular membranes (Rescher et al., 2004). Annexin 2 could thus

be involved in formation of endocytic vesicles depending on phosphoinositides.

Data suggest that annexin 2 may induce formation of phosphoinositide‐containing
lipid rafts, which are essential for exocytosis (Chasserot‐Golaz et al., 2005).

C. Proteins Involved in Actin Cross‐Linking

1. �‐Actinin

The rodlike protein �‐actinin belongs to the spectrin protein superfamily.

It contains an N‐terminal actin‐binding domain comprising two consecutive calponin

homology domains (CH1 and CH2), followed by four spectrin‐like repeats, and a

C‐terminal calmodulin‐like domain. It forms an antiparallel homodimer. �‐Actinin

links actin filaments to integrins, bundles actin filaments, and can serve as a scaffold to

integrate signaling molecules at adhesion sites (MacArthur and North, 2004; Otey and

Carpen, 2004).

a. Lipid‐Binding Site Properties

A binding site for phosphoinositides has been located in the CH1 and CH2

domains, close to the actin‐binding site, involving residues 158–174 in human

�‐actinin‐1 (Fukami et al., 1996; Fraley et al., 2003). Mutation of lysines 162 and

174 to isoleucine and of histidine 170 to leucine in full‐length �‐actinin‐1 reduced

phosphoinositide binding by 70% (Fraley et al., 2003). Human �‐actinin‐3 contains

a highly homologous domain (residues 172–188). The crystal structure of residues

26–273, comprising CH1 and CH2, has been determined for human �‐actinin‐3
(Franzot et al., 2005). According to this study, lysine 188 is almost buried in the

protein. The authors therefore suggest involvement of the surface‐exposed basic

residues 170, 176, and 199 in lipid binding without, however, providing experimental

evidence for this notion.

PI(4,5)P2 and PI(3,4,5)P3 bind with equal affinity to �‐actinin. In vitro studies

suggest that PI(4,5)P2 stabilizes �‐actinin, whereas PI(3,4,5)P3 increases its flexibility

(Corgan et al., 2004). Phosphoinositides differentially affect the interaction of

�‐actinin with other proteins. Whereas PI(3,4,5)P3 disrupts the interaction of �‐actinin
with the integrin �‐chain (Greenwood et al., 2000), PI(4,5)P2 enhances the binding of

titin to the calmodulin‐like domain of full‐length �‐actinin possibly by disrupting

intramolecular interactions (Young and Gautel, 2000) and inhibits binding to CapZ

(MacArthur and North, 2004). The effects of phosphoinositides on in vitro interac-

tions of �‐actinin with F‐actin are controversial. According to Fukami et al. (1992),

this interaction is enhanced by these lipids, whereas Fraley et al. (2003) and

Corgan et al. (2004) observed attenuation. Mutations that preclude interaction with

PI(4,5)P2 appear not to affect F‐actin interactions and even enhance interactions in cell

lysates (Fraley et al., 2003). Interactions with phosphoinositides thus do not generally
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activate �‐actinin, but, depending on the interaction partner, inhibit or enhance

interactions.

b. Physiological Relevance of a‐Actinin Lipid Interactions

Expression of GFP‐tagged �‐actinin defective in binding to phosphoinositides in

rat embryo fibroblasts suggests that lipid binding enhances reversibility of interaction

of this cross‐linker with actin stress fibers: Moreover, PI(3,4,5)P3 appears to disrupt

the link between actin and integrins, thus allowing restructuring of focal contacts in

motile cells (Fraley et al., 2005).

D. Myosin Isoforms

Lipid interactions have been characterized for several unconventional myosin

isoforms such as myosin 1c, neither inactivation nor after potential C (NINAC), the

eye‐enriched myosin 3, and myosin 10 (Hirono et al., 2004; Lee and Montell, 2004;

Strissel and Arshavsky, 2004; Tacon et al., 2004). These interactions may be involved

in localizing these motor proteins at the plasma membrane near sites of actin assembly

or could be involved in binding of myosin to their cargo. The lipid interaction of

myosin 10 is best understood.

1. Myosin 10

This isoform features an N‐terminal motor domain, a neck with IQ motifs, a

coiled coil region, and a unique tail with three PH domains, a MyTH4 (myosin tail

homology), and a FERM domain. Myosin 10 is enriched in membrane ruffles and has

been implicated in filopodia formation and phagocytosis (Cox et al., 2003; Tacon

et al., 2004).

a. Lipid‐Binding Site Properties

Myosin 10 interacts in vitro preferentially with PI(3,5)P2 and PI(3,4,5)P3 and with

lower affinity with PI(4,5)P2. This interaction appears to be selectively mediated by the

PH domains, whereas the myosin 10 FERM domain lacks the conserved lysines present

in the ezrin FERMdomain required for lipid interaction (Mashanov et al., 2004; Tacon

et al., 2004). It is not clear which of PHdomains is responsible for binding to PI(3,4,5)P3,

but structural considerations implicate mainly the PH2 domain (Tacon et al., 2004).

b. Physiological Role of Myosin 10–Lipid Interaction

In intact cells, only the PH domains showed any membrane localization, and all

three PH domains appear to be required for tight membrane association of myosin 10

(Yonezawa et al., 2003; Mashanov et al., 2004). Myosin 10 is recruited to phagocytic

cups inmacrophages dependent on activity of PI 3‐kinase, suggesting that the interaction
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of this motor protein with PI(3,4,5)P3 is physiologically relevant. Moreover, a point

mutation in the PH domain, predicted to abolish PI(3,4,5)P3 binding, suppresses the

inhibitory effect of a tail fragment of myosin 10 on phagocytosis (Cox et al., 2003).

Myosin 10 could thus couple movement of actin filaments with that of the plasma

membrane at phagocytotic cups.

III. MICROTUBULES AND MICROTUBULE‐ASSOCIATED PROTEINS

A. Tubulin

�‐Tubulin and �‐tubulin are homologous compact globular molecules featuring a

core of two �‐sheets surrounded by �‐helices. They contain an N‐terminal nucleotide‐
binding region, an intermediate domain, and a C‐terminal domain probably involved

in binding motor proteins (Nogales et al., 1998). Besides being building blocks for

microtubules, tubulin molecules are also involved in the control of G‐protein–
mediated signal transduction and modulation of activity of enzymes hydrolyzing

PI(4,5)P2, that is, phospholipases C�1 andC�1 (Popova et al., 2002; Chang et al., 2005).

a. Lipid‐Binding Site Properties

Tubulin itself appears to bind phosphoinositides, as in vitro polymerization of

tubulin free of microtubule‐associated proteins is impaired by preincubation with

specifically PI(4,5)P2, but not PI(3,4,5)P3, phosphatidylinositol 3‐phosphate, or the

nonphospholipid IP3, suggesting a specific interaction involving both the charged head

group and the fatty acid chains. PI(4,5)P2 does, however, not affect binding and

hydrolysis of GTP by tubulin (Popova et al., 2002). No information is as yet available

on the putative phosphoinositide‐binding site in tubulin.

b. Physiological Relevance of Tubulin–Lipid Interactions

Whether tubulin dimers, by binding of tubulin to sites rich in phospholipase C� and

PI(4,5)P2, modulate activation of phospholipase C� in situ requires further studies.

Tubulin has also been suggested to activate phospholipase C�1, possibly by facilitating
transportation of a PI(4,5)P2 pool to the membrane‐localized enzyme (Chang et al.,

2005). Palmitoylated tubulin has been reported to be enriched in detergent‐resistant
membrane domains (Palestini et al., 2000), where it could modulate signal transduction

events. Putatively raft‐associated PI(4,5)P2 could promote this tubulin‐raft association.

B. MAP1B

The microtubule‐associated protein MAP1B is a multimeric protein consisting of

a 250‐kDa heavy chain and two light chains of 30 and 15 kDa. The heavy chain

contains a basic amphipathic tubulin‐binding site (amino acids 524–848) featuring
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KKEE and KKE motifs (Noble et al., 1989). MAP1B, a major neuronal protein,

localizes both in the cytosol and in particulate fractions. It also interacts with F‐actin
in vitro. Knockout experiments suggest important roles in neurite outgrowth (Dehmelt

and Halpain, 2004).

a. Lipid‐Binding Site Properties

MAP1B interacts in vitro specifically with liposomes containing acidic phospholipids,

such as PS, PI, or phosphatidic acid (PA), but not with phosphatidylinositol 4‐monopho-

sphate (PIP) or PI(4,5)P2. These acidic phospholipids also prevent association of MAP1B

with microtubules in vitro. The interaction is very likely specific, as a basic amphiphilic

lipid‐binding site could be located in the C‐terminal half of the tubulin‐binding domain

of MAP1B, which contains multiple KKE repeats (Yamauchi et al., 1997). This

explains the inhibitory effect of phospholipids on MAP1B–microtubule interaction.

b. Physiological Relevance of MAP1B–Lipid Interactions

Whether the interaction of this site with lipids is physiologically relevant has not

yet been shown.

C. Kinesin

The UNC‐104/KIF1 kinesins are an important class of motor proteins transport-

ing vesicles anterogradely along microtubules in the nervous system. Kinesins feature

two major functional domains, a motor domain responsible for motion along the

microtubule and a cargo‐binding tail domain, which in the case of UNC‐104 contains

a PH domain. In contrast to most other kinesins that are dimers, UNC‐104/KIF1

kinesins purify as monomers. Knockout of UNC‐104 in Caenorhabditis elegans results

in reduced numbers of synaptic vesicles at nerve endings. In mice, ablation of the

KIF1‐gene results similarly in a defect in presynaptic vesicle transport and death of the

animals shortly after birth (Yonekawa et al., 1998; Klopfenstein and Vale, 2004).

a. Lipid‐Binding Site Properties

UNC‐104 from Dictyostelium and C. elegans can interact with and transport with

some selectivity PI(4,5)P2‐containing liposomes via their PH domains. Mutations of

the PH domain that impair lipid binding cause in vitro vesicle transport defects.

Conditions that promote raft formation in liposomes enhance motility at low concen-

trations of PI(4,5)P2. The data suggest that clustering of UNC‐104 in PI(4,5)P2‐
containing rafts facilitates dimerization of this kinesin isoform and thus promotes

processive hand‐over‐hand movement along microtubules comparable to that of

conventional kinesins (Klopfenstein et al., 2002; Klopfenstein and Vale, 2004).
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b. Physiological Relevance of Kinesin–Lipid Interactions

The study by Klopfenstein and Vale (2004) clearly shows that the lipid interaction of

this motor also is relevant in situ. They analyzed the rescue of a C. elegans strain

expressingmutatedUNC‐104 that shows an uncoordinated, nearly paralyzed phenotype,
with different UNC‐104 mutants as compared to wild‐type protein. They showed that

the PH domain of the protein is essential for complete rescue and that point mutations

in this PH domain that impair phosphoinositide binding also result in incomplete rescue.

Mutations in UNC‐104 that impair lipid interaction reduce velocity and processivity of

GFP‐tagged UNC‐104 punctae observed in cultured neurons. This finding substantiates

the notion that phosphoinositide‐containing rafts concentrate UNC‐104 molecules at the

membrane and induce formation of processive dimers.

IV. INTERMEDIATE FILAMENTS

Intermediate filaments comprise a large family of related structural proteins that

are expressed in a tissue‐specific manner and are involved in stabilization of cells and

tissues. They consist of a central �‐helical rod domain flanked by non‐�‐helical
N‐terminal and C‐terminal domains of varying size and sequence (Herrmann and

Aebi, 2004).

a. Lipid‐Binding Site Properties

Vimentin, desmin, neurofilaments, and glial fibrillary protein all interact with

acidic phospholipids (PI, PS) in vitro. These interactions appear to involve both

electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions. The purified arginine‐rich N‐terminal head

domain (amino acids 1–96) of vimentin fully retains binding properties of the full‐
length protein. Vimentin contains in addition a second binding site for neutral lipids,

such as cholesterol, mono‐, di‐, and triglycerides, in its �‐helical rod domain (Traub

et al., 1986, 1987; Perides et al., 1987; Schweitzer and Evans, 1998).

PI(4,5)P2 and PIP rather specifically block vimentin filament assembly in vitro and

disrupt preformed filaments (Perides et al., 1987; Shah et al., 1998). As the basic

N‐terminal head domains are essential for tetramer formation via interactions with

the acidic residues in the helical rod domain (Herrmann and Aebi, 2004), phosphoi-

nositides may, by binding to the basic residues in the head domain, preclude these

interactions.

b. Physiological Relevance of Vimentin–Lipid Interactions

It is not clear whether phosphoinositide binding plays a role in vimentin assembly

and membrane association in situ. Certainly vimentin filaments are closely asso-
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ciated with lipid droplets in adipose and steroidogenic cells. Cells lacking vimentin

show decreased esterification of cholesterol. Possibly delivery of cholesterol to the

endoplasmatic reticulum is dependent on vimentin (Sarria et al., 1992). It is not yet

clear whether vimentin participates in cholesterol metabolism via direct lipid interac-

tion or by indirectly modulating enzymes involved in these processes (Schweitzer and

Evans, 1998).

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A. Selectivity of Cytoskeletal Protein–Lipid Interactions

With a few exceptions, most phosphoinositide‐binding cytoskeletal proteins stu-

died so far cannot discriminate between PI(4,5)P2 and PI(3,4,5)P3 (Fig. 2, Table I). As

the cellular levels of PI(3,4,5)P3 are much lower than those of PI(4,5)P2, especially in

resting cells, these proteins very likely interact in situ with PI(4,5)P2. PI(3,4,5)P3 may

Figure 2. Regulation of cellular processes by phosphoinositides and the proteins involved. Actin assembly

at the membrane, actin‐membrane linkage, focal adhesion turnover, and membrane dynamics are positively

regulated by phosphoinositides via the indicated proteins (upward arrows), whereas actin capping, severing,

and monomer binding are negatively affected (downward arrow). Most of the proteins interact mainly

with PI(4,5)P2 (underlined), some proteins show selectivity for PI(3,4,5)P3 (italics), and �‐actinin (italics/

underlined) may be regulated by both types of lipids.
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indirectly regulate cytoskeletal functions by modulating activities of signaling proteins

such as small GTP‐binding proteins (Niggli, 2005). A few proteins, such as myosin 10,

WAVE, and profilin, interact in vitro preferentially with PI(3,4,5)P3 and in situ evi-

dence supports a physiological role of this interaction, at least for the first

two proteins. For �‐actinin, a protein involved both in actin cross‐linking and in

membrane attachment, which interacts in vitro equally well with PI(4,5)P2 and

PI(3,4,5)P3, data nevertheless indicate an in situ role for the latter lipid. The affinities

of the lipid interactions are quite low in some cases (e.g., dynamin). Clustering of

phosphoinositides in rafts thus could markedly promote binding.

Interactions with acidic phospholipids other than phosphoinositides have addition-

ally been documented for annexins, spectrin, gelsolin, and vinculin. They may serve to

concentrate these proteins at the plasma membrane, facilitating their regulation by

phosphoinositides.

B. Functional Impact of Cytoskeletal Protein–Lipid Interactions

PI(4,5)P2 promotes actin assembly by removing capping and severing proteins from

F‐actin and by dissociating proteins from actin monomers. PI(4,5)P2 also activates

actin‐membrane linker proteins. As this lipid is also present in appreciable amounts in

resting cells, it may thus be involved in maintaining a cortical membrane‐associated
actin network in these cells. PI(4,5)P2moreover promotes actin assembly viaWASP and

Arp2/3, whereas PI(3,4,5)P3, whose levels are tightly controlled by signaling, localizes

WAVE at the plasma membrane where it may be activated by Rac, thus initiating actin

polymerization in motile lamellipods. Both lipids may thus cooperate in inducing

formation of F‐actin–rich protrusions during cell migration.

Regulation of focal adhesions by phosphoinositides is complex.On one hand, PI(4,5)

P2 is required for focal contact localization of talin. On the other hand, phosphoinositides

appear to displace vinculin from focal contacts and to disrupt the interaction of �‐actinin
with integrins, thus ensuring turnover of these structures. Finally, processes involving

membrane dynamics, such as endocytosis, exocytosis, and phagocytosis, are regulated by

phosphoinositides that target dynamin, myosin 10, kinesin, and annexin 2 to specific

membrane locations and also enhance functions of kinesin and dynamin.

C. Open Questions

In most discussed cases, the in vitro binding site properties and lipid specificities

have been well described, but compelling evidence on in situ interaction of these

proteins with phosphoinositides and functional roles of these lipid interactions is yet

scarce with a few exceptions such as ezrin, kinesin (UNC‐104), WAVE, or villin. In the

first three cases, data have been obtained for cellular expression of proteins with

mutations in the lipid‐binding domain, whereas for villin, a direct in situ interaction
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with PI(4,5)P2 has been demonstrated. Another open question is the involvement of

lipid rafts in regulation of localized assembly, turnover, and membrane linkage

of cytoskeletal filaments, especially as the presence of phosphoinositides in lipid rafts

has been disputed. This topic merits further research.
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During embryogenesis, the tissues of the developing embryo must be bent, tugged, and

sculpted in a series of morphogenetic episodes that flow from one to another to

generate the final shape of the fetus. The mechanisms underlying these events share

startling similarities across a great variety of animals. A primary component of

morphogenesis is the actin cytoskeleton, which drives all of the cell shape changes,

the tissue bending, and the fusion events that characterize embryogenesis. In this

chapter we explore how regulation of the actin cytoskeleton contributes to morphoge-

netic episodes in worm, fly, fish, mouse, and chick embryos. In particular, we focus on

how each of the different structures formed by actin function in morphogenesis and

consider how recent research has expanded our knowledge of this area.

I. INTRODUCTION

Embryonic development is punctuated by morphogenetic events, which tug, bend,

and sculpt the tissues of the embryo. The actin cytoskeleton is a key element in these

episodes, playing a number of vital roles that are conserved across the animal king-

dom. In this chapter we will focus, in particular, on the role of actin‐driven events

during epithelial morphogenesis. The epithelial layers of the embryo undergo the most

remarkable transformations in shape by bending, invaginating, fusing, and forming

intricate networks of tubes. All of these episodes are coordinated so that precisely the

right structures form at the right time and in the right place and wire into the correct

tissues.

In this chapter, we will first detail how different actin filament structures are

formed in the cell, drawing from research carried out in cultured cells and relating

this to what is known from model organisms. In particular, we will explore how

filopodia and lamellipodia are assembled and contrast this to the formation of actin

cable‐like structures. We will also discuss how each of these structures contributes

generally to morphogenesis. With the actin “tool kit” thus defined, we then go on to

explore how these actin structures perform their roles during specific morphogenetic

episodes. A wealth of research data has provided many clues as to the key ways in

which actin regulation underpins various aspects of morphogenesis and we will detail

examples during the course of the chapter. An overriding feature of morphogenesis

and roles played by the actin cytoskeleton is the level of conservation seen across a

huge variety of animal species. In this chapter we cover morphogenetic episodes in

flies, worms, fish, mice, and chicks and the remarkable similarities between events

in these diverse organisms will become apparent.

II. ACTIN STRUCTURES IN MORPHOGENESIS

The actin cytoskeleton not only provides crucial support and structure to the cell

but is also key in driving dynamic cell shape change and facilitating cell motility. Actin

is a globular protein, which cycles between monomeric and filamentous forms in the

cell. Functional actin is filamentous (F‐actin), but pools of monomeric actin exist
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within cells and the regulation of polymerizing filaments from these pools is a

tightly regulated process involving distinct sets of actin‐binding proteins (Pollard

and Borisy, 2003). Actin filaments are composed of a double helical arrangement of

actin monomers, sitting head‐to‐tail to give the filament a molecular polarity, with one

end being called the “barbed” end and the other the “pointed” end. Actin filaments are

built by adding monomers to the barbed end and disassembled through loss of

monomers from the pointed end (Pollard and Borisy, 2003).

During embryonicmorphogenesis, actin filament (F‐actin) structures play key roles
in bending, molding, and sticking together the epithelial tissues to shape the embryo.

Crucially, actin filaments are assembled and organized into a variety of dynamic

networks during morphogenesis to form cables, filopodia, and lamellipodia. These

structures each contribute in unique ways to build the developing embryo. In this

section, each structure will be introduced and their general roles in morphogenetic

movements discussed.

A. Actin Protrusions

Actin‐rich cell protrusions, in the form of sheet‐like lamellipodia or finger‐like
filopodia, are frequently expressed by cells as they participate in key morphogenetic

episodes. These structures are assembled at the leading edges or apical surfaces of cells

where localized actin polymerization generates actin filaments that push at the plasma

membrane to produce actin‐rich extensions of the cell surface. Filopodia and lamellipodia

differ morphologically due to the underlying arrangement of actin filaments in each

structure. Lamellipodia are thin sheet‐like extensions composed of a dendritic network

of F‐actin which pushes at the plasma membrane resulting in dynamic ruffles (Fig. 1).

In contrast, filopodia consist of bundles of parallel actin filaments, which form a

cylindrical core of actin that pushes the plasma membrane into a finger‐shaped protru-

sion (Fig. 1). Both filopodia and lamellipodia are highly dynamic structures, extending,

ruffling, and retracting rapidly as they reach out and appear to explore the cell’s

surroundings.

The assembly of actin protrusions is driven by changes in actin dynamics at the

cell edge, with the protrusions extending as actin filaments grow by the addition of

actin monomers. Growth of actin filaments occurs preferentially at the filament barbed

end and filaments in filopodia and lamellipodia are orientated with their growing,

barbed ends toward the exterior of the cell (Small et al., 1978). To assemble the broad

F‐actin meshwork that makes up a lamellipodium, the cell uses the Arp2/3 complex, an

actin nucleator that generates new barbed ends on which actin filaments can grow

(Machesky et al., 1994). Arp2/3 binds to the pointed ends of actin and initiates the

growth of new actin filaments at a 70� angle to the original filament, resulting in a

dense branched network of filaments which can be elegantly visualized using specialist

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) techniques (Svitkina and Borisy, 1999).

However, the Arp2/3 complex cannot drive actin nucleation alone and requires the
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input of additional activators, primarily provided by members of the WASP/Scar

family of proteins (Machesky and Insall, 1998).

The branched network formed by the nucleation of actin by Arp2/3 and its

activators nicely explains how lamellipodia are assembled at the leading edge of

cultured motile cells and also during in vivo situations such as the morphogenesis

of embryonic tissues. However, it does not so easily account for the formation of

Figure 1. Actin protrusions and a filopodial interdigitation model for epithelial cell adhesion. (A) Actin

protrusions are formed when localized actin polymerization generates actin filaments (red) that push against

the plasma membrane. New actin filaments can be nucleated by the Arp2/3 complex, and capped at their

barbed ends by capping protein (green oval). Lamellipodial protrusions are thin sheet‐like protrusions

composed of a network of actin filaments, whereas finger‐like filopodia contain bundles of parallel actin

filaments. (B) In a number of different systems, fusion of epithelial cells is preceded by the assembly of

filopodia. These actin (red) protrusions interdigitate and provide initial points of contact between two cells

and sites for cell–cell adhesion (blue). The cells can then pull closer together and over time the initial contacts

will develop into mature adherens junctions, forming a fused epithelial surface..)
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filopodia because these protrusions appear to consist of unbranched bundles of

aligned actin filaments (Svitkina et al., 2003). These filaments are rooted in the

branched network but Arp2/3 is excluded from the length of the filopodium. An

in vitro study using WASP‐coated beads revealed that a lamellipodia‐like branched

network could be switched to an array of bundled actin structures analogous to

filopodia simply by depleting capping protein, and this may be how filopodial assem-

bly is generally regulated in vivo (Vignjevic et al., 2003). This is, at least in part, borne

out by work in cultured cells where depletion of capping protein by short hairpin RNA

caused an “explosive” increase in filopodia formation (Mejillano et al., 2004). How-

ever, since cells maintain high concentrations of capping protein, it is more likely that

regulation is indirect, via antagonists of capping action, such as the Ena/VASP family

of proteins. If capping protein levels are depleted in Ena/VASP‐deficient cells, no

switch to filopodial production is seen (Mejillano et al., 2004). These ideas have yet

to be explored in detail during in vivo morphogenetic episodes.

Tissue culture experiments have shown that the Rho GTPases, Cdc42 and Rac sit

upstream of the actin dynamics to mediate assembly of protrusions. Activation of

Cdc42 drives the formation of filopodia, while Rac activation leads to the assembly of

lamellipodia (Ridley et al., 1992; Nobes and Hall, 1999). This control also appears to

hold true during in vivo morphogenetic episodes and is described in relation to specific

tissue movements later in this chapter. Downstream of Rac and Cdc42, the assembly

of filopodia versus lamellipodia had been thought to run through two parallel path-

ways. Key to both pathways are members of the WASP family of Arp2/3 activators.

These can be organized into two subfamilies, one containing WASPs and the other

containing Scar/WAVE proteins. Cdc42 specifically activates WASPs (Higgs and

Pollard, 2000; Rohatgi et al., 2000) while Scar/WAVE proteins act downstream of

Rac1 (Eden et al., 2002). However, recent work in Drosophila cells, which carry only a

singleWASP and single SCAR gene, found that SCAR is the major regulator for both

lamellipodia and filopodia assembly, while WASP appears less important (Rogers

et al., 2003; Biyasheva et al., 2004). The speculation is that, in Drosophila cells at least,

a cascade, rather than parallel pathways, may be functioning (Fig. 8). In this scheme,

Rac activates SCAR leading to the assembly of lamellipodia, while the assembly of

filopodia also lies downstream of SCAR and is controlled by the input of further

factors, such as the recruitment of the anticapping protein Ena/VASP by the Cdc42

effector IRSp53 (Krugmann et al., 2001). These ideas have yet to be explored specifi-

cally in vivo during embryonic morphogenesis, although it is the case that in the

morphogenetic movement of Drosophila dorsal closure (described later) loss of either

Rac1 or Cdc42 leads to a loss of both lamellipodia and filopodia (Jacinto et al., 2000;

Woolner et al., 2005), which might endorse a cascade model of actin protrusion

assembly.

Due to their dynamic, transient nature actin protrusions have not always been easy

to image in vivo. The standard fixation processes used for the study of embryonic tissues

often destroy these fragile structures. However, advances in live imaging have allowed

researchers to uncover more and more examples of actin dynamics, particularly of

protrusion assemblies during embryo morphogenesis of several different organisms.
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A major function of actin protrusions in vivo appears to be to glue sheets of epithelial

cells together, which is the culmination of many different morphogenetic episodes.

Actin protrusions appear to prime the adhesion of adjacent cells by extending and

interdigitating, so that cells, or sheets of cells, can be zipped together (Fig. 1). This

action was shown particularly clearly by in vitro studies of keratinocytes, which can be

induced to form adherent monolayers by the addition of Ca2þ. After Ca2þ exposure,

keratinocytes extend numerous filopodia and when filopodia from adjacent cells make

contact they slide upon each other and “embed” themselves into the neighboring cells

(Vasioukhin et al., 2000). E‐cadherin–catenin complexes cluster at the tips of the

keratinocyte filopodia and these complexes mature into strong cell–cell adhesions

between the two cells (Vasioukhin et al., 2000). The interdigitation of filopodia to zip

two sheets of cells together seems to be a well‐conserved mechanism in epithelial fusion

events, which are explored in a later section.

A further role that actin protrusions may play during morphogenesis may be to

push and pull sheets of cells into new positions. This is a clear function of lamellipodia

in migrating single cells, such as the Dictyostelium amoebae, where the assembly of

lamellipodial protrusions at the leading edge of the cell is fundamental for cell motility.

It is less clear that protrusions can provide the level of force required to move large

tissues during morphogenesis, but growing evidence from live imaging of events, such

as germ band retraction in the Drosophila embryo, indicate that actin protrusions may

contribute to the pushing and pulling of tissues.

Finally, a major function of actin protrusions during morphogenesis appears to be

as sensory organs allowing cells to observe and respond to guidance cues within their

environment. This function is clearly illustrated by the filopodia of a growth cone

during axon guidance in the developing nervous system (Tessier‐Lavigne and

Goodman, 1996) but is less well described for morphogenetic events. However, strik-

ingly, during the fusion of two epithelial sheets in Drosophila dorsal closure, actin

protrusions are required to correctly match the segments of the embryo.

B. Stress Fibers and Actomyosin Cables

As well as forming filopodia and lamellipodia, actin filaments can also be

organized into cable‐like structures, and these play vital roles in many morphogenetic

episodes. In cultured cells, actin filaments arrange in cable‐like structures in response

to tension and are called stress fibers. They provide rigidity and structure to the cell

and are also involved in cell migration, driving the retraction of the rear of the cell.

Analogous cable structures form in embryos during morphogenesis, although a key

difference between these actin cables and stress fibers is that they can run through

many cells in a tissue, providing a coordinated contractile structure across that tissue.

Actin cables are anchored and linked between the cells of a tissue through adherens

junctions (Fig. 2), with the actin filaments attaching to the junction through �‐ and
�‐catenin.
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Figure 2. Purse‐string contraction. Actin filaments can form contractile cables which can shape and bend

epithelial layers or, as is the case in wound healing, pull cells together to close a hole. Here a temporal series

illustrates how purse‐string contraction can draw the edges of an epithelial hole together. The cable is made

up of individual actin filaments (red bars), which are anchored to adherens junctions (blue rectangles)

formed between adjacent cells. Contraction of the actin cable in each cell leads to apical cell constriction

and reduces the size of the hole. As contraction continues, some of the cells are squeezed out of the front row

and new adherens junctions form between the remaining cells. Sustained contraction of the actin cable draws

adjacent cells together, allowing them to fuse and close the hole.
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The actin filaments in cables and stress fibers are arranged in straight, unbranched

bundles, a great contrast to the branched network seen with protrusion formation. The

polymerization of actin filaments for these structures cannot, therefore, be mediated

by the actin nucleator, Arp2/3, which forms branched actin networks. Instead, the

formin family of actin nucleators are the likely candidate for polymerizing cable

structures during morphogenesis. Formins bind to the barbed end tips of actin

filaments, where they can remain as the filament elongates (Higashida et al., 2004),

blocking the access of capping proteins but allowing the incorporation of actin

monomers (Zigmond et al., 2003). In this way, formins are able to drive the formation

of long actin filaments. Evidence from a variety of systems indicate that formins are

the primary nucleator of cable structures, with members of the family driving stress

fiber formation in cultured cells (Satoh and Tominaga, 2001) and cable formation in

yeast (Sagot et al., 2002). Furthermore, the formins have also been implicated in

number of morphogenetic episodes, including limb, kidney, and spleen morphogenesis

(reviewed in Evangelista et al., 2003). Upstream control of actin cable formation runs

through the small GTPase, Rho. Activation of this GTPase is required for the

assembly of stress fibers in cultured cells and also appears to play a similar role

in vivo in the formation of actin cables in morphogenesis. This certainly ties in with

formin nucleation of actin cables, as Rho is known to be required to activate some

classes of formins, by relieving them from their usual, autoinhibited, state (Watanabe

et al., 1999).

A key aspect of actin cables and stress fibers is that the actin filaments in these

structures can associate with myosin motors enabling the generation of tensile or

contractile force. For example, if a contractile actomyosin cable forms at the apical

edge of a cell, this edge will be tugged inward, giving the cell a wedge‐like shape

(Fig. 2). Similarly, if a cable is formed at the edge of a sheet of cells it can be used

to draw cells together by “purse‐string” contraction, a process that has been best

described in wound‐healing studies. When a wound is made in an epithelial layer, a

thick cable of actin is apparent around the leading edge of the cells encompassing the

hole (Martin and Lewis, 1992). If assembly of this cable is blocked by the addition of

the actin polymerization blocker, cytochalasin D, or with the Rho GTPase blocker, C3

transferase, wounds fail to reepithelialize, indicating that the actin cable is providing

crucial force to draw the wound edges together (McCluskey and Martin, 1995;

Brock et al., 1996).

Actin cables perform a number of functions during morphogenetic episodes.

First, they can drive purse‐string contraction, just as is seen in wound healing. This

role is exhibited particularly clearly during various epithelial fusion events, such as

ventral enclosure in the Caenorhabditis elegans embryo. Second, actin cables can act

to bend and shape sheets of cells during morphogenesis such as is seen when a

placode of cells invaginates to form a tube during tubulogenesis. Finally, cables can

also help to restrain and organize sheets of cells as a morphogenetic episode

takes place; this appears to be the case during Drosophila dorsal closure where an

actomyosin cable helps to keep the epithelial leading edge organized and coherent

(Section V.A).
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III. SIGNALS REGULATING ACTIN DURING MORPHOGENESIS

A. Rho Family of Small GTPases

Rho GTPases act as molecular switches to control signal transduction pathways,

cycling between an active GTP‐bound and inactive GDP‐bound form (Fig. 3). When

in their active GTP‐bound state they can interact with a wide range of downstream

effectors to drive various cellular responses (reviewed in Raftopoulou and Hall, 2004;

Wennerberg and Der, 2004). A major downstream effect of the Rho family is to

regulate the actin cytoskeleton, with different Rho family members being responsible

for the assembly of different actin structures in the cell.

The cycling of Rho GTPases between the active and inactive forms is tightly

regulated by three groups of proteins (Fig. 3). Guanine nucleotide exchange factors

(GEFs) activate the GTPase by promoting the exchange of GDP for GTP. In contrast,

GTPase‐activating proteins (GAPs) negatively regulate the cycle by enhancing the

Figure 3. Cycling of Rho GTPases. The Rho family of small GTPases act as molecular switches, cycling

between an inactive, GDP‐bound form, and an active, GTP‐bound form. Upstream signals feed into

regulators of Rho GTPase activity—the GEFs, GAPs, and GDIs—and so affect the balance of the cycle.

When in the active form, Rho GTPases can go on to activate numerous effectors leading to a variety of

downstream effects.
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GTPase activity of the Rho family member, while guanine nucleotide dissociation

inhibitors (GDIs) are thought to block the cycle by sequestering the GDP‐bound form

(Zheng, 2001; Schmidt and Hall, 2002; Moon and Zheng, 2003). A great deal of the

work carried out to investigate Rho GTPase function has used the expression of

mutant forms of the GTPases which block the usual cycling. Constitutively active

forms of GTPases possess mutations that reduce their intrinsic GTPase activity and do

not respond to GAPs, and so, in this way, remain active irrespective of upstream

signaling. Conversely, mutations which give the Rho GTPase a preferential affinity

for GDP, lock the GTPase in the inactive state and are thought to act as dominant

negative agents by sequestering GEFs, thus preventing the activation of their wild‐type
counterparts (Harden et al., 1995).

Work in cultured fibroblasts has indicated that different members of the Rho

family are responsible for organizing actin into specialized arrangements. Activation

of Rho was found to regulate the formation of contractile actomyosin, which in

cultured cells forms stress fibers (Ridley and Hall, 1992). In contrast, the Rho family

members Rac and Cdc42 were found to be required for the assembly of actin protru-

sions, with Rac being responsible for the formation of the actin meshwork which

underlies lamellipodia, and activation of Cdc42 leading to the assembly of filopodia

(Ridley et al., 1992; Nobes and Hall, 1995). As we will discuss, the situation is a little

more complex in vivo but generally it appears to be true that in tissue morphogenesis

Rho signaling controls events involving contractile cables, while protrusion assembly

is dependent on activation of Rac and Cdc42.

B. MAP Kinase Cascades

Another important signaling component activated during some morphogenetic

episodes is provided by the Jun N‐terminal kinase (JNK) family of MAP kinases

(MAPKs) (Xia and Karin, 2004). MAPK cascades are required for many vital cellular

processes and involve the successive phosphorylation and activation of kinases. The

pathway ends with the activation of transcription factors and so the transcription of a

specific group of target genes (reviewed in Widmann et al., 1999). At the top of the

cascade is an MAPK kinase kinase (MAPKKK) which, when activated, phosphor-

ylates and activates an MAPK kinase which in turn phosphorylates an MAPK and

this then phosphorylates and activates specific transcription factors. In mammalian

cells, five MAPK families have been established, which are determined by the identity

of the final MAPK and therefore the transcription factors that are subsequently

activated. JNK cascades end with the activation of the leucine zipper transcription

factor, Jun, which then usually teams up with another leucine zipper protein, Fos,

to form the transcriptionally active AP1 complex. Over recent years, JNK cascades

have been implicated in a number of morphogenetic episodes involving the migration

and fusion of epithelial sheets, including Drosophila dorsal closure and eyelid fusion in

mouse embryos. In particular, the JNK pathway seems to play a role in the organiza-

tion of the actin cytoskeleton during these morphogenetic events, although exactly

how this is coordinated with the activity of the Rho GTPases remains unclear.
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IV. GASTRULATION MOVEMENTS

Gastrulation is the first major morphogenetic event to take place during embryo-

genesis. While different in different organisms, gastrulation is generally characterized

by large‐scale cell movements and results in the establishment of the three major

germ layers and the setting down of the basic body plan of the embryo. Actin is an

important player in many aspects of these early shaping movements and in this section

we will explore these ideas by looking at gastrulation in the Drosophila embryo and the

related process of epiboly in the zebrafish embryo.

A. Drosophila Gastrulation

Gastrulation in the Drosophila embryo begins just after cellularization and is

initiated by the formation of a furrow on the ventral surface of the embryo. The

furrow forms as a consequence of mesodermal precursor cells narrowing their apices

and expanding basally, thereby becoming wedge‐shaped in appearance (Fig. 4).

This concerted cell shape change spreads through the ventral‐most domain of the

embryo resulting in the formation of a furrow (Leptin, 1999). Two transcription

factors, Twist and Snail, define the ventral domain and induce the expression

of specific target genes. One such induced gene is folded gastrulation ( fog), which

encodes a secreted protein that signals to neighboring cells in the epithelium to

coordinate the gastrulation cell contractions. The Fog signal operates via Concertina

(Cta), a heterotrimeric G‐protein, to activate Rho‐GEF2, which in turn activates

RhoA (Barrett et al., 1997). The cells in which this signaling cascade is activated

flatten and constrict their apical cortex, so driving furrow formation.

Clues from mammalian tissue culture suggested that this pathway might lead to

the assembly and contraction of actomyosin cables, which could drive the cell shape

changes required for gastrulation. An analogous pathway in mammalian cells, which

acts through a G‐protein signal to activate RhoA, induces the phosphorylation and

activation of myosin II and results in the assembly of actomyosin stress fibers (Van

Aelst and D’Souza‐Schorey, 1997). Live imaging experiments using GFP fusions of the

light or heavy chains of myosin II suggest that Fog is acting upstream of myosin

II‐driven contractions during Drosophila gastrulation (Nikolaidou and Barrett, 2004).

The myosin‐GFPs show a relocalization to the apical surface of the ventral cells just

prior to their constriction and invagination (Fig. 4). Furthermore, this apical accumu-

lation of myosin in the ventral cells is much reduced in embryos mutant for either

RhoGEF2 or cta.

B. Epiboly in Zebrafish Embryos

Zebrafish gastrulation consists of four linked cellmovements and rearrangements—

epiboly, involution, extension, and convergence. Epiboly is the first morphogenetic

movement in this series of episodes and recent work has begun to indicate some
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intriguing roles for actin in this process (Cheng et al., 2004). Epiboly begins just after

the embryo has completed a series of cleavages and at this point consists of a mound

of cells, the blastoderm, which sits on top of a large syncytial yolk cell. During

epiboly the blastoderm spreads over and around the yolk cell, until the yolk cell is

completely covered with blastodermal cells. Early studies indicated that microtubules

were the major driving force for epiboly, with microtubular arrays extending from the

Figure 4. Ventral furrow formation during Drosophila gastrulation. The major steps in ventral furrow

formation are shown as cross sections through the Drosophila embryo (top ¼ dorsal, bottom ¼ ventral).

The domain of the gastrulation transcription factor, Twist, is shown in blue and the overlapping Twist and

Snail domains are shown in yellow. The localization of myosin II is illustrated in red. (A) Immediately after

cellularization, myosin II is localized to the basal surfaces of the cells. (B) The ventral furrow begins to form

as myosin II relocalizes to the apical surface of the ventral cells and these cells begin to flatten and constrict

their apices. (C) Continued and coordinated apical constriction drives the formation of the furrow. (D) At

the end of the process, the future mesodermal cells have been completely internalized.
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yolk cell syncytial layer, which contacts the blastoderm, into the yolk cell cytoplasm

(Solnica‐Krezel and Driever, 1994). Furthermore, disruption of these arrays with the

microtubule‐stabilizing drug, Taxol, significantly retarded epiboly. These observa-

tions, along with the finding that the yolk cell syncytial layer continues to move toward

the vegetal pole even if the blastoderm is removed, suggested that the yolk cell might

act to tow the blastoderm across its surface using the microtubule connections.

However, studies of zebrafish epiboly have begun to suggest a role for blastoderm

actin structures in this morphogenetic movement. First, imaging has shown that cells

at the periphery of the expanding blastoderm extend actin‐rich lamellipodial protru-

sions across the adjacent yolk cell (Zalik et al., 1999). A clear possibility is that these

protrusions are aiding migration of the blastoderm toward the vegetal pole. Further-

more, later in epiboly two actin rings are seen to form at the periphery of the

blastoderm. These actin rings run around the circumference of the blastoderm and

at least one of these rings is present until the very end of epiboly (Cheng et al., 2004).

If embryos in the later stages of epiboly are treated with cytochalasin B, which disrupts

actin polymerization, the process slows down and the blastoderm ultimately fails to

completely cover the yolk cell (Cheng et al., 2004). It has therefore been postulated

that actin plays two key roles in driving tissue migration during epiboly: first in the

early stages of the process actin protrusions assembled by the leading blastoderm cells

may help migration toward the equator of the yolk cell and then second, once the

blastoderm has passed the equator, contractile actin rings may help to draw the

blastodermal cells to the vegetal pole. That actin does play a vital role in epiboly

now appears undisputed, since the blocking of Rho function either by injection of C3

botulinum toxin or by antagonizing Rho‐associated kinase (ROCK) has been shown

to prevent the epiboly process (Lai et al., 2005).

V. EPITHELIAL FUSION EVENTS

The fusion of epithelial sheets is another key morphogenetic event that takes place

on numerous occasions during the development of many embryos, ranging from flies

to humans. In this section we will explore how the actin cytoskeleton functions to pull

together and fuse epithelial sheets in a variety of examples, illustrating that many

features of fusion events are highly conserved across embryogenesis.

A. Drosophila Dorsal Closure

Dorsal closure in the fruit fly embryo involves the closure of a large hole in the

dorsal epithelium of the embryo. It provides an excellent model for the study of

epithelial fusion as it takes place on the very surface of the fly embryo, making it

highly amenable to live imaging; while the genetic tractability ofDrosophilameans that

it can be manipulated with relative ease. The dorsal hole is formed as a result of an

earlier morphogenetic movement called germ band retraction (GBR) and takes about
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2–3 h to close at room temperature. Dorsal closure is one of the final tissue movements

in the development of the Drosophila embryo, but its proper completion is required for

the embryo to hatch into a larvae (reviewed in Harden, 2002; Jacinto et al., 2002b).

The hole left by GBR is elliptical or “eye‐shaped” and closure proceeds from the most

anterior and posterior ends (or canthi), zipping closed toward the center. At the

completion of closure, the two epithelial edges fuse and the resulting seam resolves

and vanishes, leaving a perfect, segmentally aligned, epithelial surface at the midline

seam (Fig. 5). Actin is crucial to all stages of dorsal closure, with cortical actin driving

key cell shape changes at the beginning of the process, and specialized actin machi-

neries functioning to pull the two epithelial surfaces together and fuse them at the

midline.

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of dorsal closure. Dorsal closure is represented as a four‐phase process with
the epithelium shown in green and amnioserosa in yellow. Embryo cartoons (left) display the progressive

stages of the process. Boxed regions (right) show “zoom ins” of the epithelial leading edge. Dorsal closure

begins as the germ band approaches its ultimate position at the posterior. Early in the process, the large cells

of the amnioserosa (yellow) contract and the epithelial cells (green) begin to elongate in a dorsoventral

direction (axis compass in bottom left). Slightly later in closure, the epithelial leading edge begins to assemble

an actomyosin cable (red and blue) and starts to extend actin protrusions across the amnioserosa.
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Lining the eye‐shaped hole is a monolayer of large flat extraembryonic cells called

the amnioserosa, over which the epithelial edges must eventually travel to seal the hole.

From the very start of closure, the large cells of the amnioserosa accumulate F‐actin
and myosin and begin to contract apically, pulling the attached epithelial edges

toward each other (Fig. 5). Tight regulation of F‐actin levels in the amnioserosa is

required for proper closure, too much F‐actin causes the amnioserosa to overcontract,

distorting the embryo; while if levels are too low the epithelial surfaces are not pulled

together efficiently and dorsal closure is defective (Harden et al., 2002). As the

amnioserosa contracts during wild‐type dorsal closure, a second cell shape change

takes place: the cells of the epithelium begin to elongate in a dorsoventral direction,

helping to push the epithelial edges dorsally. This elongation may, in part, be driven by

the assembly and contraction of an actin cable in the epithelial leading edge, which is

explored next.

As dorsal closure proceeds, F‐actin accumulates in cells at the leading edge of the

two epithelial sheets. The accumulated actin is associated with myosin and forms a

contractile cable which runs around the circumference of the hole, connected between

cells at anchor points provided by cell–cell adherens junctions (Young et al., 1993;

Jacinto et al., 2002a). The cable has contractile properties and appears to play two

major roles during dorsal closure. First, the cable can act as a “purse‐string,” helping

to pull the two epithelial surfaces together; if the cable is “cut” by laser ablation the

free edges spring back reflecting a loss of tension (Kiehart, 1999; Kiehart et al., 2000;

Hutson et al., 2003). Evidence of a second role for the actomyosin cable during dorsal

closure came from studies where Rho1 or myosin II function was obliterated. In these

mutants loss of the actomyosin cable results in a chaotic, no longer taut, leading edge

and subsequent dorsal closure defects, indicating that the cable also acts to restrain

and organize the leading edge, maintaining a coherent surface that can be closed

efficiently and precisely (Jacinto et al., 2002a).

As the actomyosin cable is assembled in the leading edge cells, these cells also

begin to extend filopodia and lamellipodia. These actin protrusions are highly dynamic

and reach out across the exposed amnioserosa. Once the epithelial edges are close

enough, protrusions from opposing edges interact with one another and mediate the

zipping together of the edges from the “canthi” at the most anterior and posterior ends

of the hole, toward the middle until the hole is finally closed (Jacinto et al., 2000).

Investigations into the roles of actin protrusions during dorsal closure have inevitably

highlighted the Rho GTPases, Cdc42 and Rac, which in tissue culture cells regulate the

formation of filopodia and lamellipodia, respectively. Expression of either dominant

negative Cdc42 or Rac in segmental stripes of the embryonic fly epithelium during

dorsal closure eradicates virtually all actin protrusion assembly in affected leading

edge cells and gives two key phenotypes (Fig. 6). First, leading edge cells lacking actin

protrusions fail to fuse properly at the midline, indicating that these structures are

required for tightly knitting the two epithelial edges together. Second, a key feature of

normal dorsal closure fails in these embryos, as the segments no longer properly align

as the hole is closed. This suggests that the actin protrusions play a sensing role during

closure, allowing leading edge cells to find their correct partner on the opposing edge
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and thus correctly align the segments across the midline seam (Jacinto et al., 2000;

Woolner et al., 2005).

Upstream control of actin during dorsal closure seems to feed, at least in part,

through a JNK signaling pathway. This MAPK cascade appears to be the central

signal transduction pathway in dorsal closure and controls a number of aspects of the

process. The JNK pathway has been extensively studied in dorsal closure, and mutants

in various components of the pathway exhibit similar phenotypes, characterized by

cells of the leading edge losing their usual elongated state and by disruption of the

actomyosin cable in these cells (Glise et al., 1995; Riesgo‐Escovar et al., 1996; Riesgo‐
Escovar and Hafen, 1997; Stronach and Perrimon, 2002). Furthermore, live imaging

of embryos mutant for hemipterous (hep), which encodes JNK kinase, showed that the

leading edge cells of these mutants could no longer assemble actin protrusions or

cable, indicating that the regulation of both these structures is mediated through the

JNK pathway. The major route of action for the JNK cascade in dorsal closure

appears to be through the expression and release of Drosophila TGF‐� (Decapenta-

plegic) (reviewed in Harden, 2002). However, it remains unclear exactly how the JNK

pathway feeds into actin assembly; some clues came from a serial analysis of gene

expression (SAGE) study which identified a number of cytoskeletal regulators whose

expression is upregulated in response to activation of the JNK cascade, including

Drosophila profilin (Jasper et al., 2001). Furthermore, it appears that regulation of

JNK signaling is key both in the epithelial leading edge and also in the amnioserosa,

where a failure to downregulate JNK leads to a failure in amnioserosa contraction.

B. C. elegans Ventral Enclosure

The process of ventral enclosure in the nematode worm, C. elegans, shares

many similarities with Drosophila dorsal closure (Fig. 7). Like dorsal closure, ventral

enclosure involves the sealing of a large hole in the epidermis of the embryo, in this

case on the ventral surface. The process begins when four epithelial cells, so called

“leading cells,” positioned in pairs at the anterior end of the hole, begin to extend

filopodia and move toward the ventral midline of the embryo. Like the filopodia of

dorsal closure in flies, these protrusions are crucial for the fusion of the leading cells at

the midline and thus are ultimately required for the completion of ventral enclosure

Figure 6. Actin protrusion function during Drosophila dorsal closure. During dorsal closure in the Dro-

sophila embryo, filopodia and lamellipodia are assembled by the leading edge cells, where they function to

accurately knit the two closing epithelial surfaces together. (A) A confocal image of a zippering front in a

wild‐type embryo, where GFP‐actin is expressed in segmental stripes. Filopodia and lamellipodia assembled

by the leading edge cells are indicated by arrows and the broken line highlights the edge of the dorsal hole.

(B) In an embryo where a dominant negative form of the small GTPase Rac is expressed along with GFP‐
actin, very little actin protrusion assembly is seen. (C) Without actin protrusions, the embryos expressing

dominant negative Rac are no longer able to correctly match their segments as the hole closes. In addition,

these embryos also show fusion failures at the midline, shown by a confocal image in (D) and a scanning

electron micrograph in (E). Reproduced with permission from Woolner et al. (2005).
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(Williams‐Masson et al., 1997; Raich et al., 1999). Studies of ventral enclosure have

clearly shown that adherens junction components localize to the filopodial tips of

leading cells and that filopodial contacts appear to prime cadherin‐mediated adhesion

and junction formation (Raich et al., 1999), just as the case for keratinocyte adhesions

Figure 7. Ventral enclosure in the C. elegans embryo. C. elegans ventral enclosure is an epithelial fusion

event which shares many similarities with dorsal closure. (A) Schematic diagrams illustrating ventral

enclosure: the process starts as the four leading cells (green) assemble filopodia and begin to migrate

ventrally. Once the leading cells have met at the midline, the pocket cells (yellow) assemble an actin cable

and “purse‐string” the hole closed. (B) A set of scanning electron micrographs of a C. elegans embryo

undergoing ventral enclosure, leading cells are highlighted with asterisks. Reproduced with permission from

Martin and Parkhurst (2004).
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in vitro (Vasioukhin et al., 2000). The movement of the leading cells during ventral

enclosure draws the epidermis around toward the ventral side of the embryo, but

completion of the process requires the coordinated elongation and contraction of a

second population of cells, called “pocket cells,” which line the edges of the hole

posterior to the leading cells. Once the leading cells have fused, they begin to contract

their apices and elongate along the dorsoventral axis, just as Drosophila leading edge

cells elongate at the start of dorsal closure. In addition, actin accumulates at the apical

edge of the pocket cells and is thought to form a cable that aids closure of the hole by

purse‐string contraction. Laser ablation of regions along this edge release tension in

the closing epithelium, just as is seen in similar cable ablation studies in dorsal closure

(Williams‐Masson et al., 1997; Kiehart et al., 2000).

C. Epithelial Fusion Events in Vertebrate Embryonic Development

Development of the vertebrate embryo also involves a number of epithelial fusion

episodes that include neural tube closure, palate fusion, and eyelid closure. Strikingly,

many of the mechanisms and signaling pathways underlying these fusions appear to be

shared with the invertebrate fusion events described earlier. The vertebrate neural tube

is formed from a flat layer of neural plate cells which invaginates to form a tube.

In order for the neural tube to close, the lips of the folding neural plate must be drawn

together and fused at the midline. This is initiated from several nucleation sites using a

zippering mechanism similar to that seen in the final fusion of the epithelium in dorsal

closure and ventral enclosure (reviewed in Colas and Schoenwolf, 2001). An actin

network is seen just below the apical plasma membrane of the neural plate cells

suggesting that the neural lips are, at least partially, drawn up to meet one another

by concerted constriction of these cells. Cytochalasin blocking experiments indicate

that active actin polymerization is required in the cranial region, since disassembly of

the network leads to exencephaly (Morriss‐Kay and Tuckett, 1985; Ybot‐Gonzalez

and Copp, 1999). Like dorsal closure, Rho GTPase activity is also required to close the

neural tube, as the blocking of the Rho activator, Rho kinase (ROCK), leads to a

failure in this process, as well as disruption of other morphogenetic movements in the

mouse embryo (Wei et al., 2001). JNK1/JNK2 knockout (KO) mice also fail in neural

tube closure, indicating that a JNK pathway is functioning here, just as in dorsal

closure (Sabapathy et al., 1999). The final fusion of the neural tube may also involve

the Eph/ephrin family of adhesion signaling receptors because double EphB2, EphB3

KO mice suffer from a failure in neural tube closure as well as related midline fusion

events, leading to, for example, hypospadias of the genitalia (Dravis et al., 2004).

Another midline fusion event in the mammalian embryo occurs as the second-

ary palatal shelves meet to form the roof of the mouth. While many of the cleft

palate phenotypes seen in various KO mice are likely to be due to a failure in the

machinery that pushes the shelves together early in the process, it also appears that

actin protrusions are required here for the final fusion of the two surfaces. The

assembly of filopodia during palate fusion appears to be dependent on TGF‐�
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signaling, since TGF‐�3 KO mice fail to form filopodia as the palatial shelves

come together, ultimately resulting in KO mice being born with a cleft palate (Taya

et al., 1999).

The transient fusion of eyelids in the fetal stages of mammals is an event, which,

superficially at least, bears startling resemblances to Drosophila dorsal closure

(Fig. 8). As the eyelids approach each other they extend filopodia, allowing the edges

to zip together from the nasal and lateral margins of the eye; electron microscopy

shows that these protrusions interdigitate as the eyelids close, just as is seen in dorsal

closure. These outward similarities extend to the signaling pathways involved in

directing the two processes; the JNK pathway is clearly necessary for eyelid closure

because mice in which c‐Jun is conditionally inactivated in keratinocytes fail to com-

plete eyelid closure and are born with their eyes open (Li et al., 2003; Zenz et al., 2003).

ROCK KO mice are also born with open eyelids and this suggests that the assembly of

oriented actin filaments may also operate in a purse‐string‐like way to aid in drawing

the eyelids together, again suggesting parallels with fly dorsal closure. The other major

deficit in these mice is a failure to close the ventral body wall, suggesting that this

process too may be mediated by a contractile actin purse string (Shimizu et al., 2005).

VI. TUGGING AND SQUEEZING MOVEMENTS

So far, we have discussed how actin is used to bend epithelial sheets during

gastrulation and to knit epithelial sheets together in epithelial fusion events. However,

in the morphogenetic episodes explored in this section, actin is employed in slightly

different ways to drag epithelia or to squeeze tissues.

Figure 8. Eyelid fusion in the mouse embryo. Filopodia appear to assist eyelid fusion during mouse

embryogenesis. (A) A scanning electron micrograph of the mouse eyelid at E15, when the eyelids are just

starting to advance forward over the corneal epithelium. (B) TEM of the eye shows that filopodia are

assembled by the leading edge cells and that these structures interdigitate as the two eyelids confront each

other at the anterior and posterior canthi.
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A. Germ Band Retraction in Drosophila

Prior to dorsal closure in the Drosophila embryo a pair of back‐to‐back morpho-

genetic events take place called germ band extension (GBE) and GBR. During GBE,

the presumptive germ band is pushed along the dorsal side of the embryo toward the

anterior end. Once it approaches the head, the germ band goes into reverse and is

drawn back to its ultimate position at the posterior of the embryo, in the process

known as GBR. GBE is known to be driven by intercalation of epithelial cells, causing

a lengthening of the epithelial sheet and elongating the germ band (Irvine and

Wieschaus, 1994). Much less is known about the mechanism behind GBR, but a live

imaging study has begun to shed some light on the forces involved and indicated a key

role for the actin cytoskeleton (Schock and Perrimon, 2002). As the germ band moves

toward the posterior, the amnioserosa, a cell layer which will later play such an

important role in dorsal closure, begins to be exposed. Live imaging has revealed that

those amnioserosa cells which abut the germ band assemble lamellipodial actin pro-

trusions that extend over the germ band as it retracts (Schock and Perrimon, 2002).

It is not entirely clear exactly what role these protrusions are playing; possibly they act

to help push the germ band toward the posterior, or alternatively they are tightly

connecting the amnioserosa and the germ band allowing pushing forces from cell

shape changes in the amnioserosa to be transmitted to the germ band. However, it is

definitely the case that the regulation of actin within the amnioserosa is required for

the germ band to retract, since if F‐actin assembly is upset in this tissue, by the

expression of either dominant negative or constitutively active versions of RhoA, the

resulting embryos show severe defects in GBR (Schock and Perrimon, 2002).

B. C. elegans Elongation

The final stages of C. elegans embryonic development provide an excellent exam-

ple of a stretching/constricting morphogenetic movement. Following ventral enclo-

sure, the worm embryo undergoes an elongation event that results in a fourfold

lengthening of its body (reviewed in Piekny and Mains, 2003). During elongation,

the embryo is squeezed by the contraction of specialized actomyosin bundles which

assemble around the circumference of the embryo (Priess and Hirsh, 1986). These

bundles form in the lateral epidermal cells of the embryo and contraction causes these

cells, and the embryo as a whole, to decrease in diameter and as a result dramatically

increase in length. The requirement for actin in elongation is clearly shown by addition

of cytochalasin D, as the circumferential bundles are disrupted and elongation fails

(Priess and Hirsh, 1986). Just as actomyosin cables in other morphogenetic events are

linked between cells by adherens junctions, these same junctions are required to

transmit the contraction forces along the worm embryo as it elongates. The adherens

junctions anchor the circumferential actin bundles to the apical surfaces of the epider-

mal cells but also, crucially, link the epidermal cells together allowing the contractile

forces to be transmitted along the entire embryo (Priess and Hirsh, 1986). Genetic
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studies of elongation indicate that contraction of the actomyosin bundles bear simila-

rities to smooth muscle contraction. Embryos mutant for myosin phosphatase hyper-

elongate, indicating that phosphorylation of the myosin light chain drives contraction,

just as occurs in smooth muscle (Piekny et al., 2003). A key player in other actomyosin

contractions is ROCK; this Rho effector is required for worm elongation, with

mutants in the C. elegans ROCK homologue, let‐502, failing to elongate (Piekny

et al., 2003). Genetic interaction studies have highlighted several other actin regulators

that are also involved in elongation, including two Rac‐like GTPases and a Rho/Rac

GEF (Wissmann et al., 1999).

C. Heart Folding and Pharynx Development in Vertebrate Embryos

Actin is also used in novel ways to push and squeeze the developing vertebrate

embryo into shape. Here we describe two morphogenetic events, heart looping and the

formation of the pharyngeal pouches, which use actin in this way to sculpt embryonic

tissues. The vertebrate heart begins life as single straight tube; this tube is then bent

and shaped to produce the complex organ which pumps blood around the fetal and

then adult body. An early step in the development of the heart is a process called

tubular heart looping, in which the straight heart tube is bent over on itself toward the

right. Not only does looping begin to give the heart tube some structure, it also sets up

crucial left–right asymmetry within the embryo. Studies in chick embryos have re-

vealed that the arrangement of actin filaments in the heart tube changes as the tube

begins to bend. In the straight tube, all actin bundles are arranged circumferentially,

while in the looping heart tube an asymmetrical pattern is seen. On the right, convex

side of the tube, actin bundles are arranged in random direction, whereas the left,

concave side retains a circumferential arrangement of actin bundles (Itasaki et al.,

1989). This asymmetry suggests that the heart tube may bend as a result of differences

in the levels of pulling force provided by the different actin arrangements, with the

actin bundles on the right side of the tube generating greater tension and causing the

heart tube to loop toward the right. If the actin bundles on the right side of the tube are

disrupted by the local application of cytochalasin B, the heart tube instead bends to

the left (Itasaki et al., 1991).

Other complex morphogenetic episodes in higher vertebrates are also regulated by

controlled actin contractions. The pharyngeal arches are a series of bulges found on

the lateral surface of the head and neck of all vertebrate embryos. Within the arches,

the nerves, muscles, skeleton, and epithelia of the pharynx originate and differentiate

(Graham and Smith, 2001). Separating the arches are a series of outpocketings called

the pharyngeal pouches, which segregate the cell populations of each arch and act to

induce the formation of arch components. As each pouch forms, a web of actin fibers

assembles along the lumenal surface of the developing pouch. If this actin arrangement

is disrupted by the addition of cytochalasin D, the pouches fail to develop their normal

slit‐like morphology and instead splay open. Disruption of the actin web slightly later

in development leads to pouches that have a contorted shape (Quinlan et al., 2004).
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These data indicate that the actin web is involved in constraining the cells of the

pharyngeal pouch and directing the expansion of the pouch in the appropriate direc-

tion. This constraining role has parallels to that played by the actin cable during

Drosophila dorsal closure, where the cable restrains the cells of the leading edge,

keeping these cells taut, organized, and coherent.

VII. TUBE FORMATION

The morphogenetic episodes described earlier have largely concerned the general

shaping and sculpting of the embryo. However, several “fine tuning” aspects of

organogenesis are also dependent on actin‐driven morphogenetic events. One such

process is tubulogenesis, which underlies the formation of many organs including the

mammalian heart, lungs, and kidneys (reviewed in Hogan and Kolodziej, 2002). Here

we will explore three specific aspects of tube formation: initial epithelial invagination,

lumen formation, and the sensing function of tube tip cells, where vital roles for actin

have been revealed (Fig. 9).

A. Epithelial Invagination

A common strategy for initiating the formation of a tube during development

involves the invagination of small groups of epithelial cells (Fig. 9). This invagination

scheme of tube formation is seen in a variety of tubulogenesis episodes ranging from

the formation of the Drosophila salivary gland to the development of the complex tube

systems which make up the mammalian lung, liver, and kidney. Tube formation starts

when a group of cells within a polarized epithelial sheet begin to become increasingly

columnar and form what is known as a placode. After elongating further along their

basolateral axis, the cells in the placode then undergo a second cell shape change as

they begin to constrict their apices and become wedge shaped (Hogan and Kolodziej,

2002). This shape change appears to drive the invagination of the cells in the placode,

leading to the formation of a pocket of cells below the epithelial sheet, which can

subsequently be further elaborated to form a tubular network.

The cell shape changes in placode cells are thought to be driven by constriction of

the apical actin cytoskeleton, in much the same way as is seen during purse‐string
closure of a wound and also in the initial stages of Drosophila gastrulation. This

certainly appears to be the case during the formation of the salivary gland of the

Drosophila embryo, a structure which forms by placode invagination. Embryos mutant

for zipper, the gene encoding the nonmuscle myosin heavy chain, fail to form normal

salivary glands, and closer analysis indicates that epithelial cells in the mutants fail to

adopt the columnar and wedge‐like shapes required for placode invagination (Blake

et al., 1999). Similarly, in mammalian lung branching morphogenesis, actin is impli-

cated as a key driver in the early invagination steps of tube formation. It is possible to

culture embryonic lung epithelium and in this isolated state the tissue can still undergo

“budding” with groups of cells invaginating to form tubular structures. Time‐lapse
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studies have allowed this budding process to be assessed in greater detail and, crucially,

actin staining of the budding epithelium has shown that F‐actin accumulates along the

apical side of the invaginating lung epithelial cells (Miura and Shiota, 2000). It therefore

appears that, just as in theDrosophila salivary gland, actomyosin contraction drives the

invagination of epithelial cells at the onset of tubulogenesis. It must be noted, however,

that other factors, along with actin, are also likely to be required for invagination, these

include changes in cell adhesion between invaginating cells and adjustments to the

underlying extracellular matrix (Hogan and Kolodziej, 2002).

Figure 9. Mechanisms for making tubes. Actin plays a major role in three different strategies for generating

tubular systems. (A) Invagination of cells from an epithelial sheet can drive tube formation. Actin (red) is

found along the apical surface of the invaginating cells and it is thought that actin cables act to constrict the

apices of these cells, making them wedge shaped and driving their invagination. (B) Lumen formation is an

alternative tubulogenesis strategy and can occur in a single cells or a group of cells (the latter is illustrated

here). Cells in a cord assemble primitive adherens contacts (green), these then cluster in the center of the cord

and a lumen (pale blue) forms between the cells. It is thought that the actin (red) associated with the contacts

aids in their clustering. (C) Once a tube is formed, it may migrate and elongate, often in response to external

cues. An example of directed migration of tubes is found in the developing tracheal system, where secondary

tracheal branches (purple) extend toward sources of fibroblast growth factor (FGF). The branches assemble

actin protrusions at their distal tips, which appear to aid tube extension and sensing of FGF.
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B. Lumen Formation

Alternative strategies for forming a tube are either to direct the formation of a

lumen within a cluster of cells or to forge a hole through a single cell. There is growing

evidence that lumen formation, either in multiple cells or a single cell, requires the

involvement of the actin cytoskeleton. The formation and maintenance of a lumen

within a single‐celled tube provides an excellent paradigm for more complex multicel-

lular lumen formation.

An especially powerful model of single cell tubulogenesis is provided by the

C. elegans excretory cell. This cell forms two connected tubules which run down the

left and right sides of the worm, stretching the entire length of the animal. These tubes

act to regulate the osmolarity of the worm, and the diameter of the tube lumen must be

controlled throughout the animal’s life (Buechner, 2002). Soon after the excretory cell

is born in the C. elegans embryo, a lumen begins to develop; vacuoles form within the

cell and then coalesce to form the apical/lumenal surface of the cell. Actin appears to

be intricately involved in the formation and maintenance of this lumen, with an

F‐actin “web” being seen along the new apical/lumenal surface (Buechner, 2002).

Two worm mutants, sma‐1 and exc‐5, which fail in normal lumen formation, are

defective in genes that encode actin interactors. The sma‐1 gene encodes �H‐spectrin,
an actin cross‐linking protein that may regulate lumenal dimension by anchoring the

web of actin to the apical membrane. Meanwhile, the exc‐5 gene product is a GEF

which is thought to activate the Rho GTPase, Cdc42 (Buechner, 2002).

A more complex, multicellular, example of lumen formation is seen during the

development of the zebrafish gut. The formation of this tubular system begins when a

group of cells align into a cord‐like structure in the fish embryo. Cells in the center of

the cord begin to adjust their adherens junctions so that the junctions cluster in the

middle, giving the cells an apical surface and allowing a lumen to begin to develop

(Fig. 9). Ultimately, the cells of the developing tube become wedge‐shaped, possessing
a tiny apical/lumenal surface (Hogan and Kolodziej, 2002). As with single‐celled
lumen formation, actin is key. The zebrafish mutant, heart‐and‐soul (has), displays
defects in many epithelial organs including the heart, eye, and gut. The gut of a has

mutant possesses several noncentralized lumina. The has gene encodes a member of

the protein kinase C (PKC) family, an atypical PKC�, downstream of which is the

PAR3‐PAR6 complex, a complex that is known to interact with members of the Rho

family of GTPases, including Rho, Rac, and Cdc42 (Horne‐Badovinac et al., 2001).

C. Tube Elongation and Migration

Once a tube has formed it must elongate and migrate to form the complex tubular

systems that are found in embryos and adult organisms. Migration of tubes is often

directed by external cues, for example, in the developing tracheal system of the

Drosophila embryo or lung buds in vertebrate embryos, branching is generally directed

toward sources of an FGF. Studies of such directed branching in various systems
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including the C. elegans excretory cell, Drosophila salivary gland, and Drosophila

tracheal system have found that cells at the tips of growing tubes (tip cells) extend

actin‐rich filopodia and lamellipodia (Nelson, 2003). These protrusions play a role in

sensing external cues and guiding the tip cells to their correct location, a role analo-

gous to that played by the filopodia in the growth cone of an axon. The best‐described
example of this form of tube guidance comes from theDrosophila tracheal system. This

system begins to form by the invagination of cells within placodes spaced along the

embryo; primary branches begin to develop from these internalized sacs of cells and

then branch again and again to form an extensive system of tubes (Myat, 2005). The

tip cells of tracheal tubes extend actin‐rich filopodial protrusions and migrate toward

clusters of mesodermal cells that express the FGF ligand Branchless (Bnl). The Bnl

signal is transduced through its receptor, Breathless which is expressed by the tip cells

(Sutherland et al., 1996) (Fig. 9). This pattern of development continues with the

primary branches branching to form secondary and then terminal branches which

serve the respiratory needs of the organism by “sensing” oxygen tensions, again

through receptors expressed on their filopodial tips (Ghabrial et al., 2003).

VIII. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this chapter we have outlined several of the important and varied roles that

actin performs during morphogenesis. While we are beginning to understand how the

regulation of actin assemblies and their contractility may function to mediate mor-

phogenetic events, vast gaps in our knowledge remain. In this section, we outline some

of the exciting new areas for investigation in the study of morphogenesis and the role

of the actin cytoskeleton.

A. Initiating and Linking Morphogenetic Episodes

Although it is very clear how important various actin‐rich structures are in driving

many morphogenetic processes during embryogenesis, there is very little known about

how these machineries are initially triggered to assemble. We do know that the Rho

GTPases and signaling cascades, such as the JNK pathway, regulate the formation of

actin structures, but we have very little idea of what lies upstream of these to initiate

and link morphogenetic episodes. Here we describe work that hints at what some of

these initiating cues might be.

One possible kick start cue for morphogenetic episodes may come from hormonal

signaling. Certainly, evidence has begun to suggest that in Drosophila, the hormone

ecdysone may play a role in the morphogenetic events that characterize late embryo-

genesis, including dorsal closure. Ecdysone is a steroid hormone best known for its

regulation of Drosophila metamorphosis. However, intriguingly, there is a surge of

ecdysone release in the embryo that peaks toward the end of GBR (Richards, 1981),

which is well timed as a possible initiator of dorsal closure. Further investigation
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indicates that at the end of GBR, the amnioserosa contains high levels of active

ecdysteroids, since ecdysone‐dependent reporter transgenes are robustly expressed in

the amnioserosa at this time (Kozlova and Thummel, 2003). In keeping with a role for

ecdysone in dorsal closure, embryos mutant for components of the ecdysone synthesis

pathway show failures in dorsal closure, as well as GBR (Chavez et al., 2000).

Another potential upstream initiator of actin machineries in morphogenesis could

be Ca2þ waves. During wound repair, Ca2þ is known to play a crucial role in the

assembly of the actomyosin purse string (Bement et al., 1999) and the same may be

true more generally in some morphogenetic episodes. Late in zebrafish epiboly, Ca2þ

waves can be seen traversing the margin of the blastoderm at a time just after assembly

of the actin rings, which help to draw the blastodermal cells to the vegetal pole (Webb

and Miller, 2003). If the Ca2þ waves are disrupted, by the addition of a Ca2þ chelator,

the actin rings no longer form properly and epiboly fails, indicating that the Ca2þ may

play a role in the formation of these structures (Cheng et al., 2004).

B. Mechanical Forces

During morphogenetic events, as tissues are pulled, squeezed, and sculpted, many

resulting changes in tension occur across these tissues. The sensing of these changes is

another powerful candidate for the regulation of morphogenesis and the assembly of

actin machineries. It is certainly possible to imagine that changes in tension occurring

during one morphogenetic event may help to initiate a subsequent episode, for exam-

ple in the Drosophila embryo, it is not unreasonable to presume that the new tissue

forces generated by completion of GBR may provide some of the trigger for dorsal

closure to begin.

The effect of tension during development is an area that is only just beginning to

be explored, but there is a precedent for mechanical forces influencing gene expression

in Drosophila embryos. An innovative study found that expression of the dorsoventral

polarity gene, twist, could be mechanically induced by applying pressure to the early

embryo (Farge, 2003). Furthermore, this study showed good evidence that mechanical

“stretching” signals may play an inductive role later in development to trigger twist

expression in the cells of the stomodeal primordium. These cells are deformed

naturally as the germ band extends and in mutant embryos where GBE fails, or in

embryos where the linking tissue is cut, twist is no longer expressed in the stomodeal

primordium, but expression can be restored by the application of a comparable

mechanical compression (Farge, 2003).

The molecular mechanisms underlying tension sensing in vivo remain largely

unknown, although a study has uncovered a means by which Drosophila border cells

can sense stretching forces as they migrate during oogenesis (Somogyi and Rorth,

2004). As these cells begin to migrate, a transcriptional cofactor called MAL‐D
translocates from the cytoplasm into the nucleus. The activity of MAL‐D is required

in migrating border cells to somehow strengthen the actin cytoskeleton and/or cell–cell

adhesions, as cells that lack its activity break apart as they initiate migration.
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In mutant border cells that cannot migrate, MAL‐D remains in the cytoplasm, but it

does accumulate in the nucleus if the mutant cells are pulled by wild‐type migratory

cells, suggesting that the translocation of MAL‐D is a response to cell stretching

(Somogyi and Rorth, 2004).

C. Sensing Functions of Actin Protrusions

A major function of actin during morphogenesis is to assemble filopodia and

lamellipodia and these protrusions exhibit some intriguing sensory properties

that certainly warrant further investigation. This is seen clearly in Drosophila dorsal

closure, where actin protrusions are required to correctly match the embryo’s segments

as the two epithelial surfaces close. Eradicating protrusion formation by the expression

of either dominant negative Cdc42 (Jacinto et al., 2000) or Rac1 in segmental stripes

prevents cells of the leading edge from finding their correct partners on the opposing

epithelial edge, resulting in frequent mismatching of segments along the dorsal mid-

line. Furthermore, analysis of wild‐type closure also shows filopodia reaching out and

interacting with incorrect segments and seemingly being repulsed, and retracting back

(Jacinto et al., 2000). As yet, there are very few clues as to what molecules may be

involved in the segmental sensing seen during dorsal closure. It would seem likely that

whatever is involved would be localized at the tips of the filopodia which explore the

opposing epithelial edge as the hole closes, and dissecting the molecular activities at

these tips may provide a useful focus for future research in this area.

Dorsal closure in the Drosophila embryo is certainly not the only example of actin

protrusions playing a sensing role during embryogenesis. Perhaps the most well‐studied
example is during the development of the nervous system, when an axon is guided

along its correct path by cues that are sensed by filopodia assembled at the growth cone

of the axon (Tessier‐Lavigne and Goodman, 1996). A further example of filopodial

sensing is seen during the development of tubular systems, where tube branches are

guided by FGF signals picked up by filopodia expressed on the branch tips. Applying

what is known about these systems to the less well‐understood examples of filopodial

sensing, such as dorsal closure, will provide many future research directions.

Another, perhaps related, function that the filopodia seem to perform during some

morphogenetic episodes, is to sense, and react to, “contact inhibition” cues. This is

particularly clear during epithelial fusion events, when the two closing surfaces must be

prevented from overrunning and “informed” when to stop. Intriguingly, in Drosophila

dorsal closure expression of constitutively active Rac1 leads to the production of overly

large lamellipodia, which, crucially, seem unable to respond to inhibitory cues appro-

priately and interact with their adjacent neighbors as if they were on the opposing

epithelial edge (Woolner et al., 2005). While ideas of contact inhibition in epithelial

fusion are still extremely speculative, it is an exciting prospect that these events could

provide a model to study this crucial cell biological question. A question which,

although first outlined by Abercrombie in the 1950s (reviewed in Abercrombie, 1979),
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and possessing such obvious implications for cancer biology, still has no clear

molecular mechanism.

In conclusion, we now have a wealth of experiments detailing the crucial, and

varied, roles performed by actin during morphogenesis. The challenge now is to

pinpoint exactly how these episodes are regulated and uncover the molecular mechan-

isms by which the actin structures perform their complex tasks.
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A major function of transporting epithelia is vectorial ion movement. This is accom-

plished by ion channels, pumps, antiporters, and symporters. The activity of these

transport proteins is regulated by diverse signaling transduction and membrane traf-

ficking events, many of which involve the actin cytoskeleton. This chapter will focus on

the role of actin microfilaments and associated proteins in regulation of ion transport.

The apical NaþHþantiporter NHE3 will be examined in detail in this context due to its

general biological importance as well as recent advances that have helped to elucidate

the mechanisms of regulation of this protein. Appreciation of the mechanisms of

NHE3 regulation should serve as a framework with which to understand cytoskeletal

regulation of other transport proteins as well.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cells lining the intestine and renal tubules represent the major ion transporting

epithelia. The ability of these epithelia to modify ion transport rates rapidly and

reversibly is critical to the maintenance of osmotic, acid–base, and volume homeosta-

sis. Theoretically, the kinetic behavior of these transport proteins could be modified by

at least three molecular mechanisms: regulation of the transporter activity at the

plasma membrane, removal of transport proteins from the plasma membrane, and

insertion of transport proteins into the plasma membrane. Each of these mechanisms

has been demonstrated in transporting epithelia and, in many cases, this regulation is

modulated by actin and actin‐binding proteins. Thus, this chapter will explore these

three mechanisms by which the actin cytoskeleton participates in the regulation of

ion transport. While many transport proteins including NaþKþ2Cl� cotransporter

NKCC1 and the NaþKþ ATPase have been shown to be regulated by microfila-

ments (Table I) (Matthews et al., 1997), actin‐dependent regulation of the apical

NaþHþ antiporter isoform 3, NHE3, has been the subject of intense investigation.

Moreover, NHE3 has been shown to be regulated by each of the three mechanisms

to be discussed via a wide variety of stimuli, including hormones, inflammatory

mediators, and nutrient transport (Table II). The important physiological role of

NHE3, a critical antiporter that absorbs luminal Naþ in exchange for cytoplasmic

Hþ, is exemplified by NHE3 knockout mice that have chronic diarrhea, as a result of

intestinal malabsorption, and mild acidosis, secondary to absence of renal tubular

NHE3 (Schultheis et al., 1998). Thus, while many transporters are regulated by

microfilaments NHE3 will, therefore, be used as the primary example throughout

this chapter.

Table I

Ion Transporter Regulation by Microfilaments

Transporter Mechanism Effect on activity References

CFTR cAMP‐mediated protein

kinase A signaling

(increased surface activity)

Increase Prat et al., 1995;

Cantiello, 1996;

Naren et al., 2003

HþKþ ATPase Ezrin‐dependent translocation
(exocytosis)

Increase Mangeat et al., 1990;

Agnew et al., 1999;

Zhou et al., 2003

NaþKþ ATPase PKC‐induced endocytosis Decrease Matthews et al., 1993;

Suzuki et al., 2001

NKCC1 Internalization by

PKC signaling

Decrease Liedtke et al., 2003;

Gimenez and

Forbush, 2005
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Table II

Mechanisms of NHE3 Transporter Regulation

Stimulus Effect on NHE3 activity Mechanism References

Adenosine Decrease Phospholipase C‐mediated PKC signaling Di Sole et al., 2004

Aldosterone Increase Increased expression Cho et al., 1998

Angiotensin II Increase c‐Src Tsuganezawa et al., 2002

Caffeine Decrease Decreased expression Lee et al., 2002

Carbachol Decrease PKC� signaling Lee‐Kwon et al., 2003b

COX Decrease Decreased expression Norregaard et al., 2005

Epidermal growth factor Increase PI3K signaling Khurana et al., 1996

EPEC Decrease Mediated via type III secretion Hecht et al., 2004

Forskolin Decrease cAMP‐mediated PKA signaling Cabado et al., 1996

Glucocorticoids Increase Increased transcription, SGK1‐mediated

phosphorylation of NHE3

Kandasamy et al., 1995;

Yun et al., 2002

IFN� Decrease Decreased expression Rocha et al., 2001

Insulin Increase Unknown, but requires glucocorticoids Klisic et al., 2002

Naþ‐glucose transport Increase Ezrin‐mediated translocation Zhao et al., 2004

Nitric oxide Increase Increased expression; cGMP‐mediated protein

kinase G phosphorylation of NHE3

Gill et al., 2002;

Turban et al., 2003

Parathyroid hormone Decrease cAMP‐mediated PKA signaling; PKC signaling Azarani et al., 1995

Serotonin Decrease Calcium‐mediated PKC signaling Gill et al., 2005



II. ROLE OF ACTIN IN REGULATION OF TRANSPORTERS AT THE

PLASMA MEMBRANE

A. NHE3 Regulation at the Cell Surface Requires Interactions with Actin and Other

Cytoskeletal and Signaling Proteins

NHE3 can be found within the brush border of the apical plasma membrane in

detergent‐soluble membranes and in two detergent‐insoluble forms: within cholesterol‐
rich detergent‐resistant membranes and in association with actin microfilaments

(Li et al., 2001). As the presence of NHE3 within cholesterol‐rich membranes requires

the presence of intact microfilaments, both pools of detergent‐insoluble NHE3 depend

on actin structure (Li et al., 2001). The partitioning of NHE3 into these two detergent‐
insoluble plasma membrane pools, particularly the cholesterol‐rich membranes, may

be one mechanism of NHE3 regulation. For example, epidermal growth factor (EGF)‐
induced increases in NHE3 activity are associated with increased partitioning of

NHE3 into detergent‐insoluble cholesterol‐rich membranes (Li et al., 2001). In con-

trast, actin‐depolymerizing drugs cause marked decreases in NHE3 activity, with

NHE3 preferentially localized to apical actin aggregates (Kurashima et al., 1999). In

the renal tubule, luminal flow increases NHE3 activity within microvillous membranes

by mechanisms that are also sensitive to actin‐depolymerizing drugs (Du et al., 2006).

Thus, data from many experimental systems demonstrate a critical role for actin

microfilaments in regulation of NHE3 activity at the plasma membrane.

NHE3 is thought to span the membrane 10–12 times, giving it ample potential sites

to associate with membrane subdomains and actin filaments (Zizak et al., 2000). The

cytoplasmic C‐terminus includes regions that bind to many intracellular mediators

including NHE regulatory factor (NHERF)‐1, NHERF‐2, PDZK1, ezrin, Hsc70,

megalin, calmodulin kinase II, and protein phosphatase 2A (Fig. 1). In addition,

NHERF proteins can interact with ezrin, potentially forming a bridge between NHE3

and ezrin (Reczek andBretscher, 1998; Yun et al., 1998). Ezrin, in turn, interacts directly

with microfilaments (Algrain et al., 1993). The roles of each of these complex binding

interactions remain to be established, but it is clear that specific regions of the cytoplas-

mic tail play distinct roles in NHE3 regulation (Levine et al., 1995). These cytoplasmic

tail domains also contribute to the formation of large NHE3‐containing complexes at

the apical plasma membrane (Li et al., 2004). For example, a correlation has been

reported between acute NHE3 downregulation and increased complex size in rabbit

ileal brush bordermembranes (Li et al., 2004). The larger complexes containNHERF‐2,
�‐actinin‐4, and activated protein kinase C, suggesting the assembly of an inhibitory

signaling aggregate.

NHE3 regulation was initially thought to occur primarily by changes in the

maximal rate of NaþHþ exchange (Vmax). This could represent complete activation

or inactivation of NHE3 at the surface or changes in NHE3 copy number at the

surface. For example, as noted earlier, pharmacological actin depolymerization mark-

edly inhibits NHE3 activity (Kurashima et al., 1999). This effect of actin depolymeri-

zation requires the presence of a portion of the NHE3 C‐terminal cytoplasmic domain
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(Kurashima et al., 1999). This region overlaps with regions required for interactions

with NHERF, raising the possibility that NHE3–NHERF interactions may mediate

this inhibition.

To assess the dynamic nature of interactions between NHE3 and cytoskeletal

structures, an NHE3‐enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) fusion protein was

developed (Janecki et al., 2000b). Mobility of surface NHE3‐EGFP was then assessed

through fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) studies (Cha et al., 2004).

The data showed that approximately 50% of NHE3‐EGFP is mobile at the apical

membrane (Cha et al., 2004). This mobile fraction was markedly reduced when

NHERF‐2 was overexpressed, suggesting that NHERF‐2 contributes to NHE3 teth-

ering. Consistent with this, an NHE3‐EGFP mutant lacking the NHERF‐binding
domain but retaining the ezrin‐binding domain within the C‐terminal cytoplasmic tail

demonstrated an increased mobile fraction (Cha et al., 2004). One plausible model for

these data might be that the NHERF‐2 tethers NHE3 to cortical actin. However, the

mobile fraction of NHE3‐EGFP was reduced by actin disruption (Cha et al., 2004).

These data therefore suggest that NHE3 mobility at the apical membrane requires an

Figure 1. NHE3 protein–protein interactions. NHE3 is composed of 12 transmembrane domains, which

are responsible for ion transport, and a cytoplasmic C‐terminal tail. This C‐terminal tail interacts with many

proteins, which help to regulate NHE3 activity, including protein kinase A (PKA), protein kinase C �

(PKC�), calmodulin‐dependent kinase II (CaM kinase II), adaptor proteins (NHERF‐1 and NHERF‐2),
and cytoskeletal proteins ezrin and �‐actinin‐4.
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intact actin cytoskeleton and is limited by NHERF‐2 (Cha et al., 2004). The role of

ezrin in NHE3 mobility remains to be explored.

B. Actomyosin Contraction Can Both Regulate and Be Regulated by NHE3

As described earlier, global actin depolymerization can dramatically inhibit

NHE3 activity. However, such actin depolymerization represents a model pharmaco-

logical event that is not seen in response to physiological stimuli. To determine if

physiological regulators of actin polymerization and actomyosin contraction, for

example, small GTPases, could regulate NHE3 activity fibroblast‐like CHO cells

lacking NaþHþ exchange activity were studied. These were stably transfected with

NHE3 and then transiently transfected with dominant‐negative mutants of Rho, Rac,

and Cdc42. While neither dominant‐negative Rac1 nor Cdc42 affected NHE3 activity,

dominant‐negative RhoA markedly reduced NHE3 activity (Szaszi et al., 2000). This

NHE3 inhibition was not due to changes in NHE3 distribution and could be repro-

duced by toxin‐mediated Rho inactivation (Hayashi et al., 2004) and either pharma-

cological or genetic inhibition of Rho‐associated kinase (ROCK) (Szaszi et al., 2000).

This ROCK inhibition was associated with reduced myosin II regulatory light chain

phosphorylation. Both myosin light chain dephosphorylation and NHE3 inhibition

could be reproduced by a compound that inhibits myosin light chain kinase, protein

kinase A, and protein kinase C, suggesting that myosin light chain dephosphorylation

can inhibit NHE3 activity (Szaszi et al., 2000). Conversely, studies of cultured intesti-

nal epithelial monolayers have shown that NHE3 inhibition can reduce myosin light

chain phosphorylation (Turner et al., 2000). Thus, it may be that a feedback loop

exists to regulate myosin light chain phosphorylation, cortical actomyosin structure,

and NHE3 activity.

C. Regulation of NHE3 Activity by Protein Kinases

Numerous protein kinases have been implicated in NHE3 regulation. Perhaps the

most well characterized of these is the NHE3 inhibition that follows activation of

protein kinase A (Azarani et al., 1995; Moe et al., 1995). This NHE3 inhibition has

been reported to be independent of NHE3 removal from the plasma membrane (Moe

et al., 1995) but does require an intact C‐terminal cytoplasmic domain (Moe et al.,

1995; Yun et al., 1995). The initial observation that protein kinase A‐dependent NHE3

inhibition was not observed in all cell types expressing NHE3 suggested a requirement

for an accessory regulatory protein (Yun et al., 1997). The search for this protein led to

the discovery of NHERF‐2, also known as NHE3 kinase A regulatory protein

(E3KARP) (Yun et al., 1997). Consistent with NHERF‐1 and NHERF‐2 representing
these accessory proteins, NHE3 inhibition by protein kinase A activation occurred in

the presence, but not the absence, of NHERF‐1 or NHERF‐2 (Yun et al., 1997; Zizak
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et al., 1999). Subsequent work showed that intracellular cAMP elevation could induce

NHE3 phosphorylation in the presence, but not the absence, of NHERF‐1 or

NHERF‐2, suggesting that NHERF proteins are scaffolds that facilitate protein

kinase A‐mediated NHE3 phosphorylation (Zizak et al., 1999). Thus, it may be that

protein kinase A‐mediated NHERF‐dependent NHE3 phosphorylation event can

trigger NHE3 inhibition (Zhao et al., 1999). When considered the observations that

NHERF‐1 and NHERF‐2 bind ezrin, that ezrin binds microfilaments and that micro-

filament stabilization prevents protein kinase A‐mediated NHE3 inhibition (Szaszi

et al., 2001), one might propose that a physical association between NHE3 and

microfilaments may be necessary for protein kinase A activation to trigger NHE3

phosphorylation and inhibition.

In addition to this inhibition at the plasma membrane, one intriguing report has

suggested protein kinase A may cause redistribution of NHE3 from microvilli to

intermicrovillous membrane domains, both at the cell surface (Yang et al., 2004).

Although further investigation is necessary, this study showed that parathyroid hor-

mone, which acts primarily through adenylate cyclase, both inhibits and redistributes

NHE3 at the plasma membrane without evidence of endocytosis. This suggests that

NHE3 may be inactive when sequestered within certain membrane domains.

In addition to modifying NHE3 activity at the plasma membrane and, perhaps,

targeting NHE3 to surface domains where it is inactive, some data suggest that protein

kinase Amay also trigger NHE3 endocytosis (Zhang et al., 1999; Kocinsky et al., 2005).

The most striking example of this comes from analyses of NHE3 localization following

dopamine treatment (Kocinsky et al., 2005). Dopamine inhibits NHE3 by a protein

kinase A‐dependent mechanism that includes phosphorylation of the NHE3 cytoplas-

mic tail. When antisera specific for particular NHE3 phosphorylation sites were used to

track NHE3 after dopamine treatment, the phosphorylated NHE3 was specifically

localized to clathrin‐coated pits (Kocinsky et al., 2005). Like the effects of parathyroid

hormone discussed earlier, this may simply represent NHE3 trafficking to a plasma

membrane domain where it is inactive. However, this targeting to coated pits may also

represent the first step in NHE3 endocytosis. NHE3 endocytosis has also been reported

to be induced by protein kinase A activation in renal tubular brush border membranes

(Weinman et al., 2003). In this case, endocytosis does not occur in brush border

membranes obtained fromNHERF‐1 knockout mice, despite the presence of abundant

NHERF‐2 in these cells. Thus, although NHERF‐1 and NHERF‐2 are homologous,

they may serve nonidentical roles in NHE3 regulation. For example, although protein

kinase G‐mediated inhibition of NHE3 is less well described than protein kinase

A‐mediated NHE3 inhibition, it also appears to require NHERF‐2 (Cha et al., 2005).

However, in this case, NHERF‐1 is insufficient, perhaps because unlike NHERF‐2,
NHERF‐1 cannot binds to cGMP‐dependent protein kinase II (Cha et al., 2005). This,

protein kinase A, and potentially protein kinase G, may inhibit NHE3 by as many as

three distinct mechanisms: direct phosphorylation at the plasma membrane, trafficking

to plasma membrane domains that limit activity, and endocytic removal from the

plasma membrane.
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D. Regulation of CFTR by Protein Kinase A

In contrast to protein kinase A‐mediated NHE3 inhibition, CFTR, the cystic

fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator, is stimulated by cAMP and protein

kinase A activation (Anderson et al., 1991). While early work suggested that this might

solely reflect binding of cAMP to nucleotide‐binding domains within CFTR,

subsequent work suggested that microfilaments were also necessary for this regulation

(Prat et al., 1995, 1999; Cantiello, 1996). For example, although incomplete microfila-

ment depolymerization with cytochalasin D initially opened CFTR, extended cyto-

chalasin D treatment prevented CFTR activation by cAMP analogues in whole cells or

direct protein kinase A addition in excised membrane patches (Prat et al., 1995). This

was not due to some other effect of cytochalasin D, as CFTR activation by direct

protein kinase A addition to excised membrane patches was restored by addition of

exogenous actin filaments (Prat et al., 1995; Cantiello, 1996). This effect is not due to

CFTR insertion into the plasma membrane (Moyer et al., 1998). Thus, CFTR at the

surface is regulated by cAMP via a microfilament‐dependent mechanism. CFTR can,

in turn, also regulate ENaC, the epithelial sodium channel, via a mechanism that is

enhanced by microfilaments (Ismailov et al., 1997).

III. MECHANISMS OF ION TRANSPORTER REMOVAL (ENDOCYTOSIS)

FROM THE PLASMA MEMBRANE

A. Protein Kinase C Inhibits NHE3 by Inducing Endocytosis

Early studies of acute NHE3 regulation noted that phorbol ester treatment, which

increases in intracellular Ca2þ and activates protein kinase C, markedly inhibited

NHE3 activity (Levine et al., 1993, 1995; Tse et al., 1993; Azarani et al., 1995;

Kandasamy et al., 1995; Bookstein et al., 1999). While some data conflict, most agree

that this inhibition is due to reduced Vmax with no change in KNa (Levine et al., 1993,

1995; Tse et al., 1993; Azarani et al., 1995; Kandasamy et al., 1995; Bookstein et al.,

1999). This suggests either complete inactivation of a subset of plasma membrane

NHE3, for example, by phosphorylation or sequestration, or NHE3 removal from the

plasma membrane. While most studies of protein kinase C‐dependent NHE3 inhibi-

tion have relied on the nonphysiological stimuli provided by phorbol ester or calcium

ionophore (Lee‐Kwon et al., 2003b), this does appear to be a physiologically relevant

mechanism of NHE3 regulation. For example, the NHE3 inhibition induced by

serotonin requires protein kinase C � activation (Gill et al., 2005).

In contrast to protein kinase A, protein kinase C does not appear to inhibit NHE3

by direct phosphorylation; detailed analyses have failed to identify any phorbol ester‐
induced NHE3 phosphorylation (Yip et al., 1997). Protein kinase C � may phosphor-

ylate NHERF‐1 and NHERF‐2, but the relevance of this phosphorylation to NHE3

endocytosis is unknown. This has led some to speculate that the critical targets of
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protein kinase C �may be components of the endocytic machinery. This remains to be

determined.

Calcium ionophore activates protein kinase C � and causes it to bind to NHERF‐2
(Lee‐Kwon et al., 2003b). This appears to trigger assembly of a complex that includes

NHE3, NHERF‐2, �‐actinin‐4, and activated protein kinase C � (Kim et al., 2002).

Thus, like protein kinase A‐dependent inhibition, protein kinase C‐dependent NHE3

inhibition is associated with protein complex assembly (Fig. 2). Some data suggest that

assembly of this complex also requires Src family kinases, although specific kinase

targets have not been defined (Li et al., 2004b). In any case, complex assembly may be

a critical event that triggers protein kinase C �‐dependent NHE3 endocytosis. This

process requires NHERF‐2 (Kim et al., 2002), which cannot be replaced by NHERF‐1,
perhaps because NHERF‐1 does not bind to �‐actinin‐4 (Kim et al., 2002).

Figure 2. General mechanisms of acute NHE3 downregulation. NHE3 activity may be inhibited acutely via

two distinct pathways. First, increases in intracellular cAMP lead to protein kinase A (PKA) activation and

association with NHERF‐1 or NHERF‐2, ezrin, and NHE3. PKA phosphorylates the C‐terminal tail of

NHE3, which is associated with NHE3 downregulation at the apical membrane. Alternatively, diacylglycerol

(DAG) or Ca2þ may activate protein kinase C (PKC), leading to the assembly of large complexes containing

NHE3, protein kinase C, NHERF‐2, and �‐actinin‐4 that are linked to the actin cytoskeleton. Assembly of

this complex is associated with NHE3 endocytosis.
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Thus, like protein kinase A‐induced NHE3 internalization, protein kinase C‐induced
NHE3 internalization requires NHERF proteins. However, in the case of protein

kinase A, NHERF‐1 is uniquely required (Weinman et al., 2003). Thus, NHERF‐1
and NHERF‐2 have distinct roles in regulating NHE3 endocytosis in response to

protein kinase A and protein kinase C �. Participation of �‐actinin‐4 in protein kinase-

C‐induced complex assembly is also critical, as dominant‐negative �‐actinin‐4 prevents
Ca2þ‐ and protein kinase C �‐dependent endocytosis‐mediated NHE3 inhibition

(Kim et al., 2002).

B. NHE3 Internalization Occurs Through Clathrin‐Coated Pits

Like other plasma membrane proteins, NHE3 could potentially be internalized by

clathrin‐mediated endocytosis, caveolae‐mediated endocytosis, or macropinocytosis.

Numerous approaches have been used to identify the mechanism(s) of NHE3 inter-

nalization in response to either protein kinase A or protein kinase C activation. In

general, the results indicate that NHE3 is primarily internalized via clathrin‐coated
vesicles (Janecki et al., 1998; Chow et al., 1999; Hu et al., 2001; Gekle et al., 2002;

Kocinsky et al., 2005). This stimulated NHE3 internalization may reflect an increase in

the rate of the basal NHE3 endocytosis (D’souza et al., 1998; Chow et al., 1999), which

also occurs through clathrin‐coated pits (Chow et al., 1999). Basal NHE3 endocytosis

may serve purposes beyond simple removal from the plasma membrane. For example,

some data suggest that NHE3 is active when localized within recycling endosomes

and may even contribute to the acidification of some endosomes subsets (D’souza

et al., 1998).

C. NaþKþ ATPase Can Be Regulated by a Clathrin‐Mediated Endocytosis

Like NHE3, NaþKþ ATPase function can also be regulated by microfilaments.

This may be due to direct association of the ATPase with actin filaments (Cantiello,

1995; Ebner et al., 2005) but may also reflect microfilament‐dependent regulation of

NaþKþ ATPase expression at the plasma membrane (Matthews et al., 1993; Chibalin

et al., 1997; Suzuki et al., 2001; Beltowski et al., 2004). For example, dopamine‐
dependent protein kinase C activation has been shown to cause clathrin‐mediated

NaþKþ ATPase endocytosis (Chibalin et al., 1997; Beltowski et al., 2004).

IV. MECHANISMS OF ION TRANSPORTER DELIVERY TO THE CELL

SURFACE (EXOCYTOSIS)

Like NHE3 inhibition, NHE3 activation has also been tied to membrane traffick-

ing. In this case, the mechanism of activation involves exocytic insertion of NHE3

into the plasma membrane, resulting in an increase in Vmax (Levine et al., 1993).
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The stimuli that can lead to exocytic insertion of NHE3 are diverse and include growth

factors, glucocorticoids, hormones, cytoplasmic acidification, and Naþ‐glucose
cotransport (Peng et al., 1999; Turner and Black, 2001; Klisic et al., 2002; Yun

et al., 2002; du Cheyron et al., 2003; Zhao et al., 2004). While the regulatory mechan-

isms that direct this NHE3 exocytosis are not well defined, several important clues

have been collected. First, a number of kinase pathways, including p38 MAP kinase

(Turner and Black, 2001; Zhao et al., 2004), phosphatidylinositol 3‐kinase (Khurana

et al., 1996; Janecki et al., 2000a), and serum‐ and glucocorticoid‐inducible kinase‐1
(SGK1) (Yun et al., 2002) are involved in NHE3 exocytosis by various stimuli. Second,

NHE3 insertion into the plasma membrane requires an intact actin cytoskeleton (du

Cheyron et al., 2003). Interactions between NHE3 and actin may also be required for

NHE3 retention at the plasma membrane (Alexander et al., 2005). Finally, NHE3

can interact with actin through NHERF proteins, which bind to both NHE3 and the

actin‐binding protein ezrin, or by direct NHE3 binding to ezrin (Yun et al., 1998;

Kurashima et al., 1999).

A. Ezrin Regulates NHE3 Translocation from Endosomal Pools to the

Plasma Membrane

To better understand the role of ezrin in NHE3 activation, we used the model of

NHE3 activation following initiation of Naþ‐glucose cotransport (Turner and Black,

2001). This model stimulus is physiologically relevant as, in the small intestine, it may

allow the Naþ‐glucose cotransporter, SGLT1, to “sense” luminal nutrients and, in

turn, activate NHE3‐mediated Naþ absorption (Turner and Black, 2001). Given the

harsh luminal environment, one possibility is that this allows NHE3 to be sequestered

in a protected endosomal pool and only translocated to the plasma membrane once

luminal nutrients are present (Zhao et al., 2004). This SGLT1‐dependent NHE3

translocation can easily be detected as an increase in cytoplasmic pH that is a direct

result of increased NHE3 activity and does not require carbohydrate metabolism

(Fig. 3) (Turner and Black, 2001; Zhao et al., 2004).

To determine if ezrin–NHE3 interactions, either direct or indirect, could be

involved in NHE3 translocation, we first assessed ezrin activation after initiation of

Naþ‐glucose cotransport. Ezrin was redistributed to the detergent‐insoluble cytoskel-
etal fraction with kinetics similar to the cytoplasmic alkalinization that followed

initiation of Naþ‐glucose cotransport (Zhao et al., 2004). Ezrin association with

F‐actin is typically associated with ezrin phosphorylation at Thr‐567. This allows

inactive soluble ezrin to unfold and link target molecules, such as NHE3 and NHERF,

to the actin cytoskeleton. We therefore assessed ezrin phosphorylation and found that,

like cytoskeletal association, phosphorylation at Thr‐567 increased with kinetics simi-

lar to the cytoplasmic alkalinization (Zhao et al., 2004).

To further explore the role of ezrin in NHE3 translocation, we developed

intestinal epithelial cell lines expressing dominant‐negative ezrin (Zhao et al., 2004).

These cells formed polarized monolayers and were capable of basal SGLT1‐mediated
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Naþ‐glucose cotransport and NHE3‐mediated NaþHþ exchange that were compara-

ble to control cells. However, unlike cells expressing only endogenous ezrin or those

transfected to overexpress wild‐type ezrin, those expressing dominant‐negative ezrin

failed to alkalinize after initiation of Naþ‐glucose cotransport (Zhao et al., 2004).

Translocation of NHE3 to the apical membrane in response to Naþ‐glucose cotran-

sport was also blocked by dominant‐negative ezrin, suggesting that functional ezrin

is required for NHE3 recruitment to the apical membrane. This suggests that

ezrin activation is a critical regulatory step controlling NHE3 trafficking flux from

endosomal pools to the plasma membrane (Fig. 4).

B. Ezrin Activation Represents a Point of Convergence in NHE3 Regulation

The studies discussed above suggest a critical role for phosphorylation‐dependent
ezrin activation in NHE3 translocation but do not provide insight into the regulation

of ezrin. Several kinases have been implicated in ezrin phosphorylation at Thr‐567,
including protein kinase C � and Rho kinase (Matsui et al., 1998, 1999; Ng et al.,

2001). However, as discussed earlier, protein kinase C � activation causes NHE3

endocytosis and would, therefore, not be expected to be involved in NHE3 transloca-

tion to the surface. Moreover, Rho kinase inhibition has no effect on the cytoplasmic

alkalinization induced followed initiation of Naþ‐glucose cotransport (Turner and

Black, 2001). We therefore used an in silico approach to identify potential kinases that

Figure 3. Cytoplasmic alkalinization requires SGLT1‐mediated Naþ‐glucose cotransport. Caco‐2 cells

were incubated in medium containing 25 mM mannose and 0.5 mM phloridzin. Exchange of mannose‐
phloridzin medium for medium containing 25 mM glucose (circles) resulted in a rapid and sustained rise in

pHi. Exchange into medium with 25 mM �‐D‐methyl glucoside, a nonmetabolizable glucose analogue,

caused a similar rapid and sustained rise in pHi (inverted triangles). In contrast, medium containing

25 mM mannose, resulted in only a small transient pH change (squares). Reprinted with permission from

the American Journal of Physiology (Turner and Black, 2001).
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could phosphorylate ezrin at Thr‐567 (Shiue et al., 2005). This identified protein kinase

A and Akt as candidate ezrin Thr‐567 kinases. We excluded protein kinase A from

consideration as it inhibits, rather than activates, NHE3. In contrast, Akt seemed

plausible, as it had been previously associated with NHE3 translocation (Lee‐Kwon

et al., 2001; Li et al., 2004a).

We found that Akt could phosphorylate ezrin at Thr‐567 in vitro (Shiue et al.,

2005). Moreover, Akt was activated followed initiation of Naþ‐glucose cotransport

with kinetics similar to ezrin phosphorylation. Finally, either pharmacological Akt

inhibition or small interfering RNA (siRNA) knockdown of Akt expression blocked

ezrin phosphorylation, NHE3 translocation, and cytoplasmic alkalinization after

initiation of Naþ‐glucose cotransport (Shiue et al., 2005). We therefore conclude that

ezrin phosphorylation and the NHE3 translocation and activation that follow are

triggered by Akt (Fig. 5).

The observation that ezrin can be phosphorylated by Akt has profound implica-

tions given the widespread involvement of ezrin family members in diverse cellular

functions. It is also striking that this observation provides an explanation that unifies

what were previously thought to be unrelated means of triggering NHE3 transloca-

tion. For example, EGF can cause acute NHE3 translocation to the plasma membrane

through activation of phosphatidylinositol 3‐kinase (Khurana et al., 1996). In turn,

phosphatidylinositol 3‐kinase can activate Akt, and this Akt activation appears to be

necessary for NHE3 translocation (Lee‐Kwon et al., 2001). The targets of Akt in this

pathway have not been defined, but it now seems likely that ezrin is among them.

Lysophosphatidic acid may also use this pathway, as phosphatidylinositol 3‐kinase

Figure 4. Naþ‐glucose cotransport activates ezrin‐dependent translocation of NHE3 to the apical

membrane. Initiation of Naþ‐glucose cotransport markedly increased the quantity of NHE3 detectable at

the apical surface of Caco‐2 cells expressing wild‐type (closed circles) but not dominant‐negative (open

circles) ezrin. Reprinted with permission from Proceedings of the National Academy of Science, USA (Zhao

et al., 2004).
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activity is necessary for lysophosphatidic acid‐induced NHE3 translocation (Lee‐
Kwon et al., 2003a). It is also noteworthy that the SGK1, which mediates NHE3

translocation to the surface following glucocorticoid stimulation, is related to Akt

(Yun et al., 2002). This may therefore represent yet another stimulus that results in

NHE3 translocation by an ezrin‐dependent process. Thus, ezrin phosphorylation may

represent a point where multiple signal transduction pathways converge, all leading to

NHE3 translocation. No data are available to suggest a role for NHERF proteins in

acute NHE3 translocation to the surface. Thus, it may be that, in contrast to endocytic

pathways, NHE3 exocytosis is mediated by direct NHE3–ezrin interactions (Fig. 6).

This hypothesis remains to be tested experimentally.

C. Ezrin Regulates HþKþ ATPase Translocation

Like the translocation of NHE3, the gastric parietal cell HþKþ ATPase, or proton

pump, is exocytically inserted into and endocytically retrieved from the plasma mem-

brane in response to stimuli. For example, histamine stimulation provokes dramatic

cortical actin reorganization (Rosenfeld et al., 1981; Forte et al., 1998). This actin

reorganization is functionally related to histamine‐induced proton pump translocation

to the canalicular surface, as actin disruption with cytochalasin D induced pump

translocation and increased HþKþ ATPase activity (Forte et al., 1998). Moreover,

as shown for NHE3 (Zhao et al., 2004), the cytoskeletal linker protein ezrin plays a

Figure 5. Akt2 expression is required for NHE3 translocation and cytoplasmic alkalinization after Naþ‐
glucose cotransport. (A) SiRNA‐mediated knockdown of Akt2 expression prevents NHE3 translocation to

the plasma membrane after initiation of Naþ‐glucose cotransport. Akt2 knockdown prevented 78 � 3% of

the increase in surface NHE3 expression detected in monolayers transfected with nonspecific siRNA.

(B) NHE3‐dependent cytoplasmic alkalization is inhibited by Akt2 knockdown. Akt2 knockdown (white

circles) inhibited 41 � 3% of NHE3‐dependent cytoplasmic alkalinization after initiation of Naþ‐glucose
cotransport, relative tomonolayers transfectedwith nonspecific siRNA (black circles), paralleling the 55� 9%

knockdown ofAkt2 expression in thesemonolayers. Reprintedwith permission from the Journal of Biological

Chemistry (Shiue et al., 2005).
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critical role in this process (Mangeat et al., 1990; Ingraffea et al., 2002; Zhou et al.,

2003; Tamura et al., 2005). Thus, translocation‐dependent activation of the proton

pump may occur by mechanisms similar to translocation‐dependent NHE3 activation.

There is also some data to suggest that CFTR can be regulated by interactions with

ezrin (Naren et al., 2003).

V. CONCLUSIONS

Microfilaments play many critical roles in cellular function. They regulate cell

shape, migration, and membrane organization. In transporting epithelia, microfila-

ments also regulate ion transport proteins. In the case of NHE3, this can occur by at

least three distinct mechanisms. First, microfilaments can play a role in regulating the

Figure 6. Naþ‐glucose cotransport mediated upregulation of NHE3 activity. Increased luminal glucose and

Naþ triggers SGLT1‐mediated absorption. This activates a signaling cascade wherein p38 MAPK activates

Akt2, which phosphorylates ezrin. This activates ezrin, allowing it to link endosomal NHE3 pools to F‐actin
and cause exocytic insertion of NHE3 into the apical membrane. This increases NaþHþ exchange by

increasing Vmax.
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localization and activity of NHE3 within the plasma membrane. This can alter both

the Km and Vmax of NaþHþ exchange. The second and third mechanisms of cytos-

keletally mediated NHE3 regulation involve trafficking between the surface and

intracellular compartments. This can result in inhibition or stimulation of NaþHþ

exchange, both by changes in Vmax, due to NHE3 endocytosis or exocytosis, respec-

tively. Studies have shed much light on the signaling events that regulate NHE3

trafficking allowing previously separate observations to be mechanistically unified.
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Intermediate filaments (IFs) are cytoskeletal structures that maintain cell and tissue

integrity. In addition, they have been implicated in a number of other functions,

including maintenance of cell shape, subcellular organelle positioning, support to cell

migration, radial growth of axons, and scaffolding of signaling molecules. Many of the

recognized tasks are affected by phosphorylation, which is the key mechanism to

regulate both the organization of IFs and the association of IFs with interacting

molecules. Another important function of IF phosphorylation is the disassembly of

cytoplasmic and karyoskeletal IF networks during mitosis. An intriguing feature of

IFs is the tripartite structure of their building blocks, with a highly conserved central

rod domain, which is flanked by variable length N‐ and C‐terminal regions. While

the rod domain is crucial for the assembly of IFs, a common feature of the distal

domains is that they represent the main targets of phosphorylation. Since phosphate

targeting seems to have domain‐specific functions, this chapter aims at summarizing

the different roles of N‐ and C‐terminal phosphorylation of IFs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The vertebrate cytoskeleton is composed of three different filament systems, actin

filaments, microtubules, and intermediate filaments (IFs). Contrary to the highly

conserved, globular protein subunits in the actin filaments and microtubules, IFs

are composed of 65 different fibrous proteins that vary considerably with respect to

their sequences, expression patterns, and abundance in different tissues (reviewed in

Herrmann et al., 2003; Coulombe and Wong, 2004). Based on their characteristic

molecular features, IF proteins are subdivided into five different types. Type I–IV IF

proteins form cytoplasmic IFs, whereas type V IF proteins, lamins, are located in the

nucleus, where they form a filamentous network inside the nuclear membrane (Table I)

(Herrmann et al., 2003; Coulombe and Wong, 2004).

The major function of IFs is to provide cells with a supporting framework against

mechanical stresses (Herrmann et al., 2003). With the assumption that structural

stability is a prerequisite for mechanical integrity, IFs were long considered as

extremely stable and static structures. This assumption was supported by the excep-

tional insolubility of IFs in buffers of physiological ionic strength, the small amounts

of intracellular soluble, unpolymerized IF proteins, and the seemingly stationary

complex networks reaching from the plasma membrane to the nucleus. However, as

these filamentous structures need to be continuously modified throughout different

cellular processes, such as mitosis and differentiation, and as they need to adapt to

rapidly changing environmental conditions, the IF polymers need to be in a dynamic

state of continuous exchange between soluble subunits and assembled polymers.

Phosphorylation is the key regulator of IF assembly, organization, subcellular distri-

bution, and their association with partner proteins (Table I) (Eriksson et al., 1992a;

Inagaki et al., 1996; Ku et al., 1996b; Helfand et al., 2005; Toivola et al., 2005). During

the past decades, an increasing number of cell‐specific functions of IFs have been

established. These functions require dynamic regulation of the interactions between

individual IF proteins and the interactions of IFs with different IF‐associated proteins

(Coulombe and Wong, 2004; Toivola et al., 2005). Phosphorylation is emerging as a

versatile mechanism to regulate these interactions and, thereby, to influence the

cellular processes that are affected by these interactions. Hence, phosphorylation‐
based modification of the building blocks of IF networks plays a key role when cells

are adapting to the extreme changes in their environment that they frequently need to

encounter during their lifespan.

II. REGULATION OF IFs BY PHOSPHORYLATION

Protein phosphorylation is the major posttranslational regulatory mechanism in

eukaryotic cells, with extremely broad ramifications in multiple cellular processes,

ranging from cell division to cell death. Phosphorylation was suggested to be a

regulator of IFs more than 20 years ago, when keratins (Sun and Green, 1978),

neurofilaments (Pant et al., 1978), vimentin, and desmin (O’Connor et al., 1981) were
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Table I

The Intermediate Filament Protein Family and Examples of Situations When They Become Phosphorylated

Intermediate filament type Protein name Tissue distribution Examples of situations when phosphorylation induced

I Keratins (acidic), K9–K20 Epithelial cells Mitosis,a stress, and apoptosisb

II Keratins (basic), K1–K8 Epithelial cells Mitosis,c stress and apoptosis,d EGF stimulatione

III Vimentin Mesenchymal cells Mitosis,f myogenesis,g PDGF‐stimulation,h viral infectioni

Desmin Muscle cells Mitosis,j myogenesisk

Glial fibrillary acidic

protein (GFAP)

Astrocytes, glia cells Mitosis,l glutamate stimulationm

IV NF‐L Neurons Neuronal differentiation,n neurodegenerative disorderso

NF‐M Neurons ”

NF‐H Neurons ”

Nestin Neuroepithelial stem cells,

myoblasts

Mitosis,p myogenesisq

V Lamin A/C Differentiated cells Mitosis,r apoptosiss

Lamin B1 All cell types ”

Lamin B2 All cell types ”

aLiao et al., 1995b.
bLiao et al., 1995a; Ku et al., 1996a, 1998b; Toivola et al., 2004.
cLiao et al., 1997; Toivola et al., 2002.
dLiao et al., 1995a, 1997; Ku et al., 1996a; Toivola et al., 2002, 2004; Ridge et al., 2005.
eKu and Omary, 1997.
fEvans and Fink, 1982; Chou et al., 1990, 1991; Takai et al., 1996; Goto et al., 1998, 2003.
gGard and Lazarides, 1982.
hValgeirsdottir et al., 1998.
iStefanovic et al., 2005.
jInada et al., 1998, 1999; Kawajiri et al., 2003.
kGard and Lazarides, 1982.
lMatsuoka et al., 1992; Kawajiri et al., 2003.
mKommers et al., 2002.
nAckerley et al., 2000, 2003; Grant and Pant, 2000; Jung et al., 2000; Yabe et al., 2001; Garcia et al., 2003; Rao et al., 2003.
oNguyen et al., 2001; Ackerley et al., 2004.
pSahlgren et al., 2001.
qSahlgren et al., 2003.
rHeald and McKeon, 1990; Peter et al., 1990; Haas and Jost, 1993.
sShimizu et al., 1998; Cross et al., 2000.



shown to undergo this modification. Since these early observations, many different

research laboratories have made significant contribution toward understanding the

purpose and regulation of IF phosphorylation, as well as the mechanism underlying

this modification.

An early observation regarding the relationship between IF phosphorylation and

structural modifications was attained when the amount of phosphorylated vimentin

was noticed to increase during cell division concurrently with the characteristic mitotic

reorganization of the filamentous networks (Evans and Fink, 1982). It has become

increasingly evident that phosphorylation alters the filament structure. This modifica-

tion plays a crucial role during mitosis, when the cytosolic filamentous network is

unraveled and reorganized to enable cell division (Foisner, 1997). The filament disas-

sembly is especially important for lamins that form the nuclear lamina underneath the

nuclear membrane, as the nuclear envelope is disassembled during mitosis (Foisner,

1997; Moir et al., 2000).

In addition to cell division, changes in IF phosphorylation have been observed

during a number of different cellular processes. Notably, IF phosphorylation is a key

feature of many different types of cell stresses, induced by heat, viral infection, drugs,

or disease (Liao et al., 1995a; Ku et al., 1996a; Toivola et al., 2004, 2005). The role of

stress‐induced IF phosphorylation is not entirely clear, but it appears to have a

protective effect (Ku et al., 1998b; He et al., 2002). Extensive studies on neurofilaments

(NFs, the IFs of neuronal tissue) have shown that phosphorylation of NFs plays a role

in neuronal development and differentiation, and contributes to axonal structure and

especially axonal caliber (Grant and Pant, 2000; Garcia et al., 2003; Rao et al., 2003).

Moreover, IFs, especially desmin, vimentin, and nestin, are phosphorylated during

myogenesis (Gard and Lazarides, 1982; Sahlgren et al., 2003). Gard and Lazarides

speculated early in 1982 that phosphorylation might be involved in filament reorgani-

zation observed during myogenesis. In addition, as mentioned in the introduction,

accumulated evidence implicates IF phosphorylation as an important regulator of the

association of IFs with other cellular proteins, such as signaling determinants (Liao

and Omary, 1996; Sin et al., 1998; Tzivion et al., 2000; Sahlgren et al., 2003). Finally,

recent results provide new insight into the previously reported role of IFs in cell

migration (Eckes et al., 2000; Lepekhin et al., 2001). Especially interesting is the

recently demonstrated role of vimentin IFs in the transcellular migration of lympho-

cytes (Nieminen et al., 2006). It is likely that phosphorylation is instrumental in

regulating these functions. In fact, it has been demonstrated that the phosphorylation

of vimentin controls the trafficking of integrins to the plasma membrane, thereby,

determining the directional motility of the cell (Ivaska et al., 2005).

III. IF STRUCTURE AND THE TARGETING OF PHOSPHORYLATION

The structure of IF proteins is highly conserved. They all share a central, �‐helical
rod domain flanked by nonhelical N‐ and C‐terminal regions (Herrmann et al., 2003;

Strelkov et al., 2003). The rod domains of all IF proteins display pronounced repeats
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of heptads in which the first and the fourth positions are occupied by hydrophobic

amino acids. These repeats are responsible for the generation of a coiled‐coiled dimer,

the initial assembly step of IF assembly initiated by two IF proteins wound around

each other (Herrmann et al., 2003; Strelkov et al., 2003). Contrary to the conserved

rod domains, the distal regions show considerable variation in both size and amino

acid sequence (Herrmann et al., 2003; Strelkov et al., 2003; Coulombe and Wong,

2004). Therefore, these distal areas are considered to be responsible for the cell type‐
specific functions of IFs. Phosphorylation seems to be exclusively limited to these

regions, as exemplified by many in vitro and in vivo studies (reviewed in Inagaki et al.,

1996; Ku et al., 1996b). Although the conformation of the flexible distal domains in

fully polymerized filaments has not yet been solved, it has been suggested that some of

these domains would reside outside the filament core (Strelkov et al., 2003), thus, being

more easily accessible to protein kinases. To date, several phosphorylation sites have

been revealed in almost every IF protein (Inagaki et al., 1996). The majority of them

are serines and threonines, although a few instances of tyrosine phosphorylation have

also been reported (Valgeirsdottir et al., 1998; Feng et al., 1999).

The structural features and the assembly of IFs comprise an important model

for structural biologists and have, therefore, been characterized in detail. The IF

proteins are classified into three different assembly groups based on their special

characteristics in filament formation (for review see Herrmann and Aebi, 2004).

It has been demonstrated that in addition to the rod domain, which is crucial for

assembly, the distal regions affect the polymerization process. N‐terminally truncated,

headless vimentin, and keratin have been shown to be unable to assemble into

filaments (Hatzfeld and Burba, 1994; Herrmann et al., 1996). In addition, the removal

of the N‐terminal domain also interferes with the filament‐assembling function of

desmin (Raats et al., 1992). In vimentin, amino acids 20–42 of head domain are known

to be involved in the emergence of a tetramer formed by two laterally interacting

dimers and assist also at the later stages when tetramers form short, uniform assembly

intermediates, termed unit‐length filaments (ULFs; Herrmann and Aebi, 2004). The

intermolecular interactions between dimers, the formation of which is the basis for IF

assembly, are based on salt bridges formed between the arginines in the head domain

and acidic residues in the central rod domain (Herrmann and Aebi, 2004). In fact, the

rod domains of IFs are highly charged. For example, the rod domain of vimentin

contains 116 charged amino acids, 70 of them being acidic and in principle capable of

ionic interactions with the 12 arginines within the vimentin head region (Herrmann

and Aebi, 2004).

Based on the findings about the importance of the head domain for filament

assembly (Raats et al., 1992; Hatzfeld and Burba, 1994; Herrmann et al., 1996), the

role of the N‐terminal arginines in polymerization (Herrmann and Aebi, 2004), and the

ability of phosphorylation to alter the filament structure (see preceding paragraph), it is

reasonable to ask whether the phosphorylation of the head domain could by the

introduction of negative charges influence the arginine‐mediated interactions and,

thereby, the structure of the filaments. In the 1980s, Inagaki and collaborators demon-

strated that phosphorylation causes the disassembly of IFs by using purified protein
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kinase C (PKC) and protein kinase A (PKA) to phosphorylate reconstituted vimentin

filaments in vitro (Inagaki et al., 1987, 1988). The specific sites found to be responsible for

the phosphorylation‐mediated depolymerization were localized on the N‐terminal do-

main of vimentin (Ando et al., 1989). Subsequently, the preference of N‐terminal

phosphorylation in disassembly of IFs and in reduced capability to form filaments

in vitro has been demonstrated with several IF proteins, for example, vimentin (Evans,

1988b; Chou et al., 1990;Matsuzawa et al., 1997; Goto et al., 1998, 2002, 2003; Eriksson

et al., 2004), desmin (Geisler andWeber, 1988; Kusubata et al., 1993; Inada et al., 1998;

Kawajiri et al., 2003), GFAP (Inagaki et al., 1990; Kosako et al., 1997; Kawajiri et al.,

2003), and low‐molecular weight neurofilament (NF‐L) (Gonda et al., 1990; Nakamura

et al., 1990; Mukai et al., 1996). In further support of the specific role of the N‐terminus

in IF assembly/disassembly, studies using surface plasmon resonance have indicated

that the N‐terminal domain of vimentin binds to the 2B helix in the rod domain and that

phosphorylation interferes with this interaction (Gohara et al., 2001).

There is the distinct possibility that the ionic interactions between arginines in

the vimentin head region and the charged amino acids in the rod domain (Fig. 1) could

be regulated by the phosphorylation sites that reside in close proximity to these argi-

nines (Herrmann, H., personal communication). Results from the laboratory of Harald

Herrmann (personal communication) reveal that even the far N‐terminal arginines of

vimentin (Fig. 1) affect filament formation. While these arginines do not seem to be

important for filament assembly, they are important for filament strength (Herrmann,

H., personal communication). Phosphorylation of the far N‐terminal cluster of serines

could easily eliminate the effect of these arginine residues (Fig. 1). These serines have

been shown to be putative PKC phosphorylation sites in vivo (Eriksson et al., 2004) and

were shown to participate in the trafficking of integrins to the plasmamembrane (Ivaska

et al., 2005). Phosphorylation of these sites also regulates the association of vimentin

with endocytosed vesicles containing integrins that are in the process of returning to the

plasma membrane (Ivaska et al., 2005). Serine to alanine mutations of this cluster of

serine residues interferes with the assembly of filaments, lead to the accumulation of

integrins in the endocytosed vesicles, and retards cell migration, whereas serine to

aspartate mutations of these sites accelerated migration (Ivaska et al., 2005). This

particular cluster is located next to (and partly into) an SYRRMF motif that has been

shown (by using a few amino acids longer peptide) to severely disturb the assembly of

vimentin (Herrmann and Aebi, 2004). It is tempting to speculate that this would be a

measure to link phosphorylation‐mediated regulation to salt bridge formation at a site

that could modulate both filament strength and affect an important biological role of

vimentin. In fact, Ralton et al. (1994) have discussed similar regulation in the case of

GFAP after having characterized an N‐terminal motif important in assembly contain-

ing closely spaced arginines and phosphorylation sites. All these results point to a role

for phosphorylation in assembly/disassembly, but the exact molecular and structural

mechanisms underlying this control mechanism remain to be clarified, especially the

role of phosphorylation in counteracting the arginine‐based salt bridges.

The C‐terminal tail, on the other hand, does not seem to have an essential role in

filament formation. It has been shown that C‐terminal deletions do not interfere with
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the polymerization process, (Bader et al., 1991; Eckelt et al., 1992), but rather partici-

pate in the regulation of the filament width (Herrmann et al., 1996). C‐terminal

phosphorylation sites regulating IF structure in vitro have been detected mainly in

lamins (Peter et al., 1990; Eggert et al., 1993), although C‐terminal phosphorylation

sites have been identified also in cytosolic IF proteins (Ando et al., 1996; Eriksson

et al., 2004). Nevertheless, the C‐terminal domains of NFs have been shown to play a

critical role in the formation of the cytoskeletal network in axons by interacting with

other axonal components, thus, exemplifying the importance of C‐terminal regions in

neurons (Grant and Pant, 2000).

IV. PHOSPHORYLATION OF IFs DURING MITOSIS

IFs undergo marked structural changes during mitosis. These changes in IF

organization have been shown to be mediated by phosphorylation. The mitotic phos-

phorylation has been indicated to be targeted at both N‐ and C‐termini, although the

Figure 1. The distribution of known in vivo phosphorylation sites along the vimentin sequence. Summary of

known in vivo phosphorylation sites on vimentin. Mitosis‐specific sites are specially indicated and the dashed

line highlights the arginines surrounding these phosphorylation sites. Arginines around the far N‐terminal

PKC‐phosphorylation sites are marked in a similar way.
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importance of the N‐terminus seems to be more prominent. In the first study addres-

sing the question of mitotic IF phosphorylation (Evans, 1988a), the increased phos-

phorylation of vimentin and desmin during cell division was shown to occur within

their N‐terminal domains. After identification of the mitotic cyclin‐dependent kinase
1, Cdk1 (p34cdc2), as the crucial kinase of the maturation‐promoting factor (Dunphy

et al., 1988), IFs were among the first cytoskeletal substrates to be identified as major

targets for this kinase. The Cdk1‐mediated phosphorylation of nuclear lamins estab-

lished the concept of specific Cdk1 sites as determinants of mitosis‐specific disassembly

of IFs (Heald and McKeon, 1990). The disassembly of nuclear lamina is the most

dramatic IF‐targeted structural alteration during mitosis. The collapse of lamin

network is almost total compared to less extensive reorganization observed with other

IFs. Type A lamins disassemble into soluble particles, whereas B‐type lamins seem to

remain associated with the membrane fragments of the dissociated nuclear envelope

(Gerace and Blobel, 1980). The Cdk1‐mediated phosphorylation has been shown to

occur in both N‐ and C‐terminal domains of lamins, both regions contain sites that

affect filament formation. B‐type lamins are phosphorylated in vitro by Cdk1 on the

same residues that are phosphorylated in vivo during cell division (Peter et al., 1990).

One of the target sites was identified as a conserved SPTR motif situated in the

N‐terminal domain of all lamin proteins (Peter et al., 1990). On lamin B2 this site

is Ser‐16 (Peter et al., 1990). In lamin A the Cdk1‐specific sites are Ser‐22 in the

N‐terminal domain and Ser‐392 in the C‐terminal domain (Heald and McKeon, 1990).

Mutational analysis has revealed that Ser‐22 alone has an effect on mitotic reorganiza-

tion, but this effect is significantly increased if Ser‐392 is mutated as well, although the

latter mutation alone has no effect by itself (Heald and McKeon, 1990). The authors

propose that phosphorylation next to the respective far ends of the rod domain would

control the assembly dynamics of lamins (Heald and McKeon, 1990). Thr‐19 on lamin

A has also been implicated to act similarly as Ser‐22, that is, the mutation on Thr‐19
interfered with the behavior of lamins during mitosis whereas the double mutant

Thr‐19/Ser‐392 produced even more aberrant mitotic phenotypes, pointing to syner-

gistic functions between these residues namely, Thr‐19, Ser‐22, and Ser‐392 (Haas and

Jost, 1993). In support of the results that Ser‐392 by itself is not likely to be important for

disassembly of IF, studies investigating Cdk1‐induced in vitro disassembly of longitudi-

nal lamin B2 polymers have demonstrated that the C‐terminal sites are not as important

as the N‐terminal sites for disassembly of these polymers (Peter et al., 1991).

Among the cytoplasmic IFs, the N‐terminal Ser‐55 of vimentin was the first to be

identified as a major Cdk1 target during mitosis (Chou et al., 1990, 1991). More

information was obtained by mutational analysis, which showed impaired disassembly

of the filament network when Ser‐55 on vimentin was mutated to alanine (Chou et al.,

1996). The latter site is not the only N‐terminal residue modified on vimentin during

mitosis, since vimentin has also been shown to be phosphorylated on Ser‐33 by

PKC (Takai et al., 1996). This modification is initiated at metaphase and main-

tained throughout anaphase. In contrast, phosphorylation of Ser‐55 is only maintained

during metaphase (Takai et al., 1996), indicating that various spatiotemporally

regulated kinases participate in the mitotic reorganization of IFs (Foisner, 1997).
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In addition to vimentin, other cytoplasmic IF proteins, including GFAP, are phos-

phorylated by Cdk1 (on N‐terminal Ser‐8) during cell division (Matsuoka et al., 1992).

The amount of phosphorylation at this particular site is prominent when cells enter

mitosis and like vimentin, it is dephosphorylated during the later stages of cell division

(Matsuoka et al., 1992).

Inagaki and collaborators have described in detail the phosphorylation of type III

IF proteins during the last step of mitosis namely cytokinesis. They have revealed

cooperation between Rho‐binding kinase (which binds to the small GTPase Rho) and

Aurora‐B kinase in the phosphorylation of filaments associated with the cleavage

furrow. Vimentin has been reported to be phosphorylated on Ser‐71 by Rho‐binding
kinase (Goto et al., 1998) and on Ser‐72 by Aurora‐B (Goto et al., 2003). In GFAP,

three N‐terminal amino acids (Ser‐13, Ser‐34, and Thr‐7) are the preferred phosphor-

ylation sites during cytokinesis (Matsuoka et al., 1992). These sites have been shown to

be phosphorylated by both Rho‐binding kinase and Aurora‐B (Kawajiri et al., 2003).

Furthermore, another type III IF protein, desmin, is modified by these kinases, and the

mitosis‐specific sites in desmin are partly overlapping (Thr‐16, Thr‐75, and Thr‐76
for Rho‐binding kinase [Inada et al., 1998, 1999] and Ser‐11, Ser‐59, and Thr‐16 for

Aurora‐B kinase [Kawajiri et al., 2003]).

In addition to type III IF proteins, type I and II keratins are also known to be

phosphorylated during cell division. Ser‐52 is the major phosphorylation site identified

in epithelial keratin 18 (K18) (Ku and Omary, 1994). The phosphorylation of this

particular residue has been shown to increase during S and G2/M phases of the cell

cycle and is associated with filament reorganization (Liao et al., 1995b). A good

candidate for the protein kinase responsible for phosphorylation of K18 is PKC since

it can phosphorylate K18 in vitro, as well as associate with K8/K18 filaments in cells

(Ku and Omary, 1994). Generation of hyperphosphorylated K8, the binding partner

of K18, has been described to occur in mitotic HT29 cells, mouse intestinal crypt

mitotic cells, and regenerating mouse livers after partial hepatectomy (Liao et al.,

1997). This phosphorylation takes place on Ser‐73 in N‐terminal head but its steady

state levels are relatively low (Liao et al., 1997). Moreover, keratins phosphorylated on

Ser‐73 can partly maintain the filamentous pattern, indicating that this site could

participate in mitosis, for example, by modulating interactions with other cellular

elements (Liao et al., 1997). However, the possible effect on filament organization

cannot be excluded (Liao et al., 1997). The particular LLS/TPL sequence containing

the Ser‐73 is well conserved among group II keratins. It has been detected in epidermal

K5/K6, esophageal K4, as well as in type II hair keratins, with the exception that serine

is replaced by threonine (Thr‐150 in K4, Thr‐145 in K5, and Thr‐133 in K6; Toivola

et al., 2002). A dramatic increase in K5/K6 phosphorylation has been observed during

mitosis (Toivola et al., 2002). Moreover, phosphorylated keratins are reorganized

during cell division into punctuated structures indicating a role in disassembly (Toivola

et al., 2002). The results described earlier imply that during cell division the N‐terminal

phosphorylation has an important role as a facilitator of filament reorganization. In

many cases, the mutation of phosphorylation sites leads to dramatic defects in filament

disassembly (Chou et al., 1996). Serine to alanine mutations at sites important in
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cytokinesis cause severe problems in separation of IFs between daughter cells and lead

to a formation of unusually long, bridge‐like cytoplasmic structures between the

daughter cells. The latter effect has been shown with vimentin (Goto et al., 2003),

desmin (Kawajiri et al., 2003), and GFAP (Yasui et al., 1998).

While all results regarding mitosis‐specific phosphorylation of IFs strengthen the

assumptions of N‐terminal phosphorylation being a critical modulator of IF structure,

the role of mitotic phosphorylation in controlling arginine‐mediated interactions, and

especially the molecular mechanism underlying this event, are not completely resolved.

A closer examination of the N‐terminal domain of vimentin shows that the mitosis‐
specific phosphorylation sites, Ser‐33, Ser‐55, Ser‐71, and Ser‐72, all reside fairly close

to several arginines (Fig. 1). Particularly Ser‐33, which is surrounded by arginines, is

located in the region known to engage in head–rod interactions (Herrmann and Aebi,

2004). Serine‐71 and Ser‐72 are close to Arg‐68, Arg‐70, and Arg‐77, all residues that
could potentially participate in salt bridge formation. However, the molecular details

underlying the effect of these sites on filament formation remains to be clarified.

Mutation of other identified phosphorylation sites (Ser‐55, Ser‐71, and Ser‐72) have
been shown to affect the mitotic IF structure, hence their role in mitosis is well defined.

Despite the remarkable predominance of N‐terminal phosphorylation sites as

regulators of mitotic disassembly, some IF proteins have been shown to be phosphory-

lated on their C‐terminus on cell division. Nestin, an IF protein expressed in the develop-

ing central nervous system and muscle tissue, is phosphorylated on its C‐terminal tail

during cell division (Sahlgren et al., 2001). Nestin has a strikingly different structure

compared to all other cytoskeletal IF proteins. It has an extremely shortN‐terminal head,

only 11 amino acids without any possible phosphorylation sites, and an exceptionally

long C‐terminal tail with numerous serines and threonines. The structures of nestin

N‐ and C‐termini differ so radically from the other IF proteins that the assembly and

disassembly regulation of nestin is likely to be completely different from the other IFs.

This hypothesis becomes even more convincing when considering the role of

N‐terminus in dimer formation. Nestin is unable to form filaments on its own, but

polymerizes with vimentin instead (Eliasson et al., 1999; Steinert et al., 1999). There-

fore, it could be that the disassembly of nestin during mitosis is regulated solely by the

disassembly of vimentin. If that is true, the identified mitotic phosphorylation sites of

nestin, Thr‐316 and Thr‐1495 (Sahlgren et al., 2001), are likely to have functions other

than regulation of filament assembly. These functions remain to be clarified as no

mutational analysis of nestin phosphorylation sites has ever been done. In addition to

nestin, mitotic, C‐terminal phosphorylation sites have been identified in vimentin.

However, Thr‐457 and Ser‐458 in the tail of vimentin have not turned out to be

significant for filament reorganization during cell division (Chou et al., 1996). These

findings demonstrate that although phosphorylation is extremely important to IF

reorganization, it may have additional roles during mitosis, for example, in mediating

the interactions between IFs and other cellular molecules. In fact, it has been suggested

that nestin could play an important role in cell division by controlling the trafficking

and distribution of cellular factors to arising daughter cells (Chou et al., 2003). In a

highly speculative model, phosphorylation could induce the formation of such
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complexes and IFs could piggyback interacting molecules to the forming daughter

cells.

It has been suggested that the C‐terminal phosphorylation of lamins may have a

crucial role in breaking the interactions between lamins and other nuclear membrane

proteins (Peter et al., 1991) rather than in interrupting the interactions between the

lamin proteins within the filament structure. While there is no clear description of the

roles of domain‐specific phosphorylation of lamins, �II PKC‐mediated phosphoryla-

tion of the C‐terminal Ser‐405 in lamin B has been proposed to be involved in the

regulation of lamin B dynamics during cell division (Goss et al., 1994). �II PKC

phosphorylates and induces the solubilization of lamin B in vitro, and Ser‐405 is among

the prominent phosphorylation sites in lamin B in mitotic human cells (Hocevar et al.,

1993; Goss et al., 1994). The differences in lamin phosphorylation during mitosis

compared to the majority of cytoplasmic IFs may rise from the completely different

assembly and organization of this nuclear IF network, as well as the completely

different head domain structure of lamin proteins. The assembly of lamins differs

from that of cytoplasmic IFs, since lamin dimers first associate longitudinally into

head‐to‐tail filaments that later anneal laterally, whereas the cytoplasmic dimers

form partly overlapping tetramers preferring lateral interactions before any longitu-

dinal annealing occurs (Herrmann and Aebi, 2004). It is likely that the N‐ and

C‐terminal phosphorylation of lamins could affect one or more of these interactions

differently (Peter et al., 1991). Furthermore, the N‐terminal domains of lamins are

shorter than, for example, the corresponding region of vimentin and do not contain

many basic residues that could mediate the dimer–dimer interactions (Herrmann and

Aebi, 2004). Hence, it could be concluded that phosphorylation‐mediated disassembly

of IFs during mitosis is primarily regulated by N‐terminal phosphorylation events,

while C‐terminal phosphorylation affects mitosis due to structural specificities of

individual IFs.

V. STRESS‐INDUCED PHOSPHORYLATION OF IFs

Mitosis is not the only physiological event during which intermediate filaments are

markedly phosphorylated. Numerous studies with cultured cells and mouse models

have revealed a strong correlation between IF hyperphosphorylation and cell stress

(reviewed in Ku et al., 1999). Different IF proteins, especially keratins (see later) and

NFs (Giasson and Mushynski, 1996), have been shown to become phosphorylated

either during stress or by stress‐activated kinases. In addition to mouse models and cell

line studies, K8/K18 hyperphosphorylation was shown to correlate with the progres-

sion of human liver disease (Toivola et al., 2004). Stress‐associated phosphorylation

frequently results in the reorganization of IFs but could also affect the interaction of

IFs with other proteins. In this context, keratins and the role of phosphorylated

keratins during stress have been well examined.

Keratins 8 and 18 are phosphorylated by heat stress and rotavirus infection of

human HT29 colonic cells (Liao et al., 1995a). In these cells, stress alters the filament
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organization and increases the amount of soluble keratins (Liao et al., 1995a).

Phosphorylation was localized to the N‐terminus of K8 namely, Ser‐73 (Liao et al.,

1997). A significant increase in K8/K18 phosphorylation has also been detected in mice

fed with a hepatotoxic drug, griseofulvin (Ku et al., 1996a). Inmice, the phosphorylated

site on K8 was identified as Ser‐79, homologous to Ser‐73 in human, and the human

antibody against Ser‐73 cross‐reacts with the mouse Ser‐79 (Liao et al., 1997). Results

from anisomycin and etoposide‐treated cells have revealed that phosphorylation of

Ser‐73 is also associated with apoptosis (Liao et al., 1997). Moreover, it has been

demonstrated that this site is phosphorylated in response to activation of the death

receptor Fas (He et al., 2002), and in alveolar epithelial cells in response to shear stress

induced by laminar flow (Ridge et al., 2005). In addition to K8, epidermal K5 and K6

have also been reported to be phosphorylated in the conserved LLS/TPL motif during

UV light or anisomycin‐induced apoptosis (Toivola et al., 2002).

Since Ser‐73 is frequently phosphorylated during different stressful conditions, it

has been suggested to be a marker of physiological stress that accumulates in epithelial

cells (Liao et al., 1997). It also suggests that this site may be recognized by more than

one kinase(s). To date, three different kinases have been suggested to be responsible

for this modification. p38 stress‐activated kinase phosphorylates K8 (Ku et al., 2002a)

as well as K5 and K6 in vitro (Toivola et al., 2002). p38 phosphorylates K8 on Ser‐73 in
cells transfected with p38 and also associates with K8/K18 filaments (Ku et al., 2002a).

The second identified kinase is also a member of the MAP‐kinase family, c‐Jun kinase,

which is activated during apoptosis and also phosphorylates Ser‐73 both in vitro and

in vivo (He et al., 2002). The kinase responsible for the phosphorylation of K8 in

alveolar epithelial cells in response to sheer stress has been suggested to be PKC�, and
a PKC� peptide antagonists has been shown to attenuate the stress‐induced increase in

keratin phosphorylation and solubility (Ridge et al., 2005).

Although stress‐induced phosphorylation and reorganization of keratin filaments

is well described, the significance of this modification is not clear (Toivola et al., 2002).

Phosphorylated keratins do not disrupt the intermediate filament organization, sug-

gesting that phosphorylation of keratins is not required for structural modifications

(Liao et al., 1995a, 1997). It has been suggested that phosphorylation of keratins could

instead regulate the interactions between keratins and other cellular elements (Liao

et al., 1997). Such interactions between phosphorylated keratins and their ligand have

been shown to enhance the stress‐related pathogenesis (Kirfel et al., 2003). However,

there is also evidence to support a protective effect of keratin phosphorylation during

cell stress. For instance, transgenic mice overexpressing a mutant K18 (Ser‐52 mutated

to alanine) are more susceptible to microcystin‐ and griseofulvin‐induced liver injury

compared with their wild‐type littermates (Ku et al., 1998b). IFs have been appropri-

ately referred to as “stress‐buffering” elements of metazoan cells (Herrmann and Aebi,

2004), thus, illustrating the versatile roles of IFs in protection against both mechanical

and chemical stresses. Consistent with this, keratins and NFs have been suggested to

function as phosphate sinks, thus, protecting cells from excess kinase activity (Ku

et al., 1998b; Nguyen et al., 2001). Phosphorylation also protects the keratins them-

selves from ubiquitination and subsequent proteasome‐mediated degradation (Ku and
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Omary, 2000), as well as from cleavage by caspases (Ku and Omary, 2001). In

conclusion, the N‐terminal phosphorylation of keratins has an effect on cell fate

during stress including apoptosis. Phosphorylation seems to protect cells and, at least

partially, modulate the organization of the filaments either directly or through other

modifications. While the major stress‐related phosphorylation sites of keratins are

located in the head domain, the role of C‐terminal phosphorylation during these

conditions cannot be discounted.

Phosphorylation of vimentin in context of stress was reported, when vimentin was

shown to become phosphorylated on Ser‐82 during African swine fever virus (ASFV)

infection (Stefanovic et al., 2005). During the early steps of infection, vimentin was

demonstrated to concentrate on virus assembly sites and on later stages to be rear-

ranged into a cage‐like structure surrounding virus factories. Vimentin within the cage

was shown to be phosphorylated on Ser‐82, a site recognized by calmodulin‐dependent
kinase II (CaMKII; Ando et al., 1991), but the authors were not able to confirm

whether the reorganization was due to Ser‐82 phosphorylation or was the phosphory-

lation just a consequence of activation of CaMKII by ASFV (Stefanovic et al., 2005).

However, it is tempting to speculate the reasons for the observed vimentin reorganiza-

tion. It may be that vimentin is needed to form a structural scaffold to recruit the

proteins necessary to viral DNA replication, thus, favoring the virus, or it might serve

as a cytoprotector to prevent the movement of viral components into the cytoplasm

(Stefanovic et al., 2005).

VI. EFFECTS OF IF PHOSPHORYLATION ON CELL SIGNALING

During the past 10 years, a number of new functions of IFs have emerged. Most

importantly, numerous findings have connected IF networks to cell signaling.

Phosphorylation has been shown to affect the interactions between IFs and different

signaling determinants. Members of the 14‐3‐3 protein family are important regulators

of the cell cycle and diverse signal transduction pathways. These proteins bind to

their targets, such as PKC, Raf, Cdc25, and BAD, in a phosphorylation‐dependent
manner and affect the activity, interactions, and subcellular distribution of their target

proteins (reviewed in Mackintosh, 2004). 14‐3‐3 proteins have been shown to associate

with epithelial K8/K18 (Liao and Omary, 1996). They bind to phosphorylated K18

and this binding can be detected during S/G2/M phases of the cell cycle when keratins

disassemble on hyperphosphorylation (Liao and Omary, 1996). The N‐terminal Ser‐33
was determined to be essential for the interaction between K18 and 14‐3‐3 (Ku et al.,

1998a). In addition to K18, 14‐3‐3 also binds to vimentin. The latter interaction has

been induced in COS7 cells by phosphatase inhibitor calyculin A and the region

responsible is defined to the N‐terminal domain of vimentin (Tzivion et al., 2000).

Liao and Omary (1996) have suggested that 14‐3‐3 could function as a solubility

cofactor for K8/K18, since in in vitro assays 14‐3‐3 improves the solubility of

keratin filaments isolated from mitotic cells. This is consistent with studies demon-

strating the significance of N‐terminal phosphorylation sites in filament assembly
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(as discussed earlier). On the other hand, this interaction could modulate other inter-

actions occurring between keratins and different proteins, or alternatively alter inter-

actions between 14‐3‐3 and its targets (Liao and Omary, 1996). An interrelationship of

the latter kind has been demonstrated with vimentin in which the association between

vimentin and 14‐3‐3 replaces the interactions with other partners, one of them being

protooncogene Raf (Tzivion et al., 2000). In transgenic mice expressing the K18

mutant (Ser‐33 to alanine), the mitotic progression of hepatocytes was disturbed and

was accompanied by the nuclear retention of 14‐3‐3� as opposed to a more diffuse

distribution in wild‐type littermates (Ku et al., 2002b). The same phenomenon has

been seen in K8 knockout mice (Toivola et al., 2001). Since the absence of K8 and K18

results in severe structural defects in cells and disrupts cell cycle, it has been suggested

that the lack of filaments may lead to unregulated interactions between 14‐3‐3 proteins
and the regulators of the cell cycle, such as Cdc25, thereby, disturbing the progression

of mitosis (Toivola et al., 2001).

IFs also appear to control the distribution of kinases that phosphorylate them.

Activation of RhoA induces RhoA‐binding kinase �‐mediated phosphorylation of the

N‐terminal head of vimentin (Sin et al., 1998). This causes a collapse of the vimentin

network and a release of vimentin‐associated inactive RhoA‐binding kinase � because

of its reduced affinity to phosphorylated vimentin. This results in a positive feedback

loop in which the released kinases are reactivated, thus, allowing it to phosphorylate

additional vimentin molecules (Sin et al., 1998). In addition to vimentin and RhoA‐
binding kinase �, an interesting regulatory system has been revealed between K8/K18

filaments, 14‐3‐3 and Raf‐1. It has been shown that Raf‐1 directly associates with K8

and is capable of phosphorylating K18 preferentially on Ser‐52 (Ku et al., 2004).

During oxidative or toxin‐mediated stress, Raf‐1 is activated and released from keratin

filaments. The authors suggest that inactive Raf‐1 associating with K8 would, on

activation, phosphorylate K18 and dissociate it from the filaments (Ku et al., 2004).

However, it is difficult to demonstrate whether the phosphorylation is mediated by the

bound kinase or by the unbound pool of Raf‐1 (Ku et al., 2004). The same report also

demonstrated that the same sites on both Raf‐1 and 14‐3‐3 that are essential for their

interaction with each other also regulate the association of these molecules with

K8/K18 indicating a role for keratins in modulating the signaling mediated by Raf‐1
and 14‐3‐3 (Ku et al., 2004).

Another example of IFs as signaling determinants is the association of nestin with

the cyclin‐dependent kinase 5 (Cdk5). Cdk5 interacts with nestin in its inactive state, as

the association between p35, the activator protein of Cdk5, and nestin is detected only

when the activity of Cdk5 is inhibited (Sahlgren et al., 2003). It has been suggested that

activated Cdk5 is released from filaments after it has performed its task by phosphor-

ylating nestin (Sahlgren et al., 2003). Unlike vimentin and keratin phosphorylation,

the Cdk5‐mediated phosphorylation sites reside in the C‐terminal region of the nestin

protein (Sahlgren et al., 2003). These sites determine the association between the

kinase and filaments and play a role in regulating the proapoptotic activity of Cdk5

(Sahlgren et al., in press). A more recent observation has identified the phosphoryla-

tion of vimentin on N‐terminal Ser‐55 during mitosis by Cdk1, which resulted in the
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association of phosphorylated vimentin and yet another kinase, Plk1 (Yamaguchi

et al., 2005). This interaction in turn resulted in the activation of Plk1, phosphoryla-

tion of vimentin at yet another N‐terminal site and segregation of filaments between

the daughter cells (Yamaguchi et al., 2005). Thus, phosphorylation itself may generate

additional interactions between the kinase(s) and an IF protein.

VII. PHOSPHORYLATION AND NEUROFILAMENTS

Although C‐terminal phosphorylation seems to be less frequent among cytoplas-

mic IFs, there is one well‐described instance. Type IV IF proteins, NFs, are strictly

regulated through phosphorylation of their C‐terminal domain (Grant and Pant,

2000). The phosphorylation‐mediated regulation of NFs is discussed extensively else-

where (for review see Grant and Pant, 2000), therefore, in this chapter we will only

highlight the main features of this regulation. NFs, the neuron‐specific intermediate

filaments, together with other cytoskeletal components form the axonal network,

which includes the structure of the axons and influences the axonal transport of nerve

impulses (Grant and Pant, 2000). NFs are divided into three distinct groups according

to their molecular masses: NF‐H (�200 kDa, high), NF‐M (�160 kDa, medium), and

NF‐L (�68 kDa, low; Hirokawa and Takeda, 1998). When NFs assemble, NF‐L
forms the filament backbone to which NF‐M and NF‐H (both of which are incapable

of self‐assembly) attach (Hirokawa and Takeda, 1998). NF‐H and NF‐M carry long

tail domains, side arms that extend from the filament core and form links to adjacent

NFs as well as to other nearby cytoskeletal components (Hirokawa and Takeda, 1998;

Grant and Pant, 2000). A distinctive feature of the C‐terminal side arms is an

enrichment of lysine–serine–proline (KSP)‐repeat motifs (Grant and Pant, 2000). NF

subunits are the most extensively phosphorylated proteins in the nervous system (for

review see Chan et al., 2004). The phosphorylation is initiated in the perikaryal region,

where NFs are synthesized, and the modification becomes more apparent when NFs

enter the axons (Grant and Pant, 2000).

C‐terminal phosphorylation regulates NFs in multiple ways. First of all, several

results indicate that phosphorylation of KSP‐repeats has an effect on the transport of

NFs along axons; NFs produced in neuronal cell body are delivered to axons. It is not

clear if they are transported as intact filaments or disassembled into smaller complexes

(Al‐Chalabi and Miller, 2003). The transport of NFs is known to be assisted by

microtubules, and NFs are also known to associate with the motor proteins kinesin

(Yabe et al., 1999). The role of phosphorylation is not completely understood, but

there is evidence to show that hyperphosphorylation slows the transport of NFs down

while hypophosphorylation accelerates it (Ackerley et al., 2000, 2003; Jung et al., 2000;

Yabe et al., 2001). C‐terminal serine to aspartic mutations (mimicking permanent

phosphorylation) of NF‐H delays the movements while alanine mutants (that cannot

be phosphorylated) travel faster (Ackerley et al., 2003). The precise mechanism of this

effect is not clear but different suggestions have been presented. One possibility is that
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phosphorylation causes the NFs to detach from the motor proteins (Shea, 2000;

Ackerley et al., 2003). It was reported that phosphorylation of NF‐H induces

dissociation of NFs from kinesin, thereby, retarding the axonal transport (Jung

et al., 2005). Alternatively, phosphorylation may induce NFs to interact with other

axonal structures that could somehow modify the movements of NFs (Ackerley et al.,

2003). However, the exact role and the extent of phosphorylation has remained

controversial, because the rate of neurofilament transport is not altered in transgenic

mice in which wild‐type NF‐H is replaced by a deleted form of NF‐H lacking the

C‐terminal tail (Rao et al., 2002; Yuan et al., 2006). A similar effect has been seen in

mice expressing tailless NF‐M (Rao et al., 2003). There may be partially overlapping

roles of NF‐M and NF‐H, which could explain some of the transgenic mice data (Rao

et al., 2003).

In addition to axonal transport, phosphorylation of NFs has also been demon-

strated to regulate radial growth of axons (Grant and Pant, 2000). It has been suggested

that C‐terminal phosphorylation could change the charge density of side arms and,

thereby, induce negative repulsions and protrusion of side arms from the filament

backbone (Hirokawa and Takeda, 1998; Grant and Pant, 2000). These lateral protru-

sions would increase NF spacing and, therefore, increase axonal caliber and conduction

velocity (Grant and Pant, 2000). In addition, phosphorylation of NF tail regions

modulates the interactions of NFs with each other and with other cytoskeletal struc-

tures such asmicrotubules, actin, and plectin (Grant and Pant, 2000). These connections

influence the formation of cytoskeletal network supporting the structure of axon. There

is evidence of both attractive and forbidding interactions created by NF phosphoryla-

tion representing the dynamic nature of cytoskeletal network in axons (reviewed in

Grant and Pant, 2000). Studies with mice models indicate that NF‐H phosphorylation

may have only a partial effect on axon radius while the overall composition of the NF

network would contribute more prominently (Hirokawa and Takeda, 1998; Rao et al.,

1998, 2002). It has been suggested that the tail domain of NF‐Mcould actually be more

crucial in mediating radial axonal growth rather than the longer tail of NF‐H, since

abolition of NF‐M tails eliminates the long cross‐bridges between NFs that participate

in strengthening the axonal structure (Garcia et al., 2003; Rao et al., 2003).

Various kinases have been demonstrated to phosphorylate KSP‐repeats, for

example, Cdk5 (Shetty et al., 1993), glycogen synthase kinase (GSK)‐3� and GSK‐
3� (Bajaj and Miller, 1997; Sasaki et al., 2002), Erk1/2 (Veeranna et al., 1998; Chan

et al., 2004), and stress‐activated protein kinase 1b or JNK3 (Brownlees et al., 2000).

These kinases phosphorylate distinct C‐terminal serines; for example, Cdk5 prefers

KSPXK‐repeats (Shetty et al., 1993; Pant et al., 1997) whereas Erk1/2 phosphorylates

KSPXXXK‐sequences (Veeranna et al., 1998). Cdk5, which is the workhorse of the

developing central nervous system, is involved in the movement of NFs into axons,

and its inhibition accelerates axonal transport (Ackerley et al., 2003; Shea et al., 2004).

Contrary to Cdk5, Erk1/2‐mediated phosphorylation seems to promote anterograde

NF transport (Chan et al., 2004). Kinases responsible for neurofilament phosphory-

lation are tightly regulated as demonstrated by the fact that overexpression of

Cdk5 induces perikaryal accumulation of phosphorylated NFs (Shea et al., 2004).
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The importance of stringent control of kinases is also well illustrated by the deleterious

effects of Cdk5 in certain pathological conditions such as Alzheimers and amyotrophic

lateral sclerosis (ALS; Nguyen et al., 2001; Cruz and Tsai, 2004). In these diseases,

Cdk5 has been shown to contribute to the formation of insoluble neurofilament

aggregates that are a characteristic feature of most neurodegenerative disorders

(Nguyen et al., 2001). Likewise p38�, which also phosphorylates NFs, is associated

with accumulation of phosphorylated NFs in ALS (Ackerley et al., 2004).

Although neurons do not go through cell divisions, NFs still contain N‐terminal

phosphorylation sites, as discussed earlier. N‐terminal phosphorylation blocks the

assembly of NFs (Gonda et al., 1990). It has been postulated that phosphorylation

of the head domain of NF‐M prevents the neurofilament assembly in cell bodies and

inhibits tail domain phosphorylation (Zheng et al., 2003). This could impede the

premature assembly of newly synthesized NFs before they enter axons (Zheng et al.,

2003). Hence, there seems to be a very clear division between the roles of N‐ and
C‐terminal phosphorylation of NFs, as N‐terminal phosphorylation regulates the

assembly and controls the initiation of C‐terminal modifications while C‐terminal

phosphorylation regulates neuron‐specific functions of NFs.

VIII. DEPHOSPHORYLATION OF IFs

In addition to kinases, protein phosphatases carry out an important task in

phosphorylation‐mediated regulation of IF dynamics. Two major groups of protein

phosphatases regulate eukaryotic cell functions, the serine/threonine protein phospha-

tases, and tyrosine phosphatases. With the help of serine/threonine phosphatase

inhibitors, such as okadaic acid, calyculin A, and microcystin, it has been demon-

strated that there is an accumulation of hyperphosphorylated IF proteins, suggesting

that serine/threonine phosphatases are required for the rapid and continuous turnover

of phosphorylated IFs, including vimentin (Eriksson et al., 1992b), keratin (Kasahara

et al., 1993; Yatsunami et al., 1993; Toivola et al., 1997), NFs (Sacher et al., 1994;

Saito et al., 1995; Gong et al., 2003), and lamins (Luscher et al., 1991). Moreover,

phosphatase‐induced inhibition hyperphosphorylation of IF proteins also alters IF

organization, demonstrating the significance of these phosphatases in the maintenance

of the structural integrity of IFs (Eriksson et al., 1992b; Kasahara et al., 1993;

reviewed in Ku et al., 1996b; Eriksson et al., 1998). The effect of phosphatase inhibi-

tion on IF structure and dynamics has also been explored using GFP‐tagged IFs and

live cell imaging (Strnad et al., 2001, 2002). In this study both serine/threonine and

tyrosine phosphatase inhibitions were shown to induce a breakdown of keratin net-

work and result in the formation of granular keratin aggregates instead (Strnad et al.,

2001, 2002). In addition to the structure and organization of IFs, phosphatases have

been determined to maintain the interactions between IFs and other cellular com-

plexes. Studies using microcystin have revealed that protein phosphatase activity is

required for the regulation of the interaction between keratin IFs and desmosomes

(Toivola et al., 1997).
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The temporary increase in IF phosphorylation on mitosis, when filaments are

disassembled, indicates that phosphatase activation (as well as kinase inactivation) is

likely to be responsible for the restoration of the basal IF phosphorylation levels

(Ku et al., 1996b) and readapting to the interphase‐specific IF conformation. It has

been demonstrated that protein phosphatase 1 (PP1) is a mitotic lamin phosphatase

required to remove the mitotic phosphates from lamin B to enable nuclear lamina

reassembly (Thompson et al., 1997). In certain instances, IFs are phosphorylated at

mitosis‐specific sites also during interphase, although the amount of phosphorylation

during this process is minor compared with the phosphorylation levels during cell

division. For instance, in cells treated with phosphatase inhibitors, vimentin and

desmin are phosphorylated during interphase at sites that are also phosphoryalted

by Rho‐kinase during cytokinesis (Inada et al., 1999). However, the phosphorylation

levels are diminished to almost undetectable levels due to action of PP1, indicating a

continuous, tightly controlled balance of kinase and phosphatase activities (Inada

et al., 1999). In a similar way as IFs interact with kinases they can also bind protein

phosphatases. In several studies, the neurofilaments have been described to be asso-

ciated with protein phosphotases that dephosphorylate NFs (Veeranna et al., 1995;

Strack et al., 1997; Terry‐Lorenzo et al., 2000). Protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A)

has been shown to be associated with vimentin through a specific complex subunit

(Turowski et al., 1999), as well as to K8/K18 (Tao et al., 2006). The association of

PP2A with K8/K18 has also been shown to protect cells against hypo‐osmotic stress

(Tao et al., 2006). This study then provides another link between phosphorylation of

IFs and stress tolerance in the cell. Further, these studies suggest that IFs form a

scaffold for both kinases and phosphatases (Terry‐Lorenzo et al., 2000).

IX. CONCLUSIONS

Site‐specific phosphorylation is an important regulator of the dynamic and func-

tional properties of IFs. N‐terminal modifications seem to be most crucial for assem-

bly/disassembly equilibria, during mitosis, differentiation, and cell stress. This is likely

due to the effects of phosphorylation on the ionic interactions between the head and

the rod domains, the formation of which are crucial for filament assembly. The

exceptions to the rule of the N‐terminus as a regulator of assembly dynamics and

equilibria seem to stem from members of the IF protein family that have either an

exceptionally short N‐terminal domain (e.g., nestin) or different polymerization

designs (lamins) (Fig. 2). While it has been well established that protein phosphatases

are crucial in maintaining IF structure, recent results suggest that the association

between IFs and protein phosphatases also have a role in directing signals and

mediating IF‐mediated stress tolerance. C‐terminal phosphorylation is best character-

ized in NFs. The exceptionally high phosphorylation stoichiometry and the peculiar

localization and pattern of the phosporylation sites are unique features of the NFs

and are associated with neurospecific functions such as determining axonal caliber

and mobility of the IFs and their associated proteins along the axons (Fig. 2). While
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Figure 2. Domain‐specific localization of phosphorylation sites with specific functions. Mitosis and stress‐
associated sites, which have been shown to contribute to filament assembly/disassembly, are almost exclu-

sively located at the N‐terminus, whereas the phosphorylation sites responsible for the specific functions of

NFs are localized at the C‐terminus.

C‐terminal sites in other IFs have been shown to be phosphorylated in many

situations, for example, the vimentin C‐terminus during mitosis (Chou et al., 1996)

and the K8 C‐terminus after epidermal growth factor stimulation (Ku and Omary,

1997), the precise functions of these sites remain to be elucidated. During the past few

years, an increasing number of new functions have been assigned to IFs. As many of

these functions are linked to interactions between IFs and different IF‐associated
molecules, it is likely that phosphorylation‐mediated regulation orchestrates these

interactions, as there are already a number of examples of phosphorylation as a

regulator of IFs interaction with signaling molecules (Liao and Omary, 1996; Sin

et al., 1998; Tzivion et al., 2000). The C‐terminal phosphorylation sites that still lack

an identified function could participate in regulating some of these known interactions

or yet unidentified interactions.
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Abbreviations and Acronyms

ARF1 ADP ribosylation factor 1

Arp2/3 Actin‐related protein 2/3
BDM 2,3‐Butanedione monoxime
CFTR Cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator

E3KARP NHE3 kinase A regulatory protein

EGF Epidermal growth factor

EGFP Enhanced green fluorescent protein

ER Endoplasmic reticulum

FRAP Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching

Ins(1,4,5)P3 Inositol 1,4,5‐trisphosphate
MT Microtubule

NHE3 NaþHþ antiporter isoform 3

NHERF NHE regulatory factor

NKCC1 NaþKþ2Cl� cotransporter

NRK Normal rat kidney cells

PI Phosphatidylinositol

PI(3)P, PI(4)P, PI(5)P Phosphatidylinositol 3/4/5‐phosphate
PI(3,4)P2 PI(3,5)P2 PI(4,5)P2 Phosphatidylinositol 3,4/3,5/4,5‐bisphosphate
PI(3,4,5)P3 Phosphatidylinositol 3,PI(4,5)P2‐trisphosphate
PIP All phosphorylated phosphoinositides

PIP kinases Phosphatidylinositol phosphate kinases

PM Plasma membrane

ROCK Rho‐associated kinase
SGK1 Serum‐ and glucocorticoid‐inducible protein kinase‐1
SGLT1 Naþ‐glucose cotransporter
TGN Trans‐Golgi network
VSV‐G Vesicular stomatitis virus glycoprotein
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selectivity of, 242–243

Cytoskeletal reorganization, 16–17

Cytoskeleton of resting platelet

actin cytoskeleton

filamin A and filamin B, 6

spectrin and adducin, 5

platelet microtubule coil, 1

Cytoskeleton rearrangement during platelet

activation

cofilin, 8

dissociation of adducin from spectrin, 7

formation of filopodia, 8

gelsolin, 8

signaling pathways regulating cytoskeleton of

platelet

nonreceptor tyrosine kinases, 9–12

phosphatidylinositol 3‐kinases, 12
phospholipase C and calcium signaling, 9

protein kinase C, 13

Vav proteins, 13–14

Cytoskeleton rearrangement during platelet

adhesion, 12–13

Cytosolic calcium levels, 16

Cytosolic filamentous network, 310

D

DAG. SeeDiacylglycerol

DAnk2, 74

Dbl homology (DH) domain, 210

Degrees of freedom, types of, 172

Dendritic cytoskeleton information processing

model, 174–176

Desmin, 310, 312, 315–316, 324

Desmosome, 26

Detergent‐insoluble membrane

microdomains, 206

Diacylglycerol (DAG), 202–203

1,2‐Diacylglycerol (DAG), 9

Dictyostelium, 205, 240

Dictyostelium amoebae, 256

Dictyostelium discoideum, chemotaxis of, 210

DiVerential cytoskeleton dynamics

and signaling, induced by

opioids, 193–194

Diseases of heart and brain, due to defects in

spectrin, 68

Divalent cation, coordination of a

hydroxyl ion, 57

Dopamine dependent protein kinase C

activation, 294

Double strand breaks (DSB), 146–148

Drosophila, 71

ankyrins, 74

dorsal closure, 260, 263–264

embryo of, 255–256

evaluation of genetic model, 77–78

expression of Rac1 in, 278

gastrulation movements in, 261–262

genetic studies in, 68

lethal phenotypes of, 68

mechanical forces in embryo of, 277

meiosis in, 211

neuroglian mutants, 80

role of ecdysone in, 276

tetramer formation in, 77

TGF‐�, 267
tube elongation and migration

in, 275–276

Drosophila melanogaster, 211

Drosophila spectrin

defects in mutants, 75

genetic studies of, 73

tetramer formation in, 77

Dubin–Johnson syndrome (DJS), 37

Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD), 83

Dynamin, 235

lipid‐binding site properties, 235–236
physiological relevance of dynamin–lipid

interaction, 236

Dynein, 73
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E

EBP50 (�/�) mice, 38

EGF. See Epidermal growth factor

EGFP. See Enhanced green fluorescent protein

E3KARP. SeeNHE3 kinase A regulatory protein

EMT. See Epithelial‐to‐mesenchymal transition

Ena, 8

Ena/VASP protein family, 8

Endocytosis, 202, 291

mechanisms of, from plasma membrane

NaþKþ ATPase regulation, by a

clathrin‐mediated endocytosis, 294

NHE3 internalization occurs through

clathrin‐coated pits, 294

protein kinase C inhibits NHE3 by

inducing endocytosis, 292–294

Endomembrane system, actin polymerization

driven transport in, 124–125

Endothelium‐derived relaxing factor (EDRF), 15

Enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP), 82, 101

Enteropathogenic Escherichia coli (EPEC), 40

Epidermal growth factor (EGF), 105, 108

Epithelia, 286

transporting, function of, 285

Epithelial cells, 26

secretory pathway, 79

Epithelial fusion events

Caenorhabditis elegans ventral enclosure, 269

Drosophila dorsal closure, 263–267

vertebrate embryonic development, 269–270

Epithelial‐to‐mesenchymal transition

(EMT), 109–110

ERM. See Ezrin, radixin, and moesin

ERM‐binding phosphoprotein 50 (EBP50), 31

ERM–lipid interaction, physiological

relevance of, 231–232

Erythrocyte(s)

lacking spectrin or ankyrin, 68

membrane, 69

mutation in spectrin of, 77

PH domain of, 70

role of spectrin cytoskeleton, 83

spectrin–actin junction in, 70

spectrin genes, 71

Erythroid spectrin genes, 71

Escherichia coli, 40, 112

Eural cytoskeleton, interrelation with cell

membrane, 165–166

Exc‐5, 275
Exocytic insertion of NHE3, 295

Exocytosis, mechanisms of, 294–295

ezrin activation, 296–298

ezrin regulates HþKþ ATPase translocation,

298–299

ezrin regulates NHE3 translocation

from endosomal pools to plasma

membrane, 295–296

Ezrin, 288

activation, 295

association with F‐actin, 295
phosphoinositide interaction of, 231–232

phosphorylation, 297

role of, in NHE3 activation, 295

Ezrin, radixin, and moesin (ERM)

lipid‐binding site properties, 231
physiological relevance of ERM–lipid

interaction, 231–232

Ezrin‐NHE3 interactions, 295

Ezrin‐radixin‐moesin (ERM), 31

4.1‐Ezrin‐radixin‐moesin (FERM) domain, 231

ERM‐family, 233

trilobed structure of, 231

F

Fab1p, 205

F‐actin, 93, 100, 143–144, 211
assembly, involvement of proteins in, 225–226

binding sites for, 227

interactions of, 233

linking with tetramer, 234

severing of proteins from, 243

in vitro interactions of �‐actinin with, 237

F‐actin‐based structures, 1

F‐actin‐membrane linkage, involvement of

protein in, 231

FAK. See Focal adhesion kinase

FERM. See 4.1‐Ezrin‐radixin‐moesin

FGF. See Fibroblast growth factor

FGF ligand Branchless (Bnl), 276

Fibroblast growth factor (FGF)

role in the branching of tracheal system,

275–276

Fibroblasts, 141

Filament disassembly for lamins, 310

Filament formation, lag phase, 55

Filamins, 30

A and B, structures and functions of, 6

Filopodia, 204, 253–254, 265

Filopodial interdigitation model, for epithelial cell

adhesion, 254

Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET),

101–102, 228
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Focal adhesion kinase (FAK), 12, 233

increased levels of, 191

phosphorylation and activation of, 186

Focal adhesions, 205

Folded gastrulation ( fog) gene, 261

Follicle cells, cell divisions in, 75

Four wheel drive ( fwd), mutation in, 211

FRET. See Fluorescence resonance energy transfer

“From Structure to Function” model, 195–196

Fwd. See Four wheel drive

G

G15, breaking of hydrogen bond in open state, 53

G‐actin, 226–229
ATPase rates, linear curve fitting, 54

G*‐actin, actin ATPase activity, 55

GAP. See GTPase‐activating proteins
Gastric parietal cells, 28

Gastrointestinal epithelium, absorptive

functions of, 105

Gastrulation movements

Drosophila gastrulation, 261

epiboly in zebrafish embryos, 261–263

Gauss’s law, 169

GBD. See GTPase‐binding domain

GBE. See Germ band extension

GBR. SeeGerm band retraction

GDI. SeeGuanine nucleotide dissociation inhibitors

GEF. See Guanosine nucleotide exchange factors

Gelsolin, 7–8, 14, 208–209, 225–226

actin‐binding properties of, 103–105
family, 30

lipid‐binding site properties, 226
physiological relevance of gelsolin‐lipid

interactions, 226

in unregulated actin‐severing and apoptotic

cell death, 111

Gelsolin�/� mice, 111

Genetic model, evaluation of, 77–78

Genetic screens, 78

Germ band extension (GBE), 271

Germ band retraction (GBR)

defects in, 271

in Drosophila, 271

ecdysone release in, 276–277

time taken for, 263–264

GFAP. SeeGlial fibrillary acidic protein

GFP. SeeGreen fluorescent protein

GFP fusion protein, 82

Glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), 312,

315–316

Glomerular filtrate, 38

�‐Glutamyl transpeptidase, 43

Glycogen synthase kinase (GSK)‐3�, 322
Glycoprotein VI (GPVI), 12

Glycosphingolipids, 206

GMP‐dependent protein kinase (cGMP‐PK),

15–17

G2/M phase, 193

Goblet cells, 36

Golgi actin cytoskeleton

disruption of, 129

in rat kidney cells, 121

Golgi complex, 121–122

Golgi (isoform �), 205

GPIb�

binding of, 3

and damaged vessel walls, 17

GPIb‐IX‐V complex, 5

G‐protein, heterotrimeric, 261

G‐protein–linked receptors, 2

Green fluorescent protein (GFP), 206

Growth control, 75–76

GSK‐3�, 322
GTPase‐activating proteins (GAPs), 139, 210

GTPase‐binding domain (GBD), 230

GTPases, 290

activity determination of, 210

of Rho family, 202, 206–207, 210, 213

GTP‐binding proteins, 2
GTP‐GDP exchange factors (GEFs), 139

Guanine nucleotide dissociation inhibitors

(GDI), 260

Guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEF), 259

Guanosine nucleotide exchange factors (GEF), 210

H

�‐Hairpin loops, 53

H73A mutant �actin, 59–60

HAT. SeeHistone acetyl transferase

Hbsp1‐4, 71
HBV. SeeHepatitis B virus

Heart‐and‐soul (has), 275
Heat shock protein 27 (Hsp27), 16

Heat shock 70 proteins, autophosphorylation of, 57

HeLa cells, 122–124, 126, 144–145, 149

bundles of, 138

cellular fractionation of, 153

colocalization in, 149

nuclei of, 149

staining of, 144–145

�‐Helices, 69
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Helicobacter pylori, 90–91

Hemidesmosome, 26

Hemipterous (hep), 267

Hepatitis B virus (HBV), 40

Hepatitis B virus X protein (HBx), 41

Hepatocyte growth factor (HGF)

actin reorganization induced by, 107

treatment with, 108

tubulogenesis induced by, 110

Hepatocytes, 41

Hereditary elliptocytosis, 77

HGF. See Hepatocyte growth factor

Hill coeYcient, 104

Hip1R, 212

Histone acetyl transferase (HAT), 144, 148

Histone proteins, 136

HnRNP A/B, 144

HnRNP U, 144

Homeostasis, 286

Homologous domains S1‐S6, 91, 93
Hosphatidylinositol 3‐phosphate (PIP3), 12
HRNP36, 144

HRNP65, 144

Hsc70, 288

Hsp27, 17

Human �I‐IV‐spectrins, 73
Human brahma (hbrm), 136

Humanbreast cancer cells, cloning of LASP from, 17

Human diseases, due to defects in spectrin and

ankyrin, 67

Human erythrocytes, 68–69

Human haploid genome, in renal and

gastrointestinal epithelial cells, 90

Human spectrins, 71

Hydrogen bonds, open state, 53

Hydrolysis, inside the filament, 56

Hydrophobic amino acids, 311

Hyperbilirubinemia, 38

Hyperphosphorylated IF proteins,

accumulation of, 323

I

IEC‐6
decrease in cell migration in, 108

transfectedwith transcriptional factorCdx1, 90

IF. See Intermediate filaments

Imidazole ring, strengthening of hydrogen bond, 53

Inhibitory signaling molecules, 1

INO80.com, 146–148

Inositol lipids, 210

Inositol phospholipids, cellular pool of, 204

Integral membrane proteins (IMPs), 69

Integrin �IIb�3‐ligation, 8
�‐Integrins, 5
Integrins, cytosolic tails of, 233

Intercellular adhesion molecule (ICAM)‐2, 232
Interdomain cleft, divalent cation, 50

Interdomain connectivity in actin, 53–54

Intermediate filaments (IFs), 26, 225, 307–308

dephosphorylation of, 323–324

disassembly of, 311–312

functions of, 308

lipid‐binding site properties, 241–242
mitosis‐specific phosphorylation of, 316

phosphorylation, 310

eVects of, on cell signaling, 319–321

during mitosis, 313–317

physiological relevance of vimentin‐lipid
interactions, 241–242

protein family, 309

proteins

classification of, 311

hyperphosphorylation of, 323

rod domains of, 310–311

regulation, by phosphorylation, 308, 310

stress‐induced phosphorylation of, 317–319

structure

C‐terminal, 310, 312–313

GFAP, 312

�‐helical rod domain, 310

N‐terminal, 310–312

PKA, 312

PKC, 312

SYRRMF motif, 312

Intestinal metaplasia, 90

Intracellular activatory molecules, 1

Intracellular androgen receptor (iAR), 187–188

Intracellular transport, 125

in metazoan cells, 129

Ionic waves along microtubules, 171–174

Ion transporter regulation by microfilaments, 286

Ischemia, 41

J

JNK. See Jun N‐terminal kinase

Jun N‐terminal kinase (JNK)

signaling component activated by, 260

signaling pathway, 267, 270, 276
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K

Keratins (K), 315, 317–318, 320

filaments, 318

Kinesin

lipid‐binding site properties, 240
physiological relevance of kinesin–lipid

interactions, 241

KirchhoV’s laws, 170
821KKEK824, 96

K8/K18 hyperphosphorylation, 317

Knockout (KO) mice, 269–270

KO mice. SeeKnockout mice

Kupfer cells, 31

L

Lamellipodia, 14, 204, 253, 265

Lamins

C‐terminal phosphorylation of, 317

filament disassembly for, 310

Latrunculin, 144

Lethal phenotypes, 68

L1 family, 80

LIM and SH3 domain protein (LASP), 16–17

LIMK2, 189

Lipid

interactions, stimulation of

proteins by, 221

rafts, 206

Lipid‐binding site properties, 226–231
Listeria monocytogenes, 40, 112

LKB1, eVects on colon cell lines, 81

L45 loop, 190

LNCaP, 187–188

Long‐range spatiotemporal ionic waves along

microtubules, 171–174

Long‐term potentiation (LTP), 171, 175, 177

Loop‐phosphate‐loop links, along with,

long‐chained residues, 53

LTP. See Long‐term potentiation

Lumen formation, within a single‐celled tube, 275

Lysophosphatidic acid, 297–298

M

Macropinocytosis, 294

Madin–Darby canine kidney (MDCK),

78, 108–110

cells, 122

MAL‐D, 277–278

Malignant cell(s)

proliferation and motility of, 189

total‐actin content in, 183

Malignant rhabdoid tumor cell lines (MTR), 141

MAP. See Microtubule‐associated proteins

MAP1B

lipid‐binding site properties, 239–240
physiological relevance of MAP1B–lipid

interactions, 240

MAPKAPK‐2, 17
Map kinases (MAPKs), 260, 267

MAPK kinase kinase (MAPKKK), 260

MAPKs. SeeMap kinases

MARCKS, 3, 222

Matrix‐coupled actin monomers, 55

Matrix metalloproteinase‐3 (MMP‐3), 108
MCF12A nonmalignant breast epithelial cells, 194

MDCK. See Madin–Darby canine kidney

MDia, 137

Megalin, 288

Membrane cytoskeleton, structure of, 5

Membrane ruZes, 204, 207

Metal cofactor, coordination sphere, 57

Metazoan cells, 120

stress‐buVering elements of, 318

MFS. SeeMicrofilament system

MiaPaCa2 cells, 139–140

Microfilaments

in cellular function, 299–300

ion transporter regulation by, 286

in regulation of NHE3 activity, 288

regulators, 49

Microfilament system (MFS), 50

Microtubules (MT), 27

cytoskeleton, 121

motors, attachment of, 73

Microtubule‐associated proteins (MAPs)

interaction with C‐termini, 172

in linking MTs and AFs, 164–165

Microtubule‐formed ring structure, 2

Microtubule networks (MTNs), output from,

175–176

Microtubules and microtubule‐associated
proteins

kinesin

lipid‐binding site properties, 240
physiological relevance of kinesin–lipid

interactions, 241

MAP1B

lipid‐binding site properties, 239–240
physiological relevance of MAP1B–lipid

interactions, 240
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Microtubules and microtubule‐associated
proteins (continued)

tubulin

lipid‐binding site properties, 239
physiological relevance of tubulin–lipid

interactions, 239

Microvillar development and structure, 90

Microvillus core, microfilaments of, 102

Microvillus inclusion disease, 741

Mitosis, IF phosphorylation during,

307, 313–317, 324

MLC. See Myosin light chain

MLC phosphorylation, 17

Molecular dynamics (MD), 171

Monomer: monomer bonds, 56

Monomeric actin, addition of salts, 54

Morphogenesis

initiation and linking of, 276

mechanical forces in, 277

Mss4, 205

Multidrug resistance protein 2 (Mrp2), 37

Muscle cells, energy‐transducing mechanism in, 49

Mutant(s)

crystal structures of, 100

embryos, survival of, 74–75

MYH9, 126

Myo1, 125–126

Myo2, 126–127

Myo5, 127–128

Myo6, 128–129

Myosin, 144, 238

lipid‐binding site properties, 238
motors, 202, 258

physiological role of myosin 10‐lipid
interaction, 238–239

Myosin2a, b, c, 126

Myosin II mechanoenzyme, 32

Myosin light chain (MLC)

pathways leading to, 15

phosphorylation of, 17

Myosins 1, 2, 5, and 6, 121

Myosins I, II, V, and VI, 36

Myosins in membrane endomembrane pathways,

roles of

Myo1, 125–126

Myo2, 126

Myo5, 127–128

Myo6, 128–129

N

NaþHþantiporter NHE3, 285–286

Naþ‐Kþ‐ATPase

distribution of, 75

function, 294

Nestin, 310

Neural cytoskeleton and membrane, interrelation

between, 165–166

Neurofilaments (NF), 321

groups of, 321

phosphorylation of, 310, 322

Neurons, 80

NF. SeeNeurofilaments

NF‐�B
nuclear translocation of, 192

response, 191

NHE3, 38, 288, 294

activation, 294

role of ezrin in, 295

transporter regulation, mechanisms

of, 287

in detergent‐insoluble forms, 288

downregulation, acute, mechanisms of, 293

epidermal growth factor (EGF) in, 288

exocytic insertion of, 295

kinase A regulatory protein (E3KARP), 290

protein‐protein interactions, 289

role of, 286

ezrin in, 296

NHE3‐enhanced green fluorescent protein

(EGFP) fusion protein, 289

NHE regulatory factor, 288

NHERF‐1, 288, 294
NHERF‐2, 288–290, 294
NHE3 translocation, 297

NIH‐3T3/Ras fibroblasts, 189

NM1. See Nuclear myosin 1

NMDA receptor, 177

Nonerythoid spectrin, �H‐subunit of, 71
Nonerythroid cells

interactions in, 69

spatial relationships in, 70

spectrin paradigm in, 71–72

Nongenomic signaling pathway, 189–190

Nongenomic steroid hormone signaling

actin reorganization in, 184–186

role of actin cytoskeleton signaling in, 188

Nonionic detergents, 206

Nonlinear ionic waves

and actin filaments, 166–170

supported by, 166
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Nonmuscle Myo2, 126–127

Nonrepetitive sequence segments, 70

Normal rat kidney (NRK) cells, 121, 126

NRK cells. SeeNormal rat kidney cells

N‐terminal arginines, 311–312

Nuclear lamina, 310

Nuclear myosin 1 (NM1), 144–145

Nucleotide‐binding cleft, 51
aYnity for DNase I, H73A mutation, 53

hydrogen bonds, in tight state, 53

Nucleotide‐binding site, actin assembly‐
competent, 55

Nucleotide exchange rates, increased, 53

Nucleus, actin in, 143

Nucleus (isoform �), 205

N‐WASP, WASP, WAVE

lipid‐binding site properties, 230
physiological role of WASP–lipid

interactions and WAVE–lipid

interactions, 230–231

N‐WASP activation, 209

N‐WASP�/� mouse, 230

O

Ohm’s law, 169

Okadaic acid‐insensitive phosphatase, 8
Oligomers of actin, slow hydrolysis of ATP, 50

Opioid signaling, diVerential actin reorganization

in, 193

Orthogonal cross‐linking proteins, 31

P

P21, 140

P21‐activated protein kinase 1 (PAK1), 193

Pancreatic acinar cells, 34

Pancreatic and biliary ductal cells, 90

Pancreatic carcinoma cells, 139–140

Parathyroid hormone, 291

PAR proteins, 81

Paxillin, 140

PDZ. See PSD95‐Dlg‐ZO1

PDZ domain proteins, 39

PDZK1, 288

Peptide YY (PYY), 108

Peutz–Jeghers syndrome, 80

Phagocytosis, 202

Phallacidin, 192

Phalloidin, 165

Pharmacological actin depolymerization, 288

PH domain. See Pleckstrin homology, domain

Phenylalanine residues, 99

Phosphatases, 205

�‐Phosphate, 53
�‐Phosphate, release of, 59
Phosphatidylinositol, structure of, 203

Phosphatidylinositol 4,5‐bisphosphate (PIP2), 9

aYnity of villin for, 101–104

binding of, 106

regulation of actin capping by, 94

Phosphatidylinositol 3‐kinase (PI3‐kinase)
activity of, 238, 297–298

coimmunoprecipitation of gelsolin with, 226

products of, 222, 228

Phosphatidylinositol monophosphate (PIP), 227

Phosphatidylinositol‐ 4‐phosphate 5‐kinase
(PIP‐5K), 222

Phosphatidylserine (PS), 227

clustering of, 236

interaction of, 241

interaction with vinculin, 232

Phosphoinositide 3‐kinase (PI3‐kinases), 7
5‐Phosphoinositide phosphatases, 205
Phosphoinositides (PI), 201–202, 205, 233

ABP regulation by, 208–209

actin cytoskeleton regulation by, 207–213

in endocytosis, 236

features of, 202–205

synthesis, pathways of, 203

Phospholipase C‐�1, 108, 191–192
Phospholipase C (PLC), 222

activation of, 9

generation of DAG by, 9

inhibitor, 211

platelet activation by, 16

Phospholipid–actin interactions

cell motility, 208–210

cytokinesis, 210–212

vesicular traYcking, 212–213

Phospholipids

interaction of cytoskeletal proteins with,

223–224

structures of, 225

Phosphorylation, 308, 310–313

IF regulation by, 308, 310

IF structure and targeting of, 310–313

and neurofilaments, 321–323

stress‐induced, of IF, 317–319
Physiologic hemostasis, 2

PI. See Phosphoinositides

PI 3‐kinase. See Phosphatidylinositol 3‐kinase
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PI(4) 5‐kinases in cells, 207

PI‐3Ks in cytoplasm, 205

PIP. See Phosphatidylinositol monophosphate

PIP2. See Phosphatidylinositol 4,5‐bisphosphate
PI(3,4)P2, 222

PI(3,4,5)P3, 201, 206, 222

abolition of binding in, 239

and ABPs, 210

aYnity of �‐actinin with, 237–238

binding with gelsolin of, 226–227

binding with N‐WASP of, 230

in cell migration, 210

dephosphorylation, 205–206

and Dictyostelium discoideum chemotaxis, 210

found in cellular lysates, 226

inhibition of actin polymerization by, 243

interaction with N‐WASP, 230

interaction with yeast cofilin, 227

subcellular distribution of, 206

PI(4,5)P2, 201, 204–205, 222, 232, 243

binding motifs, 204

in budding yeast, 211

cellular level, 205

depletion, 207

role of, in cell migration, 209–210

subcellular distribution of, 205

PIP2‐binding sites, 101–103
PIPIK� depletion of, 210

PIP‐5K� neuronal isoform of, 233

PIP kinases, 205

PI(4)P 5‐kinases, 205
PI(5)P 4‐kinases, type II, 205
PIP‐3K/PTEN/Akt pathway in yeast, 207

PI(3,4,5)P3/PI(4,5)P2 levels, 207

PI values, in rats and chickens, 105–107

PKA. See Protein kinase A

PKC. See Protein kinase C

Placode, 273

Plasma membrane (PM), 119–120, 201, 206

copper cells in, 82

isoform �, 205

mechanisms of endocytosis from

NaþKþ ATPase regulation, by a

clathrin‐mediated endocytosis, 294

NHE3 internalization occurs through

clathrin‐coated pits, 294

protein kinase C inhibits NHE3 by

inducing endocytosis, 292–294

role of actin, in regulation of transporters at

actomyosin contraction, 290

NHE3 regulation, 288–290

regulation of CFTR by protein

kinase A, 292

regulation of NHE3 activity by protein

kinases, 290–291

Platelet(s)

motility of, 17

structure and function of, 1

Platelet activation

after adducin dissociation, 7

early phase of, 15

eVect of intracellular free calcium in, 9

filament fragmentation in, 7

initial event in, 2

rapid dephosphorylation of cofilin during, 8

by stimulatory agonists, 9

Platelet adhesion receptors, 2

Platelet cytoskeleton, 1–2

inhibition by cyclic nucleotides, 15

inhibition of cytoskeletal reorganization,

16–17

inhibition of intracellular calcium

increase, 16

Platelet microtubule coil, 6–7

PLC‐�1. See Phospholipase C‐�1
Pleckstrin homology (PH), 13, 204

Ca2þ‐binding module, 70

domain, 69

in spectrin assembly, role of, 82

in Drosophila copper cells, 82

flow of information, 83

PM. See Plasma membrane

Pocket cells, 269

Point mutants, 109

Polarized cells, assembly and function of, 78

Polarized membrane domains, cell culture

studies of, 67–68

Polymerizability, loss due to exchange of ADP, 53

Postsynaptic density (PSD), 175–177

PP1. See Protein phosphatase 1

Preadipocytes, 207

Profilin, 61, 228

interaction with lipids, physiological

relevance of, 229

lipid‐binding site properties, 228–229
Profilin:actin, 61

Profilin:�‐actin crystal, 51–53

Prostaglandin I2 (prostacyclin, PG‐I2), 15
Prostate cancer cells, 187–188

Protease inhibitor, 139

Protein 4.1 and p55, 70

Protein cofilin, 227

Protein kinase A‐mediated NHE3 inhibition, 292
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Protein kinase A (PKA), 291, 294, 312

Protein kinase C (PKC), 5, 13, 275,

292–293, 311–312

activated, 288

Protein kinase 1 (PKC1), 143

Protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A), 288, 324

Protein phosphatase 1 (PP1), 324

Protein phosphatases, 323

Protein phosphorylation in eukaryotic cells, 308

Protein–protein interactions, 70

14‐3‐3 Proteins, 319
Protein spectrin in Drosophila, characterization

of, 73

Proton pump, 298

PS. See Phosphatidylserine

PSD. See Postsynaptic density

PSD95‐Dlg‐ZO1 (PDZ), 31

PTEN, 205

PTEN‐deficient cells, 207
Purse‐string contraction, 257
Pyrenyl assay, 60

Q

Q137, deprotonation of, 58

Q137‐bound water molecule, 57

Q43P variant, 6

R

Rabbit skeletal muscle actin (�‐actin), 59
Rac, 5, 255, 265

Rac1, 207

Raf‐1, 320
RalA, 5

Ras and phosphoinositol signaling, eVect on

actin filament organization, 138–139

Rdx�/� mice, 38

Red blood cell, spectrin in, 68–70

Renal proximal tubules, 26

Rho, 5

RhoA, 207

RhoA‐binding kinase, 320
RhoA‐induced calcium sensitization, 17

RhoA/ROCK/LIMK1/cofilin pathway, 193

Rho‐associated kinase (ROCK), 139, 290

blocking of, 269

KO mice, 270
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